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4 Choosing the Acquisition Structure
4.1 Federal Tax Considerations in Structuring US M&A Deals
4.1.1 An Overview from a non-Tax Transaction Lawyer’s Perspective
Tax considerations are often the key consideration in structuring an acquisition, and a tax
attorney and/or tax accountant should be part of transaction planning from the earliest stages. As
a future M&A attorney, it is essentially that you learn enough about U.S. Federal income
taxation, and in particular corporation and partnership taxation, that you will be able to identify
potential tax-related issues as they arise and flag them for discussion with your tax partner (if
you are in a firm) or with your client’s tax advisers. That, however, is very much a subject for
another course (or two) – you should not leave law school for a career as a business /
transactional lawyer without having taken at least the basic U.S. Federal income tax course.
For purposes of this class, we can only provide you with a general overview of some key tax
issues in M&A, with the assistance of a presentation by a tax specialist with experience working
with transaction teams on both M&A deals. Copies of the presentation and any related readings
will be provided separately.
The following is just a brief sample of some of the more common questions and issues that you
will encounter from a tax perspective in planning M&A deals for clients both large and small:
1. Is the target in the deal taxed as a C corporation, S corporation, or partnership?
For the target taxed as a C corporation in particular, the initial decision between structuring a
transaction as a sale of the shareholders’ stock vs. an asset sale can have very significant
economic consequences as well as shaping the overall allocation of risk in a deal.
Remember that, in a C corporation, there are two levels of taxation: the corporation
pays tax on its income and gains, and then the shareholder pays tax when the corporation
distributes those gains to its shareholders. Let’s imagine that the shareholders of the target
corporation initially invested $100,000 when they formed the corporation. Ten years later, their
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ideas and hard work have turned the corporation into a success, and a buyer purchases the
corporation in an asset sale for $500 million. The corporation first pays corporate income tax
on the difference between that $500 million and the corporation’s basis in the sold assets – put
simplistically, what it paid for those assets as adjusted for depreciation and amortization. Let’s
say that amounts to $100 million in tax. The corporation is now sitting with $450 million after
tax and no other assets. Obviously, our shareholders would like the cash distributed to them.
The shareholders now pay personal income tax on the $400 million distributed to them. Assume,
solely for illustration, that this is at a combined rate of 30%. Our shareholders receive, after two
levels of taxation, $280 million post-tax.
Suppose that, instead of structuring this as an asset sale, our shareholders sold the
corporation’s stock to the buyer. At the same combined individual tax rate of 30%, the
shareholders would have $350 million post-tax. Obviously, our shareholders would, all else
being equal, prefer to sell stock rather than assets.
Buyers, by contrast, general prefer to buy assets. Why? When structuring a deal as
an asset purchase, the purchase price can be allocated among the purchased assets. This creates a
so-called “step up” of basis to each asset’s current fair market value. The seller has been
depreciating or amortizing the value of its assets over time, so generally the basis of an asset
post-asset sale will be greater than that immediately prior to the transaction. Suppose the target’s
equipment had been depreciated down to an adjusted basis of $50 million, but it has a fair market
value today of $100 million. By doing the deal as an asset purchase, the buyer can benefit from
the tax advantages of depreciation and amortization of that higher, stepped-up basis.
How can this gap in economic preferences of sellers and buyers be bridged?
Generally, in pricing a transaction the dealmakers on both sides should understand the relative
tax benefits and detriments of the deal structure to the parties. It is possible to work these into
the valuation discussions such that the tax detriments to the sellers of an asset purchase are offset
by the buyer effectively sharing with them some of the tax benefits it expects to obtain.
Where a target is taxed as an S corporation or partnership (including LLCs that have
elected partnership taxation), this conflict does not exist or is, usually, significantly ameliorated.
So-called “passthrough” treatment means that the target equityholders only pay a single level of
tax that derives from their share of the net gains or profits on the underlying assets of the entity.
We will see in future sections that the choice of structure can have ramifications
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beyond tax. Where a stock sale is necessary because of non-tax concerns (for example,
restrictions on assignment of key contracts or limits on transferring permits), in some cases it
may be possible to have that stock sale treated as an asset sale for tax purposes by making the
proper election with the Internal Revenue Service. But be mindful that, once a structure is
chosen for tax purposes, it may “set the goalposts” for entirely unrelated transaction decisions.
While in theory one could draft an asset sale agreement to allocate non-tax risks exactly the same
as one would in a stock sale, in practice the differences between the starting points for the two
structures mean that the sellers are likely to end up bearing more risk after closing in an asset
deal than they would have had they sold stock.
2.

We often hear people joke that the two things that are certain in life are death

and taxes. That doesn’t mean that the time of either is certain, however, and in the M&A context
it is possible to structure certain transactions in such a way as to be free of tax – at least at the
time of the transaction itself. For example, a merger in which the target shareholders are entirely
paid in buyer stock may be tax-free for the target shareholders. In that case, assume I bought my
stock at $1 a share, and in the merger I receive for each target share a buyer share valued at $100.
In a tax-free merger, I don’t pay tax on that $99 gain measured as of the merger – rather, I
continue to have that $1 basis per share and, if I sell my share a year later at $150, pay tax on the
gain of $149. There may be quite a divergence of opinion among shareholders as to whether
they want cash today, even if they have to pay tax on it this year, as opposed to getting stock of
uncertain future value but with the ability to defer tax until they sell.
3.

While the gap between ordinary income and capital gains rates have varied

over the years, in general capital gains rates for individuals have been lower and had certain
other advantages. Where substantial target stock is owned by management or key employees, a
persistent source of risk is that amounts that these holders are paid for their stock or other equity,
which they expect to be taxed on a capital rates, will be recharacterized as compensation for their
labor and taxed at ordinary income rates. We will return to this risk in future sections.
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4.2 The Statutory Framework
4.2.1 Effecting Corporate Mergers Under Delaware Law: DGCL 251
DGCL § 251 Merger or consolidation of domestic corporations
(a) Any 2 or more corporations of this State may merge into a single surviving corporation,
which may be any 1 of the constituent corporations or may consolidate into a new resulting
corporation formed by the consolidation, pursuant to an agreement of merger or consolidation, as
the case may be, complying and approved in accordance with this section.
(b) The board of directors of each corporation which desires to merge or consolidate shall adopt
a resolution approving an agreement of merger or consolidation and declaring its advisability.
The agreement shall state:
(1) The terms and conditions of the merger or consolidation;
(2) The mode of carrying the same into effect;
(3) In the case of a merger, such amendments or changes in the certificate of
incorporation of the surviving corporation as are desired to be effected by the merger
(which amendments or changes may amend and restate the certificate of incorporation of
the surviving corporation in its entirety), or, if no such amendments or changes are
desired, a statement that the certificate of incorporation of the surviving corporation shall
be its certificate of incorporation;
(4) In the case of a consolidation, that the certificate of incorporation of the resulting
corporation shall be as is set forth in an attachment to the agreement;
(5) The manner, if any, of converting the shares of each of the constituent corporations
into shares or other securities of the corporation surviving or resulting from the merger or
consolidation, or of cancelling some or all of such shares, and, if any shares of any of the
constituent corporations are not to remain outstanding, to be converted solely into shares
or other securities of the surviving or resulting corporation or to be cancelled, the cash,
property, rights or securities of any other corporation or entity which the holders of such
shares are to receive in exchange for, or upon conversion of such shares and the surrender
of any certificates evidencing them, which cash, property, rights or securities of any other
corporation or entity may be in addition to or in lieu of shares or other securities of the
surviving or resulting corporation; and
(6) Such other details or provisions as are deemed desirable, including, without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, a provision for the payment of cash in lieu of the issuance
or recognition of fractional shares, rights or other securities of the surviving or resulting
corporation or of any other corporation or entity the shares, rights or other securities of
which are to be received in the merger or consolidation, or for any other arrangement
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with respect thereto, consistent with § 155 of this title.
The agreement so adopted shall be executed by an authorized person, provided that if the
agreement is filed, it shall be executed and acknowledged in accordance with § 103 of this title.
Any of the terms of the agreement of merger or consolidation may be made dependent upon facts
ascertainable outside of such agreement, provided that the manner in which such facts shall
operate upon the terms of the agreement is clearly and expressly set forth in the agreement of
merger or consolidation. The term “facts,” as used in the preceding sentence, includes, but is not
limited to, the occurrence of any event, including a determination or action by any person or
body, including the corporation.
(c) The agreement required by subsection (b) of this section shall be submitted to the
stockholders of each constituent corporation at an annual or special meeting for the purpose of
acting on the agreement. Due notice of the time, place and purpose of the meeting shall be given
to each holder of stock, whether voting or nonvoting, of the corporation at the stockholder’s
address as it appears on the records of the corporation, at least 20 days prior to the date of the
meeting. The notice shall contain a copy of the agreement or a brief summary thereof. At the
meeting, the agreement shall be considered and a vote taken for its adoption or rejection. If a
majority of the outstanding stock of the corporation entitled to vote thereon shall be voted for the
adoption of the agreement, that fact shall be certified on the agreement by the secretary or
assistant secretary of the corporation, provided that such certification on the agreement shall not
be required if a certificate of merger or consolidation is filed in lieu of filing the agreement. If
the agreement shall be so adopted and certified by each constituent corporation, it shall then be
filed and shall become effective, in accordance with § 103 of this title. In lieu of filing the
agreement of merger or consolidation required by this section, the surviving or resulting
corporation may file a certificate of merger or consolidation, executed in accordance with § 103
of this title, which states:
(1) The name and state of incorporation of each of the constituent corporations;
(2) That an agreement of merger or consolidation has been approved, adopted, executed
and acknowledged by each of the constituent corporations in accordance with this
section;
(3) The name of the surviving or resulting corporation;
(4) In the case of a merger, such amendments or changes in the certificate of
incorporation of the surviving corporation as are desired to be effected by the merger
(which amendments or changes may amend and restate the certificate of incorporation of
the surviving corporation in its entirety), or, if no such amendments or changes are
desired, a statement that the certificate of incorporation of the surviving corporation shall
be its certificate of incorporation;
(5) In the case of a consolidation, that the certificate of incorporation of the resulting
corporation shall be as set forth in an attachment to the certificate;
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(6) That the executed agreement of consolidation or merger is on file at an office of the
surviving or resulting corporation, stating the address thereof; and
(7) That a copy of the agreement of consolidation or merger will be furnished by the
surviving or resulting corporation, on request and without cost, to any stockholder of any
constituent corporation.
(d) Any agreement of merger or consolidation may contain a provision that at any time prior to
the time that the agreement (or a certificate in lieu thereof) filed with the Secretary of State
becomes effective in accordance with § 103 of this title, the agreement may be terminated by the
board of directors of any constituent corporation notwithstanding approval of the agreement by
the stockholders of all or any of the constituent corporations; in the event the agreement of
merger or consolidation is terminated after the filing of the agreement (or a certificate in lieu
thereof) with the Secretary of State but before the agreement (or a certificate in lieu thereof) has
become effective, a certificate of termination or merger or consolidation shall be filed in
accordance with § 103 of this title. Any agreement of merger or consolidation may contain a
provision that the boards of directors of the constituent corporations may amend the agreement at
any time prior to the time that the agreement (or a certificate in lieu thereof) filed with the
Secretary of State becomes effective in accordance with § 103 of this title, provided that an
amendment made subsequent to the adoption of the agreement by the stockholders of any
constituent corporation shall not (1) alter or change the amount or kind of shares, securities, cash,
property and/or rights to be received in exchange for or on conversion of all or any of the shares
of any class or series thereof of such constituent corporation, (2) alter or change any term of the
certificate of incorporation of the surviving corporation to be effected by the merger or
consolidation, or (3) alter or change any of the terms and conditions of the agreement if such
alteration or change would adversely affect the holders of any class or series thereof of such
constituent corporation; in the event the agreement of merger or consolidation is amended after
the filing thereof with the Secretary of State but before the agreement has become effective, a
certificate of amendment of merger or consolidation shall be filed in accordance with § 103 of
this title.
(e) In the case of a merger, the certificate of incorporation of the surviving corporation shall
automatically be amended to the extent, if any, that changes in the certificate of incorporation are
set forth in the agreement of merger.
(f) Notwithstanding the requirements of subsection (c) of this section, unless required by its
certificate of incorporation, no vote of stockholders of a constituent corporation surviving a
merger shall be necessary to authorize a merger if (1) the agreement of merger does not amend in
any respect the certificate of incorporation of such constituent corporation, (2) each share of
stock of such constituent corporation outstanding immediately prior to the effective date of the
merger is to be an identical outstanding or treasury share of the surviving corporation after the
effective date of the merger, and (3) either no shares of common stock of the surviving
corporation and no shares, securities or obligations convertible into such stock are to be issued or
delivered under the plan of merger, or the authorized unissued shares or the treasury shares of
common stock of the surviving corporation to be issued or delivered under the plan of merger
plus those initially issuable upon conversion of any other shares, securities or obligations to be
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issued or delivered under such plan do not exceed 20% of the shares of common stock of such
constituent corporation outstanding immediately prior to the effective date of the merger. No
vote of stockholders of a constituent corporation shall be necessary to authorize a merger or
consolidation if no shares of the stock of such corporation shall have been issued prior to the
adoption by the board of directors of the resolution approving the agreement of merger or
consolidation. If an agreement of merger is adopted by the constituent corporation surviving the
merger, by action of its board of directors and without any vote of its stockholders pursuant to
this subsection, the secretary or assistant secretary of that corporation shall certify on the
agreement that the agreement has been adopted pursuant to this subsection and, (1) if it has been
adopted pursuant to the first sentence of this subsection, that the conditions specified in that
sentence have been satisfied, or (2) if it has been adopted pursuant to the second sentence of this
subsection, that no shares of stock of such corporation were issued prior to the adoption by the
board of directors of the resolution approving the agreement of merger or consolidation,
provided that such certification on the agreement shall not be required if a certificate of merger
or consolidation is filed in lieu of filing the agreement. The agreement so adopted and certified
shall then be filed and shall become effective, in accordance with § 103 of this title. Such filing
shall constitute a representation by the person who executes the agreement that the facts stated in
the certificate remain true immediately prior to such filing.
[…]
(h) Notwithstanding the requirements of subsection (c) of this section, unless expressly required
by its certificate of incorporation, no vote of stockholders of a constituent corporation that has a
class or series of stock that is listed on a national securities exchange or held of record by more
than 2,000 holders immediately prior to the execution of the agreement of merger by such
constituent corporation shall be necessary to authorize a merger if:
(1) The agreement of merger expressly:
a. Permits or requires such merger to be effected under this subsection; and
b. Provides that such merger shall be effected as soon as practicable following the
consummation of the offer referred to in paragraph (h)(2) of this section if such
merger is effected under this subsection;
(2) A corporation consummates an offer for all of the outstanding stock of such
constituent corporation on the terms provided in such agreement of merger that, absent
this subsection, would be entitled to vote on the adoption or rejection of the agreement of
merger; provided, however, that such offer may be conditioned on the tender of a
minimum number or percentage of shares of the stock of such constituent corporation, or
of any class or series thereof, and such offer may exclude any excluded stock and
provided further that the corporation may consummate separate offers for separate classes
or series of the stock of such constituent corporation;
(3) Immediately following the consummation of the offer referred to in paragraph (h)(2)
of this section, the stock irrevocably accepted for purchase or exchange pursuant to such
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offer and received by the depository prior to expiration of such offer, together with the
stock otherwise owned by the consummating corporation or its affiliates and any rollover
stock, equals at least such percentage of the shares of stock of such constituent
corporation, and of each class or series thereof, that, absent this subsection, would be
required to adopt the agreement of merger by this chapter and by the certificate of
incorporation of such constituent corporation;
(4) The corporation consummating the offer referred to in paragraph (h)(2) of this section
merges with or into such constituent corporation pursuant to such agreement; and
(5) Each outstanding share (other than shares of excluded stock) of each class or series of
stock of such constituent corporation that is the subject of and is not irrevocably accepted
for purchase or exchange in the offer referred to in paragraph (h)(2) of this section is to
be converted in such merger into, or into the right to receive, the same amount and kind
of cash, property, rights or securities to be paid for shares of such class or series of stock
of such constituent corporation irrevocably accepted for purchase or exchange in such
offer.
(6) As used in this section only, the term:
a. “Affiliate” means, in respect of the corporation making the offer referred to in
paragraph (h)(2) of this section, any person that (i) owns, directly or indirectly, all of the
outstanding stock of such corporation or (ii) is a direct or indirect wholly-owned
subsidiary of such corporation or of any person referred to in clause (i) of this definition;
b. “Consummates” (and with correlative meaning, “consummation” and
“consummating”) means irrevocably accepts for purchase or exchange stock tendered
pursuant to an offer;
c. “Depository” means an agent, including a depository, appointed to facilitate
consummation of the offer referred to in paragraph (h)(2) of this section;
d. “Excluded stock” means (i) stock of such constituent corporation that is owned at the
commencement of the offer referred to in paragraph (h)(2) of this section by such
constituent corporation, the corporation making the offer referred to in paragraph (h)(2)
of this section, any person that owns, directly or indirectly, all of the outstanding stock of
the corporation making such offer, or any direct or indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of
any of the foregoing and (ii) rollover stock;
e. “Person” means any individual, corporation, partnership, limited liability company,
unincorporated association or other entity;
f. “Received” (solely for purposes of paragraph (h)(3) of this section) means (a) with
respect to certificated shares, physical receipt of a stock certificate accompanied by an
executed letter of transmittal, (b) with respect to uncertificated shares held of record by a
clearing corporation as nominee, transfer into the depository’s account by means of an
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agent’s message, and (c) with respect to uncertificated shares held of record by a person
other than a clearing corporation as nominee, physical receipt of an executed letter of
transmittal by the depository; provided, however, that shares shall cease to be “received”
(i) with respect to certificated shares, if the certificate representing such shares was
canceled prior to consummation of the offer referred to in paragraph (h)(2) of this
section, or (ii) with respect to uncertificated shares, to the extent such uncertificated
shares have been reduced or eliminated due to any sale of such shares prior to
consummation of the offer referred to in paragraph (h)(2) of this section; and
g. “Rollover stock” means any shares of stock of such constituent corporation that are the
subject of a written agreement requiring such shares to be transferred, contributed or
delivered to the consummating corporation or any of its affiliates in exchange for stock or
other equity interests in such consummating corporation or an affiliate thereof; provided,
however, that such shares of stock shall cease to be rollover stock for purposes of
paragraph (h)(3) of this section if, immediately prior to the time the merger becomes
effective under this chapter, such shares have not been transferred, contributed or
delivered to the consummating corporation or any of its affiliates pursuant to such written
agreement.
If an agreement of merger is adopted without the vote of stockholders of a corporation pursuant
to this subsection, the secretary or assistant secretary of the surviving corporation shall certify on
the agreement that the agreement has been adopted pursuant to this subsection and that the
conditions specified in this subsection (other than the condition listed in paragraph (h)(4) of this
section) have been satisfied; provided that such certification on the agreement shall not be
required if a certificate of merger is filed in lieu of filing the agreement. The agreement so
adopted and certified shall then be filed and shall become effective, in accordance with § 103 of
this title. Such filing shall constitute a representation by the person who executes the agreement
that the facts stated in the certificate remain true immediately prior to such filing.
DGCL § 253. Merger of parent corporation and subsidiary corporation or corporations
a. If (1) one corporation’s (“the parent”) ownership in another corporation[1] or
corporations (“the subsidiary”) amounts to at least 90% of the outstanding shares of each
class of stock entitled to vote on a merger and (2) at least one of these corporations is a
Delaware corporation and unless the laws or a foreign corporation prohibit such merger,
the parent may merge into or with the subsidiary simply by executing, acknowledging
and filing, in accordance with § 103, a certificate of such ownership and merger setting
forth a copy of the resolution of its board to so merge and the date of the adoption
(“short-form merger”). If the parent owns less than 100% of the subsidiary, the
resolution of the parent’s board shall state the terms and conditions of the merger,
including the merger consideration paid to the subsidiary’s minority shareholders.
Conditions are allowed to the same extent as in a normal merger. If the parent is not the
surviving corporation, the resolution shall include provision for the pro rata issuance of
stock of the surviving corporation to the holders of the stock of the parent corporation on
surrender of any certificates therefor, and the certificate of ownership and merger shall
state that the proposed merger has been approved by a majority of the outstanding stock
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of the parent entitled to vote thereon at a meeting duly called and held after 20 days’
notice of the purpose of the meeting given to each such stockholder at the stockholder’s
record address (or the laws of the relevant foreign jurisdiction if the parent is a foreign
corporation).
b. If the surviving corporation is a Delaware corporation, it may change its corporate name
by the inclusion of a provision to that effect in the resolution of merger adopted by the
directors of the parent and set forth in the certificate of ownership and merger.
c. § 251(d) applies to a short-form merger, and § 251(e) applies to a short-form merger in
which the surviving corporation is a Delaware subsidiary. References to “agreement of
merger” in § 251(d), (e) shall mean for purposes of this subsection the resolution of
merger adopted by the parent’s board. A merger which effects any changes other than
those authorized by this section or made applicable by this subsection cannot be
accomplished as a short-form merger. § 262 shall not apply to short-form mergers,
except as provided in subsection (d) of this section.
d. In the event of a short-form merger involving a Delaware subsidiary not 100% owned by
the parent, the stockholders of the Delaware subsidiary shall have appraisal rights as set
forth in § 262.
DGCL § 262. Appraisal rights
(a) Any stockholder of a corporation of this State who holds shares of stock on the date of the
making of a demand pursuant to subsection (d) of this section with respect to such shares, who
continuously holds such shares through the effective date of the merger or consolidation, who
has otherwise complied with subsection (d) of this section and who has neither voted in favor of
the merger or consolidation nor consented thereto in writing pursuant to § 228 of this title shall
be entitled to an appraisal by the Court of Chancery of the fair value of the stockholder’s shares
of stock under the circumstances described in subsections (b) and (c) of this section. As used in
this section, the word “stockholder” means a holder of record of stock in a corporation; the
words “stock” and “share” mean and include what is ordinarily meant by those words; and the
words “depository receipt” mean a receipt or other instrument issued by a depository
representing an interest in 1 or more shares, or fractions thereof, solely of stock of a corporation,
which stock is deposited with the depository.
(b) Appraisal rights shall be available for the shares of any class or series of stock of a
constituent corporation in a merger or consolidation to be effected pursuant to § 251 (other than a
merger effected pursuant to § 251(g) of this title), § 252, § 254, § 255, § 256, § 257, § 258, § 263
or § 264 of this title:
(1) Provided, however, that no appraisal rights under this section shall be available for the
shares of any class or series of stock, which stock, or depository receipts in respect thereof, at the
record date fixed to determine the stockholders entitled to receive notice of the meeting of
stockholders to act upon the agreement of merger or consolidation (or, in the case of a merger
pursuant to § 251(h), as of immediately prior to the execution of the agreement of merger), were
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either: (i) listed on a national securities exchange or (ii) held of record by more than 2,000
holders; and further provided that no appraisal rights shall be available for any shares of stock of
the constituent corporation surviving a merger if the merger did not require for its approval the
vote of the stockholders of the surviving corporation as provided in § 251(f) of this title.
(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (b)(1) of this section, appraisal rights under this section
shall be available for the shares of any class or series of stock of a constituent corporation if the
holders thereof are required by the terms of an agreement of merger or consolidation pursuant to
§§ 251, 252, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 263 and 264 of this title to accept for such stock anything
except:
a. Shares of stock of the corporation surviving or resulting from such merger or
consolidation, or depository receipts in respect thereof;
b. Shares of stock of any other corporation, or depository receipts in respect
thereof, which shares of stock (or depository receipts in respect thereof) or depository
receipts at the effective date of the merger or consolidation will be either listed on a
national securities exchange or held of record by more than 2,000 holders;
c. Cash in lieu of fractional shares or fractional depository receipts described in
the foregoing paragraphs (b)(2)a. and b. of this section; or
d. Any combination of the shares of stock, depository receipts and cash in lieu of
fractional shares or fractional depository receipts described in the foregoing paragraphs
(b)(2)a., b. and c. of this section.
(3) In the event all of the stock of a subsidiary Delaware corporation party to a merger
effected under § 253 or § 267 of this title is not owned by the parent immediately prior to the
merger, appraisal rights shall be available for the shares of the subsidiary Delaware corporation.
(4) [Repealed.]
(c) Any corporation may provide in its certificate of incorporation that appraisal rights under this
section shall be available for the shares of any class or series of its stock as a result of an
amendment to its certificate of incorporation, any merger or consolidation in which the
corporation is a constituent corporation or the sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the
corporation. If the certificate of incorporation contains such a provision, the provisions of this
section, including those set forth in subsections (d),(e), and (g) of this section, shall apply as
nearly as is practicable.
(d) Appraisal rights shall be perfected as follows:
(1) If a proposed merger or consolidation for which appraisal rights are provided under
this section is to be submitted for approval at a meeting of stockholders, the corporation, not less
than 20 days prior to the meeting, shall notify each of its stockholders who was such on the
record date for notice of such meeting (or such members who received notice in accordance with
§ 255(c) of this title) with respect to shares for which appraisal rights are available pursuant to
subsection (b) or (c) of this section that appraisal rights are available for any or all of the shares
of the constituent corporations, and shall include in such notice a copy of this section and, if 1 of
the constituent corporations is a nonstock corporation, a copy of § 114 of this title. Each
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stockholder electing to demand the appraisal of such stockholder’s shares shall deliver to the
corporation, before the taking of the vote on the merger or consolidation, a written demand for
appraisal of such stockholder’s shares; provided that a demand may be delivered to the
corporation by electronic transmission if directed to an information processing system (if any)
expressly designated for that purpose in such notice. Such demand will be sufficient if it
reasonably informs the corporation of the identity of the stockholder and that the stockholder
intends thereby to demand the appraisal of such stockholder’s shares. A proxy or vote against the
merger or consolidation shall not constitute such a demand. A stockholder electing to take such
action must do so by a separate written demand as herein provided. Within 10 days after the
effective date of such merger or consolidation, the surviving or resulting corporation shall notify
each stockholder of each constituent corporation who has complied with this subsection and has
not voted in favor of or consented to the merger or consolidation of the date that the merger or
consolidation has become effective; or
(2) If the merger or consolidation was approved pursuant to § 228, § 251(h), § 253, or §
267 of this title, then either a constituent corporation before the effective date of the merger or
consolidation or the surviving or resulting corporation within 10 days thereafter shall notify each
of the holders of any class or series of stock of such constituent corporation who are entitled to
appraisal rights of the approval of the merger or consolidation and that appraisal rights are
available for any or all shares of such class or series of stock of such constituent corporation, and
shall include in such notice a copy of this section and, if 1 of the constituent corporations is a
nonstock corporation, a copy of § 114 of this title. Such notice may, and, if given on or after the
effective date of the merger or consolidation, shall, also notify such stockholders of the effective
date of the merger or consolidation. Any stockholder entitled to appraisal rights may, within 20
days after the date of giving such notice or, in the case of a merger approved pursuant to § 251(h)
of this title, within the later of the consummation of the offer contemplated by § 251(h) of this
title and 20 days after the date of giving such notice, demand in writing from the surviving or
resulting corporation the appraisal of such holder’s shares; provided that a demand may be
delivered to the corporation by electronic transmission if directed to an information processing
system (if any) expressly designated for that purpose in such notice. Such demand will be
sufficient if it reasonably informs the corporation of the identity of the stockholder and that the
stockholder intends thereby to demand the appraisal of such holder’s shares. If such notice did
not notify stockholders of the effective date of the merger or consolidation, either (i) each such
constituent corporation shall send a second notice before the effective date of the merger or
consolidation notifying each of the holders of any class or series of stock of such constituent
corporation that are entitled to appraisal rights of the effective date of the merger or
consolidation or (ii) the surviving or resulting corporation shall send such a second notice to all
such holders on or within 10 days after such effective date; provided, however, that if such
second notice is sent more than 20 days following the sending of the first notice or, in the case of
a merger approved pursuant to § 251(h) of this title, later than the later of the consummation of
the offer contemplated by § 251(h) of this title and 20 days following the sending of the first
notice, such second notice need only be sent to each stockholder who is entitled to appraisal
rights and who has demanded appraisal of such holder’s shares in accordance with this
subsection. An affidavit of the secretary or assistant secretary or of the transfer agent of the
corporation that is required to give either notice that such notice has been given shall, in the
absence of fraud, be prima facie evidence of the facts stated therein. For purposes of determining
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the stockholders entitled to receive either notice, each constituent corporation may fix, in
advance, a record date that shall be not more than 10 days prior to the date the notice is given,
provided, that if the notice is given on or after the effective date of the merger or consolidation,
the record date shall be such effective date. If no record date is fixed and the notice is given prior
to the effective date, the record date shall be the close of business on the day next preceding the
day on which the notice is given.
(e) Within 120 days after the effective date of the merger or consolidation, the surviving or
resulting corporation or any stockholder who has complied with subsections (a) and (d) of this
section hereof and who is otherwise entitled to appraisal rights, may commence an appraisal
proceeding by filing a petition in the Court of Chancery demanding a determination of the value
of the stock of all such stockholders. Notwithstanding the foregoing, at any time within 60 days
after the effective date of the merger or consolidation, any stockholder who has not commenced
an appraisal proceeding or joined that proceeding as a named party shall have the right to
withdraw such stockholder’s demand for appraisal and to accept the terms offered upon the
merger or consolidation. Within 120 days after the effective date of the merger or consolidation,
any stockholder who has complied with the requirements of subsections (a) and (d) of this
section hereof, upon request given in writing (or by electronic transmission directed to an
information processing system (if any) expressly designated for that purpose in the notice of
appraisal), shall be entitled to receive from the corporation surviving the merger or resulting
from the consolidation a statement setting forth the aggregate number of shares not voted in
favor of the merger or consolidation (or, in the case of a merger approved pursuant to § 251(h) of
this title, the aggregate number of shares (other than any excluded stock (as defined in §
251(h)(6)d. of this title)) that were the subject of, and were not tendered into, and accepted for
purchase or exchange in, the offer referred to in § 251(h)(2)), and, in either case, with respect to
which demands for appraisal have been received and the aggregate number of holders of such
shares. Such statement shall be given to the stockholder within 10 days after such stockholder’s
request for such a statement is received by the surviving or resulting corporation or within 10
days after expiration of the period for delivery of demands for appraisal under subsection (d) of
this section hereof, whichever is later. Notwithstanding subsection (a) of this section, a person
who is the beneficial owner of shares of such stock held either in a voting trust or by a nominee
on behalf of such person may, in such person’s own name, file a petition or request from the
corporation the statement described in this subsection.
(f) Upon the filing of any such petition by a stockholder, service of a copy thereof shall be made
upon the surviving or resulting corporation, which shall within 20 days after such service file in
the office of the Register in Chancery in which the petition was filed a duly verified list
containing the names and addresses of all stockholders who have demanded payment for their
shares and with whom agreements as to the value of their shares have not been reached by the
surviving or resulting corporation. If the petition shall be filed by the surviving or resulting
corporation, the petition shall be accompanied by such a duly verified list. The Register in
Chancery, if so ordered by the Court, shall give notice of the time and place fixed for the hearing
of such petition by registered or certified mail to the surviving or resulting corporation and to the
stockholders shown on the list at the addresses therein stated. Such notice shall also be given by
1 or more publications at least 1 week before the day of the hearing, in a newspaper of general
circulation published in the City of Wilmington, Delaware or such publication as the Court
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deems advisable. The forms of the notices by mail and by publication shall be approved by the
Court, and the costs thereof shall be borne by the surviving or resulting corporation.
(g) At the hearing on such petition, the Court shall determine the stockholders who have
complied with this section and who have become entitled to appraisal rights. The Court may
require the stockholders who have demanded an appraisal for their shares and who hold stock
represented by certificates to submit their certificates of stock to the Register in Chancery for
notation thereon of the pendency of the appraisal proceedings; and if any stockholder fails to
comply with such direction, the Court may dismiss the proceedings as to such stockholder. If
immediately before the merger or consolidation the shares of the class or series of stock of the
constituent corporation as to which appraisal rights are available were listed on a national
securities exchange, the Court shall dismiss the proceedings as to all holders of such shares who
are otherwise entitled to appraisal rights unless (1) the total number of shares entitled to appraisal
exceeds 1% of the outstanding shares of the class or series eligible for appraisal, (2) the value of
the consideration provided in the merger or consolidation for such total number of shares
exceeds $1 million, or (3) the merger was approved pursuant to § 253 or § 267 of this title.
(h) After the Court determines the stockholders entitled to an appraisal, the appraisal proceeding
shall be conducted in accordance with the rules of the Court of Chancery, including any rules
specifically governing appraisal proceedings. Through such proceeding the Court shall determine
the fair value of the shares exclusive of any element of value arising from the accomplishment or
expectation of the merger or consolidation, together with interest, if any, to be paid upon the
amount determined to be the fair value. In determining such fair value, the Court shall take into
account all relevant factors. Unless the Court in its discretion determines otherwise for good
cause shown, and except as provided in this subsection, interest from the effective date of the
merger through the date of payment of the judgment shall be compounded quarterly and shall
accrue at 5% over the Federal Reserve discount rate (including any surcharge) as established
from time to time during the period between the effective date of the merger and the date of
payment of the judgment. At any time before the entry of judgment in the proceedings, the
surviving corporation may pay to each stockholder entitled to appraisal an amount in cash, in
which case interest shall accrue thereafter as provided herein only upon the sum of (1) the
difference, if any, between the amount so paid and the fair value of the shares as determined by
the Court, and (2) interest theretofore accrued, unless paid at that time. Upon application by the
surviving or resulting corporation or by any stockholder entitled to participate in the appraisal
proceeding, the Court may, in its discretion, proceed to trial upon the appraisal prior to the final
determination of the stockholders entitled to an appraisal. Any stockholder whose name appears
on the list filed by the surviving or resulting corporation pursuant to subsection (f) of this section
and who has submitted such stockholder’s certificates of stock to the Register in Chancery, if
such is required, may participate fully in all proceedings until it is finally determined that such
stockholder is not entitled to appraisal rights under this section.
(i) The Court shall direct the payment of the fair value of the shares, together with interest, if
any, by the surviving or resulting corporation to the stockholders entitled thereto. Payment shall
be so made to each such stockholder, in the case of holders of uncertificated stock forthwith, and
the case of holders of shares represented by certificates upon the surrender to the corporation of
the certificates representing such stock. The Court’s decree may be enforced as other decrees in
the Court of Chancery may be enforced, whether such surviving or resulting corporation be a
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corporation of this State or of any state.
(j) The costs of the proceeding may be determined by the Court and taxed upon the parties as the
Court deems equitable in the circumstances. Upon application of a stockholder, the Court may
order all or a portion of the expenses incurred by any stockholder in connection with the
appraisal proceeding, including, without limitation, reasonable attorney’s fees and the fees and
expenses of experts, to be charged pro rata against the value of all the shares entitled to an
appraisal.
(k) From and after the effective date of the merger or consolidation, no stockholder who has
demanded appraisal rights as provided in subsection (d) of this section shall be entitled to vote
such stock for any purpose or to receive payment of dividends or other distributions on the stock
(except dividends or other distributions payable to stockholders of record at a date which is prior
to the effective date of the merger or consolidation); provided, however, that if no petition for an
appraisal shall be filed within the time provided in subsection (e) of this section, or if such
stockholder shall deliver to the surviving or resulting corporation a written withdrawal of such
stockholder’s demand for an appraisal and an acceptance of the merger or consolidation, either
within 60 days after the effective date of the merger or consolidation as provided in subsection
(e) of this section or thereafter with the written approval of the corporation, then the right of such
stockholder to an appraisal shall cease. Notwithstanding the foregoing, no appraisal proceeding
in the Court of Chancery shall be dismissed as to any stockholder without the approval of the
Court, and such approval may be conditioned upon such terms as the Court deems just; provided,
however that this provision shall not affect the right of any stockholder who has not commenced
an appraisal proceeding or joined that proceeding as a named party to withdraw such
stockholder’s demand for appraisal and to accept the terms offered upon the merger or
consolidation within 60 days after the effective date of the merger or consolidation, as set forth
in subsection (e) of this section.
(l) The shares of the surviving or resulting corporation to which the shares of such objecting
stockholders would have been converted had they assented to the merger or consolidation shall
have the status of authorized and unissued shares of the surviving or resulting corporation.
4.2.2 Asset Purchases Under Delaware Law: DGCL 271
§ 271 Sale, lease or exchange of assets; consideration; procedure.
(a) Every corporation may at any meeting of its board of directors or governing body sell, lease
or exchange all or substantially all of its property and assets, including its goodwill and its
corporate franchises, upon such terms and conditions and for such consideration, which may
consist in whole or in part of money or other property, including shares of stock in, and/or other
securities of, any other corporation or corporations, as its board of directors or governing body
deems expedient and for the best interests of the corporation, when and as authorized by a
resolution adopted by the holders of a majority of the outstanding stock of the corporation
entitled to vote thereon or, if the corporation is a nonstock corporation, by a majority of the
members having the right to vote for the election of the members of the governing body and any
other members entitled to vote thereon under the certificate of incorporation or the bylaws of
such corporation, at a meeting duly called upon at least 20 days’ notice. The notice of the
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meeting shall state that such a resolution will be considered.
(b) Notwithstanding authorization or consent to a proposed sale, lease or exchange of a
corporation’s property and assets by the stockholders or members, the board of directors or
governing body may abandon such proposed sale, lease or exchange without further action by
the stockholders or members, subject to the rights, if any, of third parties under any contract
relating thereto.
(c) For purposes of this section only, the property and assets of the corporation include the
property and assets of any subsidiary of the corporation. As used in this subsection, “subsidiary”
means any entity wholly-owned and controlled, directly or indirectly, by the corporation and
includes, without limitation, corporations, partnerships, limited partnerships, limited liability
partnerships, limited liability companies, and/or statutory trusts. Notwithstanding subsection (a)
of this section, except to the extent the certificate of incorporation otherwise provides, no
resolution by stockholders or members shall be required for a sale, lease or exchange of property
and assets of the corporation to a subsidiary.
4.2.3 Effecting Corporate Mergers Under Pennsylvania Law
SUBCHAPTER B
APPROVAL OF ENTITY TRANSACTIONS
Sec.
321.
322.
323.
324.
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.
330.

Approval by business corporation.
Approval by nonprofit corporation.
Approval by general partnership.
Approval by limited partnership.
Approval by limited liability company.
Approval by professional association.
Approval by business trust.
Approval by unincorporated nonprofit association.
Special treatment of interest holders.
Alternative means of approval of transactions.

Cross References. Subchapter B is referred to in sections 333, 343, 353, 363, 373, 375 of this
title.
§ 321. Approval by business corporation.
(a) Proposal of plan.--Except where the approval of the board of directors is unnecessary
pursuant to section 330 (relating to alternative means of approval of transactions), a plan shall be
proposed in the case of a domestic business corporation by the adoption by the board of directors
of a resolution approving the plan. Except where the approval of the shareholders is unnecessary
under this chapter, the board of directors shall direct that the plan be submitted to a vote of the
shareholders entitled to vote thereon at a regular or special meeting of the shareholders.
(b) Notice of meeting of shareholders.--Notice in record form of the meeting of shareholders
that will act on the proposed plan must be given to each shareholder of record, whether or not
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entitled to vote thereon, of each domestic business corporation that is a party to the transaction
under the plan. There shall be included in or enclosed with the notice a copy of the proposed plan
or a summary thereof and any notice required by section 329 (relating to special treatment of
interest holders). If the holders of shares of any class or series of shares are entitled to assert
dissenters rights, the notice must include or be accompanied by the text of the provision of this
chapter granting dissenters rights and the text of Subchapter D of Chapter 15 (relating to
dissenters rights). The notice must state that a copy of the organic rules of the surviving,
acquired, converted, new or resulting association or domesticated entity as they will be in effect
immediately following the transaction will be furnished to any shareholder of the corporation
giving the notice on request and without cost.
(c) Shareholder vote required.--Except as provided in section 1757 (relating to action by
shareholders) or subsection (d), a plan shall be adopted by a domestic business corporation that is
a party to the transaction under the plan upon receiving the affirmative vote of a majority of the
votes cast by all shareholders entitled to vote on the plan and, if any class or series of shares is
entitled to vote thereon as a class, the affirmative vote of a majority of the votes cast in each
class vote. The holders of any class or series of shares of a domestic business corporation that is
a party to a transaction under a plan that would effect any change in the articles of the
corporation shall be entitled to vote as a class on the plan if they would have been entitled to a
class vote under the provisions of section 1914 (relating to adoption of amendments) had the
change been accomplished under Subchapter B of Chapter 19 (relating to amendment of
articles). Except as provided in section 330, a proposed plan shall not be deemed to have been
adopted by a domestic business corporation unless it has also been approved by the board of
directors, regardless of the fact that the board has directed or suffered the submission of the plan
to the shareholders for action.
(d) Adoption of plan of merger without shareholder vote.-(1) Unless otherwise required by the organic rules, a plan of merger shall not require the
approval of the shareholders of a domestic business corporation that is a merging association if:
(i) whether or not the corporation is the surviving association:
(A) the surviving association is a domestic business corporation and its articles are identical to
the articles of the corporation for which shareholder approval is not required, except for changes
that could be made without shareholder approval pursuant to section 1914(c);
(B) each share of the corporation outstanding immediately prior to the effectiveness of the
merger is to continue as or be converted into, except as may be otherwise agreed by the holder
thereof, an identical share of the surviving association; and
(C) the plan provides that the shareholders of the corporation are to hold in the aggregate shares
of the surviving association to be outstanding immediately after the effectiveness of the merger
entitled to cast at least a majority of the votes entitled to be cast generally for the election of
directors;
(ii) immediately prior to the adoption of the plan and at all times thereafter prior to the
effectiveness of the merger, another association owns directly or indirectly 80% or more of the
outstanding shares of each class of the corporation; or
(iii) no shares of the corporation have been issued prior to the adoption of the plan by the board
of directors pursuant to subsection (a).
(2) If a merger is effected pursuant to paragraph (1)(i) or (iii), the plan shall be deemed adopted
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by the corporation when it has been adopted by the board of directors pursuant to subsection (a).
(3) If a merger of a subsidiary corporation is effected pursuant to paragraph (1)(ii), the plan shall
be deemed adopted by the subsidiary corporation when it has been adopted by the governors of
the parent association and neither approval of the plan by the board of directors of the subsidiary
corporation nor signing of the statement of merger by the subsidiary corporation shall be
necessary.
(4) Unless otherwise required by the organic rules, a plan of merger providing for the merger of
a domestic business corporation (referred to in this paragraph as a “constituent corporation”)
with or into a single indirect wholly owned subsidiary (referred to in this paragraph as the
“subsidiary corporation”) of the constituent corporation shall not require the approval of the
shareholders of either the constituent corporation or the subsidiary corporation if all of the
following provisions are satisfied:
(i) A merger under this paragraph must satisfy the following conditions:
(A) The constituent corporation and the subsidiary corporation are the only parties to the
merger, other than a surviving association that is a corporation created in the merger.
(B) Each share or fraction of a share of the capital stock of the constituent corporation
outstanding immediately prior to the effectiveness of the merger is converted in the merger into a
share or equal fraction of a share of capital stock of a holding company having the same
designations, rights, powers and preferences and the qualifications, limitations and restrictions as
the share of capital stock of the constituent corporation being converted in the merger.
(C) The holding company and the surviving association are each domestic business
corporations.
(D) Immediately following the effectiveness of the merger, the articles of incorporation and
bylaws of the holding company are identical to the articles of incorporation and bylaws of the
constituent corporation immediately before the effectiveness of the merger, except for changes
that could be made without shareholder approval pursuant to section 1914(c).
(E) Immediately following the effectiveness of the merger, the surviving association is a direct
or indirect wholly owned subsidiary of the holding company.
(F) The directors of the constituent corporation become or remain the directors of the holding
company on the effectiveness of the merger.
(G) The board of directors of the constituent corporation has made a good faith determination
that the shareholders of the constituent corporation will not recognize gain or loss for United
States Federal income tax purposes.
(ii) If the holding company is a registered corporation, the shares of the holding company issued
in connection with the merger shall be deemed to have been acquired at the time that the shares
of the constituent corporation converted in the merger were acquired.
(iii) As used in this paragraph only, the term “holding company” means a corporation that, from
its incorporation until consummation of the merger governed by this paragraph, was at all times a
direct wholly owned subsidiary of the constituent corporation and whose capital stock is issued
in the merger.
4.2.4 Approving Asset Purchases Under Pennsylvania Corporate Law
§ 1932. Voluntary transfer of corporate assets.
(a) Shareholder approval not required.--The sale, lease, exchange or other disposition of
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all, or substantially all, the property and assets of a business corporation, when made in
the usual and regular course of the business of the corporation, or for the purpose of
relocating all, or substantially all, of the business of the corporation, may be made upon
such terms and conditions, and for such consideration, as shall be authorized by its board
of directors. Except as otherwise restricted by the bylaws, authorization or consent of the
shareholders shall not be required for such a transaction.
(b) Shareholder approval required.—
(1) A sale, lease, exchange or other disposition of all, or substantially all, the
property and assets, with or without the goodwill, of a business corporation, if not
made pursuant to subsection (a) or (d) or to section 1551 (relating to distributions
to shareholders) or Subchapter F of Chapter 3 (relating to division), may be made
only pursuant to a plan of asset transfer in the manner provided in this subsection.
A corporation selling, leasing or otherwise disposing of all, or substantially all, its
property and assets is referred to in this subsection and in subsection (c) as the
“transferring corporation.”
(2) The property or assets of a direct or indirect subsidiary corporation that is
controlled by a parent corporation shall also be deemed the property or assets of
the parent corporation for the purposes of this subsection and of subsection (c). A
merger to which such a subsidiary corporation is a party and in which a third
party acquires direct or indirect ownership of the property or assets of the
subsidiary corporation constitutes an “other disposition” of the property or assets
of the parent corporation within the meaning of that term as used in this section.
(3) The plan of asset transfer shall set forth the terms and conditions of the sale,
lease, exchange or other disposition or may authorize the board of directors to fix
any or all of the terms and conditions, including the consideration to be received
by the corporation therefor. The plan may provide for the distribution to the
shareholders of some or all of the consideration to be received by the corporation,
including provisions for special treatment of shares held by any shareholder or
group of shareholders as authorized by, and subject to the provisions of, section
1906 (relating to special treatment of holders of shares of same class or series). It
shall not be necessary for the person acquiring the property or assets of the
transferring corporation to be a party to the plan. Any of the terms of the plan may
be made dependent upon facts ascertainable outside of the plan if the manner in
which the facts will operate upon the terms of the plan is set forth in the plan.
Such facts may include, without limitation, actions or events within the control of
or determinations made by the corporation or a representative of the corporation.
(4) The plan of asset transfer shall be proposed and adopted, and may be amended
after its adoption and terminated, by the transferring corporation in the manner
provided in Chapter 3 (relating to entity transactions) for the proposal, adoption,
amendment and termination of a plan of merger, except section 321(d) (relating to
approval by business corporation). The procedures of Chapter 3 shall not be
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applicable to the person acquiring the property or assets of the transferring
corporation. There shall be included in, or enclosed with, the notice of the
meeting of the shareholders of the transferring corporation to act on the plan a
copy or a summary of the plan and, if Subchapter D of Chapter 15 (relating to
dissenters rights) is applicable, a copy of the subchapter and of subsection (c).
(5) In order to make effective the plan of asset transfer so adopted, it shall not be
necessary to file any articles or other documents in the Department of State.
(c) Dissenters rights in asset transfers.—
(1) If a shareholder of a transferring corporation that adopts a plan of asset
transfer objects to the plan and complies with Subchapter D of Chapter 15, the
shareholder shall be entitled to the rights and remedies of dissenting shareholders
therein provided, if any.
(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply to a sale pursuant to an order of court having
jurisdiction in the premises or a sale pursuant to a plan of asset transfer that
requires that all or substantially all of the net proceeds of sale be distributed to the
shareholders in accordance with their respective interests within one year after the
date of sale or to a liquidating trust.
(3) See sections 1906(c) (relating to dissenters rights upon special treatment) and
2537 (relating to dissenters rights in asset transfers).
(d) Exceptions.--Subsections (b) and (c)(1) shall not apply to a sale, lease, exchange or
other disposition of all, or substantially all, of the property and assets of a business
corporation:
(1) that directly or indirectly owns all of the outstanding shares of another
corporation to the other corporation if the voting rights, preferences, limitations or
relative rights, granted to or imposed upon the shares of any class of the parent
corporation are not altered by the sale, lease, exchange or other disposition;
(2) when made in connection with the dissolution or liquidation of the
corporation, which transaction shall be governed by the provisions of Subchapter
F (relating to voluntary dissolution and winding up) or G (relating to involuntary
liquidation and dissolution), as the case may be; or
(3) when made in connection with a transaction pursuant to which all the assets
sold, leased, exchanged or otherwise disposed of are simultaneously leased back
to the corporation.
(e) Mortgage.--A mortgage, pledge, grant of a security interest or dedication of property
to the repayment of indebtedness (with or without recourse) shall not be deemed a sale,
lease, exchange or other disposition for the purposes of this section.
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(f) Restrictions.--This section shall not be construed to authorize the conversion or
exchange of property or assets in fraud of corporate creditors or in violation of law.
(g) Presumption.--A corporation will conclusively be deemed not to have sold, leased,
exchanged or otherwise disposed of all, or substantially all, of its property and assets,
with or without goodwill, if the corporation or any direct or indirect subsidiary controlled
by the corporation retains a business activity that represented at the end of its most
recently completed fiscal year, on a consolidated basis, at least:
(1) 25% of total assets; and
(2) 25% of either:
(i) income from continuing operations before taxes; or
(ii) revenues from continuing operations.
4.2.5 Notes and Questions on Delaware and Pennsylvania Merger / Asset Sale Statutes
1. You will note above that we have only provided statutory excerpts regarding two of the three
major families of transition structures, mergers and asset sales. What distinguishes these two
types of transaction from the third family, the stock or equity sale? We have seen other
examples of legislation in a prior section that were aimed at regulating one variant of the stock
purchase transaction, the tender offer – how do they differ in substance and objective from the
statutory provisions just reviewed?
Note that some states do provide for a statutory variant of the stock sale, called a mandatory
stock exchange, which permits allows either a majority or super-majority of holders to force a
sale of stock by all shareholders. Many private companies also allow a stock sale to be forced by
a specified vote or class of shareholders by contract, through a stockholders agreement or
investors agreement with a “drag along” provision (so named because if, say, I own the
necessary shares of stock and want to sell them to X at $N per share, and you own the remaining
shares but don’t want to sell, I can “drag you along” with me into a sale of all the outstanding
shares of the company).
2.
How would you expect states to approach the regulation of similar transactions in noncorporate entities such as the limited liability company?
3. Delaware provides for appraisal or “dissenter’s” rights in (certain) mergers, but not in asset
sales; Pennsylvania provides for dissenter’s rights in both (again, with certain exceptions).
What arguments can you make for and against this disparate treatment of these transactions?
Delaware is currently only one of two states that deny appraisal for asset sales, but if one looks
back to the middle of the 20th century the states were more evenly split, with the rise of the
Model Act likely responsible for the sharp tilt in favor of equal treatment of dissenters in mergers
and asset sales.
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4. Note that appraisal is generally a remedy sought by an individual shareholder on that
shareholder’s behalf. What would you expect to be the consequences of this being an individual
remedy, as compared to claims of breach of fiduciary duty which are brought by an individual
shareholder and plaintiff’s counsel on behalf of the corporation and its shareholders generally?
5. DGCL Section 251(h) is a relatively recent addition to the Delaware merger statutes.
Compare it with Section 253 – how are they similar, and how do they differ? If you are advising
the prospective buyer in a two-step tender offer, what protections or assurances might you have
wanted under Section 253, in order to be assured of taking 100% control of the target in a
second-step merger, that are no longer, or less, necessary after the adoption of 251(h)? Why
might you still prefer or need to proceed, if possible, under Section 253?
4.2.6 Hariton v. Arco Electronics, Inc., 182 A.2d 22, 40 Del.Ch. 326 (Del. Ch. 1962)
SHORT, Vice Chancellor.
Plaintiff is a stockholder of defendant Arco Electronics, Inc., a Delaware corporation.
The complaint challenges the validity of the purchase by Loral Electronics Corporation, a New
York corporation, of all the assets of Arco. Two causes of action are asserted, namely (1) that the
transaction is unfair to Arco stockholders, and (2) that the transaction constituted a de facto
merger and is unlawful since the merger provisions of the Delaware law were not complied with.
Defendant has moved to dismiss the complaint and for summary judgment on the ground
that the transaction was fair to Arco stockholders and was, in fact, one of purchase and sale and
not a merger.
Plaintiff now concedes that he is unable to sustain the charge of unfairness. The only
issue before the court, therefore, is whether the transaction was by its nature a de facto merger
with a consequent right of appraisal in plaintiff.
Prior to the transaction of which plaintiff complains Arco was principally engaged in the
business of the wholesale distribution of components or parts for electronics and electrical
equipment. It had outstanding 486,500 shares of Class A common stock and 362,500 shares of
Class B common stock. The rights of the holders of the Class A and Class B common stock
differed only as to preferences in dividends. Arco’s balance sheet as of September 30, 1961
shows total assets of $3,013,642. Its net income for the preceding year was $273,466.
Loral was engaged, primarily, in the research, development and production of electronic
equipment. Its balance sheet shows total assets of $16,453,479. Its net income for the year
ending March 31, 1961 was $1,301,618.
In the summer of 1961 Arco commenced negotiations with Loral with a view to the
purchase by Loral of all of the assets of Arco in exchange for shares of Loral common stock. I
think it fair to say that the record establishes that the negotiations which ultimately led to the
transaction involved were conducted by the representatives of the two corporations at arms
length. There is no suggestion that any representative of Arco had any interest whatever in Loral,
or vice versa. In any event, Arco rejected two offers made by Loral of a purchase price based
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upon certain ratios of Loral shares for Arco shares. Finally, on October 11, 1961, Loral offered a
purchase price based on the ratio of one share of Loral common stock for three shares of Arco
common stock. This offer was accepted by the representatives of Arco on October 24, 1961 and
an agreement for the purchase was entered into between Loral and Arco on October 27, 1961.
This agreement provides, among other things, as follows:
1. Arco will convey and transfer to Loral all of its assets and property of every kind,
tangible and intangible; and will grant to Loral the use of its name and slogans.
2. Loral will assume and pay all of Arco’s debts and liabilities.
3. Loral will issue to Arco 283,000 shares of its common stock.
4. Upon the closing of the transaction Arco will dissolve and distribute to its
shareholders, pro rata, the shares of the common stock of Loral.
5. Arco will call a meeting of its stockholders to be held December 21, 1961 to authorize
and approve the conveyance and delivery of all the assets of Arco to Loral.
6. After the closing date Arco will not engage in any business or activity except as may
be required to complete the liquidation and dissolution of Arco.
Pursuant to its undertaking in the agreement for purchase and sale Arco caused a special
meeting of its stockholders to be called for December 27, 1961. The notice of such meeting set
forth three specific purposes therefor: (1) to vote upon a proposal to ratify the agreement of
purchase and sale, a copy of which was attached to the notice; (2) to vote upon a proposal to
change the name of the corporation; and (3) if Proposals (1) and (2) should be adopted, to vote
upon a proposal to liquidate and dissolve the corporation and to distribute the Loral shares to
Arco shareholders. Proxies for this special meeting were not solicited. At the meeting 652,050
shares were voted in favor of the sale and none against. The proposals to change the name of the
corporation and to dissolve it and distribute the Loral stock were also approved. The transaction
was thereafter consummated.
Plaintiff contends that the transaction, though in form a sale of assets of Arco, is in
substance and effect a merger, and that it is unlawful because the merger statute has not been
complied with, thereby depriving plaintiff of his right of appraisal.
Defendant contends that since all the formalities of a sale of assets pursuant to 8 Del.C. §
271 have been complied with the transaction is in fact a sale of assets and not a merger. In this
connection it is to be noted that plaintiff nowhere allege or claim that defendant has not complied
to the letter with the provisions of said section.
The question here presented is one which has not been heretofore passed upon by any
court in this state. […]
Though it is said in the Heilbrunn case that the doctrine of de facto merger has been
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recognized in Delaware, it is to be noted that in each of the cases cited as recognizing the
doctrine, there was a failure to comply with the statute governing sale of assets. In both cases the
sales agreement required delivery of the shares of the purchasing corporation to be made directly
to the shareholders of the selling corporation. It was, of course, held in each case that no
consideration passed to the selling corporation and that therefore the transaction did not
constitute a sale of the assets of the selling corporation to the purchasing corporation. No such
failure to comply with the provisions of the sale of assets statute is present in this case. On the
contrary, as heretofore observed there was a literal compliance with the terms of the statute by
this defendant.
The doctrine of de facto merger in comparable circumstances has been recognized and
applied by the Pennsylvania courts, both state and federal. [ … ] The later Pennsylvania cases
adopt the de facto merger approach and stress the requirement of dissolution and distribution of
the purchaser’s stock among the seller’s shareholders. The Farris case demonstrates the length to
which the Pennsylvania courts have gone in applying this principle. It was there applied in favor
of a stockholder of the purchasing corporation, an application which our Supreme Court
expressly rejected in Heilbrunn.
The right of appraisal accorded to a dissenting stockholder by the merger statutes is in
compensation for the right which he had at common law to prevent a merger. At common law a
single dissenting stockholder could also prevent a sale of all of the assets of a corporation. The
Legislatures of many states have seen fit to grant the appraisal right to a dissenting stockholder
not only under the merger statutes but as well under the sale of assets statutes. Our Legislature
has seen fit to expressly grant the appraisal right only under the merger statutes. This difference
in treatment of the rights of dissenting stockholders may well have been deliberate, in order ‘to
allow even greater freedom of action to corporate majorities in arranging combinations than is
possible under the merger statutes.’
While plaintiff’s contention that the doctrine of de facto merger should be applied in the
present circumstances is not without appeal, the subject is one which, in my opinion, is within
the legislative domain. Moreover it is difficult to differentiate between a case such as the present
and one where the reorganization plan contemplates the ultimate dissolution of the selling
corporation but does not formally require such procedure in express terms. […] There is
authority in decisions of courts of this state for the proposition that the various sections of the
Delaware Corporation Law conferring authority for corporate action are independent of each
other and that a given result may be accomplished by proceeding under one section which is not
possible, or is even forbidden under another. For example, dividends which have accrued to
preferred stockholders may not be eliminated by an amendment to the corporate charter under §
242, Title 8. On the other hand, such accrued dividends may be eliminated by a merger between
the corporation and a wholly owned subsidiary. In Langfelder v. Universal Laboratories, D.C.,
Judge Leahy commented upon these holdings as follows:
* * * Havender v. Federal United Corporation, Del.Sup., 11 A.2d 331 and
Hottenstein v. York Ice Machinery Corp., D.C.Del., 45 F.Supp. 436; Id., 3 Cir.,
136 F.2d 944 hold that in Delaware a parent may merge with a wholly owned
subsidiary and thereby cancel old preferred stock and the rights of the holders
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thereof to the unpaid, accumulated dividends, by substituting in lieu thereof stocks
of the surviving corporation. Under Delaware law, accrued dividends after the
passage of time mature into a debt and can not be eliminated by an amendment to
the corporate charter under Sec. 26 of the Delaware Corporation Law, Rev.Code
1935, § 2058. But the right to be paid in full for such dividends, notwithstanding
provisions in the charter contract, may be eliminated by means of a merger which
meets the standard of fairness. The rationale is that a merger is an act of
independent legal significance, and when it meets the requirements of fairness
and all other statutory requirements, the merger is valid and not subordinate or
dependent upon any other section of the Delaware Corporation Law.
In a footnote to Judge Leahy’s opinion the following comment appears:
The text is but a particularization of the general theory of the Delaware
Corporation Law that action taken pursuant to the authority of the various
sections of that law constitute acts of independent legal significance and their
validity is not dependent on other sections of the Act. Havender v. Federal United
Corporation proves the correctness of this interpretation. Under Keller v. Wilson
& Co. accrued dividends are regarded as matured rights and must be paid. But,
this does not prevent a merger, good under the provisions of Sec. 59, from having
the incidental effect of wiping out such dividend rights, i. e., Sec. 59 is complete in
itself and is not dependent upon any other section, absent fraud. The same thing is
true with most other sections of the Corporation Law.
The situation posed by the present case is even stronger than that presented in the
Havender and York Ice cases. In those cases the court permitted the circumvention of matured
rights by proceeding under the merger statute. Here, the stockholder has no rights unless another
and independent statute is invoked to create a right. A holding in the stockholder’s favor would
be directly contrary to the theory of the cited cases.
I conclude that the transaction complained of was not a de facto merger, either in the
sense that there was a failure to comply with one or more of the requirements of § 271 of the
Delaware Corporation Law, or that the result accomplished was in effect a merger entitling
plaintiff to a right of appraisal.
Defendant’s motion for summary judgment is granted. Order on notice.
4.2.7 Pennsylvania and the Independent Legal Significance Doctrine
§ 1904. De facto transaction doctrine abolished.
The doctrine of de facto mergers, consolidations and other fundamental transactions is abolished
and the rules laid down by Bloch v. Baldwin Locomotive Works, 75 Pa. D. & C. 24 (C.P. Del.
Cty. 1950), and Marks v. The Autocar Co., 153 F.Supp. 768 (E.D. Pa. 1954), and similar cases
are overruled. A transaction that in form satisfies the requirements of this title may be challenged
by reason of its substance only to the extent permitted by section 1105 (relating to restriction on
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equitable relief).
§ 315. Nature of transactions.
(a) General rule.--The fact that a sale or conversion of the interests in or assets of an association
or a transaction under a particular subchapter produces a result that could be accomplished in any
other manner permitted by a different subchapter or other law shall not be a basis for
recharacterizing the sale, conversion or transaction as a different form of sale, conversion or
transaction under any other subchapter or other law.
(b) Business purpose not required.--A transaction under this chapter does not require an
independent business purpose in order for the transaction to be lawful.
4.2.8 Notes and Questions on the Doctrine of Independent Legal Significance
1. The doctrine of independent legal significance, as expressed through case law in Delaware
and statute in Pennsylvania, very much privileges form over substance, at least in so far as the
rights of shareholders against the corporation are concerned. As shown by the need for
legislative action to adopt it in Pennsylvania, the law could have gone more in the direction of
looking to the economic substance of a transaction and its outcomes in order to determine what
types of approvals would be necessary. What would be the risks and advantages of a more
substance-focused approach?
2. We will see that, when dealing with the rights of third parties with tort claims against a
corporation, the courts are somewhat more willing to look through the form of a corporate
transaction and impose liability on the purchaser of corporate assets as if it were the surviving
corporation in a merger. This is sometimes framed as reflecting a differentiation between those
who were able to contract with the corporation for protections against the effects of different
transaction structures vs. those who could not. Would your attitude towards the adoption or
rejection of the independent legal significance doctrine with respect to shareholder approvals
differ depending on the character of the individual shareholders, that is, a different standard for a
major investor represented by a white shoe firm in its acquisition of the corporation’s stock as
compared to a widow or orphan taking the stock through inheritance? What difficulties would
this produce? Note the focus in our next case on the sophistication of the shareholders, and how
that offset any concerns that the court might have felt about a merger whose sole purpose was to
evade rights that the preferred shareholder might otherwise have exercised.
4.2.9 Benchmark Capital Partners IV, L.P. v. Vague et al. (C.A. No. 19719) (Del. Ch.
2002)
NOBLE, Vice Chancellor
This is another one of those cases in which sophisticated investors have negotiated
protective provisions in a corporate charter to define the balance of power or certain economic
rights as between the holders of junior preferred stock and senior preferred stock. These
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provisions tend to come in to play when additional financing becomes necessary. One side
cannot or will not put up more money, the other side is willing to put up more money, but will
not do so without obtaining additional control or other diminution of the rights of the other side.
In short, these cases focus on the tension between minority rights established through the
corporate charter and the corporation’s need for additional capital.
In this case, Plaintiff Benchmark Capital Partners IV, L.P. (“Benchmark”) invested in the
first two series of the Defendant Juniper Financial Corp.’s (“Juniper”) preferred stock. When
additional capital was required, Defendant Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (“CIBC”) was
an able and somewhat willing investor. As a result of that investment, Benchmark’s holdings
were relegated to the status of junior preferred stock and CIBC acquired a controlling interest in
Juniper by virtue of ownership of senior preferred stock. The lot of a holder of junior preferred
stock is not always a happy one. Juniper’s Fifth Amendment and Restated Certificate of
Incorporation (the “Certificate”) contains several provisions to protect the holders of junior
preferred stock from abuse by the holder of senior preferred stock. Two of those provisions are
of particular importance here. The Certificate grants the junior preferred stockholders a series
vote on corporate. actions that would “[m]aterially adversely change the rights, preferences and
privileges of the [series of junior preferred stock].” In addition, the junior preferred stockholders
are entitled to a class vote before Juniper may “[a]uthorize or issue, or obligate itself to issue,
any other equity security... senior to or on a parity with the [junior preferred stock].”
The Certificate provides that those provisions protecting the rights of the junior preferred
stockholders may be waived by CIBC. CIBC may not, however, exercise this power “if such
amendment, waiver or modification would.. diminish or alter the liquidation preference or other
financial or economic rights” of the junior preferred stockholders or would shelter breaches of
fiduciary duties.
Juniper now must seek more capital in order to satisfy regulators and business
requirements, and CIBC, and apparently only CIBC, is willing to provide the necessary funds.
Juniper initially considered amending its charter to allow for the issuance of another series of
senior preferred stock. When it recognized that the protective provisions of the Certificate could
be invoked to thwart that strategy, it elected to structure a more complicated transaction that now
consists principally of a merger and a sale of Series D Preferred Stock to CIBC. The merger is
scheduled to occur on July 16, 2002, with a subsidiary merging with and into Juniper that will
leave Juniper as the surviving corporation, but with a restated certificate of incorporation that
will authorize the issuance of a new series of senior preferred stock and new junior preferred
stock with a reduced liquidation preference and will cause a number of other adverse.
consequences or limitations to be suffered by the holders of the junior preferred. As part of this
overall financing transaction, Juniper, after the merger, intends to issue a new series of preferred,
the Series D Preferred Stock, to CIBC in exchange for a $50 million capital contribution. As the
result of this sequence of events, the equity holdings of the junior preferred stockholders will be
reduced from approximately 29% to 7%. Juniper will not obtain approval for these actions from
the holders of the junior preferred stock. lt contends that the protective provisions do not give the
junior preferred stockholders a vote on these plans[.]
Benchmark, on the other hand, asserts that the protective provisions preclude Juniper’s
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and CIBC’s heavy-handed conduct and brings this action to prevent the violation of the junior
preferred stockholder’ s fundamental right to vote on these corporate actions as provided in the
Certificate and to obtain interim protection from the planned evisceration of its equity interest in
Juniper. Because of the imminence of the merger and the issuance of the new senior preferred
stock, Benchmark has moved for a preliminary injunction to stop the proposed transaction. This
is the Court’ s decision on that motion. […]
Juniper’ s Certificate protects the holders of Series A Preferred and Series B Preferred
from risks associated with the issuance of any additional equity security that would be senior to
those shares by requiring their prior approval through a separate class vote as prescribed in
Section C.6.a(i):
So long as any shares of Series A Preferred Stock or Series B Preferred Stock
remain outstanding, the Corporation shall not, without the vote or written consent
by the holders of at least a majority of the then outstanding shares of the Series A
Preferred Stock and Series B Preferred Stock, voting together as a single class;
provided, however. that the foregoing may be amended, waived or modified
pursuant to Section C.4.c: (i) Authorize or issue, or obligate itself to issue, any
other equity security (including any security convertible into or exercisable for
any equity security ) senior to or on a parity with the Series A Preferred Stock or
Series B Preferred Stock as to dividend rights or redemption rights, voting rights
or liquidation preferences (other than the Series C Preferred Stock and Series C
Prime Preferred Stock sold pursuant to, or issued upon the conversion of the
shares sold pursuant to, the Series C Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement... )
Under Section C.6.a(ii), Juniper also must provide the holders of the junior preferred
stock with a class vote before it may proceed to dispose of all or substantially all of its assets or
to “consolidate or merge into any other Corporation (other than a wholly-owned subsidiary
Corporation).” Furthermore, this right to a class vote also applies to efforts to increase the
number of Juniper’s directors. […]
Another protection afforded the holders of both the Series A Preferred and Series B
Preferred Stock was set forth in Sections C.6.c(ii) & C.6.d(ii) of the Certificate. Those provisions
require a vote of the holders of each series, […] if that corporate action would “[m]aterially
adversely change the rights, preferences and privileges of the Series A Preferred [and Series B]
Preferred Stock.”
By early 2002 Juniper was advising its investors that even more capital would be
necessary to sustain the venture. […] Juniper, with the assistance of an investment banking firm,
sought additional investors. The holders of the Series A Preferred and Series B Preferred Stock,
including Benchmark, were also solicited. Those efforts failed, thus leaving CIBC as the only
identified and viable participant available for the next round of financing, now known as the
Series D Transaction.
[…] The terms of the Series D Transaction are set forth in the “Juniper Financial Corp.
Series D Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement’ and the “Agreement and Plan of Merger and
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Reorganization by and Between Juniper Financial Corp. and Juniper Merger
Corp.
In general terms, the Series D Transaction consists of the following three steps:
1.

Juniper will carry out a 100-1 reverse stock split of its common stock.

2.
Juniper Merger Corp., a subsidiary of Juniper established for these purposes, will
be merged with and into Juniper which will be the surviving corporation. The certificate of
incorporation will be revised as part of the merger.
3.
Series D Preferred Stock will be issued to CIBC (and, at least in theory, those
other holders of Series A, B and C Preferred who may exercise preemptive rights) for $50
million.
Each share of existing Series A Preferred and each share of existing Series B Preferred
will be converted into one share of new Series A Preferred or Series B Preferred, respectively,
and the holders of the existing junior preferred will also receive, for each share, a warrant to
purchase a small fraction of a share of common stock in Juniper and a smaller fraction of a share
of common stock in Juniper. A small amount of cash will also be paid. Juniper will receive no
capital infusion as a direct result of the merger. Although the existing Series A Preferred and
Series B Preferred shares will cease to exist and the differences between the new and distinct
Series A Preferred and Series B Preferred shares will be significant, the resulting modification of
Juniper’ s certificate of incorporation will not alter the class and series votes required by Section
C.6.21 The changes to Juniper’s charter as the result of the merger include, inter alia,
authorization of the issuance of Series D Preferred Shares, which will be senior to the newly
created Series A Preferred and Series B Preferred Stock with respect to, for example, liquidation
preferences, dividends, and as applicable, redemption rights. Also the Series D Stock will be
convertible into common stock at a higher ratio than the existing or newly created Series A
Preferred and Series B Preferred Stock, thereby providing for a currently greater voting power.
In general terms, the equity of the existing Series A Preferred and Series B Preferred holders will
be reduced from approximately 29% before the merger to approximately 7% after the Series D
financing, and CIBC will hold more than 90% of Juniper’s voting power.
Juniper intends to proceed with the merger on July 16, 2002 and to promptly thereafter
consummate the Series D financing. lt projects that, without the $50 million infusion from CIBC,
it will not be able to satisfy the “well-capitalized” standard as of July 31, 2002. That will
trigger, or so Juniper posits, the regulatory problems previously identified and business
problems, such as the risk of losing key personnel and important business relationships. Indeed,
Juniper predicts that liquidation would ensue and, in that event (and Benchmark does not
seriously contest this), that the holders of Series A Preferred and Series B Preferred Stock would
receive nothing (or essentially nothing) from such liquidation. […]
Certificates of incorporation define contractual relationships not only among the
corporation and its stockholders but also among the stockholders. Thus, the Certificate defines,
as a matter of contract, both the relationship between Benchmark and Juniper and the relative
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relationship between Benchmark, as a holder of junior preferred stock, and CIBC, as the holder
of senior preferred stock. For these reasons, courts look to general principles of contract
construction in construing certificates of incorporation. A court’s function in ascertaining the
rights of preferred stockholders is essentially one of contract interpretation against the
background of Delaware precedent. These precedential parameters are simply stated: Any rights,
preferences and limitations of preferred stock that distinguish that stock from common stock
must be expressly and clearly stated, as provided by statute. Therefore, these rights, preferences
and liquidations will not be presumed or implied. These principles also apply in construing the
relative rights of holders of different series of preferred stock.
Benchmark presents two distinct challenges to the merger. First, it argues that Section
C.6.c(ii), which protects the rights of the holders of Series A Preferred, and Section C.6.d(ii),
which protects the rights of the holders of Series B Preferred, preclude the merger without a
series vote because the merger “[m]aterially adversely changes the rights, preferences and
privileges” of those classes of preferred stock. Second, Benchmark asserts that the merger cannot
go forward, without a class vote by the holders of the Series A Preferred and Series B Preferred
Stock combined, because of Section C.6.a(i), which precludes the authorization of a senior
preferred stock without such a vote. The Series D Preferred Stock, when issued, will have rights
superior to the Series A Preferred and Series B Preferred Stock, either in existing form or in the
post-merger form. Because the merger agreement provides the mechanism for the authorization
of the Series D Preferred Stock through the accompanying restatement of Juniper’ s certificate of
incorporation, it falls within the reach of Section C.6.a(i), or so Benchmark argues.
Benchmark looks at the Series D Preferred financing and the merger that is integral to
that transaction and concludes that the authorization of the Series D Preferred Stock and the
other revisions to the Juniper certificate of incorporation accomplished as part of the merger will
materially adversely affect the rights, preferences, and privileges of the junior preferred shares.
Among the adverse effects to be suffered by Benchmark are a significant reduction in its right to
a liquidation preference, the authorization of a new series of senior preferred stock that will
further subordinate its interests in Juniper, and a reduction in other rights such as dividend
priority. These adverse consequences will all be the product of the merger. Benchmark’s existing
Series A Preferred and Series B Preferred shares will cease to exist as of the merger and will be
replaced with new Series A Preferred Stock, new Series B Preferred Stock, warrants, common
stock, and a small amount of cash. One of the terms governing the new junior preferred stock
will specify that those new junior preferred shares are not merely subordinate to Series C
Preferred Stock, but they also will be subordinate to the new Series D Preferred Stock. Thus, the
harm to Benchmark is directly attributable to the differences between the new junior preferred
stock, authorized through the merger, and the old junior preferred stock as evidenced by the
planned post-merger capital structure of Juniper.
Benchmark’ s challenge is confronted by a long line of Delaware cases which, in general
terms, hold that protective provisions drafted to provide a class of preferred stock with a class
vote before those shares’ rights, preferences and privileges may be altered or modified do not
fulfill their apparent purpose of assuring a class vote if adverse consequences flow from a merger
and the protective provisions do not expressly afford protection against a merger. This result
traces back to the language of 8 Del. C. § 242(b)(2), which deals with the rights of various
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classes of stock to vote on amendments to the certificate of incorporation that would “alter or
change the powers, preferences, or special rights of the shares of such class so as to affect them
adversely.” That language is substantially the same as the language (“rights, preferences and
privileges”) of Sections C.6.c(ii) & C.6.d(ii). Where the drafters have tracked the statutory
language relating to charter amendments in 8 Del. C. § 242(b), courts have been reluctant to
expand those restrictions to encompass the separate process of merger as set forth in 8 Del. C. §
251, unless the drafters have made clear the intention to grant a class vote in the context of a
merger.
For example, in Warner Communications Inc., v. Chris-Craft Industries, Inc., where
Warner stock through merger was converted into Time stock, this Court was confronted with a
provision in the certificate that accorded preferred stockholders a class vote on corporate action
to “`amend, alter or repeal any of the provisions of the Certificate of Incorporation or Bylaws of the Corporation so as to affect adversely any of the preferences, rights, powers or
privileges of the Series B Stock or the holders thereof...” The Court, nonetheless, determined that
the merger was not subject to a class vote by the preferred stock holders.
The draftsmen of this language - the negotiators to the extent it has actually been
negotiated -must be deemed to have understood, and no doubt did understand,
that under Delaware law (and generally) the securities whose characteristics
were being defined in the certificate of designation could be converted by merger
into “shares or other securities of the corporation surviving or resulting from [a]
merger or consolidation” or into “cash, property, rights or securities of any other
corporation.” 8 Del. C. § 251(b); * * *
I can only conclude that it is extraordinarily unlikely that the drafters of Section
3.3(i), who obviously were familiar with and probably expert in our corporation
law, would have chosen language so closely similar to that of Section 242(b)(2)
[providing for a class vote where a charter would “alter or change” the powers,
preferences or special rights” of a class or series of stock] had they intended a
merger to trigger the class vote mechanism of that section.
The range of Sections C.6.c(ii) and C.6.d(ii) is not expressly limited to changes in the Certificate.
However, given the well-established case law construing the provisions of certificates of
incorporations and the voting rights of classes of preferred stockholders, I am satisfied that the
language chosen by the drafters (i.e., the “rights, preferences, and privileges”) must be
understood as those rights, preferences and privileges which are subject to change through a
certificate of incorporation amendment under the standards of 8 Del. C. § 242(b) and not the
standards of 8 Del. C. § 251. […]
Finally, the corporate charter of Juniper was adopted after our Supreme Court’s decision
in Avatex and the drafters of the Certificate are charged with knowledge of its holding and the
following:
The path for future drafters to follow in articulating class vote provisions is clear.
Where a certificate (like the Warner certificate or the Series A provisions here)
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grants only the right to vote on an amendment, alteration or repeal, the preferred
have no class vote in a merger. When a certificate (like the First Series Preferred
certificate here) adds the terms “whether by merger, consolidation or otherwise”
and a merger results in an amendment, alteration or repeal that causes an
adverse effect on the preferred, there would be a class vote.
In short, to the extent that the merger adversely affects the rights, preferences and privileges of
either the Series A Preferred or Series B Preferred Stock, those consequences are the product of a
merger, a corporate event which the drafters of the protective provision could have addressed,
but did not.
Accordingly, I am satisfied that Benchmark has not demonstrated a reasonable
probability of success on the merits of its claim that Sections C.6.c(ii) and C.6.d(ii) require a
series vote on the merger contemplated as part of the Series D Transaction.
Benchmark’s straightforward argument that it is entitled to a class vote on the
authorization of the Series D Preferred Stock through the merger can easily be set forth. By
Section C.6.a(i) of the Certificate, the holders of the Series A Preferred and Series B Preferred
Stock have the right, unless that right is properly waived by CIBC, to a class vote on the
authorization of a senior preferred security. The Series D Preferred Stock will be on parity with
the Series C Preferred Stock and, thus, will be senior to be the existing junior preferred and the
newly created junior preferred that will be created as part of the merger. The protective
provisions of the Certificate do not distinguish between authorization through amendment of the
Certificate under 8 Del. C. § 242(b) and those changes in the Certificate resulting from a
recapitalization accompanying a merger pursuant to 8 Del. C. § 251. Thus, according to
Benchmark, it matters not how the result is achieved. Moreover, Section C.6.a(i) does not track
or even resemble the “privileges, preferences and special rights language of 8 Del. C. § 242(b)(2)
that was important to the analysis in the Warner line of cases. Benchmark thus argues that the
clear and unambiguous words of Section C.6.a(i) guarantee […] it and the other holders of Series
A Preferred and Series B Preferred shares a class vote before the Series D Preferred Stock may
be authorized. While Benchmark has advanced an appealing and rational analysis, I conclude, for
the reasons set forth below, that it has failed to demonstrate a reasonable probability of success
on the merits of this argument.
In ascertaining whether a class of junior preferred stockholders has the opportunity to
vote as a class on a proposed corporate action, the words chosen by the drafters must be read
“against the background of Delaware precedent.” For example, Sullivan Money Management,
Inc. v. FLS Holdings, Inc. involved the question of whether a class vote was required in order to
change critical rights of preferred shareholders “by amendment to the Certificate of
Incorporation of [FLS Holdings, Inc.] or otherwise.’” In interpreting the charter of FLS
Holdings, Inc., the Court was urged to treat the phrase “or otherwise” as including mergers. The
Court, in rejecting this contention, set forth the following:
The word “merger” is nowhere found in the provision governing the Series A
Preferred Stock. The drafters’ failure to express with clarity an intent to confer
class voting rights in the event of a merger suggests that they had no intention of
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doing so, and weighs against adopting the plaintiffs’ broad construction of the
words “or otherwise.”
Here, the authorization of the Series D Preferred Stock results from the merger and the
restatement of Juniper’s certificate of incorporation as part of that process. Warner and the cases
following it, and Starkman in particular, demonstrate that certain rights of the holders of
preferred stock that are secured by the corporate charter are at risk when a merger leads to
changes in the corporation’s capital structure. To protect against the potential negative effects of
a merger, those who draft protective provisions have been instructed to make clear that those
protective provisions specifically and directly limit the mischief that can otherwise be
accomplished through a merger under 8 Del. C. § 251.
In sum, Benchmark complains of the harm which will occur because of alterations to
Juniper’s capital structure resulting from modifications of the certificate of incorporation
emerging from the merger. General language alone granting preferred stockholders a class vote
on certain changes to the corporate charter (such as authorization of a senior series of stock) will
not be read to require a class vote on a merger and its integral and accompanying modifications
to the corporate charter and the corporation’s capital structure. To reach the result sought by
Benchmark, the protective rights “must... be clearly expressed and will not be presumed.”
Unfortunately for Benchmark, the requirements of a class vote for authorization of a new
senior preferred stock through a merger was not “clearly expressed” in the Certificate. Against
this background, I am reluctant both to presume that protection from a merger was intended and,
perhaps more importantly, to create uncertainty in a complex area where Avatex has set down a
framework for consistency.
This conclusion is influenced to some extent by a few other considerations.
First, the drafters of Section C.6.a contemplated mergers expressly as evidenced by the
precise restriction on some mergers set forth in Section C.6.a(ii). That the potential consequences
of some mergers were addressed in Section C.6.a(ii) but no reference to mergers appears in
Section C.6.a(i) lends some support to the notion that Section C.6.a(i) was not intended to apply
in the context of a merger.
Second, Benchmark and its representative, Mr. Gurley, had extensive experience in
investing in preferred securities and Mr. Gurley was aware that “specific voting rights with
respect to mergers” are sometimes negotiated in preferred stockholders protective provisions.
Despite this awareness, Benchmark, its representative, and its counsel failed to obtain any
specific protection in Section C.6.a(i) preserving class voting rights in the face of a merger, such
as the one contemplated by the Series D Transaction. Thus, I conclude that Benchmark has not
demonstrated a reasonable probability of success on its contention that the authorization of the
Series D Preferred Stock through the merger, but without a class vote by the holders of Series A
Preferred and Series B Preferred Stock, is precluded by Section C.6.a(i). […]
4.2.10 Notes and Questions on Benchmark Capital Partners
1. The merger at question in Benchmark Capital Partners admittedly falls outside the proper
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scope of this class, as it was an internal restructuring rather than part of a negotiated acquisition.
Nonetheless, it illustrates issues and concerns that will arise in negotiated transactions as well
where a corporate has preferred stock outstanding or where the target is a limited liability
company or other entity whose organization is determined more by the contractual relationships
of the equityholders than by rights fixed in statutes. With entities other than corporations
increasingly common among private companies, the transactional attorney needs to be acutely
attuned to be possibility for creative structuring to exploit oversights in the drafting of target
organizational documents.

4.3 Acquisition Structure and Default Liability Allocation
4.3.1 Magnolia’s at Bethany, LLC v. Artesian Consulting Eng’rs, Inc. (Del. Super. 2011)
This is my decision on Defendant Artesian Consulting Engineers, Inc.’s Motion to
Dismiss the complaint filed against it by Plaintiff Magnolia’s at Bethany, LLC in this case
involving a condominium with a leaking roof. Magnolia’s complaint alleges that Artesian is the
successor-in-interest to Meridian Architects and Engineers, LLC and is therefore responsible for
Meridian’s negligent design of the condominium developed by Magnolia’s. Meridian is an
architectural and engineering firm that designed the condominium for Magnolia’s. Artesian
purchased some of Meridian’s assets and assumed some of its liabilities two years after
Magnolia’s completed the condominium. It did not assume Meridian’s liabilities related to the
condominium. Magnolia’s is now the defendant in a lawsuit filed against it by the
condominium’s unit owners. It filed this separate lawsuit against Artesian seeking
indemnification and contribution for any monies it may have to pay to the condominium’s unit
owners. The estimated cost to repair the condominium is $2,000,000. The general rule on
successor corporate liability in a matter involving the sale of assets is that a corporation that
purchases the assets of another corporation is not responsible for that corporation’s liabilities.
There are four exceptions to this rule. They apply where the purchaser assumed the seller’s
liabilities, the transaction was a de facto merger or consolidation, the purchaser operates as a
mere continuation of the seller, and fraud. Each of these exceptions consists of certain elements
that must be pled. I have granted Artesian’s Motion to Dismiss because Magnolia’s did not
adequately plead in its complaint the elements of the alleged exceptions to the general rule on
successor corporate liability.
Statement of Facts
Magnolia’s is the developer of Magnolia’s Resort Condominiums at Bethany, a singlebuilding, three-story, 35 unit condominium with a swimming pool on the roof. Meridian is an
architectural and engineering firm owned by Darin A. Lockwood, a licensed professional
engineer. It provided architectural and engineering services to Magnolia’s for the condominium.
The condominium was completed in 2006. Artesian is also an architectural and engineering firm.
It purchased some of Meridian’s assets in 2008. The sale of assets was governed by an Asset
Purchase Agreement between Artesian, Meridian and Lockwood dated June 6, 2008. Artesian
acquired for $130,000 Meridian’s uncompleted contracts and accounts receivable and permits
related to the uncompleted contracts, computers, office equipment and furniture, motor vehicles,
and the use of Meridian’s name. Artesian only assumed Meridian’s liabilities related to the
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uncompleted contracts and permits. Meridian’s employees did become employees of Artesian
after the asset sale closed. Lockwood signed a 10-year consulting agreement with Artesian.
Meridian subleased its premises to Artesian for $5000 per month for five years. Artesian later
displayed on its Facebook page a number of projects, including Magnolia’s condominium, on
May 12, 2009. Artesian Resources Corporation, the parent company of Artesian, on behalf of
itself and a number of subsidiaries, paid Lockwood $800,000 on August 6, 2010 to terminate all
contracts and agreements between Lockwood, Artesian and a number of related entities.
Magnolia’s, the condominium’s unit owners, and the general contractor and various
subcontractors for the condominium are now embroiled in separate litigation over defects in the
condominium. The chief defect seems to be that water is leaking through the flat roof from the
areas around and beneath the swimming pool. The condominium’s unit owners filed their lawsuit
against Magnolia’s and the contractors on August 22, 2009. Magnolia’s filed its lawsuit against
Artesian on April 12, 2011.
Standard of Review
Artesian argues that Magnolia’s complaint fails to state a claim for which relief may be
granted. The standards for a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss in Delaware are clearly defined.
The Court must accept all well pled allegations as true. The Court must then determine whether a
plaintiff may recover under any reasonable set of circumstances that are susceptible of proof.
Dismissal will not be granted if the complaint “gives general notice as to the nature of the claim
asserted against the defendant.” A claim will not be dismissed unless it is clearly without merit,
which may be either a matter of law or fact.” Vagueness or lack of detail in the pleaded claim
are insufficient grounds upon which to dismiss a complaint under Rule 12(b)(6). If there is a
basis upon which the plaintiff may recover, the motion is denied.
Discussion
Magnolia’s alleges in its complaint that Artesian is the successor-in-interest to Meridian
because it (1) impliedly assumed responsibility for Meridian’s liabilities, (2) engaged in a
transaction with Meridian that amounts to a de facto merger of Meridian into Artesian, and (3)
operates as a mere continuation of Meridian. In Delaware when one company sells or otherwise
transfers all of its assets to another company, the buyer generally is not responsible for the
seller’s liabilities, including claims arising out of the seller’s tortuous conduct. In limited
situations, where avoidance of liability would be unjust, exceptions may apply to enable the
transfer of liability to the seller. These exceptions include: (1) the buyer’s assumption of liability;
(2) de facto merger or consolidation; (3) mere continuation of the predecessor under a different
name; or (4) fraud. I will discuss each exception raised by Magnolia’s separately.
1. The Buyer’s Assumption of Liabilities
Magnolia’s complaint alleges that Artesian has impliedly assumed responsibility for
Meridian’s liabilities for the condominium by holding itself out publicly as the architect and
engineer for the condominium. This allegation is based on a Facebook page that Artesian
displayed on May 12, 2009. Artesian was advertising on its Facebook page a number of projects,
one of which was Magnolia’s condominium. Artesian certainly did not expressly assume
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Meridian’s liabilities for the claims related to Magnolia’s condominium, leaving Magnolia’s to
allege that Artesian impliedly assumed them. “Implied” is used in the law in contrast to
“express” where the intention in regard to the subject matter is not manifested by explicit and
direct words, but is gathered by implication or necessary deduction from the circumstances, the
general language, or the conduct of the parties. The subject matter in dispute is the assumption of
Meridian’s liabilities related to Magnolia’s condominium. Artesian’s Facebook page is an
advertisement that was obviously designed to solicit business, not an expression of its intent to
assume Meridian’s liabilities for the condominium. Indeed, Artesian’s Facebook page did not
even mention Meridian, let alone the assumption of its liabilities. To conclude otherwise
completely fails to recognize the obvious context and purpose of the Facebook page. No one
would interpret it to mean that Artesian had assumed Meridian’s liabilities for the condominium.
Moreover, the Facebook page ran a full three months before the condominium’s unit owners
filed their lawsuit against Magnolia’s. Thus, it is unlikely that Artesian was even aware of
Meridian’s liabilities at the time it allegedly assumed them. Therefore, Magnolia’s has failed to
state a claim of implied assumption of liabilities for which relief can be granted.
2. De Facto Merger
A traditional merger under Delaware law involves two or more entities existing under
Delaware law merging into a single corporation. Typically, the selling entity is merged into the
purchasing entity and ceases to exist. The elements necessary to create a de facto merger under
Delaware law are the following: (1) one corporation transfers all of its assets to another
corporation; (2) payment is made in stock, issued by the transferee directly to the shareholders of
the transferring corporation; and (3) in exchange for their stock in that corporation, the transferee
agreeing to assume all the debts and liabilities of the transferor. Magnolia’s has failed to allege in
its complaint the elements of a de facto merger. Magnolia’s does not, and can not, allege that
Artesian acquired all of Meridian’s assets because, pursuant to the terms of the Asset Purchase
Agreement, Artesian only acquired some of Meridian’s assets. Magnolia’s does not, and can not,
allege that Artesian transferred its stock directly to Lockwood because, pursuant to the terms of
the Asset Purchase Agreement, Artesian transferred $130,000 to Meridian for its assets and no
stock to Lockwood. Magnolia’s does not, and can not, allege that Artesian assumed all of
Meridian’s debts and liabilities because, pursuant to the terms of the Asset Purchase Agreement,
Artesian only assumed some of Meridian’s debt and liabilities. Therefore, Magnolia’s has failed
to state a claim of de facto merger for which relief can be granted.
3. Continuation Theory
The continuation theory of successor corporate liability has been narrowly construed by
the Delaware courts. Mere continuation requires that the new company be the same legal entity
as the old company. “The test is not the continuation of the business operation; rather, it is the
continuation of the corporate entity.” Imposition of successor liability is appropriate only where
the new entity is so dominated and controlled by the old company that separate existence must be
disregarded. The primary elements of continuation include the common identity of the officers,
directors, or stockholders of the predecessor and successor corporations, and the existence of
only one corporation at the completion of the transfer. Magnolia’s has not alleged sufficient facts
to support a finding that Artesian is “the same legal person” as Meridian. Artesian and Meridian
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were two unrelated business entities in 2008 and remain so today. Meridian was and is owned by
Lockwood. Artesian was and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Artesian Resources. There is
simply no reason to believe that the sale of Meridian’s assets to Artesian was anything but an
arm’s length transaction between the parties. The cash consideration for the assets went from
Artesian to Meridian. Artesian and Meridian signed a sub-lease, providing that Artesian would
pay $5,000 per month to Meridian for its office space. The ownership of Meridian and Artesian
did not change as a result of the transaction and Lockwood did not become an officer, director or
shareholder of Artesian. Both Meridian and Artesian continued to exist as separate legal entities
after the closing on the sale of assets. Indeed, Magnolia’s and Meridian were involved with the
lawsuit filed by the condominium’s unit owners. The elements of the continuation theory of
liability are wholly absent. Therefore, Magnolia’s has failed to state a claim of continuation
liability for which relief may be granted.
Conclusion
Magnolia’s has failed to adequately plead in its complaint the elements of the three
allegedly applicable exceptions to the general rule on successor corporate liability. There are a
core set of facts that have to be alleged in order to adequately set forth the various exceptions to
the general rule that a corporation that purchases another corporation’s assets is not liable for the
selling corporation’s liabilities. They are simply not present in this case. Artesian did not engage
in any conduct that suggested it impliedly assumed Meridian’s liabilities related to the
condominium. Its mere running of an advertisement on a Facebook page can only be interpreted
as a solicitation for new business, not the assumption of Meridian’s liabilities, particularly where
the advertisement did not even mention Meridian or its liabilities. Artesian did not engage in a de
facto merger with Meridian because it did not acquire all of Meridian’s assets, did not transfer its
stock directly to Lockwood, and did not assume all of Meridian’s debts and liabilities. Lastly,
Artesian is not the mere continuation of Meridian because the two entities did not have common
officers, directors and shareholders and because Meridian and Artesian both remained as
separate legal entities after the asset sale. The facts are that Meridian and Artesian were two
separate legal entities with different owners, officers and directors both before and after the asset
sale. Artesian paid Meridian $130,000 for some of Meridian’s assets. It did not transfer any of its
stock to Lockwood. Artesian only assumed certain liabilities of Meridian’s. It did not expressly
assume the balance of them and it did not impliedly assume them by running an advertisement
for business on a social networking site. It is these undisputed facts that make Magnolia’s unable
to properly plead the necessary elements for successor corporate liability. Therefore, I have
granted Defendant Artesian Consulting Engineers, Inc.’s Motion to Dismiss the complaint filed
against it by Plaintiff Magnolia’s at Bethany, LLC.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
4.3.2 Ruiz v. Blentech Corp., 89 F.3d 320 (7th Cir. 1996)
Felipe Ruiz’s case turns on a rather mystifying choice-of-law problem. Ruiz, a citizen of
Illinois, suffered an injury in his home state from an allegedly defective product manufactured in
California by a California corporation. The manufacturer has dissolved, but another California
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corporation has followed in its footsteps by purchasing its principal assets and continuing its
business. Ruiz seeks to make the successor corporation answer for his tort claims against the
manufacturer. Illinois and California have different rules for determining when one corporation
is responsible, as a successor, for the tort liabilities of its predecessors. The district court
concluded that Illinois’ rules, which are less favorable to Ruiz, should apply. As a consequence
of this conclusion, it entered summary judgment against him. Ruiz appeals this judgment,
arguing that the district court incorrectly resolved the conflict between the rules adopted,
respectively, by Illinois and California. We affirm.
Felipe Ruiz operated a screw conveyor in a food processing plant in Schiller Park,
Illinois. On June 16, 1992, he somehow became entangled in the conveyor’s machinery and
sustained several grievous injuries, the most severe of which left him paralyzed. He soon filed a
lawsuit in an Illinois state court, bringing claims of strict products liability and negligence,
among others. The case was removed to the district court on the basis of diversity jurisdiction.
Ruiz eventually directed his case at five defendants, all of whom had some legally
significant connection with the screw conveyor. Three of the five had been involved in the sale
of the conveyor to Ruiz’s employer. These defendants were Weiler and Company, a Wisconsin
corporation, Weiler East, a New Jersey corporation, and Dan Schwerdtfeger, an agent for those
two companies. Another defendant was Custom Stainless Equipment, the California corporation
that had manufactured the conveyor in 1983 and had dissolved in 1986. The last defendant was
an entity that Ruiz identified as the successor to Custom Stainless’ liabilities in tort. When
Custom Stainless dissolved, it sold all of its assets for cash to Blentech, another California
corporation. Blentech continued to manufacture Custom Stainless’ product lines under its own
name, using the same product designs, the same factory, the same management and the same
employees. Ruiz contended in the district court that California law defined the relationship
between Custom Stainless and Blentech and, therefore, between Blentech and himself.
According to Ruiz’s interpretation of that law, Blentech’s assimilation of Custom Stainless
included an assumption of strict liability for any defective products that Custom Stainless had
manufactured. […]
Ruiz’s challenge to the summary judgment for Blentech relies on his argument that the
choice of state law governing the crucial issues in the case was in error. In a diversity case, of
course, state law governs, and the district court determines what state law to apply in accordance
with the choice-of-law principles of the state in which it sits. The district court here was bound
by the choice-of-law method defined by the Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Law, which
Illinois has adopted.
[…] With respect to Ruiz’s claim against Blentech, the choice-of-law analysis had crucial
importance. Only two states have significant contacts with the issues raised. California was the
place of the legal relationship between Custom Stainless and Blentech; and Illinois was the place
of Ruiz’s residence and his injury. The decisive issue in the case was whether Blentech had
succeeded to Custom Stainless’ liabilities by virtue of its purchase of Custom Stainless’ assets
and its business. Illinois and California shared a basic rule about corporate successor liability, but
California provided an exception to that rule that was not available in Illinois.
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Illinois mandates that, as a general rule of corporate law, a corporation that purchases the
principal assets of another corporation does not assume the seller’s liabilities arising from tort
claims or from any other kind of claims. Illinois does recognize four exceptions to this rule. The
purchasing corporation assumes the seller’s liabilities when: (1) it expressly agrees to assume
them; (2) the asset sale amounts to a de facto merger; (3) the purchaser is a mere continuation of
the seller; (4) the sale is for the fraudulent purpose of escaping liability for the seller’s
obligations. California’s corporate law establishes the same general rule and the same four
exceptions.
California departs from the Illinois rules, however, by adopting a fifth exception. That
exception provides that a corporation that purchases a manufacturing business and continues to
produce the seller’s line of products assumes strict liability in tort for defects in units of the same
product line previously manufactured and distributed by the seller. This “products line”
exception applies in cases involving tort claims where: (1) the plaintiff lacks an adequate remedy
against the seller/manufacturer; (2) the purchaser knows about product risks associated with the
line of products that it continues; and (3) the seller transfers good will associated with the
product line.
The difference between Illinois’ and California’s rules is decisive here because Ruiz’s
case against Blentech depends entirely upon whether the “products line” exception applies.
Although Ruiz does argue that he can maintain a cause of action against Blentech even without
this exception, it is clear that he cannot do so under the basic rule of successor liability, which
both Illinois and California share. Blentech did not acquire Custom Stainless’ obligations to Ruiz
under one of the four standard exceptions to the general rule of successor liability. Blentech has
not agreed to assume that obligation. It did expressly agree to assume all of Custom Stainless’
tort liabilities arising before the date of the asset sale in 1986, but it emphatically disclaimed all
liabilities arising after that date, and Ruiz was not injured until 1992. Neither did Blentech and
Custom Stainless combine their corporate identities, either through a de facto merger or through
some other means. In either Illinois or California, a court will conclude that an asset sale merges
two corporations or makes the buyer the continuation of the seller only if it finds an identity of
ownership between the two. In effect, the de facto merger and continuation exceptions are
identical; each exception depends upon an identity of ownership between the seller and
purchaser. When Custom Stainless sold its assets to Blentech, Custom Stainless’ owners received
cash, not stock, and they have not participated in the ownership of Blentech in any way. Finally,
Ruiz makes no allegation that the asset sale between Blentech and Custom Stainless was an
occasion for fraud; moreover, nothing in the record even remotely supports such an allegation.
Thus, Blentech can be liable to Ruiz only if the “products line” exception applies.
The “products line” exception can apply in Illinois courts only through the choice of
foreign law. On numerous occasions, Illinois courts have specifically declined to make the
“product line” exception part of Illinois law, and they have therefore declined to apply it to tort
claims governed by Illinois law. Illinois courts have not, however, specifically decided whether
they would apply the “products line” exception to an issue governed by the law of a state which
accepted that exception. Our research of Illinois law suggests that the crucial issue in this case is
a matter of first impression in Illinois.
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As it must, Ruiz’s challenge to the district court’s decision depends upon the contention
that an Illinois court would choose California’s “products line” exception as part of the law
governing his claim against Blentech. In deciding whether to apply Illinois or California law, the
district court considered whether Illinois or California had the most significant contacts with the
tort that Ruiz alleged. It found that the two states had essentially equal contacts with Ruiz’s
action, but it concluded that the balance tipped towards Illinois because there is a presumption in
favor of applying the laws of the state where the alleged tort occurred. On the basis of this
conclusion, the district court applied Illinois law to all of the issues in the case, including both of
the issues relevant to Ruiz’s claim against Blentech. […] [The court next discusses the choice of
law issues, and concludes that ‘the district court erred when […] it applied Illinois law to all the
issues in the case.”]
The question we now encounter is whether that error makes any difference here. Ruiz
certainly believes that it does. He characterizes California’s “product line” exception as a rule of
corporate law--a relative of the other four exceptions to the rule determining corporate successor
liability. Unlike his argument about the flaws in the district court’s choice-of-law analysis, this
contention is not so clearly correct. The area of substantive law to which the “product line”
exception belongs is a difficult question, and the courts of several states have struggled to decide
whether it is a part of corporate law or of tort law.
[…] For our purposes, California’s understanding of the nature of the “products line”
exception is what matters. At least with respect to this argument, Ruiz does not ask us to
generate an abstract version of the exception out of the air and make it a part of Illinois law. In
any event, this would be a futile effort because Illinois courts have so emphatically rejected this
request when other claimants have made it. Ruiz does, however, ask us to apply a California rule
to his case through choice of law. Because the only California rules that we can apply here are
the rules of corporate law, we must see whether California characterizes the “products line”
exception as a matter of corporate law.
California courts have quite clearly established that the exception is a matter of products
liability law, not corporate law. The California Supreme Court derived the exception from its line
of cases prescribing strict liability in tort for injuries resulting from defective products.
Moreover, California has limited the application of the exception to cases in which it preserves a
plaintiff’s ability to collect on a valid strict liability claim. In this way, California has established
the “products line” exception as a means of advancing the cost-shifting purposes behind its
regime of strict liability for injuries caused by defective products. Unlike Michigan, California
has not employed the exception generally as a means to limit efforts by corporations to erase
corporate identity in the course of asset sales. Instead, California uses the exception to insure that
manufacturers generally will bear the costs of defective products.
As we have noted, Ruiz could maintain his case against Blentech only if the “products
line” exception applied. Because the exception is a matter of California tort law, not California
corporate law, it does not apply to this case. The judgment of the district court is, therefore,
AFFIRMED.
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4.3.3 An Example of Contractual Assumption of Liabilities in an Asset Purchase
Agreement
[The following is for a transaction for a financial services target with relatively few tangible
assets moving. In other transactions you are likely to see longer lists of explicitly assumed
and/or retained liabilities.]
1.X
Assumed Liabilities. At the Closing, Buyer shall assume solely those liabilities and
obligations of the Company in respect of the Purchased Assets that arise after the Closing either
(a) under the express terms of the given Assigned Agreement, (b) under applicable Law in
connection with the post-Closing performance by Buyer of such Assigned Agreement or (c)
otherwise relating to the Purchased Assets or the operation of the business of the Company with
respect to events, occurrences, and circumstances first arising after the Closing (collectively, the
“Assumed Liabilities”). Except to the extent expressly provided in the prior sentence, Buyer will
not assume, in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, any liability or
obligation of the Company whatsoever, and the Company will retain responsibility for and shall
pay, discharge or perform, as appropriate, all liabilities and obligations accrued prior to the
Closing and all liabilities and obligations arising from the Company’s operations prior to the
Closing, of any kind whatsoever, whether known or unknown, absolute, contingent, accrued or
otherwise (all liabilities other than the Assumed Liabilities collectively, the “Excluded
Liabilities”).
4.3.4 Notes and Questions on the Assumption of Liabilities in M&A Transactions
1. Having read about the independent legal significance doctrine in the prior section, it should
not come as a particular surprise that courts will generally respect the choice of transaction
structure in determining a transaction’s effect on the liabilities of the target business. In mergers,
by statute the target’s liabilities become liabilities of the surviving entity of the merger; in a stock
purchase, nothing has changed “inside the box” of the purchased entity, just the identity of those
“outside the box” who own it. The asset purchase is conceptually very different – just as I can in
principle buy either a single box from a company’s inventory, or buy every single asset it has
from equipment to inventory to trademarks to intangible rights, or anything in between, so to I
pick and choose which liabilities of target company I will be responsible for and which, by
contrast, will be retained and thus will stay “inside the box” of the selling entity.
What is different in this context is the greater willingness, albeit within rather narrow limits, of
courts to look to the substance and effect of the transaction and disregard the parties’ choice of
form. In reviewing the preceding cases, how much guidance do they provide the M&A attorney
structuring an asset purchase transaction who wants certainty that the contractually agreed
allocation of risk will be respected?
2. The example contract provision in 4.3.3 is a fairly simple version of how assumed and
retained liabilities can be allocated in an asset purchase agreement. The businesspeople will
often describe this in terms of “my watch vs. your watch” – the seller is responsible for any
losses or claims resulting from how seller operated the business prior the closing, the buyer is
only responsible for what it does with the business from and after closing. In the sample
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provision above, it matters not whether any of the parties has the faintest idea that a particular
type of risk exists or whether the buyer has asked for specific representations about a risk – if it
arises out of pre-closing matters, it belongs to the seller.
As we will see in later sections, this is rather different from the default allocation of risk that has
(at least until recently) dominated merger agreements and stock purchase agreements for private
company targets. There, as we will see in more detail in coming sections, by default the buyer
would be exposed to some degree to all of the target company’s liabilities, either directly as a
successor by merger or indirectly (and limited by the corporate veil) as the new owner of the
target’s equity. Rather being able to contract to leave liabilities with the target entity, the buyer
instead will ask for contractual undertakings by the former owners to indemnify the buyer
against breaches of representations and other specified risks.
3. Given the default allocation of risk in an asset purchase agreement, why would a buyer ever
agree to assume a seller liability? Consider two possible liabilities, one being indebtedness
under a credit agreement, the other an existing litigation. Assuming the creditor under the credit
agreement is willing to consent to the assignment of the credit agreement to, and its assumption
by, the buyer, you would generally expect the parties to be largely indifferent between the two
outcomes economically – either the seller retains the debt, and likely has to prepay it at closing
out of the deal proceeds, or the buyer assumes the debt, and therefore reduces its purchase price
by the amount of the debt assumed. (Of course, for accounting and tax purposes we will treat
that assumption of debt as part of the total purchase price paid.) What about the litigation? Is
there any circumstance in which the buyer might assume liability for a litigation, and how would
that affect the purchase price?
4. The preceding has focused on a purchaser’s exposure to the seller’s liabilities after closing,
whether within or beyond the scope of the purchaser’s assumption of liabilities, if any.
Generally the purchaser will have the deep pockets after closing, the seller having dissolved after
distributing the proceeds of sale to its shareholders. Imagine for a moment, however, a situation
where the purchaser suffers a catastrophic collapse and bankruptcy after the deal is done. The
purchaser in our hypothetical clearly and unambiguously assumed all of the seller’s liabilities,
present or past, whether known or not. A major products liability claim dating back to seller’s
time of ownership emerges. The injured sue seller (and, likely, its shareholders on an illegal
distribution / dissolution claim). Can seller point to purchaser’s assumption of liability and have
the case dismissed? No - that contractual assumption of liability was only between seller and
purchaser, and has no effect on seller’s liability to the third-party tort claimant. Seller could seek
indemnification from purchaser to the extent purchaser assumed the claim, but can’t use the
assumption of liability to escape from its primary liability to the tort victim.
4.3.5 Successor Liability Theories and the Asbestos Litigation Crisis: Pennsylvania’s
Initial Response (Pa. Con. St. Title 15 Section 1929.1)
§ 1929.1. Limitations on asbestos-related liabilities relating to certain mergers or consolidations.
(a) Limitation on successor asbestos-related liabilities.--
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(1) Except as further limited in paragraph (2), the cumulative successor asbestos-related
liabilities of a domestic business corporation that was incorporated in this
Commonwealth prior to May 1, 2001, shall be limited to the fair market value of the total
assets of the transferor determined as of the time of the merger or consolidation, and such
corporation shall have no responsibility for successor asbestos-related liabilities in excess
of such limitation.
(2) If the transferor had assumed or incurred successor asbestos-related liabilities in
connection with a prior merger or consolidation with a prior transferor, then the fair
market value of the total assets of the prior transferor, determined as of the time of such
earlier merger or consolidation, shall be substituted for the limitation set forth in
paragraph (1) for purposes of determining the limitation of liability of a domestic
business corporation.
(b) Limitation on total assets available to satisfy successor asbestos-related liabilities.-(1) Except as further limited in paragraph (2), the assets of a domestic business
corporation that was incorporated in this Commonwealth prior to May 1, 2001, shall be
exempt from restraint, attachment or execution on judgments related to claims for
successor asbestos-related liabilities if the cumulative amounts which, after the time of
the merger or consolidation as to which the fair market value of total assets is determined
for purposes of this subsection and subsection (a), are paid or committed to be paid by or
on behalf of the corporation, or by or on behalf of a transferor, in connection with
settlements, judgments or other discharges of claims of asbestos-related liabilities exceed
the fair market value of the total assets of the transferor, determined as of the time of the
merger or consolidation.
(2) If the transferor had assumed or incurred successor asbestos-related liabilities in
connection with a prior merger or consolidation with a prior transferor, then the fair
market value of the total assets of the prior transferor, determined as of the time of such
earlier merger or consolidation, shall be substituted for the limitation set forth in
paragraph (1) for purposes of determining the extent of the exemption of the assets of a
domestic business corporation.
(c) Fair market value of total assets.-(1) A domestic business corporation may establish the fair market value of total assets
through any method reasonable under the circumstances, including by reference to the
going concern value of such assets or to the purchase price attributable to or paid for such
assets in an arm’s length transaction, or, in the absence of other readily available
information from which fair market value can be determined, by reference to the value of
such assets recorded on a balance sheet. Total assets shall include intangible assets. A
showing by the domestic business corporation of a reasonable determination of the fair
market value of total assets shall be prima facie evidence of their fair market value.
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(2) Once a reasonable determination of the fair market value of total assets has been thus
established by a domestic business corporation, a claimant disputing that determination of
value shall then have the burden of establishing a different fair market value of such
assets.
(3) For the purpose of adjusting the limitations set forth in subsections (a) and (b) to
account for the passage of time, the fair market value of total assets at the time of a
merger or consolidation shall be increased annually until the earlier of:
(i) the date of the settlement, judgment or other discharge to which the limitations
in subsection (a) or (b) are being applied; or
(ii) the date on which such adjusted fair market value is first exceeded by the
cumulative amounts paid or committed to be paid by or on behalf of the
corporation, or by or on behalf of a transferor, after the time of the merger or
consolidation as to which the fair market value of total assets is determined for
purposes of subsections (a) and (b) in connection with settlements, judgments or
other discharges of the successor asbestos-related liabilities;
at the rate equal to the prime rate as listed in the first edition of the Wall Street Journal
published for each calendar year since such merger or consolidation, plus 1%, not
compounded.
(d) Application.-(1) The limitations set forth in subsections (a) and (b) shall apply to mergers or
consolidations effected under the laws of this Commonwealth or another jurisdiction
consummated prior to May 1, 2001.
(2) The limitations set forth in subsections (a) and (b) shall apply to all asbestos claims,
including existing asbestos claims, and all litigation, including existing litigation, and
shall apply to successors of a domestic business corporation to which this section applies.
(3) The limitations set forth in subsections (a) and (b) shall not apply to workers’
compensation benefits paid by or on behalf of an employer to an employee pursuant to
the act of June 2, 1915 (P.L.736, No.338), known as the Workers’ Compensation Act, or
comparable workers’ compensation law of another jurisdiction.
(4) The limitations set forth in subsections (a) and (b) shall not apply to any claim
against a domestic business corporation that does not constitute a successor asbestosrelated liability.
(5) This section shall not apply to an insurance corporation as defined in section 3102
(relating to definitions).
(6) The limitations set forth in subsections (a) and (b) shall not apply to any obligations
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arising under the National Labor Relations Act (49 Stat. 449, 29 U.S.C. § 151 et seq.) or
under any collective bargaining agreement.
(e) Definitions.--As used in this section, the following words and phrases shall have the
meanings given to them in this subsection:
“Asbestos claim.” Any claim, wherever or whenever made, for damages, losses,
indemnification, contribution or other relief arising out of, based on or in any way related to
asbestos, including property damage caused by the installation, presence or removal of asbestos,
the health effects of exposure to asbestos, including any claim for personal injury, death, mental
or emotional injury, risk of disease or other injury or the costs of medical monitoring or
surveillance. The term shall also include any claim made by or on behalf of any person exposed
to asbestos or any representative, spouse, parent, child or other relative of any such person.
“Successor asbestos-related liabilities.” Any liabilities, whether known or unknown, asserted or
unasserted, absolute or contingent, accrued or unaccrued, liquidated or unliquidated or due or to
become due, related in any way to asbestos claims, that were assumed or incurred by a domestic
business corporation or foreign business corporation as a result of or in connection with a merger
or consolidation, or the plan of merger or consolidation related thereto, with or into another
domestic business corporation or foreign business corporation effected under the laws of this
Commonwealth or another jurisdiction or which are related in any way to asbestos claims based
on the exercise of control or the ownership of stock of such corporation prior to such merger or
consolidation. The term shall also include liabilities which, after the time of the merger or
consolidation as to which the fair market value of total assets is determined for purposes of
subsections (a) and (b), were or are paid or otherwise discharged, or committed to be paid or
otherwise discharged, by or on behalf of the corporation, or by or on behalf of a transferor, in
connection with settlements, judgments or other discharges in this Commonwealth or another
jurisdiction.
“Transferor.” A domestic business corporation or foreign business corporation from which
successor asbestos-related liabilities are assumed or incurred.
4.3.6 Ieropoli v. AC&S CORP., 842 A.2d 919, 577 Pa. 138 (Pa. 2004)
OPINION
Chief Justice CAPPY.
In this appeal, we review the order of the court of common pleas granting summary
judgment to Appellee Crown Cork & Seal Company, Inc. (“Crown Cork”) pursuant to the newly
enacted statute (“Statute”) that limits the successor asbestos-related liabilities of certain
Pennsylvania corporations. 15 Pa.C.S. § 1929.1. For all the reasons that follow, we hold that the
Statute is unconstitutional as applied under Article I, Section 11 of the Pennsylvania
Constitution. Accordingly, the order of the trial court is reversed.
On December 19, 2000, Appellants, Frank and Margaret Ieropoli, commenced a civil
action, filing a complaint against Crown Cork and twenty-four other defendants. In their
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complaint, Appellants alleged that Frank Ieropoli was exposed to defendants’ respective asbestos
products while working as a machinist with General Electric from 1947 until 1979, and that as a
result, he sustained pleural effusion and parenchymal scarring. Appellants asserted several
causes of action against Crown Cork sounding in tort or contract. For the most part, Appellants
asserted these same causes of action against Crown Cork’s co-defendants. Appellants requested
that a judgment for compensatory damages, punitive damages, the costs of suit, and any other
relief that was just and proper be entered against Crown Cork and its co-defendants individually,
and jointly and severally, where appropriate.
The Statute was passed by the General Assembly, signed into law on December 17, 2001,
and made immediately effective. The Statute limits the asbestos-related liabilities of corporations
incorporated in Pennsylvania before May 1, 2001 that arise out of mergers or consolidations. The
Statute provides:
§ 1929.1. Limitations on asbestos-related liabilities relating to certain mergers or
consolidations.—
(a) Limitation on successor asbestos-related liabilities.
(1) Except as further limited in paragraph (2) the cumulative successor asbestosrelated liabilities of a domestic business corporation that was incorporated in this
Commonwealth prior to May 1, 2001, shall be limited to the fair market value of the total
assets of the transferor determined as of the time of the merger or consolidation, and
such corporation shall have no responsibility for successor asbestos-related liabilities in
excess of such limitation.
15 Pa.C.S. § 1929.1(a)(1).
As to its application, the Statute expressly states that it shall apply to mergers or
consolidations which occurred prior to May 1, 2001, and to all asbestos claims, including
existing asbestos claims, and to all litigation, including existing litigation. 15 Pa.C.S. §
1929.1(d)(1)-(2).
On February 7, 2002, Crown Cork filed a “Global Motion for Summary Judgment In All
Cases Where It Is A Defendant Or Additional Defendant” (“Motion”), requesting that judgment
be entered in its favor in several hundred asbestos cases pending against it in the Court of
Common Pleas in Philadelphia County.
In its Motion, Crown Cork set forth the following undisputed, material facts of record:
Crown Cork is a Pennsylvania business corporation and a manufacturer of beverage cans; Crown
Cork purchased a majority of the stock of Mundet Cork Corporation (“Mundet Cork”) in
November 1963; Mundet Cork had a division that made, sold and installed asbestos insulation;
Crown Cork never operated the insulation division; Crown Cork sold the insulation division 90
days after acquiring Mundet Cork’s stock; Crown Cork acquired all of Mundet Cork’s stock and
merged with Mundet Cork on February 10, 1996; the value of Mundet Cork’s assets at the time
of the merger was in the range of $11 to $12 million; the value of Mundet Cork’s assets at the
time of the merger adjusted for inflation was in the range of $50 to $55 million; Crown Cork was
reincorporated in Pennsylvania on March 30, 1996; Crown Cork was sued in asbestos-related
cases solely as a successor to Mundet Cork; and Crown Cork has paid out $336 million on
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asbestos-related claims.
Based on these facts, Crown Cork asserted that because all of the cases that are the subject
of its Motion come within the Statute’s definition of “asbestos claims”; because it has already
paid an amount in excess of the limit on liability created by the Statute; and because Appellants
no longer have a damages remedy for the claims they asserted against it, the Statute required that
its Motion be granted.
In their Response to Crown Cork’s Motion, Appellants did not assert that the presence of
genuine issues of material facts precluded the entry of summary judgment in Crown Cork’s
favor. See Pa. R.C.P. 1035.3. Nor did Appellants assert that the Statute does not apply in this
case to limit Crown Cork’s responsibility for successor-related liabilities. Rather, Appellants
argued that application of the Statute in this case is unconstitutional under Article I, Section 11
of the Pennsylvania Constitution. PA. CONST. art. 1, § 11. More specifically, Appellants
asserted that Article 1, Section 11 was violated because application of the Statute in this case
serves to extinguish accrued causes of action.
[…] We begin with a discussion of Article 1, Section 11 of the Pennsylvania Constitution.
Article I, Section 11 has been in the Pennsylvania Constitution since 1790, and is part of the
Constitution’s Declaration of Rights. Article I, Section 11 states:
§ 11. Courts to be open; suits against the Commonwealth
All courts shall be open; and every man for an injury done him in his lands,
goods, person or reputation shall have remedy by due course of law, and right
and justice administered without sale, denial or delay. Suits may be brought
against the Commonwealth in such manner, in such courts and in such cases as
the legislature may by law direct.
The constitutions of thirty-nine states contain a provision that is substantially similar to that
part of Article 1, Section 11 that is highlighted. This provision, commonly referred to as the
“open courts” or “remedies” clause, is derived from Magna Carta and Sir Edward Coke’s
Seventeenth Century commentary on the Great Charter, which was relied upon by the drafters of
early American state constitutions. […]
[The Pennsylvania Supreme Court has] explained that the guarantee of a “remedy by due
course of law” in Article 1, Section 11, means that a case cannot be altered, in its “substance”, by
a subsequent law:
[…] When, therefore, the constitution declares that it is the exclusive function of the
courts to try private cases of disputed right, and that they shall administer justice “by the
law of the land,” and “by due course of law;” it means to say, that the law relating to the
transaction in controversy, at the time when it is complete, shall be an inherent element
of the case, and shall guide the decision; and that the case shall not be altered, in its
substance, by any subsequent law.
[…] Turning to the respective arguments the parties have presented, Appellants assert that
as a general proposition, Article 1, Section 11 does not prevent the General Assembly from
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enacting a statute that eliminates a cause of action that exists at common law. Appellants contend
that what Article 1, Section 11 precludes is the elimination of accrued causes of action by newlyenacted legislation. According to Appellants, the application of the Statute to the causes of action
they brought against Crown Cork violates this rule.
Crown Cork counters with the trial court’s reasoning and contends that the Statute merely
varies the remedy that was available to Appellants. Crown Cork further contends that the fact
that Appellants have collected settlement monies or will recover damages from its co-defendants
shows that Article 1, Section 11 is not violated. Finally, […] Crown Cork asserts that because the
Statute only alters the allocation of damages among multiple defendants, Article 1, Section 11 is
not implicated.
[…] In our view, the Statute is clear and unambiguous as to the protection the General
Assembly intended to give to Crown Cork. The words of the Statute state that a qualified
corporation is not responsible for any liability that is related to any claim for relief related to
asbestos. Thus, in the present case, the Statute protects Crown Cork from any liability to
Appellants on the causes of action they brought against it.
It now remains to determine whether the protection from liability on Appellants’ causes of
action that the Statute gives to Crown Cork affects those causes of action in a way that Article 1,
Section 11 prohibits. […] [T]he violation of Article 1, Section 11 that the Statute’s application
occasions in this case is clear. Before the Statute’s enactment, each cause of action that
Appellants brought against Crown Cork was a remedy—it was the vehicle by which Appellants
lawfully pursued redress, in the form of damages, from Crown Cork for an alleged legal injury.
But under the Statute, Appellants cannot obligate Crown Cork to pay them damages on those
causes of action. In this way, each cause of action has been stripped of its remedial significance,
as it can no longer function as the means by which Appellants may secure redress from Crown
Cork. As a remedy, each cause of action has been, in essence, extinguished. Under Article 1,
Section 11, however, a statute may not extinguish a cause of action that has accrued. Therefore,
as Appellants’ causes of action accrued before the Statute was enacted, we hold that the Statute’s
application to Appellants’ causes of action is unconstitutional under Article 1, Section 11. […]
Justice NEWMAN, dissenting.
I respectfully dissent from the decision announced by the Court this day. I believe that the
statute at issue does not “clearly, plainly, and palpably” violate the state or federal Constitution
and, accordingly, I would affirm the Order of the trial court granting summary judgment to
Crown, Cork & Seal Company, Inc. (Crown). […]
[…] The problem in the instant case is the identification of the party legally responsible
for the injuries suffered by the Ieropolis. The responsible party in the instant case is not Crown;
rather it is Mundet Cork. My point in this regard is not intended to undo a century of successor
liability law, but to acknowledge the artifice of deeming a successor corporation responsible for
the injury. The cause of action in this case does not accrue against Crown; more accurately, it
accrues against Mundet Cork and, pursuant to its status as successor, Crown steps into the shoes
of Mundet Cork to ensure that, as between a blameless plaintiff and a corporation that has
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succeeded a corporation responsible for an injury, the successor corporation, not the blameless
plaintiff, is responsible for the acts of the tortfeasor. Successor liability is an important tenet of
our system of jurisprudence, but it is not one protected by Article I, Section 11 of the
Pennsylvania Constitution. Causes of action in tort do not accrue in a vacuum— rather, they
arise against an entity for a wrong done at the time an injury is incurred. Article I, Section 11
forecloses retroactive elimination or limitation of the liability of the tortfeasor.
Conceived of in this way, Section 1929.1 does not extinguish a vested right or an accrued
cause of action. Neither does it eliminate a right to a remedy. Instead, Section 1929.1 limits the
amount of liability that successor corporations can be made to be accountable for and, ultimately,
limits the class of entities who can be made to bear the burden of that right. This is not to say that
the legislature could constitutionally provide that all pending asbestos cases are summarily
dismissed—this would extinguish vested causes of action against entities responsible for injuries.
But the constitutional provision with which we are concerned, Article I, Section 11, does not
estop the General Assembly from limiting (or eliminating) the effect of successor liability, even
retroactively. Section 1929.1 does not retroactively limit or extinguish the liability because the
successor corporation (in the case sub judice, Crown) is not the tortfeasor.
It is conceivable, although unlikely, that at some point in the future a plaintiff in a pending
asbestos case could, by virtue of Section 1929.1, be denied any recovery. That would be an
unfortunate result of my position in this case, but that potentiality should not enter into the
consideration of a court of last resort charged with determining whether the statute passes
constitutional muster. In my opinion, the Ieropolis have failed to demonstrate, “clearly, plainly,
and palpably,” that Section 1929.1 violates Article I, Section 11 of the Pennsylvania
Constitution. […]
4.3.7 42 Pa Cons Stat sections 8368.1-6
§ 8368.1. Legislative findings and declaration.
(a) Findings.--The General Assembly finds that:
(1) Asbestos-related claims threaten the continued viability of successor business entities
which are formed or organized under the laws of this Commonwealth or another
jurisdiction that have never manufactured, sold or distributed asbestos or asbestoscontaining products.
(2) It is in the best interest of this Commonwealth to ensure the economic viability of the
entities under paragraph (1).
(3) The viability of the domestic and foreign business entities under paragraph (1) is
threatened due solely to their status as successor business entities by merger or
consolidation based on actions taken prior to the 1972 adoption of asbestos regulations by
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
(4) The cumulative recovery by all asbestos claimants from innocent successor business
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entities should be limited.
(b) Intent.--It is the intent of the General Assembly to expand the protections granted in 15
Pa.C.S. § 1929.1 (relating to limitations on asbestos-related liabilities relating to certain mergers
or consolidations) to successor business entities which are formed or organized under the laws of
this Commonwealth or another jurisdiction.
§ 8368.2. Definitions.
The following words and phrases when used in this subchapter shall have the meanings given to
them in this section unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
“Asbestos claim.” A claim, wherever or whenever made, for damages, losses, indemnification,
contribution or other relief arising out of, based on or in any way related to asbestos, including
property damage caused by the installation, presence or removal of asbestos, the health effects of
exposure to asbestos, including a claim for personal injury, death, mental or emotional injury,
risk of disease or other injury or the costs of medical monitoring or surveillance. The term
includes a claim made by or on behalf of any person exposed to asbestos or a representative,
spouse, parent, child or other relative of that individual.
“Asbestos-related liability.” Any liability, whether known or unknown, asserted or unasserted,
absolute or contingent, accrued or unaccrued, liquidated or unliquidated or due or to become due
or related in any way to an asbestos claim.
“Business entity.” A for-profit corporation, limited liability company, partnership, limited
liability partnership or Subchapter S corporation formed or organized under the laws of this
Commonwealth or another jurisdiction.
“Successor asbestos-related liability.” Any asbestos-related liability that was assumed or
incurred by a business entity as a result or in connection with a merger or consolidation, or a plan
of merger or consolidation related thereto, with or into another business entity formed or
organized under the laws of this Commonwealth or another jurisdiction or which are related in
any way to asbestos claims based on the exercise of control or the ownership of stock of the
business entity prior to the merger or consolidation. The term shall include liabilities which, after
the time of the merger or consolidation with a transferor for which the fair market value of the
total gross assets of the successor business entity are determined under section 8368.4 (relating
to fair market value), were paid, committed to be paid or discharged by or on behalf of the
business entity, successor business entity or transferor in connection with a settlement, judgment
or discharge in this Commonwealth or another jurisdiction.
“Successor business entity.” Any of the following:
(1) A business entity that has merged or consolidated with a transferor prior to January 1,
1972, and that has assumed or incurred successor asbestos-related liabilities.
(2) A business entity that is a successor of a business entity that has merged or
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consolidated with a transferor prior to January 1, 1972, and that has assumed or incurred
successor asbestos-related liabilities.
“Transferor.” A business entity from which successor asbestos-related liabilities are or were
assumed or incurred.
§ 8368.3. Liability.
(a) Limitation.--Except as provided under subsection (c), the cumulative successor asbestosrelated liability of a successor business entity shall be limited to the fair market value of the total
gross assets of the transferor as of the time of the merger or consolidation with the successor
business entity.
(b) Responsibility.--A successor business entity shall have no responsibility for successor
asbestos-related liabilities in excess of the limitation under subsection (a).
(c) Exception.--If a transferor assumed or incurred successor asbestos-related liability in
connection with a prior merger or consolidation with a prior transferor, the fair market value of
the total assets of the prior transferor as of the time of the prior merger or consolidation shall be
substituted for the limitation under subsection (a) for purposes of determining the liability of the
successor business entity.
§ 8368.4. Fair market value.
(a) Establishment.--A successor business entity may establish the fair market value of total gross
assets of the transferor as of the time of the merger or consolidation by any reasonable method
under the circumstances, including the following:
(1) By reference to the going-concern value of the assets or to the purchase price of the
assets in an arms-length transaction.
(2) In the absence of other readily available information from which fair market value can
be determined, by reference to the value of the assets recorded on a balance sheet.
(b) Intangible assets.--Total gross assets under this section shall include intangible assets.
(c) Prima facie evidence.--A showing by the successor business entity of a reasonable
determination of the fair market value of total gross assets shall be prima facie evidence of their
fair market value.
(d) Burden.--Following a reasonable determination of the fair market value of total gross assets
by the successor business entity, a claimant disputing that determination shall have the burden of
establishing a different fair market value of the total gross assets.
(e) Insurance settlement.--To the extent that total gross assets include liability insurance, a
settlement of a dispute relating to liability insurance coverage entered into by the transferor or
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successor business entity with the insurer of the transferor prior to the effective date of this
section shall be determinative of the total coverage of the liability insurance in the calculation of
the transferor’s total gross assets.
§ 8368.5. Adjustment of fair market value.
(a) Annual increase.--Except as provided under subsection (c), the fair market value of total
gross assets of a transferor as determined under section 8368.4 (relating to fair market value)
shall increase annually until the earlier of:
(1) The date of the settlement, judgment or other discharge to which the limitations under
section 8368.3 (relating to liability) are being applied.
(2) The date on which the adjusted fair market value is first exceeded by the cumulative
amounts paid or committed to be paid by or on behalf of a successor business entity or a
transferor after the time of merger or consolidation for which the fair market value of
total assets is determined for purposes of section 8368.3, in connection with settlements,
judgments or other discharges of successor asbestos-related liabilities.
(b) Rate.--Any adjustment under subsection (a) shall be at the rate equal to the prime rate listed
in the first edition of the Wall Street Journal published for each calendar year since the merger or
consolidation plus 1% not compounded.
(c) Exception.--No adjustment of the fair market value of total gross assets may be applied to any
liability insurance as determined under section 8368.4.
§ 8368.6. Applicability and construction.
(a) Applicability.--This subchapter shall not apply to any of the following:
(1) An asbestos claim for which the applicable period of limitation commenced on or
before the effective date of this section.
(2) Workers’ compensation benefits paid to an employee under the act of June 2, 1915
(P.L.736, No.338), known as the Workers’ Compensation Act, or a comparable workers’
compensation law of another jurisdiction.
(3) A claim against a business entity that does not constitute a successor asbestos-related
liability.
(4) An insurance business entity under 15 Pa.C.S. Ch. 31 (relating to insurance
corporations).
(5) Obligations arising under the National Labor Relations Act (49 Stat. 449, 29 U.S.C. §
151 et seq.) or under a collective bargaining agreement.
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(6) A claim against a successor business entity that, after a merger or consolidation,
continued in the business of mining asbestos, in the business of selling or distributing
asbestos fibers or in the business of manufacturing, distributing, removing or installing
asbestos-containing products that were the same or substantially the same as those
products previously manufactured, distributed, removed or installed by the transferor.
(b) Construction.--Nothing in this subchapter shall affect the scope or effect of 15 Pa.C.S. §
1929.1 (relating to limitations on asbestos-related liabilities relating to certain mergers or
consolidations). Limitations under 15 Pa.C.S. § 1929.1 shall continue to apply to all asbestos
claims.
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4.4 Acquisition Structure and Execution Risks: Dealing With the Target’s
Contractual Counterparties
4.4.1 A Due Diligence Exercise
One of the tasks traditionally assigned to first-year corporate associates is to summarize the
provisions of a target company’s agreements that might require the parties to seek the consent of
a third-party to the proposed transaction and whether they are triggered by the proposed
transaction structure. Have these examples in mind as you read through the cases and statutes
in this section.
1. Headquarters office lease
6. TITLE, ASSIGNMENT AND CHANGE IN CONTROL. […]
LESSEE SHALL NOT ASSIGN OR IN ANY WAY DISPOSE OF ANY OR ALL OF ITS
RIGHTS OR OBLIGATIONS UNDER THIS LEASE OR ENTER INTO ANY SUBLEASE OF
ALL OR ANY PART OF THE PROPERTY WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT
OF LESSOR. IN CONNECTION WITH THE GRANTING OF SUCH CONSENT AND THE
PREPARATION OF NECESSARY DOCUMENTATION, A FEE SHALL BE ASSESSED
EQUAL TO ONE PERCENT (1%) OF THE SUM OF THE REMAINING BALANCE THEN
DUE HEREUNDER PLUS ANY RESIDUAL VALUE OF THE PROPERTY, AND IN
ADDITION, LESSEE SHALL PAY OR REIMBURSE LESSOR UPON DEMAND FOR ALL
COSTS AND EXPENSES, INCLUDING FEES AND EXPENSES OF LESSOR’S LEGAL
COUNSEL, INCURRED IN CONNECTION WITH THE PREPARATION, RECORDING
AND/OR FILING OF SUCH DOCUMENTATION AS MAY BE NECESSARY TO EFFECT
ANY SUCH ASSIGNMENT, DISPOSITION OR SUBLEASE. In the event Lessor has
consented to any sublease of the Property, Lessee hereby assigns and grants to Lessor a security
interest in any and all rights under any sublease(s), to secure all liabilities and obligations to
Lessor, and Lessee shall deliver to Lessor the original of such sublease(s). Lessee shall not
consolidate or merge with or into any other entity, liquidate or dissolve, distribute, transfer, sell
or dispose of all or any substantial portion of its properties or assets other than in the ordinary
course of its business, without the prior consent of Lessor, and the surviving, or successor entity
or the transferee of such assets, as the case may be, shall assume, by a written instrument which
is legal, valid and enforceable against such surviving or successor entity or transferee, all of the
obligations of Lessee to Lessor or any affiliate of Lessor. No event shall occur which causes or
results in a transfer of majority ownership of Lessee while any obligations are outstanding
hereunder.
2.

Standard Form Purchase Agreement, version one

Assignment. No party may assign either this Agreement or any of its rights, interests, or
obligations hereunder without the prior written approval of the other parties. Subject to the
preceding sentence, this Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto and their respective successors and permitted assigns.
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3.

Standard Form Purchase Agreement, version two

Assignment. Neither this Agreement nor any of the rights, interests or obligations under this
Agreement may be assigned or delegated, in whole or in part, by operation of law or otherwise
by any of the parties hereto without the prior written consent of the other parties, and any such
assignment without such prior written consent shall be null and void. Subject to the preceding
sentence, this Agreement shall be binding upon, inure to the benefit of, and be enforceable by,
the parties hereto and their respective successors and permitted assigns.
4.

Standard Form Servicing Agreement

14.1 Assignment and Delegation. Except as expressly provided in this Section 14.1, neither
Party may assign or delegate (whether by operation of law or otherwise) this Agreement (or any
of its rights or obligations hereunder) without the prior written consent of the other Party, and
any such attempted assignment shall be void. Upon notice to the Client, the Company may
assign this Agreement in its entirety, together with all of its rights and obligations hereunder, to
an Affiliate or in connection with a Change in Control, provided that nothing in this Section 14.1
shall alter the Client’s rights under Section 4.3(f). If a permitted assignee agrees in writing to be
bound by this Agreement, then the assigning Party shall have no further liabilities or obligations
hereunder. In addition, the Company may use subcontractors in the performance of its
obligations hereunder as permitted by, Section 2.5. Subject to the foregoing limitations, this
Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Parties and their respective
successors and permitted assigns.
5.

Retention Agreements (mid-level executives)

Assignment and Delegation. All rights, covenants and agreements of the Company set forth in
this Agreement shall, unless otherwise provided herein, be binding upon and inure to the benefit
of the Company’s respective successors and assigns. All rights, covenants and agreements of
Executive set forth in this Agreement shall, unless otherwise provided herein, not be assignable
by Executive, and shall be considered personal to Executive for all purposes.
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6.

Marketing Cooperation Agreements

Assignment and Delegation. No party shall voluntarily assign or delegate this Agreement or any
rights, duties or obligations hereunder to any other person or entity without prior express written
approval of the other party, provided that, notwithstanding the foregoing, a party may assign this
Agreement by operation of law to any successor to such party by merger or consolidation
(without the prior consent of the other parties).
7.

Corporate Bond (Debt) Indenture

Assignment. The Company will have the right at all times to assign any of its rights or
obligations under this Indenture to a direct or indirect wholly owned Subsidiary of the Company,
provided that, in the event of any such assignment, the Company will remain liable for all such
obligations. Subject to the foregoing, this Indenture is binding upon and inures to the benefit of
the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. This Indenture may not otherwise
be assigned by the parties hereto.
8.

Intellectual Property Cross-License Agreement

12.5 Assignment and Change of Control.
(a)
Assignment Provisions. This Agreement may not be assigned or otherwise transferred by
either Party, without the written consent of the other Party such consent not to be unreasonably
withheld, conditioned or delayed; provided, however, that either Party may, without such
consent, assign or transfer this Agreement, in whole or in part, (i) to any of its Affiliates, or
newly formed entities under the same control as such Party and (ii) to a Third Party successor or
purchaser of all or substantially all of its business or assets to which this Agreement relates,
whether in a merger, sale of stock, sale of assets or other similar transaction, including, without
limitation, a Change of Control, provided that, the Third Party successor or purchaser provides
written notice to the other Party that such Third Party agrees to be bound by the terms of this
Agreement. Any purported assignment in violation of this Section 12.5 will be void. Any
permitted assignee shall assume all obligations of its assignor under this Agreement and this
Agreement shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the permitted successors and assigns of
the Parties.
(b)
Definition of Change of Control. For purposes of this Section, “ Change of Control “
means, with respect to a Party any of the following: (i) the sale or disposition of all or
substantially all of the assets of such Party or its direct or indirect parent to a Third Party; or (ii)
(x) the acquisition by a Third Party which constitutes one (1) person, as such term is used in
Section 13(d) and 14(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “ Exchange
Act “), together with any of such person’s “affiliates” or “associates”, as such terms are defined
in the Exchange Act, other than an employee benefit plan (or related trust) sponsored or
maintained by such Party or any of its Affiliates, of more than fifty percent (50%) of the
outstanding shares of voting capital stock of such Party or its direct or indirect parent
corporation; or (y) the acquisition, merger or consolidation of such Party or its direct or indirect
parent with or into another entity, other than, in the case of this clause (y), an acquisition or a
merger or consolidation of such Party or its direct or indirect parent in which the holders of
shares of voting capital stock of such Party or its direct or indirect parent, as the case may be,
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immediately prior to such acquisition, merger or consolidation will beneficially own, directly or
indirectly, at least fifty percent (50%) of the shares of voting capital stock of the acquiring Third
Party or the surviving corporation in such acquisition, merger or consolidation, as the case may
be, immediately after such acquisition, merger or consolidation. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
a sale of stock to underwriters of a public offering of a Party’s capital stock or to other Third
Parties solely for the purpose of financing, or a transaction solely to change the domicile of a
Party, shall not constitute a Change of Control.
4.4.2 Effect of Merger in Delaware: DGCL section 259(a)
(a) When any merger or consolidation shall have become effective under this chapter, for all
purposes of the laws of this State the separate existence of all the constituent corporations, or of
all such constituent corporations except the one into which the other or others of such constituent
corporations have been merged, as the case may be, shall cease and the constituent corporations
shall become a new corporation, or be merged into 1 of such corporations, as the case may be,
possessing all the rights, privileges, powers and franchises as well of a public as of a private
nature, and being subject to all the restrictions, disabilities and duties of each of such
corporations so merged or consolidated; and all and singular, the rights, privileges, powers and
franchises of each of said corporations, and all property, real, personal and mixed, and all debts
due to any of said constituent corporations on whatever account, as well for stock subscriptions
as all other things in action or belonging to each of such corporations shall be vested in the
corporation surviving or resulting from such merger or consolidation; and all property, rights,
privileges, powers and franchises, and all and every other interest shall be thereafter as
effectually the property of the surviving or resulting corporation as they were of the several and
respective constituent corporations, and the title to any real estate vested by deed or otherwise,
under the laws of this State, in any of such constituent corporations, shall not revert or be in any
way impaired by reason of this chapter; but all rights of creditors and all liens upon any property
of any of said constituent corporations shall be preserved unimpaired, and all debts, liabilities
and duties of the respective constituent corporations shall thenceforth attach to said surviving or
resulting corporation, and may be enforced against it to the same extent as if said debts, liabilities
and duties had been incurred or contracted by it.
4.4.3 Effect of Merger in Pennsylvania: 15 PA Cons Stat section 336-1
§ 336. Effect of merger.
(a) General rule.--When a merger under this subchapter becomes effective, all of the following
apply:
(1) The surviving association continues or comes into existence.
(2) The separate existence of each merging association that is not the surviving
association ceases.
(3) All property of each merging association vests in the surviving association without
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reversion or impairment, and the merger shall not constitute a transfer of any of that property.
(4) All debts, obligations and other liabilities of each merging association are debts,
obligations and other liabilities of the surviving association.
(5) Except as otherwise provided by law, all the rights, privileges, immunities and powers
of each merging association vest in the surviving association.
(6) If the surviving association exists before the merger, all of the following apply:
(i) All of its property continues to be vested in it without transfer, reversion or
impairment.
(ii) It remains subject to all its debts, obligations and other liabilities.
(iii) All its rights, privileges, immunities and powers continue to be vested
without change in it.
(iv) Its public organic record, if any, is amended to the extent provided in the
statement of merger.
(v) Its private organic rules that are to be in record form, if any, are amended to
the extent provided in the plan of merger.
(7) Liens on the property of the merging association shall not be impaired by the merger.
(8) A claim existing or an action or a proceeding pending by or against any of the
merging associations may be prosecuted to judgment as if the merger had not taken place, or the
surviving association may be proceeded against or substituted in place of the appropriate
merging association.
4.4.4 PPG Industries, Inc. v. Guardian Industries Corp., 597 F.2d 1090, 202 USPQ 95
(6th Cir. 1979)
LIVELY, Circuit Judge.
The question in this case is whether the surviving or resultant corporation in a statutory
merger acquires patent license rights of the constituent corporations. The plaintiff, PPG
Industries, Inc. (PPG), appeals from a judgment of the district court dismissing its patent
infringement action on the ground that the defendant, Guardian Industries, Corp. (Guardian), as
licensee of the patents in suit, was not an infringer. [ … ]
Prior to 1964 both PPG and Permaglass, Inc., were engaged in fabrication of glass
products which required that sheets of glass be shaped for particular uses. Independently of each
other the two fabricators developed similar processes which involved “floating glass on a bed of
gas, while it was being heated and bent.” This process is known in the industry as “gas hearth
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technology” and “air float technology”; the two terms are interchangeable. After a period of
negotiations PPG and Permaglass entered into an agreement on January 1, 1964 whereby each
granted rights to the other under “gas hearth system” patents already issued and in the process of
prosecution. The purpose of the agreement was set forth in the preamble as follows:
WHEREAS, PPG is desirous of acquiring from PERMAGLASS a world-wide
exclusive license with right to sublicense others under PERMAGLASS Technical
Data and PERMAGLASS Patent Rights, subject only to reservation by
PERMAGLASS of non-exclusive rights thereunder; and
WHEREAS, PERMAGLASS is desirous of obtaining a nonexclusive license to use
Gas Hearth Systems under PPG Patent Rights, excepting in the Dominion of
Canada.
This purpose was accomplished in the two sections of the agreement quoted below:
SECTION 3. GRANT FROM PERMAGLASS TO PPG
3.1 Subject to the reservation set forth in Subsection 3.3 below, PERMAGLASS
hereby grants to PPG an exclusive license, with right of sublicense, to use
PERMAGLASS Technical Data in Gas Hearth Systems throughout the United
States of America, its territories and possessions, and all countries of the world
foreign thereto.
3.2 Subject to the reservation set forth in Subsection 3.3 below, PERMAGLASS
hereby grants to PPG an unlimited exclusive license, with right of sublicense,
under PERMAGLASS Patent Rights.
3.3 The licenses granted to PPG under Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 above shall be
subject to the reservation of a non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free,
world-wide right and license for the benefit and use of PERMAGLASS.
SECTION 4. GRANT FROM PPG TO PERMAGLASS
4.1 PPG hereby grants to PERMAGLASS a non-exclusive, non-transferable,
royalty-free right and license to heat, bend, thermally temper and/or anneal glass
using Gas Hearth Systems under PPG Patent Rights, excepting in the Dominion
of Canada, and to use or sell glass articles produced thereby, but no license,
express or implied, is hereby granted to PERMAGLASS under any claim of any
PPG patent expressly covering any coating method, coating composition, or
coated article.
Assignability of the agreement and of the license granted to Permaglass and termination of the
license granted to Permaglass were covered in the following language:
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SECTION 9. ASSIGNABILITY
9.1 This Agreement shall be assignable by PPG to any successor of the entire flat
glass business of PPG but shall otherwise be non-assignable except with the
consent of PERMAGLASS first obtained in writing.
9.2 This Agreement and the license granted by PPG to PERMAGLASS hereunder
shall be personal to PERMAGLASS and non-assignable except with the consent
of PPG first obtained in writing.
SECTION 11. TERMINATION
******
11.2 In the event that a majority of the voting stock of PERMAGLASS shall at any
time become owned or controlled directly or indirectly by a manufacturer of
automobiles or a manufacturer or fabricator of glass other than the present
owners, the license granted to PERMAGLASS under Subsection 4.1 shall
terminate forthwith.
[ … ] As of December 1969 Permaglass was merged into Guardian pursuant to applicable
statutes of Ohio and Delaware. Guardian was engaged primarily in the business of fabricating
and distributing windshields for automobiles and trucks. It had decided to construct a facility to
manufacture raw glass and the capacity of that facility would be greater than its own
requirements. Permaglass had no glass manufacturing capability and it was contemplated that its
operations would utilize a large part of the excess output of the proposed Guardian facility.
The “Agreement of Merger” between Permaglass and Guardian did not refer specifically
to the 1964 agreement between PPG and Permaglass. However, among Permaglass’
representations in the agreement was the following:
(g) Permaglass is the owner, assignee or licensee of such patents, trademarks,
trade names and copyrights as are listed and described in Exhibit “C” attached
hereto. None of such patents, trademarks, trade names or copyrights is in
litigation and Permaglass has not received any notice of conflict with the asserted
rights of third parties relative to the use thereof.
Listed on Exhibit “C” to the merger agreement are the nine patents originally developed by
Permaglass and licensed to PPG under the 1964 agreement which are involved in this
infringement action.
Shortly after the merger was consummated PPG filed the present action, claiming
infringement by Guardian in the use of apparatus and processes described and claimed in eleven
patents which were identified by number and origin. The eleven patents were covered by the
terms of the 1964 agreement. PPG asserted that it became the exclusive licensee of the nine
patents which originated with Permaglass under the 1964 agreement and that the rights reserved
by Permaglass were personal to it and non-transferable and non-assignable. PPG also claimed
that Guardian had no rights with respect to the two patents which had originated with PPG
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because the license under these patents was personal to Permaglass and non-transferable and
nonassignable except with the permission of PPG. In addition it claimed that the license with
respect to these two patents had terminated under the provisions of Section 11.2, supra, by reason
of the merger.
One of the defenses pled by Guardian in its answer was that it was a licensee of the
patents in suit. It described the merger with Permaglass and claimed it “had succeeded to all
rights, powers, ownerships, etc., of Permaglass, and as Permaglass’ successor, defendant is
legally entitled to operate in place of Permaglass under the January 1, 1964 agreement between
Permaglass and plaintiff, free of any claim of infringement of the patents . . .”
After holding an evidentiary hearing the district court concluded that the parties to the
1964 agreement did not intend that the rights reserved by Permaglass in its nine patents or the
rights assigned to Permaglass in the two PPG patents would not pass to a successor corporation
by way of merger. The court held that there had been no assignment or transfer of the rights by
Permaglass, but rather that Guardian acquired these rights by operation of law under the merger
statutes of Ohio and Delaware. The provisions of the 1964 agreement making the license rights
of Permaglass non-assignable and non-transferable were held not to apply because of the
“continuity of interest inherent in a statutory merger that distinguishes it from the ordinary
assignment or transfer case.”
With respect to the termination provision in Section 11.2 of the 1964 agreement, the
district court again relied on “the nature of a statutory merger in contrast to an outright sale or
acquisition of stock” in holding that a majority of the voting stock of Permaglass did not become
owned or controlled by Guardian.
Questions with respect to the assignability of a patent license are controlled by federal
law. It has long been held by federal courts that agreements granting patent licenses are personal
and not assignable unless expressly made so. [ … ] The district court recognized this rule in the
present case, but concluded that where patent licenses are claimed to pass by operation of law to
the resultant or surviving corporation in a statutory merger there has been no assignment or
transfer.
There appear to be no reported cases where the precise issue in this case has been
decided. At least two treatises contain the statement that rights under a patent license owned by a
constituent corporation pass to the consolidated corporation in the case of a consolidation, W.
Fletcher, Cyclopedia of the Law of Corporations § 7089 (revised ed. 1973); and to the new or
resultant corporation in the case of a merger, A. Deller, Walker on Patents § 409 (2d ed. 1965).
However, the cases cited in support of these statements by the commentators do not actually
provide such support because their facts take them outside the general rule of non-assignability.
Both texts rely on the decision in Hartford-Empire Co. v. Demuth Glass Works, Inc., 19 F. Supp.
626 (E.D.N.Y. 1937). The agreement involved in that case specified that the patent license was
assignable and its assignability was not an issue. Clearly the statement in the Hartford-Empire
opinion that the merger conveyed to the new corporation the patent licenses owned by the old
corporation results from the fact that the licenses in question were expressly made assignable,
not from any general principle that such licenses pass to the resultant corporation where there is a
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merger. It is also noteworthy that the surviving corporation following the merger in HartfordEmpire was the original licensee, whereas in the present case the original licensee was merged
into Guardian, which was the survivor. Fletcher also cites Lightner v. Boston & A. R. Co., 1 Low
Dec. 338, 15 Fed.Cas. No. 8,343, p. 514 (C.C.Mass. 1869). In that case both of the constituent
corporations had been licensed by the patent holder. Thus, the reason for the rule against
assignability was not present; the patent holder had selected both as licensees. There was also
language in one of the licensing agreements involved in Lightner which indicated to the court
that a consolidation was anticipated and that use of the patented mechanism by the consolidated
corporation was authorized. Again, this decision does not indicate that the general rule of nonassignability of patent licenses does not apply in merger situations.
Guardian relies on two classes of cases where rights of a constituent corporation have
been held to pass by merger to the resultant corporation even though such rights are not
otherwise assignable or transferable. It points out that the courts have consistently held that
“shop rights” do pass in a statutory merger. A shop right is an implied license which accrues to
an employer in cases where an employee has perfected a patentable device while working for the
employer. Though the employee is the owner of the patent he is estopped from claiming
infringement by the employer. This estoppel arises from the fact that the patent work has been
done on the employer’s time and that the employer has furnished materials for the experiments
and financial backing to the employee.
The rule that prevents an employee-inventor from claiming infringement against a
successor to the entire business and good will of his employer is but one feature of the broad
doctrine of estoppel which underlies the shop right cases. No element of estoppel exists in the
present case. The license rights of Permaglass did not arise by implication. They were bargained
for at arms length and the agreement which defines the rights of the parties provides that
Permaglass received non-transferable, non-assignable personal licenses. We do not believe that
the express prohibition against assignment and transfer in a written instrument may be held
ineffective by analogy to a rule based on estoppel in situations where there is no written contract
and the rights of the parties have arisen by implication because of their past relationship.
The other group of cases which the district court and Guardian found to be analogous
hold that the resultant corporation in a merger succeeds to the rights of the constituent
corporations under real estate leases. The most obvious difficulty in drawing an analogy between
the lease cases and those concerning patent licenses is that a lease is an interest in real property.
As such, it is subject to the deep-rooted policy against restraints on alienation. Applying this
policy, courts have construed provisions against assignability in leases strictly and have
concluded that they do not prevent the passage of interests by operation of law. There is no
similar policy which is offended by the decision of a patent owner to make a license under his
patent personal to the licensee, and non-assignable and non-transferable. In fact the law treats a
license as if it contained these restrictions in the absence of express provisions to the contrary.
We conclude that the district court misconceived the intent of the parties to the 1964
agreement. We believe the district court put the burden on the wrong party in stating:
Because the parties failed to provide that Permaglass’ rights under the 1964 license agreement
would not pass to the corporation surviving a merger, the Court finds that Guardian succeeded to
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Permaglass’ license pursuant to 8 Del.C. § 259, and Ohio Revised Code §§ 1701.81 and 1701.83.
The agreement provides with respect to the license which Permaglass granted to PPG that
Permaglass reserved “a non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free, world-wide right and
license for the benefit and use of Permaglass.” (emphasis added). Similarly, with respect to its
own two patents, PPG granted to Permaglass “a non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free
right and license . . . .” Further, the agreement provides that both it and the license granted to
Permaglass “shall be personal to PERMAGLASS and non-assignable except with the consent of
PPG first obtained in writing.”
The quoted language from Sections 3, 4 and 9 of the 1964 agreement evinces an intent
that only Permaglass was to enjoy the privileges of licensee. If the parties had intended an
exception in the event of a merger, it would have been a simple matter to have so provided in the
agreement. Guardian contends such an exception is not necessary since it is universally
recognized that patent licenses pass from a licensee to the resultant corporation in case of a
merger. This does not appear to be the case. In Packard Instrument Co. v. ANS, Inc., a license
agreement provided that rights thereunder could not be transferred or assigned “except . (b) if the
entire ownership and business of ANS is transferred by sale, merger, or consolidation, . . .”
Similarly, the agreement construed in Freeman v. Seiberling Rubber Co. provided that the
license was not assignable except with the entire business and good will of the licensee. We
conclude that if the parties had intended an exception in case of a merger to the provisions
against assignment and transfer they would have included it in the agreement. It should be noted
also that the district court in Packard, supra, held that an assignment had taken place when the
licensee was merged into another corporation.
The district court also held that the patent licenses in the present case were not transferred
because they passed by operation of law from Permaglass to Guardian. This conclusion is based
on the theory of continuity which underlies a true merger. However, the theory of continuity
relates to the fact that there is no dissolution of the constituent corporations and, even though
they cease to exist, their essential corporate attributes are vested by operation of law in the
surviving or resultant corporation. It does not mean that there is no transfer of particular assets
from a constituent corporation to the surviving or resultant one.
The Ohio merger statute provides that following a merger all property of a constituent
corporation shall be “deemed to be transferred to and vested in the surviving or new corporation
without further act or deed, . . . .” (emphasis added). This indicates that the transfer is by
operation of law, not that there is no transfer of assets in a merger situation. The Delaware
statute, which was also involved in the Permaglass-Guardian merger, provides that the property
of the constituent corporations “shall be vested in the corporation surviving or resulting from
such merger or consolidation, . . . 8 Del.C. § 259(a). The Third Circuit has construed the “shall
be vested” language of the Delaware statute as follows:
In short, the underlying property of the constituent corporations is transferred to
the resultant corporation upon the carrying out of the consolidation or merger . .
Koppers Coal & Transportation Co. v. United States, 107 F.2d 706, 708 (3d Cir.
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1939).
In his opinion in Koppers, Judge Biggs disposed of arguments very similar to those of Guardian
in the present case, based on the theory of continuity. Terming such arguments “metaphysical”
he found them completely at odds with the language of the Delaware statute. Finally, on this
point, the parties themselves provided in the merger agreement that all property of Permaglass
“shall be deemed transferred to and shall vest in Guardian without further act or deed. . . . “ A
transfer is no less a transfer because it takes place by operation of law rather than by a particular
act of the parties. The merger was effected by the parties and the transfer was a result of their act
of merging.
Thus, Sections 3, 4 and 9 of the 1964 agreement between PPG and Permaglass show an
intent that the licenses held by Permaglass in the eleven patents in suit not be transferable. [ … ]
4.4.5 Meso Scale Diagnostics, LLC v. Roche Diagnostics GMBH., 62 A.3d 62 (Del. Ch.
2013)
PARSONS, Vice Chancellor.
This action is before me on a motion for summary judgment relating to, among other
things, license rights to sophisticated diagnostic and assay technology. In 2003, a foreign
pharmaceutical and diagnostic holding company lost or was in danger of losing its exclusive
license to that technology. The holding company sought to acquire a new license from the thenpatent holder. In 2003, the holding company entered into a series of contemporaneously executed
agreements that granted it a new non-exclusive license from the patent holder. The plaintiffs, two
Delaware limited liability companies with disputed springing rights to the same patented
technology, consented to the second nonexclusive license. As part of that transaction, the holding
company acquired the patent holder, but not before the intellectual property assets were
transferred to a separate company. In 2007, the holding company acquired that separate company
through a reverse triangular merger.
In 2010, the plaintiffs filed the complaint in this action asserting that the foreign holding
company and a number of their affiliates breached two agreements related to the 2003
transaction. In the first count, the plaintiffs claim that the 2007 reverse triangular merger was an
assignment by operation of law that required their consent. […]
The defendants have moved for summary judgment on multiple grounds. As a preliminary
matter, the defendants contend that the first count is time-barred by the doctrine of laches. The
defendants also seek summary judgment on the first count on the grounds that: (1) the antiassignment clause in a global consent signed by the plaintiffs was intended to govern only the
assignment of rights contained in that global consent and (2) a reverse triangular merger cannot
be an assignment by operation of law. […] Having considered the parties’ extensive briefing and
arguments and the voluminous record before me at this stage, I grant summary judgment on the
first count on the basis that the reverse triangular merger was not an assignment by operation of
law or otherwise, such that it would have required the plaintiffs’ consent. […]
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Plaintiffs Meso Scale Diagnostics, LLC (“MSD”) and Meso Scale Technologies, LLC
(“MST” and, collectively, “Plaintiffs” or “Meso”) are Delaware limited liability companies.
MST was founded by Jacob Wohlstadter to commercialize his invention of a new application of
electrochemiluminescent (“ECL”) technology. In 1995, MST and IGEN International, Inc.
(“IGEN”) formed MSD as a joint venture. The joint venture was created to research and develop
the use of various technologies in diagnostic procedures, including procedures utilizing ECL
technology. Jacob Wohlstadter is the President and Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”) of MSD
and MST.
The defendants in this case are all affiliates or subsidiaries of the F. Hoffmann–La Roche,
Ltd. family of pharmaceutical and diagnostics companies. Roche Holding Ltd. (“Roche
Holding”) is a publicly traded joint stock company organized under the laws of Switzerland.
Roche Diagnostics GmbH is a limited liability company organized under the laws of Germany
and a wholly owned subsidiary of Roche Holding. Defendant Roche Diagnostics Corp., which is
incorporated in Indiana, is also a wholly owned subsidiary of Roche Holding. IGEN is a
Delaware corporation that was acquired by Roche Holding in 2003 and remains a wholly owned
subsidiary of Roche Holding. IGEN LS, LLC (“IGEN LS”) is a Delaware limited liability
company and wholly owned subsidiary of IGEN. BioVeris Corp. (“BioVeris”) is a Delaware
corporation and wholly owned subsidiary of Roche Holding. BioVeris owns and licenses a
portfolio of patents based on and related to ECL technology. Lili Acquisition Corp. (“Lili
Acquisition”) was a subsidiary of Roche Holding that was merged into BioVeris on June 26,
2007 and no longer exists. […]
As an independent business, BioVeris was not very profitable. For example, in 2006,
BioVeris had only $20.6 million in revenues and incurred a net loss of $27.9 million.
Nevertheless, in March 2007, Roche offered to pay approximately $600 million in cash for
BioVeris, a 58% premium over its pre-announcement market capitalization of approximately
$370 million.
The record shows that Roche’s sole objective was to acquire BioVeris’s intellectual
property rights. Roche internally had valued those intellectual property rights at 1.695 billion
Swiss francs, or approximately $1.4 billion. Roche also touted the fact that “[b]y acquiring
BioVeris, Roche [would] own the complete patent estate of the [ECL] technology deployed in
[Roche’s] Elecsys product line which gives Roche Diagnostics the opportunity to fully exploit
the entire immunochemistry market.”
The acquisition of BioVeris (the “BioVeris Merger”) was structured as a reverse triangular
merger. Lili Acquisition was formed as an “acquisition subsidiary” of Roche and merged into
BioVeris on June 26, 2007, with BioVeris as the surviving corporation. As a result of the merger,
“all the properties, right, privileges, powers and franchises of [BioVeris] and [Lili Acquisition]
[vested] in [BioVeris], and all claims, obligations, debts, liabilities and duties of [BioVeris] and
[Lili Acquisition] [became] the claims, obligations, debts, liabilities and duties of [BioVeris].”
In September 2007, BioVeris notified its customers that it was discontinuing certain product
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lines and that they would need to develop a plan to transition to another supplier or alternate
technology. In September and October 2007, Roche closed down BioVeris’s research and
development plant and delivered exit dates to each employee of BioVeris. At all times after the
BioVeris Merger, however, BioVeris continued to hold the intellectual property relevant to this
dispute. […]
In Count I, Meso alleges that Roche breached Section 5.08 of the Global Consent by
effecting an assignment of BioVeris’s rights and obligations by operation of law or otherwise
without the written consent of MSD and MST. Section 5.08 states in pertinent part:
Neither this Agreement nor any of the rights, interests or obligations under this
Agreement shall be assigned, in whole or in part, by operation of law or otherwise
by any of the parties without the prior written consent of the other parties;
provided, however, that the parties acknowledge and agree that the conversion of
[BioVeris] in accordance with Section 2.01 of the Restructuring Agreement and
the continuation of [BioVeris] as a result thereof shall be deemed not to be an
assignment and shall not require any consent of any party....
[…]
Roche argues that even if this Court concludes that Section 5.08 applies to the assignment
of rights, interests, or obligations relating to BioVeris’s intellectual property, Roche still is
entitled to summary judgment on Count I because no assignment by operation of law or
otherwise occurred when Roche acquired BioVeris through a reverse triangular merger.
Specifically, Roche asserts that BioVeris remained intact as the surviving entity of the merger,
and, therefore, BioVeris did not assign anything. Meso, on the other hand, contends that mergers
generally, including reverse triangular mergers, can result in assignments by operation of law.
At the motion to dismiss stage, I noted that Section 5.08 does not require Meso’s consent
for changes in ownership, but prohibits, absent consent from MSD and MST, an assignment of
BioVeris’s rights and interests by operation of law or otherwise. I concluded that no Delaware
case squarely had addressed whether a reverse triangular merger could ever be viewed as an
assignment by operation of law. I further stated that “Plaintiffs plausibly argue that ‘by operation
of law’ was intended to cover mergers that effectively operated like an assignment, even if it
might not apply to mergers merely involving changes of control.”
To interpret an anti-assignment provision, a court “look[s] to the language of the
agreement, read as a whole, in an effort to discern the parties’ collective intent.” Roche contends
that the language “by operation of law or otherwise” makes clear that the parties did not intend
Section 5.08 to cover reverse triangular mergers. I find Roche’s interpretation of Section 5.08 to
be reasonable. Generally, mergers do not result in an assignment by operation of law of assets
that began as property of the surviving entity and continued to be such after the merger.
Upon the completion of a merger, Section 259 of the DGCL provides:
When any merger or consolidation shall have become effective under this chapter,
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for all purposes of the laws of this State the separate existence of all the
constituent corporations, or of all such constituent corporations except the one
into which the other or others of such constituent corporations have been merged,
as the case may be, shall cease and the constituent corporations shall become a
new corporation, or be merged into 1 of such corporations ... the rights,
privileges, powers and franchises of each of said corporations, and all property,
real, personal and mixed, and all debts due to any of said constituent
corporations on whatever account ... shall be vested in the corporation surviving
or resulting from such merger or consolidation; and all property, rights,
privileges, powers and franchises, and all and every other interest shall be
thereafter as effectually the property of the surviving or resulting corporation as
they were of the several and respective constituent corporations.
In Koppers Coal & Transport Co. v. United States, the United States Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit concluded that “the underlying property of the constituent corporations is
transferred to the resultant corporation upon the carrying out of the consolidation or merger as
provided by Section 59.” Other courts in Delaware have held that Section 259(a) results in the
transfer of the non-surviving corporation’s rights and obligations to the surviving corporation by
operation of law. For example, in DeAscanis v. Brosius–Eliason Co., the Delaware Supreme
Court associated Section 259 with assignments by operation of law. The language in Section
259, “except the one into which the other or others of such constituent corporations have been
merged,” however, suggests that the surviving corporation would not have effected any
assignment. In sum, Section 259(a) supports Roche’s position that a reverse triangular merger
generally is not an assignment by operation of law or otherwise, and that, therefore, Section 5.08
was not intended to cover reverse triangular mergers.
I also note that Roche’s interpretation is consistent with the reasonable expectations of the
parties. Pursuant to the widely accepted “objective theory” of contract interpretation—a
framework adopted and followed in Delaware—this Court must interpret a contract in a manner
that satisfies the “reasonable expectations of the parties at the time they entered into the
contract.” The vast majority of commentary discussing reverse triangular mergers indicates that a
reverse triangular merger does not constitute an assignment by operation of law as to the
surviving entity. For example, this Court has recognized that “it is possible that the only practical
effect of the [reverse triangular] merger is the conversion of the property interest of the
shareholders of the target corporation.” Similarly, in Lewis v. Ward, then-Vice Chancellor Strine
observed:
In a triangular merger, the acquiror’s stockholders generally do not have the
right to vote on the merger, nor are they entitled to appraisal. If a reverse
triangular structure is used, the rights and obligations of the target are not
transferred, assumed or affected. Because of these and other advantages to using
a triangular structure, it is the preferred method of acquisition for a wide range
of transactions.
Leading commentators also have noted that a reverse triangular merger does not constitute an
assignment by operation of law. Based on the commentary on this subject, I consider it unlikely
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that the parties would have expected a clause covering assignments by operation of law to have
applied to reverse triangular mergers.
Meso disagrees and has advanced three theories in support of its interpretation of Section
5.08, i.e., that the anti-assignment clause was intended to cover reverse triangular mergers. Those
theories are: (1) the acquisition of BioVeris was nothing more than the assignment of BioVeris’s
intellectual property rights to Roche; (2) Delaware case law regarding forward triangular mergers
compels the conclusion that a provision covering assignment “by operation of law” extends to all
mergers; and (3) this Court should embrace a California federal court’s holding that a reverse
triangular merger results in an assignment by operation of law.
First, Meso contends that “the acquisition of BioVeris was nothing more than the
assignment of BioVeris’s intellectual property rights to Roche” because, as a result of the
acquisition, Roche Diagnostics effectively owned the ECL patents. Meso’s argument, however,
is unavailing because it ignores Delaware’s longstanding doctrine of independent legal
significance. That doctrine states:
[A]ction taken in accordance with different sections of [the DGCL] are acts of
independent legal significance even though the end result may be the same under
different sections. The mere fact that the result of actions taken under one section
may be the same as the result of action taken under another section does not
require that the legality of the result must be tested by the requirements of the
second section.
Indeed, the doctrine of independent legal significance has been applied in situations where deals
were structured so as to avoid consent rights. For example, in Fletcher International, Ltd. v. ION
Geophysical Corp., this Court noted:
[T]he fact that one deal structure would have triggered [Plaintiff’s] consent
rights, and the deal structure in the Share Purchase Agreement did not, does not
have any bearing on the propriety of the Share Purchase Agreement or the fact
that under that Agreement, [Plaintiff’s] consent rights did not apply. This
conclusion, for contract law purposes, is analogous to results worked by the
“doctrine of independent legal significance” in cases involving similar statutory
arguments made under the DGCL.
Here, Lili Acquisition was merged into BioVeris, with BioVeris as the surviving entity. Under
Section 259, the surviving entity continued to “possess[ ] all the rights, privileges, powers and
franchises” it had before the merger plus those of each of the corporations merged into it. Thus,
no assignment by operation of law or otherwise occurred as to BioVeris with respect to what it
possessed before the merger.
Meso also avers that this Court should look to Delaware’s forward triangular merger cases
for the propositions (1) that a provision covering assignment “by operation of law” extends to all
mergers and (2) that this Court should assess whether Meso was adversely harmed in construing
the parties’ intent. Meso relies primarily on two cases for that proposition: Star Cellular
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Telephone Co. v. Baton Rouge CGSA, Inc. and Tenneco Automotive Inc. v. El Paso Corp. […]
Although both Star Cellular and Tenneco involved a transfer assignment by operation of
law, each of those decisions involved a finding that the non-consenting party had not been
adversely harmed and that the parties had not intended to require consent to the challenged
transaction. It is important to note, however, that the broad statement in Tenneco that an
assignment by operation of law commonly would be understood to include a merger, appears to
rely on DeAscanis v. Brosius–Eliason Co. The DeAscanis case focused on Section 259 and
mergers in connection with which assignments were made by non-surviving constituent entities.
Indeed, Tenneco acknowledged that, under Section 259, the corporation that was merged into the
second corporation “cease[d] to exist.” Thus, both Tenneco and Star Cellular are distinguishable
because they involved forward triangular mergers where the target company was not the
surviving entity, whereas in this case BioVeris was the surviving entity in a reverse triangular
merger.
In both cases, after reading the agreement as a whole, the Court found the anti-assignment
language at issue to be ambiguous. The anti-assignment provisions on their own indicated that
consent might be required because there had been assignments as a matter of law. In light of
other inconsistencies, however, the Court ultimately determined the agreements to be ambiguous.
In this case, on the other hand, there was no assignment by operation of law or otherwise.
Furthermore, upon examination of Section 5.08, the Global Consent, and the related Transaction
Agreements, there are no comparable inconsistencies that might support an inference that the
parties intended to depart from the principle that a reverse triangular merger is not an assignment
by operation of law. To the contrary, there was a recognition that Roche might acquire BioVeris.
Meso also contends that the proviso at the end of Section 5.08 made clear “that even mere
changes of corporate form would result in prohibited assignments (but for the express
exception),” and that, therefore, any merger also would result in a prohibited assignment. The
conversion of an LLC to a corporation, however, is distinguishable from a reverse triangular
merger in that a conversion results in a change in the corporate form. A reverse triangular merger
does not. Even if Meso were correct that the proviso reflected the parties’ intent that a change in
corporate form would constitute an assignment, that conclusion has no bearing on reverse
triangular mergers, which do not result in a change in corporate form. Moreover, the proviso
arguably operated as a cautious, “belt and suspenders” reaction to a concern that Meso might
attempt to extract hold-up value from the contemplated conversion of Newco into a corporation.
For these reasons, I conclude that the proviso to Section 5.08 does not create an ambiguity as to
whether the “assignment by operation of law or otherwise” language was intended to cover the
reverse triangular merger in this case. Thus, Meso has not shown that its proposed interpretation
of Section 5.08, like Roche’s, is a reasonable one in the circumstances of this case.
As a final argument, Meso suggests that this Court should embrace the United States
District Court for the Northern District of California’s holding in SQL Solutions, Inc. v. Oracle
Corp. that a reverse triangular merger results in an assignment by operation of law. There the
court stated, “an assignment or transfer of rights does occur through a change in the legal form of
ownership of a business.” The court in SQL Solutions applied California law and cited a line of
California cases for the proposition that whether “an assignment results merely from a change in
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the legal form of ownership of a business ... depends upon whether it affects the interests of the
parties protected by the nonassignability of the contract.”
I decline to adopt the approach outlined in SQL Solutions, however, because doing so would
conflict with Delaware’s jurisprudence surrounding stock acquisitions, among other things.
Under Delaware law, stock purchase transactions, by themselves, do not result in an assignment
by operation of law. For example, in the Baxter Pharmaceutical Products case, this Court stated,
“Delaware corporations may lawfully acquire the securities of other corporations, and a purchase
or change of ownership of such securities (again, without more) is not regarded as assigning or
delegating the contractual rights or duties of the corporation whose securities are purchased.”
Similarly, in Branmar Theatre Co. v. Branmar, Inc., the Court held that “in the absence of fraud
... transfer of stock of a corporate lessee is ordinarily not a violation of a clause prohibiting
assignment....”
Delaware courts have refused to hold that a mere change in the legal ownership of a
business results in an assignment by operation of law. SQL Solutions, on the other hand, noted,
“California courts have consistently recognized that an assignment or transfer of rights does
occur through a change in the legal form of ownership of a business.” The SQL Solutions case,
however, provides no further explanation for its apparent holding that any change in ownership,
including a reverse triangular merger, is an assignment by operation of law. Both stock
acquisitions and reverse triangular mergers involve changes in legal ownership, and the law
should reflect parallel results. In order to avoid upsetting Delaware’s well-settled law regarding
stock acquisitions, I refuse to adopt the approach espoused in SQL Solutions.
In sum, Meso could have negotiated for a “change of control provision.” They did not.
Instead, they negotiated for a term that prohibits “assignments by operation of law or otherwise.”
Roche has provided a reasonable interpretation of Section 5.08 that is consistent with the general
understanding that a reverse triangular merger is not an assignment by operation of law. On the
other hand, I find Meso’s arguments as to why language that prohibits “assignments by operation
of law or otherwise” should be construed to encompass reverse triangular mergers unpersuasive
and its related construction of Section 5.08 to be unreasonable.
For the foregoing reasons, I conclude that Section 5.08 was not intended to cover the
BioVeris Merger and that Roche is entitled to summary judgment in its favor as to Count I. […]
4.4.6 Notes and Questions on Anti-Assignment Provisions and Mergers
1. What would have been the outcome in the PPG Industries case in all the entities in question
had been Pennsylvania corporations and the mergers had the effects set forth in current Section
336?
2. What is your view of the weight placed on the word “vest” and its derivatives in PPG
Industries and the precedent mentioned therein? What purpose is served by having such
different effects for reverse and forward mergers on contract assignments when, at the end of the
day, the surviving entity otherwise has the same assets and liabilities post-merger irrespective of
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which merging entity survives?
3. Note that PA BCL 336 refers to “associations” rather than “corporations.” Pennsylvania has
adopted a so-called “wheel and spokes” approach to its merger statutes. First effective in 2015,
Pennsylvania’s “Entity Transactions Law” (Chapter 3 of Title 15) creates a common framework
for mergers that covers the full range of possible entities that might merge (corporation and
corporation, limited liability company and limited liability company, corporation with LLC,
etc.), with certain details left to the statutes specific to each entity. This differs from the
traditional approach, where if I wanted to try to merge, say, a limited liability company into a
corporation, I would need to find enabling language in, and comply with, both the corporations
law and the LLC act.
4.4.7 Branmar Theatre Co. v. Branmar, Inc., 264 A.2d 526 (Del. Ch. 1970)
SHORT, Vice Chancellor.
This is an action for a declaratory judgment in which plaintiff seeks to enjoin defendant
from cancelling a lease agreement previously executed by the parties. Defendant, by its answer,
prays the court to find that it was entitled to treat the lease agreement as terminated because of a
violation of a covenant therein prohibiting assignment by the lessee. This is the decision after
final hearing.
Plaintiff was incorporated under the laws of Delaware on June 7, 1967. The owners of its
outstanding capital stock were the Robert Rappaport family of Cleveland, Ohio. On June 9, 1967
plaintiff and defendant entered into a lease agreement for a motion picture theatre in the Branmar
Shopping Center, New Castle County, Delaware. The lease, sixteen pages in length, recites that
the lessor is to erect a theatre building in the shopping center. It provides for the payment of rent
by the lessee to the lessor of $27,500 per year plus a percentage of gross admissions receipts,
plus five per cent of any amounts paid to the lessee by refreshment concessionaires. The
percentage of admissions figure is regulated by the type of attractions in the theatre, the
minimum being five per cent and the maximum ten. The lease provides for a twenty year term
with an option in the lessee to renew for an additional ten years. The lessee is to provide the
lessor with a loan of $60,000, payable in installments, to be used for construction. The lessee is
to provide, at its cost, whatever fixtures and equipment are necessary to operate the theatre.
Paragraph 12 of the lease, the focal point of this lawsuit, provides:
‘Lessee shall not sublet, assign, transfer or in any manner dispose of the said
premises or any part thereof, for all or any part of the term hereby granted,
without the prior written consent of the Lessor, such consent shall not be
unreasonably withheld.’
Joseph Luria, the principal for Branmar Shopping Center testified at trial that he negotiated
the lease agreement with Isador Rappaport; that he made inquiries about Rappaport’s ability to
manage a theatre and satisfied himself that Rappaport had the competence and the important
industry connections to successfully operate the theatre. It appears that Rappaport and his son
operate a successful theatre in Cleveland, Ohio and have owned and operated theatres elsewhere.
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Following execution of the lease the Rappaports were approached by Muriel Schwartz and
Reba Schwartz, operators of ten theatres in the Delaware and neighboring Maryland area, with
an offer to manage the theatre for the Rappaports who had no other business interests in the
Wilmington area. This offer was not accepted but the Schwartzes subsequently agreed with the
Rappaports to purchase the lease from plaintiff and have it assigned to them. An assignment was
executed by plaintiff to the Schwartzes. Defendant rejected the assignment under the power
reserved in Paragraph 12 of the lease. On May 29, 1969 the Schwartzes purchased the
outstanding shares of plaintiff from the Rappaports. Upon receipt of notice of the sale defendant
advised plaintiff that it considered the sale of the shares to the Schwartzes to be a breach of
Paragraph 12 of the lease and the lease to be null and void.
The theatre building is now substantially completed and ready for occupancy. The
Schwartzes are ready and willing to perform under the lease agreement. Defendant intends to
substitute a new tenant, Sameric Theatres, for the corporate plaintiff, contending that Sameric is
a better qualified operator than the Schwartzes.
Defendant argues that the sale of stock was in legal effect an assignment of the lease by the
Rappaports to the Schwartzes, was in breach of Paragraph 12 of the lease, and that it was,
therefore, justified in terminating plaintiff’s leasehold interest. That in the absence of fraud, and
none is charged here, transfer of stock of a corporate lessee is ordinarily not a violation of a
clause prohibiting assignment is clear from the authorities. Defendant contends, however, that
this is not the ordinary case. Here, it says, due to the nature of the motion picture business, the
performance required was by the Rappaports personally. But while defendant’s negotiations
were with a member of the Rappaport family when the lease was executed it chose to let the
theatre to a corporation whose stock might foreseeably be transferred by the then stockholders.
In the preparation of the lease, a document of sixteen pages, defendant was careful to spell out in
detail the rights and duties of the parties. It did not, however, see fit to provide for forfeiture in
the event the stockholders sold their shares. Had this been the intent it would have been a simple
matter to have so provided. As the court said in Ser-Bye Corporation v. C.P. & G. Markets:
‘When plaintiff chose to deal with a corporation as its tenant it must also have known that shares
of stock therein might be owned by different stockholders and were subject to assignment to
others in the ordinary course of business. The inhibitions against assignment run as to the lease
itself and not to the stock in the lessee corporation * * *. Had the parties to the lease intended
that the sale and transfer by one or more stockholders in the lessee corporation * * * of their
shares of stock therein was to be deemed to be an assignment or attempted assignment of the
lease itself, such fact should have been expressed in the lease in clear and unequivocal language.’
[…]
Defendant contends that the evidence clearly shows that the Schwartzes do not have the
connections in the industry to obtain first quality motion pictures which is of prime importance
to a landlord under ‘a percentage rental agreement.’ If these were the facts defendant’s theory
that the lease called for personal performance by the Rappaports might have some merit. But the
evidence on which defendant relies is a comparison of connections by the Schwartzes with those
of defendant’s proposed new lessee. This is wholly immaterial. If the question of ability to
perform to defendant’s best advantage is material at all it is as between the Schwartzes and the
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Rappaports and there is simply no competent evidence in the record to answer this question.
Moreover, defendant’s characterization of the lease as ‘a percentage retnal agreement’ is not
justified. The rental terms are not based solely on percentages but on a substantial stipulated
annual rent plus percentages. What difference in dollars the percentages would amount to
depending upon the identity of the theatre’s management does not appear.
[…]
Defendant suggests that since ‘the Rappaports’ could not assign the lease without its
consent they should not be permitted to accomplish the same result by transfer of their stock. But
the rule that precludes a person from doing indirectly what he cannot do directly has no
application to the present case. The attempted assignment was not by the Rappaports but by
plaintiff corporation, the sale of stock by its stockholders. Since defendant has failed to show
circumstances to justify ignoring the corporation’s separate existence reliance upon the cited rule
is misplaced.
I find that the sale of stock by the Rappaports to the Schwartzes was not an assignment
within the terms of Paragraph 12 of the lease and that the same remains in full force and effect.
Order on notice.
4.4.8 Chemetall Gmbh v. Zr Energy, Inc., 320 F.3d 714 (7th Cir. 2003)
WILLIAMS, Circuit Judge.
[…] Fraval was employed by Morton International (and its predecessors), where for 20
years he was involved in the production and marketing of zirconium powder, a chemical used in
various pyrotechnic applications, including automobile air bags. Fraval signed an Employee
Trade Secret Agreement with Morton in which he promised not to reveal confidential
information regarding “improvements, inventions or know-how relating to” Morton’s business.
The agreement was to be effective during and after his employment and was to “inure to the
benefit of [Morton’s] successors and assigns.”
Morton later sold its zirconium powder business to Chemetall. The Asset Purchase
Agreement between Chemetall and Morton required Morton to keep secret the assets and
information acquired by Chemetall and to have its employees undertake equivalent secrecy
obligations. Three years after the sale, Fraval left Morton and, with Arnold Berkovitz, formed Zr
Energy to produce and market zirconium powder.
Chemetall’s amended complaint alleged that Fraval breached his confidentiality agreement
with Morton, now enforceable by Chemetall by reason of its acquisition of Morton’s zirconium
powder business. […] After the jury returned a verdict in favor of Chemetall […], Fraval again
moved for judgment as a matter of law, this time arguing there was insufficient evidence to show
that the duty of confidentiality he owed to Morton was transferred to Chemetall. The court
denied the motion, holding that Fraval waived the issue by not making a motion on this basis
before the case was submitted to the jury, and entered judgment in favor of Chemetall.
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On appeal, Fraval argues that the relevant contracts preclude Chemetall’s claim that Fraval
owed it an obligation of confidentiality. […]
[…] Turning to the merits of the breach of contract claim, the parties agree that Illinois
law applies. We review the court’s interpretation of the contracts de novo, and agree with the
district court that the question whether Chemetall acquired the right to enforce Fraval’s duty of
confidentiality could not be decided based on the contracts alone and that the parties were
therefore entitled to present evidence on the issue at trial.
Fraval’s agreement with Morton was explicitly intended to “inure to the benefit of
[Morton’s] successors and assigns.” “An assignment of a right is a manifestation of the
assignor’s intention to transfer a particular right by which the assignor’s right to performance is
terminated in whole or in part, and the assignee acquires the right.” […]
Fraval relies on two provisions of the Morton/Chemetall Asset Purchase Agreement that
identify assets excluded from the sale. First, Fraval points to paragraph 9.13, which, he argues,
excludes his Employee Trade Secret Agreement from the sale to Chemetall:
No employee of Seller shall become an employee of Purchaser as a result of this
transaction and Purchaser shall not assume any liability or obligation with
respect to any employee of Seller, including, but not limited to, any employment
or consulting agreement entered into by Seller.
We do not read this provision as negating an assignment to Chemetall of the right to enforce
Fraval’s confidentiality obligation. As applied to the Trade Secret Agreement, paragraph 9.13
means that Chemetall declined to assume Morton’s obligations (that Chemetall declined to
become his employer, for example), but it says nothing about whether Chemetall acquired
Morton’s rights—rights that are, according to the Trade Secret Agreement, assignable by
Morton.
Second, paragraph 2(i) of the Asset Purchase Agreement generally excludes any assets not
listed in the Agreement, and according to Fraval, his Trade Secret Agreement was not contained
on the list of included assets. Confidential information relating to the acquired assets was,
however, expressly included in the sale to Chemetall, and the obligations of Morton and its
employees with respect to that information was also referenced in the Purchase Agreement:
18(a) After the Closing, Seller shall keep secret and retain in strictest
confidence, and shall not use for the benefit of itself or others any of the subject
Assets or information pertaining thereto and shall not disclose such information
to anyone outside of the Purchaser....
(b) All of Seller’s employees who have been active in the Business, at any
time before the Closing Date, shall be bound to a secrecy undertaking in
accordance with paragraph 18(a).
These terms do not conclusively establish the parties’ intent with respect to Fraval’s pre-existing
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confidentiality agreement; nevertheless, we think the terms are consistent with an intent to
preserve those obligations for the benefit of Chemetall. We therefore agree with the district court
that these terms do not foreclose an intent to assign Fraval’s confidentiality agreement to
Chemetall. Thus, the district court was correct to deny Fraval’s pretrial motion and allow
evidence on the question of the parties’ intent. […]
The district court instructed the jury that, in order to prevail on its breach of contract claim,
Chemetall had to prove that it was entitled to enforce Fraval’s confidentiality obligation with
Morton:
[P]laintiff must prove that there was an intent for plaintiff to become the assignee
or successor to that confidentiality obligation. Intent may be proven by direct or
circumstantial evidence.
[…] Fraval argues that the instruction allowed the jury to find an assignment even though
Morton retained some of the rights under its agreement with Fraval, and that such a partial
assignment is invalid. This is plainly incorrect; an assignor may transfer some or all of its rights,
and if only part of a right is transferred, that part may be enforced by the assignee as if it were a
separate right. Morton could thus retain the right to enforce Fraval’s duty to maintain the secrecy
of information relating to assets not transferred to Chemetall, and assign to Chemetall the right to
enforce the duty for information relating to the assets sold. Such an assignment had no effect on
Fraval’s performance; after the assignment his obligation remained the same as it was before —
to maintain the confidentiality of information relating to both types of assets.
[…] Fraval contends that the instruction would allow the jury to find an assignment even
though Fraval’s agreement was in the form of a personal services contract. This argument is
based on the principle that a contracting party’s duty to perform may not be delegated if the
person to whom performance is owed has a substantial interest in having it performed by a
particular person, as in a personal services contract. Here, however, there was no assignment of
Fraval’s duty of performance but only of Morton’s right to enforce that duty. As we noted above,
Fraval’s performance was in no way affected by the identity of the party entitled to enforce that
performance, so the jury instruction was not infirm for failing to distinguish personal services
contracts. […]
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5.1.2 The Table of Contents of a Typical Asset Purchase Agreement (Private Target)
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ORGANIZATION AND QUALIFICATION.
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SUBSIDIARIES; JOINT VENTURES.
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INVENTORIES.
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PRORATIONS.
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9.10 ACQUISITION DOCUMENTS.
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11.1 EMPLOYMENT OF EMPLOYEES.
11.2 NON-SOLICITATION OF EMPLOYEES.
11.3 NON-SOLICITATION OF CUSTOMERS.
11.4 NON-DISCLOSURE OF TRADE SECRET AND CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION.
11.5 BENEFIT PLANS.
11.6 MAINTENANCE OF BOOKS AND RECORDS.
11.7 DISCHARGE OF BUSINESS OBLIGATIONS.
11.8 PAYMENTS RECEIVED.
11.9 COVENANT NOT TO COMPETE.
11.10 COOPERATION.
ARTICLE 12 CONFIDENTIALITY; PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS
12.1 PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS.
ARTICLE 13 TERMINATION
13.1 TERMINATION.
13.2 EFFECT OF TERMINATION.
ARTICLE 14 INDEMNIFICATION
14.1 AGREEMENT OF SELLER AND PARENT TO INDEMNIFY.
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14.4 DEFENSE OF THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS.
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15.12 GOVERNING LAW.
15.13 PARTIAL INVALIDITY.
15.14 INVESTIGATION.
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SECTION 6.14.
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No Heinz Change in Control
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ARTICLE VIII
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SECTION 8.03.
SECTION 8.04.

Termination
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Amendment
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Nonsurvival of Representations and Warranties
Notices

SECTION 9.03.
SECTION 9.04.
SECTION 9.05.
SECTION 9.06.
SECTION 9.07.
SECTION 9.08.
SECTION 9.09.
SECTION 9.10.
SECTION 9.11.
SECTION 9.12.
SECTION 9.13.
SECTION 9.14.
SECTION 9.15.

Definitions
Interpretation
Severability
Counterparts
Entire Agreement; No Third Party Beneficiaries
GOVERNING LAW
Assignment
Specific Enforcement
Jurisdiction
Waiver of Jury Trial
Publicity
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Consideration of Alternative Transaction Structures
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Exhibit A

Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation of Heinz

Exhibit B
Exhibit C
Exhibit D-1
Exhibit D-2
Exhibit E-1
Exhibit E-2

Amended and Restated By-laws of Heinz
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Form of Opinion
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Form of Opinion
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[Full agreement is available at
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1545158/000119312515105184/d895051dex21.htm]

5.2 Letters of Intent and Term Sheets
5.2.1 Example of a Term Sheet
TERM SHEET
For the Acquisition of Target, Inc.
Parties: Stockholder (“Seller”) and Buyer or a wholly-owned subsidiary thereof (“Buyer”, and
together with Seller, the “Parties”).
Transaction Structure: Purchase by Buyer of all of the stock of Target, Inc. (“Target”) from
Seller, free and clear of all liens, claims and encumbrances, other than permitted liens (the
“Transaction”).
Purchase Price: An amount (the “Purchase Price”) equal to $100.0 million. The Purchase Price
would be net of (a) all cash and cash equivalents (“Cash”) of the Company and its subsidiaries
(collectively, the “Target Companies”), (b) all outstanding interest-bearing debt (“Debt”) of the
Target Companies and (c) all unfunded pension, post-retirement medical benefit and other legacy
liabilities.
Purchase Price Adjustments: The Purchase Price would be increased on a dollar-for-dollar basis
if the net working capital of Target at closing, not including Cash, other assets not assumed by
Buyer, or interest-bearing debt (the “Net Working Capital”) is more than a mutually agreed
amount (the “Working Capital Target”). The Purchase Price would be decreased on a dollar-fordollar basis if the net working capital is less than the Working Capital Target. Such adjustment
would be paid, if applicable, within 60 days of the Closing.
Parties will agree upon a mutually acceptable Working Capital Target (which is intended to
reflect a normalized level of working capital (both in terms of dollar value and quantity of raw
materials) to be delivered at closing) after completion of Buyer’s financial due diligence, together
with a mutually acceptable mechanism for adjusting the Net Working Capital calculation for
fluctuations in commodity prices such that they will not have an impact on the purchase price
adjustment.
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Due Diligence and Timing: Buyer will promptly provide Seller with lists of legal and business
due diligence requests. Buyer anticipates that due diligence would proceed concurrently with the
negotiation of definitive agreements. The due diligence process will permit Buyer to confirm the
financial assumptions upon which the Purchase Price is based as well as confirm the financial,
business and legal condition of the Target. Our objective would be to complete the due diligence
review and finalize definitive agreements within 90 days of acceptance of this non-binding term
sheet. Closing would occur as promptly thereafter as all necessary government and regulatory
approvals and third party consents can be obtained and the other conditions to closing are
satisfied.
Financing:
Buyer anticipates financing the transaction through a combination of internal
resources, equity infusion from its controlling shareholder and bank or third party debt. Structure
and terms of financing (including financing sources and uses) and expected time frame will be
provided as promptly as practicable and will be subject to the results of Buyer’s due diligence
review.
Representations and Warranties: Seller would give Buyer representations and warranties (a) with
respect to itself on matters customary in a stock purchase (e.g., due authorization, enforceability,
title to shares) and (b) with respect to the Target Company on all matters customary for
transactions of this type (including, without limitation, Capitalization, Authorization,
Enforceability, No Conflicts, Subsidiaries, Financial Statements, Title to Assets, Absence of
Material Adverse Changes, Compliance with Laws, Environmental Matters, Litigation, Material
Contracts, Taxes, ERISA, Intellectual Property, Insurance, Brokers, Bank Accounts, Real
Property, Labor and Employee Compensation Arrangements), as well as specific matters that may
be identified in the course of Buyer’s due diligence.
The representations and warranties of Seller would be in a form customary for transactions of the
size and nature of the Transaction. The qualification of representations and warranties by
materiality and knowledge qualifiers would in general be expected to be customary in scope, but
would need in each case to be evaluated and mutually agreed upon based on the outcome of
Buyer’s due diligence. “Seller’s knowledge” would mean the actual knowledge of specified
executives and key employees of Target.
Survival of Representations and Warranties: The representations and warranties of the parties
contained in the purchase agreement (the “Definitive Agreement”) would survive for a period
following the Closing of between one and two years (to be negotiated and specified in the
Definitive Agreement), provided, however, that customary fundamental representations (e.g.,
authority, enforceability, title) would survive indefinitely and the tax warranty would survive until
the date which is 30 days after the expiration of applicable statutes of limitation.
Closing Conditions: Customary closing conditions, including receipt of all necessary
governmental approvals (HSR), accuracy of representations and warranties and compliance with
all covenants in all material respects.
Investigation and Evaluation: Except for the express representations and warranties contained in
the Definitive Agreement, Buyer would not be entitled to rely on any express or implied
representation or warranty made by Seller or on any statement made or information provided to
Buyer. Buyer would waive all representations and warranties (either express or implied, by fact
or law), other than those set forth in the Definitive Agreement.
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Indemnity:
The Definitive Agreement would provide usual and customary indemnifications by
Seller for (a) the breach of any representation or warranty in the Definitive Agreement, (b) the
failure to comply with covenants set forth in the Definitive Agreement, and (c) any taxes
attributable to the period prior to the Closing date. In addition, Buyer would indemnify Seller and
its related parties for any liability or obligation relating to or arising out of the business of the
Target Company on or after the Closing date (except to the extent covered by Seller’s
indemnities). Such indemnification provisions would be the sole and exclusive remedy of the
parties with respect to the transaction (other than in the case of fraud or intentional
misrepresentation) and other than pursuant to the termination fee and expense reimbursement
provisions set forth below.
Indemnity Deductible/Cap: The Buyer will not be entitled to indemnification unless and until
the aggregate amount of all claims against the indemnifying party exceeds percentage of the
Purchase Price between 1-2%, the exact percentage to be agreed upon the Definitive Agreement
(the “Threshold Amount”) whereupon the indemnified party would be entitled to indemnification
for the amount of such claims or portion thereof, in excess of such Threshold Amount; provided,
however, that the Buyer would be entitled to recover from the Seller in the aggregate an amount
no greater than a percentage of the Purchase Price between 5-25%, the exact percentage to be
agreed upon in the Definitive Agreement (the “Cap”) pursuant to the indemnification provisions.
The foregoing limits will be subject to such qualifications and requirements as may be mutually
agreed upon after completion of Buyer’s due diligence. (For example, certain items such as
undisclosed debt or unfunded pension liabilities, to the extent not reflected in a reduction of
purchase price at Closing, would be outside the Cap.)
Limitations on Indemnity:
Buyer would not be permitted to make or pursue and Buyer shall
expressly waive any right to indemnification with respect to any (a) indirect, special,
consequential or punitive damages and such other damages as the parties may agree upon in the
Definitive Agreement; or (b) any environmental, health, or safety matter, unless and until a claim
has been made against Buyer or any Target Company by any third party (other than affiliates of
Buyer), including any governmental entity.
Indemnity Mitigation: Each indemnified person must use commercially reasonable efforts to
mitigate any loss for which such indemnified person seeks indemnification, with any such costs of
mitigation to constitute indemnifiable losses.
Regulatory: Each party will submit all notices and filings required under applicable merger
clearance laws (“Competition Laws”), including but not limited to the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act
(“HSR Act”). Each party will comply with all requests for additional information requested by
any governmental agency in connection with such Competition Laws and filings, including but
not limited to a Second Request under the HSR Act, and cooperate in completing such
submissions. The parties will use all commercially reasonable efforts to obtain all clearances
under all applicable Competition Laws; provided, however, that such efforts shall in no event
include any obligation to divest any asset or business or to litigate or otherwise oppose any
governmental challenge to the proposed transaction. Buyer will bear all HSR Act filing fees and
other costs and expenses of attorneys, economists and other professionals in connection with the
efforts to obtain all clearances (it being understood that Buyer shall control the process to obtain
clearances and has the sole authority to select counsel, economists and other professionals it
deems necessary or appropriate).
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Expenses:
Buyer would pay all documentary, stamp, sales, transfer, excise or other taxes
incurred in connection with the Definitive Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereby
and the filing of any tax return with respect to such taxes. Except as set forth in the preceding
sentence or in “Termination” below, each party would pay its own legal and other transaction fees
in connection with the Transaction.
Termination: The Definitive Agreement will be terminable by either party without further
obligation to the other if the transaction has not closed within twelve (12) months of the signing
(the “Outside Period”) for any reason other than or in addition to the failure to obtain all required
clearances under Competition Laws, or at any time by mutual consent of the parties.
In addition, either party will be able to terminate (subject to cure periods) upon certain material
breaches by the other party, in which case the breaching party shall reimburse the terminating
party for its reasonable out-of-pocket transaction expenses, including reasonable attorney’s fees,
etc., in an amount not to exceed $2.5 million (the “Expense Reimbursement”), which payment
together with the Termination Fee (as hereinafter defined), if any, shall be the sole obligations of
the parties surviving such termination. Buyer will pay Seller a termination fee of $1.5 Million
(the “Termination Fee”) if the proposed transactions are not consummated by Buyer because
Buyer cannot complete its financing or as a result of any termination of the Definitive Agreement
under the following paragraph.
Lastly, either party will be able to terminate if either (a) if the transaction has not closed by the
end of the Outside Period solely because of the failure to obtain all required clearances under
Competition Laws or (b) Buyer has notified Seller that the government intends to challenge the
proposed transaction under applicable Competition Laws and that the Buyer will not litigate or
otherwise oppose any such governmental challenge or will not agree to any divestiture of assets
that may be proposed by the government. In the event of either such termination, the Buyer shall
pay to the Seller the HSR Termination Fee.
Exclusivity: Seller agrees, for a period of 60 days from the date this Term Sheet is agreed to
(“Exclusivity Period”), that it will not solicit other offers for the Target Companies and that it will
negotiate only with, and provide information with respect to the Target Companies only to,
Buyer; so long as Seller receives, on a timely basis, a notice from Buyer (by email or in writing)
every two weeks during the Exclusivity Period to the effect that (i) Buyer is continuing in good
faith toward the execution of a Definitive Agreement and (ii) nothing has occurred or been
discovered that will cause Buyer to ask for a change to the terms of this Term Sheet.
Non-Binding Term Sheet:
This Term Sheet summarizes certain terms that will be reflected in
one or more definitive agreements. This summary is qualified in its entirety by reference to those
documents and, accordingly, is non-binding. No binding agreement will be created unless and
until the parties executed and deliver binding definitive agreements.
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5.2.2 Example of a Short-Form Letter of Intent
___________, 2020
Re: Proposal to Purchase Stock of the Company
Dear Sellers:
This letter is intended to summarize the principal terms of a proposal being considered by
__________________ (the “Buyer”) regarding its possible acquisition of all of the outstanding
capital stock of ________________ (the “Company”) from ______________(“A”) and
_____________________, who are the Company’s sole stockholders (the “Sellers”). In this letter,
(i) the Buyer and the Sellers are sometimes called the “Parties,” (ii) the Company and its
subsidiaries are sometimes called the “Target Companies,” and (iii) the Buyer’s possible
acquisition of the stock of the Company is sometimes called the “Possible Acquisition.”
PART ONE
The Parties wish to commence negotiating a definitive written acquisition agreement providing
for the Possible Acquisition (a “Definitive Agreement”). To facilitate the negotiation of a
Definitive Agreement, the Parties request that the Buyer’s counsel prepare an initial draft. The
execution of any such Definitive Agreement would be subject to the satisfactory completion of
the Buyer’s ongoing investigation of the Target Companies’ business, and would also be subject
to approval by the Buyer’s board of directors.
Based on the information currently known to the Buyer, it is proposed that the Definitive
Agreement include the following terms:
1. BASIC TRANSACTION
The Sellers would sell all of the outstanding capital stock of the Company to the Buyer at the
price (the “Purchase Price”) set forth in Paragraph 2 below. The closing of this transaction (the
“Closing”) would occur as soon as possible after the termination of the applicable waiting period
under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976 (the “HSR Act”).
2. PURCHASE PRICE
The Purchase Price would be $____________ (subject to adjustment as described below) and
would be paid in the following manner:
(a) at the Closing, the Buyer would pay the Sellers the sum of $_____ in cash;
(b) at the Closing, the Buyer would deposit with a mutually acceptable escrow agent the sum of
$_______, which would be held in escrow for a period of at least _____ years in order to secure
the performance of the Sellers’ obligations under the Definitive Agreement and related
documents; and
(c) at the Closing, the Buyer would execute and deliver to each Seller an unsecured, non-
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negotiable, subordinated promissory note. The promissory notes to be delivered to the Sellers by
the Buyer would have a combined principal amount of $_______, would bear interest at the rate
of ___% per annum, would mature on the _____ anniversary of the Closing, and would provide
for _____ equal [annual] [quarterly] payments of principal along with [annual] [quarterly]
payments of accrued interest.
The Purchase Price assumes that the Target Companies have consolidated stockholders’ equity of
at least $____________ as of the Closing. The Purchase Price would be adjusted based on
changes in the Target Companies’ consolidated stockholders’ equity as of the Closing, on a
dollar-for-dollar basis.
3. EMPLOYMENT AND NONCOMPETITION AGREEMENTS
At the Closing:
(a) the Company and A would enter into a _____-year employment agreement under which A
would agree to continue to serve as the Company’s [Vice President and Chief Operating Officer]
and would be entitled to receive a salary of $_____ per year; and
(b) each Seller would execute a _____-year noncompetition agreement in favor of the Buyer and
the Company.
4. OTHER TERMS
The Sellers would make comprehensive representations and warranties to the Buyer, and would
provide comprehensive covenants, indemnities and other protections for the benefit of the Buyer.
The consummation of the contemplated transactions by the Buyer would be subject to the
satisfaction of various conditions, including:
(a)________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________.
(b)________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________.
PART TWO
The following paragraphs of this letter (the “Binding Provisions”) are the legally binding and
enforceable agreements of the Buyer and each Seller.
1. ACCESS
During the period from the date this letter is signed by the Sellers (the “Signing Date”) until the
date on which either Party provides the other Party with written notice that negotiations toward a
Definitive Agreement are terminated (the “Termination Date”), the Sellers will afford the Buyer
full and free access to each Target Company, its personnel, properties, contracts, books and
records, and all other documents and data.
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2. EXCLUSIVE DEALING
Until the later of (i) [90] days after the Signing Date or (ii) the Termination Date:
(a) the Sellers will not and will cause the Target Companies not to, directly or indirectly, through
any representative or otherwise, solicit or entertain offers from, negotiate with or in any manner
encourage, discuss, accept, or consider any proposal of any other person relating to the acquisition
of the Shares or the Target Companies, their assets or business, in whole or in part, whether
directly or indirectly, through purchase, merger, consolidation, or otherwise (other than sales of
inventory in the ordinary course); and
(b) The Sellers will immediately notify the Buyer regarding any contact between the Sellers, any
Target Company or their respective representatives and any other person regarding any such offer
or proposal or any related inquiry.
3. BREAK-UP FEE
If (a) the Sellers breach Paragraph 2 or the Sellers provide to the Buyer written notice that
negotiations toward a Definitive Agreement are terminated, and (b) within [six] months after the
date of such breach or the Termination Date, as the case may be, either Seller or one or more of
the Target Companies signs a letter of intent or other agreement relating to the acquisition of a
material portion of the Shares or of the Target Companies, their assets, or business, in whole or in
part, whether directly or indirectly, through purchase, merger, consolidation, or otherwise (other
than sales of inventory or immaterial portions of the Target Companies’ assets in the ordinary
course) and such transaction is ultimately consummated, then, immediately upon the closing of
such transaction, the Sellers will pay, or cause the Target Companies to pay, to the Buyer the sum
$_______. This fee will not serve as the exclusive remedy to the Buyer under this letter in the
event of a breach by the Sellers of Paragraph 2 of this Part Two or any other of the Binding
Provisions, and the Buyer will be entitled to all other rights and remedies provided by law or in
equity.
4. CONDUCT OF BUSINESS
During the period from the Signing Date until the Termination Date, the Sellers shall cause the
Target Companies to operate their business in the ordinary course and to refrain from any
extraordinary transactions.
5. CONFIDENTIALITY
Except as and to the extent required by law, the Buyer will not disclose or use, and will direct its
representatives not to disclose or use to the detriment of the Sellers or the Target Companies, any
Confidential Information (as defined below) with respect to the Target Companies furnished, or to
be furnished, by either Seller, the Target Companies, or their respective representatives to the
Buyer or its representatives at any time or in any manner other than in connection with its
evaluation of the transaction proposed in this letter. For purposes of this Paragraph, “Confidential
Information” means any information about the Target Companies stamped “confidential” or
identified in writing as such to the Buyer by the Sellers promptly following its disclosure, unless
(i) such information is already known to the Buyer or its representatives or to others not bound by
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a duty of confidentiality or such information becomes publicly available through no fault of the
Buyer or its representatives, (b) the use of such information is necessary or appropriate in making
any filing or obtaining any consent or approval required for the consummation of the Possible
Acquisition, or (c) the furnishing or use of such information is required by or necessary or
appropriate in connection with legal proceedings. Upon the written request of the Sellers, the
Buyer will promptly return to the Sellers or the Target Companies or destroy any Confidential
Information in its possession and certify in writing to the Sellers that it has done so.
6. DISCLOSURE
Except as and to the extent required by law, without the prior written consent of the other Party,
neither the Buyer nor either Seller will, and each will direct its representatives not to make,
directly or indirectly, any public comment, statement, or communication with respect to, or
otherwise to disclose or to permit the disclosure of the existence of discussions regarding, a
possible transaction between the Parties or any of the terms, conditions, or other aspects of the
transaction proposed in this letter. If a Party is required by law to make any such disclosure, it
must first provide to the other Party the content of the proposed disclosure, the reasons that such
disclosure is required by law, and the time and place that the disclosure will be made.
7. COSTS
The Buyer and each Seller will be responsible for and bear all of its own costs and expenses
(including any broker’s or finder’s fees and the expenses of its representatives) incurred at any
time in connection with pursuing or consummating the Possible Acquisition. Notwithstanding the
preceding sentence, the Buyer will pay one-half and the Sellers will pay one-half of the HSR Act
filing fee.
8. CONSENTS
During the period from the Signing Date until the Termination Date, the Buyer and each Seller
will cooperate with each other and proceed, as promptly as is reasonably practical, to prepare and
to file the notifications required by the HSR Act.
9. ENTIRE AGREEMENT
The Binding Provisions constitute the entire agreement between the parties, and supersede all
prior oral or written agreements, understandings, representations and warranties, and courses of
conduct and dealing between the parties on the subject matter hereof. Except as otherwise
provided herein, the Binding Provisions may be amended or modified only by a writing executed
by all of the parties.
10. GOVERNING LAW
The Binding Provisions will be governed by and construed under the laws of the State of
________________ without regard to conflicts of laws principles.
11. JURISDICTION: SERVICE OF PROCESS
Any action or proceeding seeking to enforce any provision of, or based on any right arising out of,
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this Letter may be brought against any of the parties in the courts of the State of
______________, County of __________________, or, if it has or can acquire jurisdiction, in the
United States District Court for the _______________ District of ____________________, and
each of the parties consents to the jurisdiction of such courts (and of the appropriate appellate
courts) in any such action or proceeding and waives any objection to venue laid therein. Process
in any action or proceeding referred to in the preceding sentence may be served on any party
anywhere in the world.
12. TERMINATION
The Binding Provisions will automatically terminate on _______, 19___ and may be terminated
earlier upon written notice by either party to the other party unilaterally, for any reason or no
reason, with or without cause, at any time; provided, however, that the termination of the Binding
Provisions will not affect the liability of a party for breach of any of the Binding Provisions prior
to the termination. Upon termination of the Binding Provisions, the parties will have no further
obligations hereunder, except as stated in Paragraphs 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 of this
Part Two, which will survive any such termination.
13. COUNTERPARTS
This Letter may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which will be deemed to be an
original copy of this Letter and all of which, when taken together, will be deemed to constitute
one and the same agreement.
14. NO LIABILITY
The paragraphs and provisions of Part One of this letter do not constitute and will not give rise to
any legally binding obligation on the part of any of the Parties or any of the Target Companies.
Moreover, except as expressly provided in the Binding Provisions (or as expressly provided in
any binding written agreement that the Parties may enter into in the future), no past or future
action, course of conduct, or failure to act relating to the Possible Acquisition, or relating to the
negotiation of the terms of the Possible Acquisition or any Definitive Agreement, will give rise to
or serve as a basis for any obligation or other liability on the part of the Parties or any of the
Target Companies.
If you are in agreement with the foregoing, please sign and return one copy of this letter
agreement, which thereupon will constitute our agreement with respect to its subject matter.
Very truly yours,
BUYER:

Duly executed and agreed as to the Binding Provisions on _________, 2020.
PROSPECTIVE SELLERS:
___________________________________
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___________________________________

5.2.3 The Dangers of Term Sheets and LoIs: Texaco, Inc. v. Pennzoil, Co., 729 S.W.2d
768 (Tex. App. 1987)
WARREN, Justice.
This is an appeal from a judgment awarding Pennzoil damages for Texaco’s tortious
interference with a contract between Pennzoil and the “Getty entities” (Getty Oil Company, the
Sarah C. Getty Trust, and the J. Paul Getty Museum).
[…] The main questions for our determination are: (1) whether the evidence supports the
jury’s finding that there was a binding contract between the Getty entities and Pennzoil, and that
Texaco knowingly induced a breach of such contract; (2) whether the trial court properly
instructed the jury on the law pertinent to the case; (3) whether the evidence supported the jury’s
damage awards; (4) whether the trial court committed reversible error in its admission and
exclusion of certain evidence; (5) whether the conduct and posture of the trial judge denied
Texaco a fair trial; and (6) whether the judgment violates certain articles of the United States
Constitution.
Though many facts are disputed, the parties’ main conflicts are over the inferences to be
drawn from, and the legal significance of, these facts. There is evidence that for several months in
late 1983, Pennzoil had followed with interest the well-publicized dissension between the board
of directors of Getty Oil Company and Gordon Getty, who was a director of Getty Oil and also
the owner, as trustee, of approximately 40.2% of the outstanding shares of Getty Oil. On
December 28, 1983, Pennzoil announced an unsolicited, public tender offer for 16 million shares
of Getty Oil at $100 each.
Soon afterwards, Pennzoil contacted both Gordon Getty and a representative of the J. Paul
Getty Museum, which held approximately 11.8% of the shares of Getty Oil, to discuss the tender
offer and the possible purchase of Getty Oil. In the first two days of January 1984, a
“Memorandum of Agreement” was drafted to reflect the terms that had been reached in
conversations between representatives of Pennzoil, Gordon Getty, and the Museum.
Under the plan set out in the Memorandum of Agreement, Pennzoil and the Trust (with
Gordon Getty as trustee) were to become partners on a 3/7ths to 4/7ths basis respectively, in
owning and operating Getty Oil. Gordon Getty was to become chairman of the board, and Hugh
Liedtke, the chief executive officer of Pennzoil, was to become chief executive officer of the new
company.
The Memorandum of Agreement further provided that the Museum was to receive $110 per
share for its 11.8% ownership, and that all other outstanding public shares were to be cashed in by
the company at $110 per share. Pennzoil was given an option to buy an additional 8 million shares
to achieve the desired ownership ratio. […]
The Memorandum of Agreement stated that it was subject to approval of the board of Getty
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Oil, and it was to expire by its own terms if not approved at the board meeting that was to begin
on January 2. Pennzoil’s CEO, Liedtke, and Gordon Getty, for the Trust, signed the Memorandum
of Agreement before the Getty Oil board meeting on January 2, and Harold Williams, the
president of the Museum, signed it shortly after the board meeting began. Thus, before it was
submitted to the Getty Oil board, the Memorandum of Agreement had been executed by parties
who together controlled a majority of the outstanding shares of Getty Oil.
The Memorandum of Agreement was then presented to the Getty Oil board, which had
previously held discussions on how the company should respond to Pennzoil’s public tender offer.
A self-tender by the company to shareholders at $110 per share had been proposed to defeat
Pennzoil’s tender offer at $100 per share, but no consensus was reached.
The board voted to reject recommending Pennzoil’s tender offer to Getty’s shareholders,
then later also rejected the Memorandum of Agreement price of $110 per share as too low. Before
recessing at 3 a.m., the board decided to make a counter-proposal to Pennzoil of $110 per share
plus a $10 debenture. Pennzoil’s investment banker reacted to this price negatively. In the
morning of January 3, Getty Oil’s investment banker, Geoffrey Boisi, began calling other
companies, seeking a higher bid than Pennzoil’s for the Getty Oil shares.
When the board reconvened at 3 p.m. on January 3, a revised Pennzoil proposal was
presented, offering $110 per share plus a $3 “stub” that was to be paid after the sale of a Getty Oil
subsidiary (“ERC”), from the excess proceeds over $1 billion. Each shareholder was to receive a
pro rata share of these excess proceeds, but in any case, a minimum of $3 per share at the end of
five years. During the meeting, Boisi briefly informed the board of the status of his inquiries of
other companies that might be interested in bidding for the company. He reported some
preliminary indications of interest, but no definite bid yet.
The Museum’s lawyer told the board that, based on his discussions with Pennzoil, he
believed that if the board went back “firm” with an offer of $110 plus a $5 stub, Pennzoil would
accept it. After a recess, the Museum’s president (also a director of Getty Oil) moved that the
Getty board should accept Pennzoil’s proposal provided that the stub be raised to $5, and the
board voted 15 to 1 to approve this counter-proposal to Pennzoil. The board then voted
themselves and Getty’s officers and advisors indemnity for any liability arising from the events of
the past few months. Additionally, the board authorized its executive compensation committee to
give “golden parachutes” (generous termination benefits) to the top executives whose positions
“were likely to be affected” by the change in management. There was evidence that during
another brief recess of the board meeting, the counter-offer of $110 plus a $5 stub was presented
to and accepted by Pennzoil. After Pennzoil’s acceptance was conveyed to the Getty board, the
meeting was adjourned, and most board members left town for their respective homes.
That evening, the lawyers and public relations staff of Getty Oil and the Museum drafted a
press release describing the transaction between Pennzoil and the Getty entities. The press release,
announcing an agreement in principle on the terms of the Memorandum of Agreement but with a
price of $110 plus a $5 stub, was issued on Getty Oil letterhead the next morning, January 4, and
later that day, Pennzoil issued an identical press release.
On January 4, Boisi continued to contact other companies, looking for a higher price than
Pennzoil had offered. After talking briefly with Boisi, Texaco management called several
meetings with its in-house financial planning group, which over the course of the day studied and
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reported to management on the value of Getty Oil, the Pennzoil offer terms, and a feasible price
range at which Getty might be acquired. Later in the day, Texaco hired an investment banker,
First Boston, to represent it with respect to a possible acquisition of Getty Oil. Meanwhile, also on
January 4, Pennzoil’s lawyers were working on a draft of a formal “transaction agreement” that
described the transaction in more detail than the outline of terms contained in the Memorandum
of Agreement and press release.
On January 5, the Wall Street Journal reported on an agreement reached between Pennzoil
and the Getty entities, describing essentially the terms contained in the Memorandum of
Agreement. The Pennzoil board met to ratify the actions of its officers in negotiating an
agreement with the Getty entities, and Pennzoil’s attorneys periodically attempted to contact the
other parties’ advisors and attorneys to continue work on the transaction agreement.
The board of Texaco also met on January 5, authorizing its officers to make an offer for
100% of Getty Oil and to take any necessary action in connection therewith. Texaco first
contacted the Museum’s lawyer, Lipton, and arranged a meeting to discuss the sale of the
Museum’s shares of Getty Oil to Texaco. Lipton instructed his associate, on her way to the
meeting in progress of the lawyers drafting merger documents for the Pennzoil/Getty transaction,
to not attend that meeting, because he needed her at his meeting with Texaco. At the meeting with
Texaco, the Museum outlined various issues it wanted resolved in any transaction with Texaco,
and then agreed to sell its 11.8% ownership in Getty Oil.
That evening, Texaco met with Gordon Getty to discuss the sale of the Trust’s shares. He
was informed that the Museum had agreed to sell its shares to Texaco. Gordon Getty’s advisors
had previously warned him that the Trust shares might be “locked out” in a minority position if
Texaco [787] bought, in addition to the Museum’s shares, enough of the public shares to achieve
over 50% ownership of the company. Gordon Getty accepted Texaco’s offer of $125 per share
and signed a letter of his intent to sell his stock to Texaco, as soon as a California temporary
restraining order against his actions as trustee was lifted.
At noon on January 6, Getty Oil held a telephone board meeting to discuss the Texaco offer.
The board voted to withdraw its previous counter-proposal to Pennzoil and unanimously voted to
accept Texaco’s offer. Texaco immediately issued a press release announcing that Getty Oil and
Texaco would merge.
Soon after the Texaco press release appeared, Pennzoil telexed the Getty entities, demanding
that they honor their agreement with Pennzoil. Later that day, prompted by the telex, Getty Oil
filed a suit in Delaware for declaratory judgment that it was not bound to any contract with
Pennzoil. The merger agreement between Texaco and Getty Oil was signed on January 6; the
stock purchase agreement with the Museum was signed on January 6; and the stock exchange
agreement with the Trust was signed on January 8, 1984.
[…] Texaco contends that under controlling principles of New York law, there was
insufficient evidence to support the jury’s finding that at the end of the Getty Oil board meeting
on January 3, the Getty entities intended to bind themselves to an agreement with Pennzoil.
[…] Pennzoil contends that the evidence showed that the parties intended to be bound to
the terms in the Memorandum of Agreement plus a price terms of $110 plus a $5 stub, even
though the parties may have contemplated a later, more formal document to memorialize the
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agreement already reached. […]
Under New York law, if parties do not intend to be bound to an agreement until it is reduced
to writing and signed by both parties, then there is no contract until that event occurs. If there is
no understanding that a signed writing is necessary before the parties will be bound, and the
parties have agreed upon all substantial terms, then an informal agreement can be binding, even
though the parties contemplate evidencing their agreement in a formal document later.
If the parties do intend to contract orally, the mere intention to commit the agreement to
writing does not prevent contract formation before execution of that writing, and even a failure to
reduce their promises to writing is immaterial to whether they are bound.
However, if either party communicates the intent not to be bound before a final formal
document is executed, then no oral expression of agreement to specific terms will constitute a
binding contract.
Thus, under New York law, the parties are given the power to obligate themselves informally
or only by a formal signed writing, as they wish. The emphasis in deciding when a binding
contract exists is on intent rather than on form.
It is the parties’ expressed intent that controls which rule of contract formation applies. To
determine intent, a court must examine the words and deeds of the parties, because these
constitute the objective signs of such intent. Only the outward expressions of intent are
considered--secret or subjective intent is immaterial to the question of whether the parties were
bound.
Several factors have been articulated to help determine whether the parties intended to be
bound only by a formal, signed writing: (1) whether a party expressly reserved the right to be
bound only when a written agreement is signed; (2) whether there was any partial performance by
one party that the party disclaiming the contract accepted; (3) whether all essential terms of the
alleged contract had been agreed upon; and (4) whether the complexity or magnitude of the
transaction was such that a formal, executed writing would normally be expected.
Evaluating the first factor, Texaco contends that the evidence of expressed intent not to be
bound establishes conclusively that there was no contract at the time of Texaco’s alleged
inducement of breach. Texaco argues that this expressed intent is contained in (1) the press
releases issued by the Getty entities and Pennzoil, which stated that “the transaction is subject to
execution of a definitive merger agreement”; (2) the phrasing of drafts of the transaction
agreement, which Texaco alleges “carefully stated that the parties’ obligations would become
binding only ‘after the execution and delivery of this Agreement’”; and (3) the deliberate
reference by the press releases to the parties’ understanding as an “agreement in principle.”
In its brief, Texaco asserts that, as a matter of black letter New York law, the “subject to”
language in the press release established that the parties were not then bound and intended to be
bound only after signing a definitive agreement, citing Banking & Trading Corp. v.
Reconstruction Finance Corp. (2d Cir.1958). The court in that case stated that “if the agreement is
expressly subject to the execution of a formal contract, this intent must be respected and no
contract found until then.” However, the court went on to say that where intent is less sharply
expressed, the trier of fact must determine it as best he can. Although the intent to formalize an
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agreement is some evidence of an intent not to be bound before signing such a writing, it is not
conclusive. The issue of when the parties intended to be bound is a fact question to be decided
from the parties’ acts and communications.
The press release issued first by Getty, then by Pennzoil, on January 4, 1984, stated:
Getty Oil Company, The J. Paul Getty Museum and Gordon Getty, as Trustee
of the Sarah C. Getty Trust, announced today that they have agreed in principle
with Pennzoil Company to a merger of Getty Oil and a newly formed entity owned
by Pennzoil and the Trustee.
In connection with the transaction, the shareholders of Getty Oil ... will
receive $110 per share cash plus the right to receive a deferred cash consideration
in a formula amount. The deferred consideration will be equal to a pro rata share
of the ... proceeds, in excess of $1 billion, ... of ERC Corporation, ... and will be
paid upon the disposition. In any event, under the formula, each shareholder will
receive at least $5 per share within five years.
Prior to the merger, Pennzoil will contribute approximately $2.6 billion in
cash and the Trustee and Pennzoil will contribute the Getty Oil shares owned by
them to the new entity. Upon execution of a definitive merger agreement, the ...
tender offer by a Pennzoil subsidiary for shares of Getty Oil stock will be
withdrawn.
The agreement in principle also provides that Getty Oil will grant to Pennzoil
an option to purchase eight million treasury shares for $110 per share.
The transaction is subject to execution of a definitive merger agreement,
approval by the stockholders of Getty Oil and completion of various governmental
filing and waiting period requirements.
Following consummation of the merger, the Trust will own 4/7ths of the ...
stock of Getty Oil and Pennzoil will own 3/7ths. The Trust and Pennzoil have also
agreed in principle that following consummation of the merger they will endeavor
in good faith to agree upon a plan for restructuring Getty Oil [within a year] and
that if they are unable to reach such an agreement then they will cause a division
of assets of the company.
Any intent of the parties not to be bound before signing a formal document is not so clearly
expressed in the press release to establish, as a matter of law, that there was no contract at that
time. The press release does refer to an agreement “in principle” and states that the “transaction”
is subject to execution of a definitive merger agreement. But the release as a whole is worded in
indicative terms, not in subjunctive or hypothetical ones. The press release describes what
shareholders will receive, what Pennzoil will contribute, that Pennzoil will be granted an option,
etc.
The description of the transaction as subject to a definitive merger agreement also includes
the need for stockholder approval and the completion of various governmental filing and waiting
requirements. There was evidence that this was a paragraph of routine details, that the referred to
merger agreement was a standard formal document required in such a transaction under Delaware
law, and that the parties considered these technical requirements of little consequence.
There is also an arguable difference between a “transaction” being subject to various
requirements and the formation of the agreement itself being dependent upon completion of these
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matters. […] [M]aking the acceptance of an offer conditional, or expressly making an agreement
itself conditional, is a much clearer expression of an intent not to be bound than the use of the
more ambiguous word “transaction.”
Other cases cited by Texaco involved writings that specifically stated that no party would be
committed until a written contract was executed. […] Yet, despite the clear language of
reservation in those cases, the parties’ intent to be bound was still evaluated as a question of fact
to be determined from all the circumstances of the case.
So it is here. Regardless of what interpretation we give to the conditional language in the
press release, we conclude that it did not so clearly express the intent of the parties not to be
bound to conclusively resolve that issue, as Texaco asserts.
Texaco also contends that explicit language of reservation in drafts of Pennzoil’s transaction
agreement indicates the parties’ expressed intent not to be bound without a signed writing. Texaco
asserts that “Pennzoil’s lawyers carefully stated that the parties’ obligations would become
binding only ‘after the execution and delivery of this Agreement.’”
That assertion is not accurate. In fact, “after the execution and delivery of this Agreement”
was merely used as an introductory phrase before each party’s obligations were described, e.g.,
after the execution and delivery of this Agreement, Pennzoil shall terminate the tender offer; ...
Pennzoil and the Company shall terminate all legal proceedings; ... the Company shall purchase
all shares held by the Museum; etc. Other clauses in the transaction agreement did not contain that
phrase, e.g., the Company hereby grants to Pennzoil the option to purchase up to 8 million shares
of treasury stock; on or prior to the effective date, Pennzoil and the Trustee shall form the
merging company; etc.
A reasonable conclusion from reading the entire drafts is that the phrase “after the execution
and delivery of this Agreement” was used chiefly to indicate the timing of various acts that were
to occur, and not to impose an express precondition to the formation of a contract. Again, the
language upon which Texaco relies does not so clearly express an intent not to be bound to
resolve that issue or to remove the question from the ambit of the trier of fact.
Next, Texaco states that the use of the term “agreement in principle” in the press release was
a conscious and deliberate choice of words to convey that there was not yet any binding
agreement. Texaco refers to defense testimony that lawyers for Getty Oil and the Museum
changed the initial wording of the press release from “agreement” to “agreement in principle”
because they understood and intended that phrase to mean that there was no binding contract with
Pennzoil.
Texaco cites […] an unreported case where the court in dicta characterized an agreement in
principle as “a far cry from a final contract.” However, the court in that case acknowledged that
intent to be bound was a fact issue. A motion to declare an alleged agreement binding and
enforceable was denied, because the court found that a question of material fact had been raised
on whether the non-movants intended to be bound. In another of Texaco’s cited cases, an offer
was subject to the execution of definitive agreements of sale, and the agreement itself provided
that it would become a binding obligation only after execution. Applying New York law, the
court stated that the parties would not be bound until a written agreement was executed if that was
their intention.
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Pennzoil and Texaco presented conflicting evidence at trial on the common business usage
and understanding of the term “agreement in principle.” […] There was sufficient evidence at trial
on the common business usage of the expression “agreement in principle” and on its meaning in
this case for the jury reasonably to decide that its use in the press release did not necessarily
establish that the parties did not intend to be bound before signing a formal document. […]
The next factor showing intent to be bound is whether there was agreement on all essential
terms of the alleged agreement. Texaco contends that numerous items of “obvious importance”
were still being negotiated at the time Pennzoil claims a contract had been formed.
First, Texaco asserts that there was no agreement on which party would buy the Museum’s
stock. […] Texaco’s witnesses testified that the Getty board approved only a price proposal by
Pennzoil, a basis upon which to negotiate further, and not the other terms originally presented to
the board in the Memorandum of Agreement, which Texaco contends was rejected by the board
and never considered again after that first vote. Pennzoil’s evidence showed that the only
“Pennzoil proposal” before the board was the terms contained in the Memorandum of Agreement,
which among other things provided that Getty Oil was to buy the Museum’s shares. The
Memorandum of Agreement was signed by representatives of Pennzoil and of the Museum and
the Trust, holders of a majority of Getty’s shares, and was subject only to approval of the board of
Getty Oil. The terms described in the press release issued by the Getty entities and then by
Pennzoil the next day correspond to those contained in the Memorandum of Agreement except for
the higher price term.
[…] We find that there was sufficient evidence to support the jury’s finding that at the end
of the Getty Oil board meeting on January 3, the parties had reached agreement on Getty’s
purchase of the Museum’s shares.
There was evidence that the parties were made aware, on January 4, that Getty’s purchase of
the Museum’s shares might trigger a tax penalty applicable to sales of stock between charitable
trusts and related entities. It was agreed that this possibility had to be explored, and further
discussions developed the alternative of having Pennzoil, rather than Getty Oil, buy the
Museum’s shares. The Museum’s attorney drafted an escrow agreement to effect Pennzoil’s
purchase of those shares. There was testimony that Pennzoil also began making arrangements to
have the necessary cash available in escrow.
There is sufficient evidence to refute Texaco’s assertion that the question of who would buy
the Museum’s shares was a significant open issue that the parties had not agreed upon at the time
Pennzoil contends, and the jury found, the parties intended to be bound. Nor does the conflicting
evidence of events after January 3 compel the conclusion that the parties considered it a problem
that Pennzoil, rather than Getty Oil, would be buying the Museum’s shares. […]
Texaco lists the extent of the Museum’s “top up” price protection as another open issue
showing the lack of the parties’ intent to be bound.
The “top up” provision in the Memorandum of Agreement guaranteed that the Museum
would receive a higher price per share than specified if anyone buying at least 10 percent of the
stock paid a higher price for those shares. This provision effectuated the Museum’s requirement
of price protection for the sale of its Getty shares, should Pennzoil or the company pay another
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shareholder a higher price. Pennzoil’s president acknowledged that Pennzoil was bound to the
“top up” clause in the Memorandum of Agreement, which was signed by Pennzoil and the
Museum, and which Pennzoil alleges became a binding contract upon its approval, with a higher
price term, by the Getty board on January 3. Though no “top up” clause appeared in the first draft
of the transaction agreement, such provisions were contained in subsequent drafts. The evidence
as a whole does not support Texaco’s contention that the parties did not reach agreement on price
protection for the Museum, or that it remained a significant open issue.
Next, Texaco argues that the parties never resolved a number of questions relating to the
payment of Getty’s first quarter dividend and to the $5 stub that was to be part of the
consideration for the Getty Oil shares. The stub represented the minimum payment shareholders
were to receive within 5 years from the excess proceeds from the sale of ERC.
Getty’s outside counsel, Winokur, testified that open issues remained on who would control
the sale, who would guarantee payment of the stub in the event of liquidation, how “net proceeds”
would be defined, and what ERC’s dividend policy would be under the new ownership. Pennzoil
points out that the Copley notes of the board meeting do not show that the Getty Oil board
expressed any concern over the mechanics of the ERC sale before it approved the Pennzoil
proposal on January 3. Pennzoil’s CEO testified that none of the parties ever brought up these
matters at all before the agreement was made, and that Pennzoil was never told that resolution of
such questions was essential to the agreement. There was evidence that the Getty entities’ main
concern was the price that shareholders would receive for their shares, and that questions over the
exact mechanics of achieving that price were no obstacle to reaching agreement on the
transaction.
Nor does the evidence show that Getty’s first quarter dividend was an important unresolved
issue. There was evidence that Pennzoil did not object to paying the dividend, and that there were
customary ways of handling such questions in a merger situation. Pennzoil considered the amount
involved insignificant in relation to the magnitude of the entire transaction. The jury was entitled
to resolve the contradicting testimony on the significance of these matters and to decide the
implications on the question of the parties’ intent.
[…] There was sufficient evidence for the jury to believe that the board approved more
than just a price proposal, i.e., the Memorandum of Agreement terms modified by a higher price
term. The jury could reasonably infer that, by those terms, Pennzoil and the Trust had agreed to
pay the same price for all outstanding shares. There was very little evidence, other than
Winokur’s conjecture, that Pennzoil sought any “out” to its obligations under the agreement
conflicting with the interests expressed by Getty. […] There was sufficient evidence for the jury
to conclude that the parties had reached agreement on all essential terms of the transaction with
only the mechanics and details left to be supplied by the parties’ attorneys. Although there may
have been many specific items relating to the transaction agreement draft that had yet to be put in
final form, there is sufficient evidence to support a conclusion by the jury that the parties did not
consider any of Texaco’s asserted “open items” significant obstacles precluding an intent to be
bound.
The fourth factor that Texaco discusses as showing that the parties did not intend to be bound
before executing a formal contract is the magnitude and complexity of the transaction. There is
little question that the transaction by which Getty Oil was to be taken private by the Trust and
Pennzoil involved an extremely large amount of money. It is unlikely that parties to such a
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transaction would not have expected a detailed written document, specifically setting out the
parties’ obligations and the exact mechanics of the transaction, whether it was to be executed
before the parties intended to be bound or only to memorialize an agreement already reached.
We agree with Texaco that this factor tends to support its position that the transaction was
such that a signed contract would ordinarily be expected before the parties would consider
themselves bound. However, we cannot say, as a matter of law, that this factor alone is
determinative of the question of the parties’ intent.
The trial of this case lasted many weeks, with witnesses for both sides testifying extensively
about the events of those first days of January 1984. Eyewitnesses and expert witnesses
interpreted and explained various aspects of the negotiations and the alleged agreement, and the
jury was repeatedly made aware of the value of Getty Oil’s assets and how much money would be
involved in the company’s sale. There was testimony on how the sale of the company could be
structured and on the considerations involved in buying and restructuring, or later liquidating, the
company. But there was also testimony that there were companies that in the past had bound
themselves to short two-page acquisition agreements involving a lot of money, and Getty’s
involvement banker testified that the Texaco transaction included “one page back-of-the-envelope
kinds of agreements” that were formalized. The Memorandum of Agreement containing the
essential terms of the Pennzoil/Getty agreement was only four pages long.
Although the magnitude of the transaction here was such that normally a signed writing
would be expected, there was sufficient evidence to support an inference by the jury that that
expectation was satisfied here initially by the Memorandum of Agreement, signed by a majority
of shareholders of Getty Oil and approved by the board with a higher price, and by the transaction
agreement in progress that had been intended to memorialize the agreement previously reached.
The record as a whole demonstrates that there was legally and factually sufficient evidence
to support the jury’s finding in Special Issue No. 1 that the Trust, the Museum, and the Company
intended to bind themselves to an agreement with Pennzoil at the end of the Getty Oil board
meeting on January 3, 1984. […]
Texaco does not assert that a specific essential term was completely omitted from the
agreement, but rather alleges very briefly why the terms of the agreement found by the jury are
fatally incomplete. Texaco cites to the lack of description of the mechanics of various aspects of
the transaction, e.g., how and when the determined price would be paid to shareholders, how the
agreed stock ownership ratio was to be achieved, how a potential tax penalty on Getty’s
purchasing the Museum shares would be resolved, and what limitations, if any, existed on the
option granted to Pennzoil to buy 8 million shares of Getty Oil stock.
Texaco’s attempts to create additional “essential” terms from the mechanics of implementing
the agreement’s existing provisions are unpersuasive. The terms of the agreement found by the
jury are supported by the evidence, and the promises of the parties are clear enough for a court to
recognize a breach and to determine the damages resulting from that breach. […]

5.3 Price Terms and Purchase Price Adjustments
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5.3.1 Example (Reasonably Complicated!) of A Purchase Price Provision (Cash
Consideration)
[From the Share Purchase Agreement, dated as of June 15, 2012, among Hexavest Inc., its
shareholders, a special purpose entity, and a subsidiary of Eaton Vance Corp., available online at
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/350797/000035079712000017/exhibit21ex2z1.htm]
Section 1.
Closing; Payments, Adjustments; Reserve.
1.1 Closing and Initial Payment. (a) The closing of the sale and purchase of the Purchased
Shares and of the other transactions contemplated by this Agreement (the “Closing”) shall take
place at the offices of Eaton Vance Corp., at the Closing Time on the third Business Day
following the satisfaction (or written waiver) of the conditions precedent set forth in Section 7 of
this Agreement, or at such other place and date as the Parties may agree in writing (the “Closing
Date”).
(b) At the Closing, each Shareholder shall deliver to Buyer, free and clear of any Liens, the
number of Purchased Shares set forth opposite such Shareholder’s name in Schedule 1.1(b),
together with one or more certificates representing all the Purchased Shares sold by such
Shareholder, duly endorsed in favour of Buyer or accompanied by appropriate instruments of
transfer in favour of Buyer, and bearing or accompanied by all requisite transfer stamps.
(c) The initial payment to be paid by Buyer to Shareholders (the “Initial Payment”) shall be
determined and paid as follows:
(i) No later than five Business Days prior to the anticipated Closing Date, the Company
shall prepare and deliver to Buyer a statement (the “Estimated Initial Payment Statement”)
setting forth (a) the Signing Date RRE, together with supporting calculations and
spreadsheet reports of each Applicable Client’s Base Fee Rate, Performance Fee Rate and
Assets under Management as of the date of this Agreement, (b) the Company’s good faith
estimate of Closing Date RRE, together with supporting calculations and spreadsheet
reports of each Applicable Client’s Base Fee Rate, Performance Fee Rate and Assets
under Management as of the date of such statement, which reports shall identify and
provide a footnote explanation for any expected changes thereto (other than in the price of
publicly traded securities included in Assets under Management) after the date of such
report, (c) the resulting calculations of Initial Run Rate Revenue and Initial Run Rate
EBIT, and (d) the result obtained by multiplying (x) 6.37 by (y) such Initial Run Rate
EBIT (such result, the “Estimated Initial Payment Amount”). The President and the Chief
Operating Officer of the Company shall certify as to the accuracy and completeness of the
data and calculations included in the Estimated Initial Payment Statement in a certificate
executed by each of them that shall be in the form attached as Schedule
1.1(c)(i). Shareholders and the Company shall provide to Buyer all such additional
documentation, information and access to the Company’s personnel as Buyer shall
reasonably request for purposes of verifying the Estimated Initial Payment Statement, and
shall make all such corrections thereto as Buyer may reasonably request in good faith in
order to comply with this Agreement.
(ii) At the Closing, Buyer shall
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(1) deliver the Escrow Amount to the Escrow Agent by wire transfer of
immediately available funds to the account specified in the Escrow Agreement;
(2) pay to each Shareholder an amount equal to the result obtained by subtracting
from (x) his Designated Percentage of an amount equal to the excess of the
Estimated Initial Payment Amount over the Escrow Amount, (y) his BLC Payoff
Amount, if any, in each case by wire transfer of immediately available funds to the
respective account designated in a written notice delivered by Shareholders’
Representative to Buyer at least two Business Days prior to the Closing Date; and
(3) pay to BLC, pursuant to the instructions of BLC as set forth in the BLC Payoff
Letter, the Aggregate BLC Payoff Amount.
(iii) The Company shall deliver to Buyer and Shareholders, after the 75th day after the
Closing Date and no later than the 90th day after the Closing Date, a statement (the “Actual
Initial Payment Statement”) setting forth (a) Signing Date RRE, together with supporting
calculations and spreadsheet reports of each Applicable Client’s Base Fee Rate,
Performance Fee Rate and Assets under Management as of the date of this Agreement, (b)
Closing Date RRE, together with supporting calculations and spreadsheet reports of each
Applicable Client’s Base Fee Rate, Performance Fee Rate and Assets under Management
as of the Closing Date, (c) the resulting calculations of Initial Run Rate Revenue and
Initial Run Rate EBIT, and (d) the result obtained by multiplying (x) 6.37 by (y) such
Initial Run Rate EBIT (such result as finally determined pursuant to Section 1.1(c)(v), the
“Actual Initial Payment Amount”). The President and the Chief Operating Officer of the
Company shall certify as to the accuracy and completeness of the data and calculations
included in the Actual Initial Payment Statement in a certificate executed by each of them
that shall be in the form set forth in Schedule 1.1(c)(iii).
(iv) The Initial Payment shall be subject to adjustment in accordance with this
Section 1.1(c) if the Actual Initial Payment Amount is greater or less than the Estimated
Initial Payment Amount. Any adjustment of the Purchase Price pursuant to this
Section 1.1(c) is referred to in this Agreement as the “Initial Run Rate EBIT
Adjustment”. If the Actual Initial Payment Amount is less than the Estimated Initial
Payment Amount, then the Purchase Price shall be reduced dollar-for-dollar by the amount
of such shortfall, and promptly, but not later than five Business Days after final
determination of the Initial Run Rate EBIT Adjustment, (A) each of the Shareholders and
Buyer shall give joint written instruction to the Escrow Agent to deliver to Buyer from out
of the Escrow Amount the amount of the Initial Run Rate EBIT Adjustment and to deliver
to each Shareholder, if the Escrow Amount is in excess of the Initial Run Rate EBIT
Adjustment, his Designated Percentage of the amount of such excess, and (B) if the
amount of the Initial Run Rate EBIT Adjustment is in excess of the Escrow Amount,
Shareholders shall pay to Buyer the amount of such excess by wire transfer of
immediately available funds to an account designated in writing by Buyer. If the Actual
Initial Payment Amount is greater than the Estimated Initial Payment Amount, then the
Purchase Price shall be increased dollar-for-dollar by the amount of such underpayment
and promptly, but not later than five Business Days after final determination of the Initial
Run Rate EBIT Adjustment, (A) each Shareholder and Buyer shall give joint written
instruction to the Escrow Agent to deliver to each Shareholder his Designated Percentage
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of the Escrow Amount and (B) Buyer shall pay to each Shareholder his Designated
Percentage of the amount of such underpayment by wire transfer of immediately available
funds to an account designated in writing by Shareholders.
(v) Disputes. Unless Buyer or the Shareholder’s Representative delivers to the other,
within 45 days of the delivery of the Actual Initial Payment Statement, written notice of
their disagreement with the Actual Initial Payment Statement, such Actual Initial Payment
Statement shall be conclusive and binding on the Buyer and Shareholders for purposes of
calculating the Initial Run Rate EBIT Adjustment and the Initial Payment. Any disputes
as to the Actual Initial Payment Statement shall be resolved, and the amounts of the Initial
Run Rate EBIT Adjustment and the Initial Payment finally determined, in accordance with
Section 1.4.
[Selected definitions]
Actual Initial EBIT: the Initial Run Rate EBIT set forth on the Actual Initial Payment Statement,
as finally determined pursuant to Section 1.1(c)(v).
Actual Initial Run Rate Revenue: the Initial Run Rate Revenue set forth on the Actual Initial
Payment Statement, as finally determined pursuant to Section 1.1(c)(v).
Aggregate Annualized Base Fee Revenues: as of a given Measurement Date, the sum of the
Annualized Base Fee Revenues for all Applicable Clients, in each case determined as of such
date.
Aggregate Annualized Performance Fee Revenues: as of a given Measurement Date, the sum of
the Annualized Performance Fee Revenues for all Applicable Clients, in each case determined as
of such date.
Annualized Base Fee Revenues: in respect of any Applicable Client as of a given Measurement
Date, the product of (x) such Applicable Client’s Base Fee Rate determined as of such date and
(y) the Assets under Management subject to such Base Fee Rate and managed pursuant to such
Applicable Client’s Advisory Agreement (or in the case of Prospective Clients deemed managed
as provided in the definition of Assets under Management) as of such date.
Annualized Performance Fee Revenues: in respect of any Applicable Client as of a given
Measurement Date, the product of (x) such Applicable Client’s Performance Fee Rate determined
as of such date, (y) the Expected Normalized Performance Rate as applies to such Applicable
Client and (z) the Assets under Management subject to such Performance Fee Rate and managed
pursuant to such Applicable Client’s Advisory Agreement (or in the case of Prospective Clients
deemed managed as provided in the definition of Assets under Management) as of such date.
Applicable Client: For purposes
(a) of determining the Estimated Initial Payment Amount, all Current Clients and all
Prospective Clients, and
(b) of determining the Actual Initial Payment Amount, all Current Clients and all
Confirmed Prospects.
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Applicable Marketer Fees: for any period, those Marketer Fees that are attributable to any Client
that was either (a) a Client as of the Closing Date or (b) a Confirmed Prospect covered by the
Marketing Agreement.
Assets under Management: in respect of any Client (or, as applicable, Prospective Client) as of a
given date, the aggregate value as of the close of trading on such date (or, if not a Business Day
on which both the NYSE and the Toronto Stock Exchange are open for trading, such trading day
last preceding such date of determination) of
(a) in the case of Hexavest World Fund (Class B) and Hexavest Europac Fund (Class B),
the net assets of such Fund (determined by deducting from the market value of such
Fund’s assets its total liabilities) that are subject to the 4 basis point fee charged directly
by the Company to such Fund rather than to the non-Fund Clients that invest in such Fund
(and, for the avoidance of doubt, are not also subject to fees charged directly to such nonFund Clients);
(b) in the case of any other Client, the market value of the Client’s assets managed by the
Company pursuant to its Advisory Agreement(s) with such Client;
(c) in the case of a Prospective Client for purposes of determining the Estimated Initial
Payment Amount, the most recent statement by such Prospective Client in Prospective
Client Documentation of the minimum amount of cash value of assets it intends to place
under the Company’s management upon execution of an Advisory Agreement, such
amount to be deemed Assets under Management as of the Closing Date; and
(d) in the case of a Confirmed Prospect for purposes of determining the Actual Initial
Payment Amount, the market value of the Client’s assets managed by the Company
pursuant to its Advisory Agreement(s) with such Client as of the date that is 75 days after
the Closing Date, such value to be deemed Assets under Management as of the Closing
Date.
Base Fee Rate: with respect to (a) a Current Client or Confirmed Prospect, the aggregate
percentage rate of Base Fees set forth in such Client’s Advisory Agreement, or (b) a Prospective
Client, the most recent aggregate percentage rate of Base Fees proposed or accepted by the
Prospective Client in its Prospective Client Documentation, in each case expressed on an
annualized basis (for example, if an Advisory Agreement provides for aggregate Base Fees of 25
basis points paid quarterly, the Base Fee Rate would be one percent).
Base Fees: fees under an Advisory Agreement (or, in the case of a Prospective Client, a
Prospective Client Documentation) that both (a) are determined as a percentage of Assets under
Management in the applicable Client account and (b) are not Performance Fees.
Closing Date AR and WIP Schedule: a schedule that sets forth (a) each account receivable and
Taxes receivable of the Company as of the Closing and (b) for each Client the Company’s good
faith estimate of the Work in Progress amount.
Closing Date RRE: the sum of
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(x) the result obtained by multiplying (i) the lesser of (A) Run Rate Revenue determined
as of the Closing Date and (B) $35 million by (ii) 0.63; plus
(y) if Run Rate Revenue determined as of the Closing Date is greater than $35 million, the
result obtained by multiplying (i) the lesser of (A) the excess of Run Rate Revenue
determined as of the Closing Date over $35 million and (B) $35 million by (ii) 0.71; plus
(z) if Run Rate Revenue determined as of the Closing Date is greater than $70 million, the
result obtained by multiplying the excess of Run Rate Revenue determined as of the
Closing Date over $70 million by (ii) 0.79.
Closing Date Working Capital: the result obtained by subtracting
(x) the sum of (A) the total liabilities of the Company as shown on the Closing Date
Balance Sheet (including all Company Transaction Expenses not paid prior to Closing)
and (B) the Reserve,
from
(y) the sum of (i) cash, (ii) Cash Equivalents, (iii) pre-paid expenses, (iv) Taxes
receivable, (v) accounts receivable, and (vi) Work in Progress,
each as shown on the Closing Date Balance Sheet (and, in the cases of (y)(v) and (y)(vi),
as confirmed by the Closing Date AR and WIP Schedule).
Confirmed Prospect: in respect of a Measurement Date, any Client who both (a) was a
Prospective Client as of such Measurement Date and (b) enters into an Advisory Agreement with
the Company and pursuant to such Agreement places assets under the Company’s management
not later than the 75th day after the Closing Date.
Current Client: as of a given Measurement Date, a Client that both (a) is party, and has assets
under management pursuant, to an Advisory Agreement, and (b) is not a Terminating Client for
purposes of the applicable determination of Signing Date RRE or Closing Date RRE.
Expected Normalized Performance Rate: an assumed “normalized” level of account
outperformance versus benchmark equal to 750 basis points per annum for tactical asset
allocation and global macro Client accounts and 200 basis points per annum for all other Client
accounts, with performance to be calculated on the same basis (i.e., reference currency, inclusive
or exclusive of Base Fees and other expenses) as used in the calculation of Performance Fees
under the respective Advisory Agreement.
Expenses: any reasonable expenses incurred in connection with investigating or defending any
Third Party Claim or in asserting, preserving or enforcing any right under this Agreement or any
Ancillary Agreement (including in each case, without limitation, court filing fees, court costs, and
reasonable fees of investigators, expert witnesses, consultants, accountants and other
professionals).
Initial Run Rate EBIT: the result obtained by dividing (x) the sum of Signing Date RRE and
Closing Date RRE by (y) 2.
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Initial Run Rate Revenue: the average of (a) Run Rate Revenue, calculated as of the date of this
Agreement and (b) Run Rate Revenue, calculated as of the Closing Date.
Measurement Date: the date of this Agreement or the Closing Date, as applicable.
Performance Fee Rate: with respect to (i) a Current Client or Confirmed Prospect, the aggregate
percentage rate of Performance Fees set forth in such client’s Advisory Agreement, or (ii) a
Prospective Client, the most recent aggregate percentage rate of Performance Fees proposed or
accepted by the Prospective Client in its Prospective Client Documentation, in each case
expressed on an annualized basis (for example, if an Advisory Agreement provides for aggregate
Performance Fees of 25 basis points paid quarterly, the Performance Fee Rate would be one
percent).
Performance Fees: fees under an Advisory Agreement (or in the case of a Prospective Client a
Prospective Client Documentation) that both (a) are determined as a percentage of assets under
management pursuant to such Advisory Agreement or Prospective Client Documentation and (b)
are conditioned upon the Company achieving specified target rates of return, in one or more
periods, on such assets under management.
Prospective Client: a Person who, as of a given Measurement Date, has expressed, and not
withdrawn, a present intent to enter into an Advisory Agreement with the Company, as confirmed
by Prospective Client Documentation.
Prospective Client Documentation: either (a) a written communication from a Person or their
authorized officer or representative (which may consist, for example, of email correspondence) or
(b) a declaration of an officer of the Company in substantially the form attached as Exhibit K
hereto setting forth and attesting to the contents of an oral conversation between such Company
officer and such Person, authorized officer or representative, in each case that confirm such
Person’s present intent to enter into an Advisory Agreement with the Company in a manner that a
reasonable person with experience in a business such as the Business would believe to make the
ultimate execution of such an Advisory Agreement highly probable though not certain. By way
of illustration, (a) the requisite level of probability might be achieved by a statement by a thirdparty representative in charge of making recommendations to a client that he will recommend that
the client’s board approve entry into an Advisory Agreement, even though such approval is not
assured, but (b) the requisite level of probably will generally not be achieved based solely on
positive comments or assurances after initial presentations to a prospect. To constitute
Prospective Client Documentation for purposes of this Agreement, such documentation must
include (a) such Person’s proposal or tentative concurrence in the Base Fee Rate and Performance
Fee Rate that would apply to its assets under management (and in the absence of any such
proposal or tentative concurrence, the standard Base Fee Rate and Performance Fee Rate adopted
by the Company and in force shall be deemed to be the Base Fee Rate and Performance Fee Rate
applicable to such Person) and (b) an indication of the cash value of assets that it will place under
the Company’s management upon execution of such an Advisory Agreement.
Run Rate Revenue: as determined as of any given Measurement Date, the sum of (x) Aggregate
Annualized Base Fee Revenues determined as of such date and (y) Aggregate Annualized
Performance Fee Revenues determined as of such date.
Signing Date RRE: the sum of
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(x) the result obtained by multiplying (i) the lesser of (A) Run Rate Revenue determined
as of the date of this Agreement and (B) $35 million by (ii) 0.63; plus
(y) if Run Rate Revenue determined as of the date of this Agreement is greater than $35
million, the result obtained by multiplying (i) the lesser of (A) the excess of Run Rate
Revenue determined as of the date of this Agreement over $35 million and (B) $35 million
by (ii) 0.71; plus
(z) if Run Rate Revenue determined as of the date of this Agreement is greater than $70
million, the result obtained by multiplying the excess of Run Rate Revenue determined as
of the date of this Agreement over $70 million by (ii) 0.79.
Target Working Capital: an amount equal to $1,600,000.
Terminating Client: for purposes
(a) of determining the components of Signing Date RRE as used in calculating the
Estimated Initial Payment Amount, any Client listed on Schedule 2.9(n) (each such Client,
an “Excluded Signing Date Client”); and
(b) of determining the components of Signing Date RRE as used in calculating the Actual
Initial Payment Amount, any Client that both (i) was an Excluded Signing Date Client,
and (ii) on or prior to the date that is 75 days after the Closing Date, removes all of its
assets from the Company’s management;
(c) of determining the components of Closing Date RRE as used in calculating the
Estimated Initial Payment Amount, any Client that gives the Company notice (whether
written or oral) on or prior to the Closing Date that it intends to terminate its Advisory
Agreement with the Company or otherwise terminate the Company’s authority to manage
the respective Client account (any such Client, an “Excluded Closing Date Client”);
(d) of determining the components of Closing Date RRE as used in calculating the Actual
Initial Payment Amount, any Current Client that both (i) was an Excluded Closing Date
Client and (ii) on or prior to the date that is 75 days after the Closing Date, removes all of
its assets from the Company’s management; and
(e) of determining the components of Closing Date RRE as used in calculating the Actual
Initial Payment Amount, any Client from whom affirmative Client Consents were required
to be requested pursuant to clause (a) of Section 4.7 but who both (x) did not provide such
Client Consent on or prior to the Closing Date and (y) on or prior to the date that is 75
days after the Closing Date, removes all of its assets from the Company’s management.
Work in Progress: in respect of any Current Client as of Closing, (a) where this Agreement
requires an estimate of Work in Progress to be made at or prior to Closing, a good faith estimate
of the portion of those fees not yet billed to such Current Client that relate to services provided
during the period beginning after the date of the invoicing period of such Current Client and
ending on the Closing Date, and (b) where determined as part of the final determination of
Closing Date Working Capital pursuant to Section 1.3, portion of the actual fees billed to such
Current Client after Closing that relate to services provided to such Current Client on or before
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the Closing Date and after the date of the last invoice or bill to such Current Client sent prior to
the Closing. Where fees billed are not linked to services performed at a particular time in a
billing cycle (e.g., are based on assets under management or performance as determined as of the
end of fiscal period or billing cycle), then Work in Progress will be determined on the basis of
days in the portion of the billing cycle ending on the Closing Date as a proportion of total days in
the billing cycle – for example, if the Closing Date is August 31 and such a client is invoiced as of
the end of each calendar quarter with the next invoice covering the period through September 30,
then Work in Progress would be 62/92nds of total fees billed.
5.3.2 A Deal Valuation Glossary
How do you determine the purchase price for an M&A deal? At the end of the day, “the
price of a thing is what that thing will bring” - what is the best price that you can negotiate
between buyer and seller? In the M&A world, however, this basic truth is usually framed within
a context of commonly understood terms and expectations that you will need to know in order to
follow along as the businesspeople describe the deal, and then to accurately implement their
agreement on purchase consideration into the acquisition agreement. While it will often sound
like a part of the deal that is best left to the finance and accounting specialists, YOU CANNOT
TRUST THE BUSINESSPEOPLE TO CATCH ERRORS IN YOUR DRAFTING - YOU
MUST UNDERSTAND THESE TERMS YOURSELF. (Yes, I am yelling - this is critical to
your success as a transactional lawyer and to staying out of a malpractice action, as we will see
later in this chapter.)
For the publicly traded target, all of whose shares trade on a major stock exchange, an
easy starting point is simply to multiply the current trading price by the number of outstanding
shares - the result is referred to as its market capitalization. Rarely, however, is the deal value
so simply calculated. The bidder for the target likely expects to generate so-called synergies from
an acquisition - a strategic bidder by realizing efficiencies from combining the target’s operations
with its own, a financial buyer improving the target’s operations through replacing management,
divesting non-core businesses, etc. When competing with other bidders, the successful buyer will
offer a purchase price that represents a premium on the current trading price, in effect sharing
some portion of the difference between the (pre-deal announcement) market capitalization and the
total value the buyer sees in the company once those synergies are included.
For all the panygerics to the efficient market hypothesis you may encounter in Law and
Economics literature, few public company deals view market capitalization as a sacred starting
point for negotiations. Sellers may believe that their company is undervalued for a variety of
reasons; market capitalization will fluctuate under the impact of a wide variety of issues, from
political news to regulatory changes to trade floor expectations as to the timing of new product
launches. For the private target, of course, there generally is no regular pricing of its shares
(although sometimes a rough equivalent may exist where a recent offering of stock to venture
capital or private equity investors provides a basis for valuing not only the newly issued stock but
the pre-money value of the company before receiving those new investments). What are the
alternatives to pricing the target?
One starting point is the balance sheet of the target. A company may be purchased based
on its book value - the amount by which the value of the assets on the company’s balance sheet
exceeds the value of its liabilities. This is a fairly rare basis for valuing a target, at least in this
author’s experience. Book value is usually a proxy for what would be realized if we sold off a
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company’s assets and paid off its debts (its liquidation value) - but most companies have a value
that exceeds the sum of their parts, sometimes enormously so. Consider a consultancy like
McKinsey, or a mutual fund advisor, or a national firm of independent accountants. The assets
that appear on their balance sheets - equipment, perhaps some owned real estate, cash balances are relatively inconsequential to a potential buyer, who values instead the streams of revenue
generated by their contracts and client relationships.
We therefore most often see targets valued based upon measures derived from their
income statements. What that measure is, and what “based upon” means, will vary depending on
the target’s industry or business sector. Common bases for valuing the company include
revenues (the income of a company during a given fiscal year), EBITDA and EBIT. The latter
two start with a company’s earnings - the amount by which its income in a given period exceeds
its expenses - and then remove from that amount the effect of certain items. EBITDA means
Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization, the notion being that removing
these amounts relating to leverage / debt, taxes, and accounting adjustments gives a better sense
of the true core net income of the company. EBIT is the same, only leaving in depreciation and
amortization.
Most such deals will be priced based on a multiple of one of these measures. This is often
based on looking at the reported prices for other recent acquisitions of companies in the same line
of business - your comparables. A seller’s investment banker, for example, may report to the
company’s board that recent deals in the sector have been in a range of 6x to 8x EBITDA, and the
board should aim for a multiple of 7x - in other words, if the company’s EBITDA for the most
recent year was $10 million, it should push bidders to offer at least $70 million, all else being
equal. (Significant liability exposures or other circumstance peculiar to this particular company
may push the anticipated sale price above or below what the current range of multiples may
suggest.)
One will occasionally see discounted cash flow (sometimes abbreviated to DCF) used as
the basis for a valuation. This is a method by which one projects a business’s future revenues and
expenses, based on certain assumptions, over the course of five or ten years, and then calculates
the present value (the “discounting” part of the name) of those cash flows, as well as a “terminal”
value that tries to capture the enterprise’s value if sold at that future date. The DCF method can
be attractive inasmuch as it focuses solely on the target company itself rather leaning on what
others in the sector have done in their deals. However, the results of a DCF valuation can be
painfully dependent on the assumptions one uses, and the market-based multiple approaches are
therefore much more common. (We will, however, encounter DCF again when we turn to
statutory appraisal rights for shareholders who dissent from a merger.)
Whether we are looking at a public company deal based on market capitalization or a
private company transaction based on a deal multiple, no drafter (at least of my acquaintance) has
access to a TARDIS. The businesspeople price a deal today that in most cases will not be
consummated until weeks or months later. In some cases, the parties may have sufficient
confidence in the current stock price or most recent income statements that they are willing to fix
the dollar amount of the deal today without a second look at or after closing. However,
dealmakers will often want to guard against developments between signing and closing that may
alter these pricing assumptions. In the public company deal, particularly where consideration is
paid in whole or part in buyer stock, an array of stock-price based tools may be used to limit the
value impact of future price changes - these are discussed in detail in Chapter 4 of Harrison’s
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Make the Deal.
In private company deals, it is common to see a purchase price calculated based upon a
multiple be paired with a purchase price adjustment. An initial calculation of purchase price
will be made as of a point in time prior to closing (ranging from a snapshot of the financials at or
prior to signing to an estimate made a few days before closing), and a payment made at closing of
this estimated purchase price. Once closing has occurred, over a period of weeks accountants will
make a more scrupulous review of the target’s actual financial results for, say, the twelve-months
ending on the actual closing date, and the purchase price adjusted (“trued up”) to reflect these
audited results. If the amount paid at closing was too little, the buyer will pay an additional
amount to the seller; if too much, the seller will refund that excess to the buyer. In some cases,
the buyer and seller will have established an escrow at closing from which this adjustment can be
funded.
A common purchase price adjustment that is not directly related to the multiple based
purchase price determination is a working capital adjustment. A buyer wants to know that,
when it receives the keys to the business, it will have sufficient cash either in the bank or soon to
be paid that will allow the buyer to operate the business without having to infuse cash in addition
to what it has already paid the seller. Suppose the necessary cash and accounts receivable - our
target working capital - is one million dollars. There are a couple of ways to ensure the target
has this working capital on hand at closing. We could condition the deal on this. Or, as with the
adjustments discussed above, we could say that, if working capital is less than the target, we will
reduce the purchase price by the amount of the deficit. Since the buyer wants the accountants to
confirm the amount of working capital on hand at closing, this is another case where part of the
closing payment may be held back or put in escrow until an audit is complete.
These adjustments all deal with uncertainties in the short run, correcting for changes and
errors that will be apparent or known within a few weeks or months after the transaction closes.
We will see in later sections how so called “earn outs” or contingent payments can be used to
address uncertainties in enterprise value over the longer term.
5.3.3 Adjustments and “true-ups”: resolving disputes
[The following comes from the same agreement whose purchase price adjustment provisions were
extracted in section 5.3.1 of this casebook.]
1.4

Dispute Resolution; Interest.

(a)
Period for Dispute; Effect of Failure to Dispute. The 45 day periods for delivery of a
written notice of disagreement set forth in each of Sections 1.1(c)(v), 1.2(c), 1.3(f) and 1.5(f) are
referred to in this Section 1 as “Dispute Periods” and any notice given pursuant thereto, a
“Dispute Notice.” If no Dispute Notice is delivered within the applicable Dispute Period then
such Initial Run Rate EBIT Adjustment, Contingent Payment, Working Capital Dividend or
Excess Reserve Amount shall be final, binding and conclusive on the Shareholders and Buyer
without possibility of amendment, review or appeal and shall constitute such Initial Run Rate
EBIT Adjustment, Contingent Payment, Working Capital Dividend or Excess Reserve Amount.
(b)
Form of Dispute Notice. Each Dispute Notice shall specify in reasonable detail those
items, calculations or amounts as to which the disputing party objects. Any item, calculation or
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amount not specified in a Dispute Notice will, absent fraud or manifest error, be deemed accepted
and will not be reviewed or modified by the Independent Accountant appointed pursuant to this
Section 1.4 except to the extent that GAAP requires adjustments to other items, calculations or
amounts as a result of a final determination of the items, calculations and amounts identified in
the Dispute Notice.
(c)
Discussion Before Referral to Independent Accountant. Buyer and Shareholders’
Representative shall in good faith attempt to resolve any matters set forth in a Dispute Notice as
promptly as possible after delivery of the Dispute Notice, such resolution to be set forth in a
written agreement setting forth such resolution.
(d)
Appointment of Independent Accountant. If Buyer and Shareholders’ Representative are
unable to resolve all matters set forth in a Dispute Notice within ten Business Days after the
receipt of the respective Dispute Notice, then the Shareholders and Buyer agree that such items,
amounts or calculations remaining in dispute shall be submitted for resolution within five
Business Days following such ten Business Days period to an Independent Accountant mutually
acceptable to Buyer and Shareholders’ Representative. “Independent Accountant” means a
nationally recognized firm of independent accountants that has not been engaged to perform
services for the Company, Holdco, any Shareholder or Eaton Vance Corp. or any of their
respective Affiliates during the five year period ending on the date of an engagement pursuant to
this Section 1.4. If Buyer and Shareholders’ Representative fail to agree in writing on an
Independent Accountant within such five Business Days period, either Buyer or Shareholders’
Representative can require a court of competent jurisdiction specified in Section 11.3 to appoint
an Independent Accountant. The engagement agreement with the Independent Accountant shall
require the Independent Accountant to resolve the dispute within 60 days of the engagement. If,
after having accepted the engagement, the Independent Accountant is unable or unwilling to
resolve the dispute within 60 days of the engagement, Buyer and Shareholders’ Representative
shall meet, within ten Business Days of the earlier of (a) the Independent Accountant’s written
notice to Buyer and the Shareholders’ Representative of such inability or unwillingness and (b)
the 60th day after the engagement of the Independent Accountant, to discuss the appointment of
an alternate Independent Accountant mutually acceptable to Buyer and Shareholders’
Representative. If, within a five Business Days period following such ten Business Days period,
the Independent Accountant has still not issued its decision, or the Buyer and Shareholders’
Representative fail to agree in writing on the name of an alternative Independent Accountant,
either Buyer or Shareholders’ Representative can require a court of competent jurisdiction
specified in Section 11.3 to appoint an alternate Independent Accountant. Such process shall be
repeated until a decision is issued.
(e)
Independent Accountant’s Review. The Independent Accountant’s review shall be limited
as set forth in Section 1.4(b). Shareholders and Buyer shall cooperate fully with the Independent
Accountant appointed pursuant to Section 1.4(d). While the Independent Accountant is making
its determination hereunder, none of the Shareholders and Buyer shall, and each of the
Shareholders and Buyer shall cause its Affiliates and representatives not to, communicate with the
Independent Accountant or its representatives on the subject matter of its review, except by joint
conference call, joint meeting or letter with copy simultaneously delivered to the other Parties.
Each of Buyer and Shareholders will bear their respective fees and expenses (including those of
their respective advisors) in reviewing, preparing or submitting any document or information
referred to in this Section 1, provided that the fees of the auditor of the Company for the
preparation of the Closing Date Balance Sheet shall be paid by the Company.
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(f)
Final and Binding Decision. Absent fraud or manifest error, the decision of the
Independent Accountant shall be final, binding and conclusive upon Shareholders and Buyer.
Within seven days after its receipt of the decision, any of the Shareholders or Buyer may request
the Independent Accountant to interpret its decision or to correct any clerical, typographical or
computation errors therein. The other Party shall have a right to comment within seven days of its
receipt of the requesting Party’s request for interpretation and / or correction. If in its sole
discretion the Independent Accountant considers the request justified (be it either in whole or in
part), the Independent Accountant shall, within fourteen days after its receipt of such request, do
that which in its sole discretion it believes is required according to the circumstances. The
interpretation and / or correction of the decision shall take the form of an addendum and shall
constitute part of the final decision. The procedure provided for by this Section 1.4 shall be the
exclusive and conclusive methodology for the determination of the items, amounts or calculations
set forth in any Dispute Notice and shall be binding upon the Parties and shall not be contested by
any of them, including under Section 11.3 of this Agreement, other than as exclusively provided
for in this Section 1.4.
(g)
Expenses. The fees and expenses of the Independent Accountant(s) in respect of each
such engagement (“Accountant Expenses”) shall be allocated between Buyer, on the one hand,
and Shareholders, on the other hand, as follows: if the ultimate resolution of the matters in
dispute results in a net adjustment in the amount of the Initial Run Rate EBIT Adjustment, a
Contingent Payment, the Working Capital Dividend or the Excess Reserve Amount of greater
than 10%, then if such adjustment is to the benefit of Buyer, Shareholders shall bear all
Accountant Expenses, and if such adjustment is to the benefit of Shareholders, Buyer shall bear
all Accountant Expenses. Where the ultimate resolution of the matters in dispute results in a net
adjustment in the amount of the Initial Run Rate EBIT Adjustment, a Contingent Payment, the
Working Capital Dividend or the Excess Reserve Amount of 10% or less, Buyer, on the one hand,
and Shareholders, on the other hand, shall each pay 50% of the Accountant Expenses.
(h)
Interest. Where any payment is to be made pursuant this Section 1 to Buyer, Holdco or
Shareholders, as the case may be, in addition to the amount of such payment as finally determined
pursuant to paragraphs (a), (c) or (f), as applicable, of this Section 1.4, the payor(s) shall also, if
such payment has not been paid to the payee(s) on or before the third Business Day after the date
on which the amount of such payment is finally determined (the “Due Date”), interest for the
period beginning on the Due Date and ending on the day on which the respective amount is
actually paid, calculated at a non-compounding daily rate equal to 1/365 or 1/366, as the case may
be, of the Prime Rate plus 2%.
5.3.4 TTSP Corp. v. Rose Corp., 217 A.3d 1269 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2019)
OPINION BY STABILE, J.:
The Rose Corporation, as successor in interest to Rose Acquisition Sub 1, LLC as assignee
of Rose Acquisition Company, LLC (hereinafter “Appellant” or “Buyer”), appeals from the
August 23, 2018 order of the Court of Common Pleas of Berks County, which overruled
Appellant’s preliminary objections in favor of TTSP Corporation, f/k/a The Rose Lou
Corporation, f/k/a The Rose Corporation (hereinafter “Appellee” or “Seller”). Upon careful
review, we reverse and remand.
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The facts and procedural history of this case are long, tortured and, at times, convoluted.
On November 4, 2016, Buyer and Seller entered into an asset purchase agreement (the
“Agreement”) pursuant to which Buyer purchased for $1,250,000.00 Seller’s business that
provided contract manufacturing, industrial fabrication and related installation services. The
Agreement, 11/4/16, at ¶ 2.1.1. The Agreement contained a purchase price adjustment (“PPA”)
provision, increasing or decreasing the purchase price “by the amount by which the extent that
Seller’s Closing Working Capital on the Closing Date is less than or greater than” $519,394.00.
Id. at ¶ 2.2.1. The Agreement defined Closing Working Capital as “(x) accounts receivable (net of
reserves), plus useable and saleable inventory, plus prepaid expenses, minus (y) trade accounts
payables, plus accrued liabilities.” Id. The Agreement contemplated that the closing shall occur on
December 1, 2016. Id. at ¶ 3.1. The Agreement further provided:
2.2.2 Within thirty (30) days following the Closing Date, Buyer shall deliver to
Seller Buyer’s calculation of the Purchase Price Adjustment, together with a
written statement setting forth in reasonable detail Buyer’s calculation of Seller’s
Closing Working Capital as of the Closing Date and December 31, 2015.
....
2.2.3 The Proposed Purchase Price shall become final and binding upon the
parties on the thirtieth (30th) day following the date on which the Proposed
Purchase Price Adjustment was given to Seller in accordance with Section 12.7
below, unless Seller delivers written notice of its disagreement with the Proposed
Purchase Price Adjustment (“Notice of Disagreement”) to Buyer prior to such
date. Any Notice of Disagreement shall specify in reasonable detail the nature of
any disagreement so asserted. If a Notice of Disagreement is received by Buyer in
a timely manner, then during the thirty (30) day period following the delivery of
the Notice of Disagreement, Buyer and Seller shall seek in good faith to resolve in
writing any differences that they may have with respect to the matters specified in
the Notice of Disagreement. If at the end of such thirty (30) day period the Buyer
and Seller have not resolved in writing the matters specified in the Notice of
Disagreement, Buyer and Seller shall submit to an independent accounting firm
(the Accounting Firm), as shall be agreed upon by Buyer and Seller in writing, for
determination of the Purchase Price Adjustment .... The Accounting Firm will
resolve the dispute pursuant to such procedures that it establishes and deems fair
and equitable, provided that Buyer and Seller must each be afforded an
opportunity to provide a written submission in support of its position and to
advocate for its position personally before the Accounting Firm. Judgment may be
entered upon the determination of the Accounting Firm in any court having
jurisdiction over the party against which such determination is to be enforced.
Id. at ¶¶ 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.
Eventually, a dispute arose concerning the amount of the proposed PPA, in response to
which, on August 23, 2017, Seller petitioned the trial court to appoint “an independent
accountant/arbitrator” under Section 2.2.3 of the Agreement and Section 7305 of the Uniform
Arbitration Act (“Act”), 42 Pa.C.S.A. § 7305. [A lengthy discussion of the procedural back and
forth follows which is redacted – the buyer and seller over the course of the litigation would shift
their respective positions on whether the independent accountant served as an arbitrator.] […]
In response, the trial court issued a Pa.R.A.P. 1925(a) opinion, determining that Section
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2.2.3 of the Agreement was an arbitration provision. In this regard, the court found that “[g]iven
the detailed provisions governing recourse to an independent accountant in this case, including
written and in-person presentation of positions and the ability to enter the accountant’s
determination as a judgment, it stands to reason that the independent accountant option here
should be treated as an arbitration provision.” Trial Court Opinion, 11/13/18, at 6. Nonetheless,
the trial court concluded that a factual dispute existed with respect to whether Seller ever issued a
notice of disagreement to Buyer’s notice of PPA to trigger the dispute resolution provision of
Section 2.2.3 of the Agreement. As a result, the trial court determined that it did not abuse its
discretion in overruling Buyer’s preliminary objections to Seller’s complaint at this procedural
juncture and declining to transfer the dispute to an independent accountant.
On appeal, Buyer presents the following issue for our review.
[I.] Did the trial court err in holding that the parties’ dispute is not within the
scope of their agreement for alternative dispute resolution, where the trial court’s
finding disregards the Commonwealth’s policy preference for alternative dispute
resolution, fails to give effect to the parties’ intent as expressed in their agreement,
and ignores that there is no factual dispute in light of [Seller’s] prior judicial
admissions that the dispute should be submitted to resolution by an independent
accountant?
Buyer’s Brief at 3 (unnecessary capitalization omitted). […]
To render an order overruling preliminary objections seeking to compel arbitration
appealable under the Act, a party must prove that the dispute is bound by an arbitration
agreement, which calls for either statutory or common law arbitration. Unless an arbitration
agreement expressly provides for statutory arbitration, the law presumes that the parties intended
to submit their disputes to common law arbitration. See Derry Twp. Mun. Auth. v. Solomon &
Davis, Inc. (1988) (“Because the arbitration provision contained in Derry’s contracts with
Solomon does not expressly provide for statutory arbitration, the agreement does not overcome
the presumption that the controversy will be governed by the rules pertaining to common law
arbitration.”).
Indeed, Section 7302 of the Act provides:
An agreement to arbitrate a controversy on a nonjudicial basis shall be
conclusively presumed to be an agreement to arbitrate pursuant to Subchapter B
(relating to common law arbitration) unless the agreement to arbitrate is in
writing and expressly provides for arbitration pursuant to this subchapter or any
other similar statute, in which case the arbitration shall be governed by this
subchapter.
42 Pa.C.S.A. 7302 (emphasis added).
With these principles in mind, we conclude that the Section 2.2.3 of the Agreement
contains a common law arbitration provision, even though the provision does not contain the
terms “arbitration” and “arbitrator.” As previously noted, Section 2.2.3 of the Agreement provides
in part:
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If at the end of such thirty (30) day period the Buyer and Seller have not resolved
in writing the matters specified in the Notice of Disagreement, Buyer and Seller
shall submit to an independent accounting firm (the Accounting Firm), as shall be
agreed upon by Buyer and Seller in writing, for determination of the Purchase
Price Adjustment .... The Accounting Firm will resolve the dispute pursuant to such
procedures that it establishes and deems fair and equitable , provided that Buyer
and Seller must each be afforded an opportunity to provide a written submission in
support of its position and to advocate for its position personally before the
Accounting Firm. Judgment may be entered upon the determination of the
Accounting Firm in any court having jurisdiction over the party against which
such determination is to be enforced.
The Agreement, 11/4/16, at ¶ 2.2.3. Section 2.2.3 of the Agreement expressly provides that if the
parties are unable to resolve their PPA dispute amicably and in writing within thirty days, then
they shall submit the dispute to a jointly-selected independent accounting firm. Critically, the
accounting firm is to resolve the parties’ dispute, employing procedures that the accounting firm
establishes so long as they are fair and equitable to both parties. Section 2.2.3 of the Agreement
also requires that the parties be afforded an opportunity to provide written submissions to, and
appear personally before, the accounting firm to advocate the parties’ respective positions.
Finally, the Agreement contemplates that the independent accounting firm’s determinations
regarding the PPA, upon which judgment may be entered in any court having jurisdiction over the
non-prevailing party, is final and binding upon the parties. Thus, given the essence of Section
2.2.3 of the Agreement, it is clear that it provides for arbitration, even in the absence of the terms
“arbitration” or “arbitrator.” Section 2.2.3 contains sufficient hallmarks inherent to an arbitration
proceeding. Accordingly, because Section 2.2.3 is an arbitration provision within the meaning of
Sections 7320(a)(1) and 7342(a), we conclude that Buyer may invoke Rule 311(a)(8) to implicate
the jurisdiction of this Court. […]
5.3.5 Penton Business Media Holdings v. Informa PLC (Del. Ch. 2018)
LASTER, V.C.
Informa PLC and Informa USA, Inc. (jointly, the “Buyer”) purchased Penton Business
Media Holdings, Inc. (the “Company”) from Penton Business Media Holdings, LLC (the
“Seller”). The transaction was governed by an Agreement and Plan of Merger dated September
15, 2016 (the “Merger Agreement”).
The Merger Agreement contained complex provisions addressing how the value of
transaction-related tax benefits would be allocated between the Buyer and the Seller. Those
provisions incorporated a dispute resolution mechanism that called for the parties to submit
disputes to an independent accounting firm. The Merger Agreement stated that the accountant
“shall be acting as an accounting expert only and not as an arbitrator.”
Disputes arose, but the parties could not agree on procedures for submitting the disputes to
the accountant. The Seller wanted to provide the accountant with term sheets and other extrinsic
evidence to support its position. The Buyer contended that the accountant could not consider
extrinsic evidence.
The Seller filed this lawsuit. Invoking the doctrine of procedural arbitrability, the Seller
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seeks a declaration that the accountant has authority to determine what information it can
consider. Alternatively, the Seller seeks a declaration that the accountant can consider extrinsic
evidence. The Buyer filed a counterclaim. The Buyer contends that because the accountant is an
expert and not an arbitrator, arbitral doctrines are irrelevant, and the court must decide the issue as
a matter of contract interpretation. The Buyer seeks a declaration that the accountant cannot
consider extrinsic evidence, along with other equitable relief.
The parties filed cross motions for judgment on the pleadings. This decision holds that the
Merger Agreement calls for an expert determination, which is a third-party dispute resolution
mechanism distinct from arbitration. Although some jurisdictions do not recognize the distinction,
Delaware does. When parties have opted for an expert determination, doctrines like substantive
and procedural arbitrability do not apply. Although parties could give an expert the authority to
interpret a contract, here they did not. Instead, the court must interpret the contract to determine
what the accountant can consider. In this case, the plain terms of the Merger Agreement bar the
accountant from considering extrinsic evidence.
[…] Section 5.2 of the Merger Agreement contains a complex mechanism for
apportioning tax deductions and other tax benefits that the Company could claim as a result of the
Merger. The parties grouped the benefits into three categories: (i) benefits applied to pre-Merger
periods, (ii) benefits applied to post-Merger periods, and (iii) benefits that remained unapplied as
of a set date. The first two categories are pertinent to this case.
Section 5.2(a)(i) governed the allocation of tax benefits for periods ending on or before the
closing date of the Merger (the “Pre-Closing Periods”). This decision therefore calls it the “PreClosing Section.” It directed the Buyer to pay the Seller an amount equal to any refund that the
Company received because of tax benefits that the Company applied to a Pre-Closing Period.
Critically for the underlying dispute, the Seller only would receive a payment equal to the refund.
The Seller would not be entitled to receive a portion of the value of the tax benefits that were
utilized to reduce the Company’s tax liability except to the extent they resulted in a refund.
Section 5.2(a)(ii) governed the allocation of tax benefits for periods that ended after
closing, with the final post-closing period ending on December 31, 2017 (the “Post-Closing
Periods”). This decision therefore calls it the “Post-Closing Section.” It deployed the defined
term “Transaction Tax Benefits,” which included “any reduction in the [Company’s] Tax
liability” for any Post-Closing Period. It directed the Buyer to pay the Seller an amount equal to
40% of any Transaction Tax Benefits that the Company realized during a Post-Closing Period.
Unlike the Pre-Closing Section, the Post-Closing Section did not require a refund. The PostClosing Section required a payment equal to the reduction in the Company’s tax liability even if
the Company did not receive a refund.
The different formulas for calculating the payment to the Seller meant that if the Buyer
could allocate benefits to Pre-Closing Periods rather than Post-Closing Periods, then the Buyer
could pay less to the Seller. A particular tax benefit might generate the same dollar-value
reduction in potential tax liability for either a Pre-Closing or a Post-Closing Period, but the Buyer
would only pay for the benefit in a Pre-Closing Period to the extent it resulted in a refund; for a
Post-Closing Period, the Buyer would always make a payment to the Seller equal to 40% of the
benefit.[…]
The Pre-Closing and Post-Closing Sections piggybacked on a dispute resolution
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mechanism that Section 2.8 of the Merger Agreement established for disputes over purchase-price
adjustments, such as disagreements over the closing-date balance sheet (the “Dispute Resolution
Provision”). If a dispute over a purchase-price adjustment arose, then the Dispute Resolution
Provision called for the parties to engage in commercially reasonable efforts to resolve it for a
period of thirty days. If those efforts failed, the Dispute Resolution Provision stated that “unless
otherwise agreed by the [Seller] and [the Buyer], the remaining items in dispute shall be
submitted promptly to Ernst & Young.” The Dispute Resolution Provision incorporated methods
for selecting an alternative accountant if Ernst & Young could not serve, and it therefore defined
the holder of the adjudicative role generically as the “Accounting Firm.”
Section 2.8(b)(ii) of the Merger Agreement called for the Accounting Firm to make “a
determination of each disputed item within forty-five (45) days after referral of the matter to such
Accounting Firm, which determination must be in writing and must set forth, in reasonable detail,
the basis therefor.” It further specified that “[a]ny such determination must be based solely on”
three categories of information:
(i) the definitions and other applicable provisions of this Agreement,
(ii) a single presentation (which presentations shall be limited to the remaining
items in dispute set forth in the Proposed Closing Date Calculations and Purchase
Price Dispute Notice) submitted by each of [the Buyer] and the [Seller] to the
Accounting Firm within fifteen (15) days after the engagement thereof (each of
which the Accounting Firm shall forward simultaneously to [the Buyer] or the
[Seller], as applicable, once both such presentations are received) and
(iii) one written response submitted to the Accounting Firm within ten (10)
Business Days after receipt of each such other party’s presentation (each of which
the Accounting Firm shall forward simultaneously to [the Buyer] or the [Seller],
as applicable, once both such presentations are received), and not on an
independent review.
Having specified what the Accounting Firm could consider, and having included an aside about
what the Accounting Firm could not do (“an independent review”), the Dispute Resolution
Provision went on to specify other sources of information that the Accounting Firm could not
consider:
The parties agree that no ex parte conferences, oral examinations, testimony,
depositions, discovery or other form of evidence gathering or hearings shall be
conducted or allowed by the Accounting Firm; provided, however, that at the
Accounting Firm’s request, or as mutually agreed by [the Buyer] and the [Seller],
[the Buyer] and the [Seller] may meet with the Accounting Firm so long as Agents
of both parties are present.
The parties further agreed that “[i]n resolving the items in dispute, . . . the Accounting Firm shall
be acting as an accounting expert only and not as an arbitrator and shall not import or take into
account usage, custom or other extrinsic factors.”
The Dispute Resolution Provision also contained language requiring that the parties agree
on the terms of engagement for the Accounting Firm. This language appeared in a sentence
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primarily devoted to allocating fees and expenses:
The terms of appointment and engagement of the Accounting Firm shall be as
reasonably agreed upon between the [Seller] and [the Buyer], and any associated
engagement fees shall be borne by [the Buyer] and the [Seller] . . . in the same
proportion as the aggregate amount of the disputed items that is unsuccessfully
disputed by each such party (as determined by the Accounting Firm) bears to the
total amount of the disputed items submitted to the Accounting Firm.
All of these details appeared in one lengthy block paragraph in Section 2.8(b)(ii). To reiterate, that
was the portion of the Merger Agreement devoted to purchase-price adjustments.
Both the Pre-Closing and Post-Closing Sections incorporated the Dispute Resolution
Provision by reference, albeit tersely. The Pre-Closing Section directed the Company to prepare
tax forms for the Pre-Closing Periods and provide them to the Seller for review. It then stated:
“Dispute resolution provisions corresponding to those in Section 2.8(b) shall apply in case the
parties cannot agree on the substance contained in these forms provided to the [Seller] for its
review and comment.” That was it.
The Post-Closing Section was marginally less laconic. Like the Pre-Closing Section, the
Post-Closing Section required that the Buyer give the Seller a copy of its schedules and
calculations for the Seller’s “review, comment, and consent.” It provided that if the Seller
disputed any item, then the parties would “cooperate in good faith to resolve the dispute” for a
period of thirty days. It then stated that if the dispute persisted, then “the determination of the
disputed item or items shall be made by the Accounting Firm following the general procedures set
forth in Section 2.8(b)(ii), mutatis mutandis, whose decision shall be final and whose fees shall
be shared equally by [the Buyer], on the one hand, and the [Seller] on the other hand.”
The Merger Agreement included a forum selection clause for all disputes not covered by
the Dispute Resolution Provision. Section 9.17 stated that “[e]xcept as provided by Section 2.8(b)
and Section 5.2,” the parties submitted to the jurisdiction of the Delaware courts “in any action
arising out of or relating to this Agreement.” The parties further agreed “that all claims in respect
of such action may be heard and determined in any such court and . . . not to bring any action
arising out of or relating to this Agreement in any other court.” […]
[Following the closing of the transaction, a dispute arose as to the calculations provided
for in Section 5.2. The seller insisted that the accountants should be allowed to take into account
extrinsic evidence; the buyer objected, stating that the accountants, as experts rather than
arbitrators, were strictly limited to the matters that the parties agreed to have them decide.] […]
The parties dispute whether Ernst & Young has authority to decide what types of materials
it can consider. The first step in the analysis requires determining whether the Dispute Resolution
Provision calls for an arbitration or an expert determination.
If the Dispute Resolution Provision calls for an arbitration, then the familiar doctrines of
substantive and procedural arbitrability will govern:
Substantive arbitrability issues are gateway questions about the scope of an
arbitration and its applicability to a given dispute. The court presumes that
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parties intended courts to decide issues of substantive arbitrability. The opposite
presumption applies to procedural arbitrability issues, such as waiver, or
satisfaction of conditions precedent to arbitration.
If this framework applies, then Ernst & Young can decide the issue, because “[t]he Delaware
Supreme Court has made clear that procedural arbitrability also includes questions about what
evidence the arbitrator should consider in deciding the dispute.”
If the Dispute Resolution Provision calls for an expert determination, then different rules
apply. Most notably for the current case, the body of law governing arbitrations, including the
distinction between substantive and procedural arbitrability, is irrelevant. Instead, the court must
interpret and apply the contract. […]
The buyer posits that arbitral principles, including the doctrines of substantive and
procedural arbitrability, always apply whenever parties have selected a private third-party to
decide a dispute. They rely on cases which hold that “[i]f the parties have agreed to submit a
dispute for a decision by a third party, they have agreed to arbitration.” In my view, those cases
speak too broadly. Most importantly for present purposes, Delaware decisions distinguish
between expert determinations and arbitrations.
Until the passage of the Federal Arbitration Act (the “FAA”), the distinction between
arbitrations and expert determinations was widely recognized. It was a feature of English
commercial and legal practice at the time of the separation of the colonies, and English courts
have a well-developed jurisprudence in this area. After the separation, state courts recognized the
distinction throughout the nineteenth century.
In 1910, the United States Supreme Court addressed the distinction in a case involving the
valuation of a waterworks plant that a city had agreed to purchase. The panel of appraisers who
valued the plant heard evidence without a city representative present, which the city claimed
violated the rights to which it was entitled in an arbitration. The Supreme Court disagreed,
explaining that the proceeding had not been an arbitration:
If this was a technical arbitration of a matter of dispute or difference between the
parties, to be heard and decided upon evidence submitted, the examination of the
company’s books without the consent of the city or the presence of its
representatives would be such misconduct as would vitiate the award. In such a
matter, the rules relating to judicial inquiry would apply. But in an appraisement,
such as that here involved, the strict rules relating to arbitration and awards do
not apply, and the appraisers were not rigidly required to confine themselves
either to matters within their own knowledge, or those submitted to them formally
in the presence of the parties; but might reject, if they saw fit, evidence so
submitted, and inform themselves from any other source, as experts who were at
last to act upon their own judgment.
The Supreme Court observed that the panel was “made up of such engineers, selected because
they [are] experts,” who were expected “to examine and estimate the value and acquaint
themselves with the condition and extent of the property in question in their own way, and not
according to the procedure required in a judicial proceeding.” The Supreme Court held that “[i]n
the absence of any evidence of actual bad faith” the determination would stand.
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Unfortunately, subsequent developments blurred once-clear doctrine. The passage of the
FAA in 1925, the articulation of a strong federal policy in favor of arbitration, and the adoption of
comparable arbitration acts and policies at the state level led to rules that favored arbitration. As
litigants sought to escape from court into an arbitral forum, and judges sought subconsciously to
lighten heavy dockets, arbitral principles seeped into and, in some jurisdictions, swamped the law
governing expert determinations. One national survey posits that only twenty-four states continue
to recognize a distinction between experts and arbitrators. In twenty-two states, the distinction has
been lost, and in four the matter has either been resolved ambiguously or not at all. At the federal
level, the United States Courts of Appeals have split on whether an expert determination
constitutes an arbitration under the FAA.
Delaware decisions have maintained the distinction between an arbitration and an expert
determination. In 2003, the Delaware Supreme Court considered a dispute under an insurance
policy which provided that a panel of appraisers would determine the amount of a loss and stated
that the panel’s determination would “be binding.” The panel’s determination included costs that
the policy expressly excluded, and the determination exceeded coverage limits in certain respects.
When the insurer sued for a declaratory judgment that the determination violated the terms of the
policy, the Delaware Superior Court applied an arbitral standard of review and dismissed. The
Superior Court held that the panel’s determination would stand “absent fraud or a completely
irrational result.” The Delaware Supreme Court reversed, explaining that those types of issues
were not waived “by an appraisal clause.” The Delaware Supreme Court held that when a contract
calls for an expert determination by an appraiser, “it is for the court, not the appraiser, to decide
the scope of the submission where that question is in dispute.”
Delaware authorities have applied the distinction between expert determinations and
arbitration when interpreting dispute resolution provisions in transaction agreements. In ASQR
India Private, Ltd. v. Bureau Veritas Holdings, Inc., the parties to an asset purchase agreement
anticipated that disputes might arise over which customer contracts the buyer was acquiring. The
parties agreed to a “Referee Procedure” under which a representative from a relevant industrial
board would decide which customer contracts fell within the scope of the agreement. The
agreement specified that “in performing such review, the Referee shall be functioning as an expert
and not as an arbitrator.” The parties later locked horns over “a number of procedural and factual
determinations about how to implement the Referee Procedure.” One side asked the court to
resolve these issues; the other side argued that the expert should resolve them. Chief Justice
Strine, writing as a Vice Chancellor, declined to apply arbitral doctrines, holding that the
authority to resolve the disputes lay with the court, “and not with the Referee, whose scope of
authority is limited to specific, technical questions.” He reasoned that the Referee Procedure was
“a narrow dispute resolution mechanism” that was “designed to take advantage of the technical
expertise, rather than the arbitration skills, of the Referee, and is only triggered when the parties
teed up a narrow, technical question in the course of the Review Process.”
More recently, in EMSI Acquisition, Inc. v. Contrarian Funds, LLC, the parties to a stock
purchase agreement agreed to have disputes over purchase-price adjustments referred to a
“Settlement Auditor.” The agreement “explicitly provide[d] that the Settlement Auditor [would]
resolve disputes over the calculation [of] Net Working Capital ‘acting as an expert and not an
arbitrator.’” After the Settlement Auditor made its determination, the seller sued to confirm the
results as if the determination had been an arbitral award. The buyers moved to dismiss, arguing
that the procedure was not an arbitration and that an order confirming it would conflict with the
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bargained-for language of the agreement. Vice Chancellor Slights dismissed the case, giving
controlling weight to the parties’ contractual stipulation that the Settlement Auditor had acted as
an expert and not an arbitrator.
The Delaware Supreme Court also recently considered the distinction between an expert
determination and an arbitration in Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. N.V. v. Westinghouse Electric Co.
LLC. The parties to a purchase agreement agreed to a complex set of purchase-price adjustment
provisions that called for disputes to be submitted to an independent auditor. The auditor “was to
act ‘as an expert and not as an arbitrator,’ had to issue its decision in the form of a ‘brief written
statement’ in an expedited time frame of 30 days, and had to rely on the parties’ written
submissions as the sole basis for its decision.” Disputes arose about whether the seller’s historical
treatment of certain items complied with GAAP, with the buyer arguing that it could modify the
seller’s historical treatment because it did not comply with GAAP. The buyer sought to have the
independent auditor decide this issue. The Supreme Court agreed with the seller that the
independent auditor lacked authority to make that decision. The high court noted that the
agreement “states in multiple places that the auditor was acting ‘as an expert and not as an
arbitrator.’” The high court further explained that “the Independent Auditor did not have a wideranging brief to adjudicate all disputes” arising under the agreement “but rather one confined to a
discrete set of narrow disputes.”
To my mind, these cases demonstrate that Delaware has not elided the distinction between
expert determinations and arbitrations, nor have our courts applied arbitral principles to all
contractual dispute resolution mechanisms. This outcome comports with Delaware’s position as
“a freedom of contract state, with a policy of enforcing the voluntary agreements of sophisticated
parties in commerce.” […]
Determining what type of dispute resolution mechanism the parties have agreed to
presents a question of contract interpretation. […] In this case, the Merger Agreement clearly
states: “In resolving the items in dispute, the parties agree that the Accounting Firm shall be
acting as an accounting expert only and not as an arbitrator and shall not import or take into
account usage, custom or other extrinsic factors.” This language explicitly calls for the role of
“expert” while disclaiming the role of “arbitrator.” In ASQR, Chief Justice Strine held that similar
language invoked “a narrow dispute resolution mechanism that is designed to take advantage of
the technical expertise” of the expert. More recently, the Chicago Bridge decision remarked that
this language “by itself has been read to narrow the scope of the expert’s domain.”
The Chicago Bridge decision cited a report prepared by the Committee on International
Commercial Disputes of the New York City Bar Association which sought to “propose a coherent
test to distinguish expert determination and arbitration and to explain the essential differences
between these two alternative forms of private, contractual dispute resolution.” After reviewing
domestic decisions, foreign cases, and academic authorities, the committee recommended that
parties who wished to obtain an expert determination from an accountant, rather than inviting an
arbitration, should “state that the accounting firm is to ‘act as an expert and not as an arbitrator.’”
The Merger Agreement uses that language.
Under English law, the “expert not arbitrator” language is the standard phrase that parties
use to invoke an expert determination. As one authoritative treatise explains, “[t]he most
commonly encountered wording is that the expert is ‘to act as an expert and not as an arbitrator.’”
The authors remark that “[t]he use of the expression ‘as an expert and not as arbitrator’ is now so
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common that it is difficult to conceive of a case in which a court would not treat those words as
meaning exactly what they say.”
In some cases, it might be difficult to determine whether the parties had selected an expert
determination, arbitration, or something else. If parties have not stated their intention explicitly,
then a court will have to examine other aspects of the contract or even turn to extrinsic evidence.
It is even possible to envision a setting where the parties included “expert not arbitrator”
language, but then constructed a dispute resolution provision that had numerous features
associated with commercial arbitration. Perhaps in such a case a court would disregard the
stipulation or determine that the agreement was ambiguous and turn to extrinsic evidence. As
Vice Chancellor Slights recently acknowledged “in certain instances an ‘expert’s’ decision in a
dispute resolution proceeding, or the parties’ course of conduct during a dispute resolution
proceeding, may be tantamount to an arbitration.” While Chancellor, Chief Justice Strine likewise
acknowledged in Viacom that nomenclature alone would not be dispositive.
Jurisdictions differ on how to resolve cases where the parties have not plainly expressed
their intent and the distinction between an expert determination and an arbitration is less clear.
The federal courts of appeal have split on the question, with the majority asking “how closely [the
procedure] resembles classic arbitration.”
Different states likewise have adopted different approaches. New York, which has a welldeveloped body of expert-determination jurisprudence (albeit one that typically uses the language
of appraisal or appraisement), places heavy weight on the scope of the provision and the
procedure that the parties agree to follow. As to scope,
[a]n agreement for arbitration ordinarily encompasses the disposition of the entire
controversy between the parties, . . . while the agreement for appraisal extends
merely to the resolution of the specific issues of actual cash value and the amount
of loss, all other issues being reserved for determination in a plenary action.
As to process, “[a]ppraisal proceedings are . . . attended by a larger measure of informality and
appraisers are not bound to the strict judicial investigation of an arbitration.”
The New York Bar Report similarly suggests that when difficult cases arise, courts should
consider the “type and scope of authority” given to the party charged with resolving the dispute:
We suggest that . . . the fundamental difference between an expert determination
and arbitration can be found in the type and scope of authority that is being
delegated by the parties to the decision maker. In the case of a typical expert
determination, the authority granted to the expert is limited to deciding a specific
factual dispute concerning a matter within the special expertise of the decision
maker, usually concerning an issue of valuation. The decision maker’s authority is
limited to its mandate to use its specialized knowledge to resolve a specified issue
of fact. The parties agree that the expert’s determination of the disputed factual
issue will be final and binding on them. The parties are not, however, normally
granting the expert the authority to make binding decisions on issues of law or
legal claims, such as legal liability.
If the proceeding is an arbitration, this means that the parties have intended to
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delegate to the decision maker authority to decide all legal and factual issues
necessary to resolve the matter. The grant of authority to an arbitrator, but not to
an expert, is analogous to the powers of a judge in a judicial proceeding. The
parties expect the arbitrator to rule on legal claims, legal causes of action and to
award a legal remedy, such as damages or injunctive relief. The parties, by
agreeing to arbitration, are selecting a form of dispute resolution that by its very
definition is understood as granting the decision maker the authority to make
binding decisions of both law and fact.
The broader academic literature also analyzes the type and scope of authority given to the party
resolving the dispute, while recommending that a court also consider the procedures that the party
is directed to follow.
In my view, this is not the type of difficult case that requires laborious analysis. The
parties evinced their clear intent in the Dispute Resolution Provision by using “expert not
arbitrator” language. The Dispute Resolution Provision does not contain any features that might
render this language ambiguous. Just as this court has enforced provisions that plainly define a
dispute resolution mechanism as an “arbitration,” this decision enforces a provision that plainly
calls for an expert determination. […]
Holding that the Dispute Resolution Provision calls for an expert determination means that
the contract itself determines the scope of the expert’s jurisdiction. “Where the parties have
entrusted the power of decision to an expert, the extent of the expert’s jurisdiction depends on the
terms of the contract between the parties.”
Whether the Accounting Firm has jurisdiction to construe the scope of the Dispute
Resolution Provision and determine whether it can consider extrinsic evidence presents a question
of contract interpretation. […] The Merger Agreement does not specifically say whether or not
the Accounting Firm can construe the Dispute Resolution Provision. Although Delaware cases
have not expressly adopted a default rule for use when the agreement is silent, the logic of the
decisions suggests that an expert charged with making a narrow determination will not have
authority to interpret the governing agreement unless the contract says so. The Chicago Bridge
decision emphasized that the accounting expert in that case “did not have a wide-ranging brief to
adjudicate all disputes . . . under the Purchase Agreement, but rather one confined to a discreet set
of narrow disputes.” The ASQR court similarly described an expert as having “a limited role: to
apply her industry-specific knowledge to answer a technical, industry-specific question that [is]
properly teed up for the Referee through the parties’ own Review Process.” Both decisions held
that the broader legal issues that the parties sought to litigate had to be decided in a plenary
action.
The directional thrust of these decisions comports with the New York Bar Report, which
observes that when parties have called for an expert determinations, they “normally have not
granted the expert the authority to make binding decisions on general issues of law or legal
disputes.” As result, “the expert is neither expected nor authorized to make final and binding
rulings on issues of law.” British authorities reach the same conclusion.
In this case, nothing in the Merger Agreement suggests that the parties intended for the
Accounting Firm to decide legal disputes as part of the dispute resolution process. The Dispute
Resolution Provision instead structures a tailored procedure that assigns only narrow questions to
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the expert. All other issues go to this court, which is the plenary adjudicator under the forumselection clause. The Accounting Firm therefore cannot interpret the Merger Agreement or
determine whether it has the jurisdiction to consider extrinsic evidence. […]
This decision has determined that this court must interpret the Merger Agreement and
determine whether the Accounting Firm has jurisdiction to consider extrinsic evidence. Under the
plain language of the Dispute Resolution Provision, the Accounting Firm cannot consider
extrinsic evidence. The Seller therefore may not submit the term sheets, offering circular, and
other extrinsic evidence to Ernst & Young. […] [Section 2.8(b)(ii)] specifies that the Accounting
Firm “shall not import or take into account usage, custom or other extrinsic factors” and prohibits
“ex parte conferences, oral examinations, testimony, depositions, discovery or other form of
evidence gathering or hearings.” In my view, this language is plain and unambiguous, and it
prevents Ernst & Young from considering the term sheets or the offering circular. […]
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5.4 Dividing the Pie
5.4.1 Introduction
While it is important to understand how the price to be paid for a target will be determined
in the aggregate, it is often equally important to understand how that price will be allocated
among the target’s stakeholders. Sometimes this is quite simple – a company selling the assets of
a division may be the sole recipient of acquisition consideration with no obligation to dividend
those proceeds to its shareholders. (On the other hand, even in this simple case there may be
covenants in its credit agreements with its bank that require proceeds of a sale to be applied to
debt.)
In a merger or stock purchase transaction, consideration will be paid directly to the
equityholders. For a company with a single class of equity outstanding, dividing the transaction
consideration will be a simple exercise – if the only consideration is cash, each share of stock or
unit of limited liability interest will convert into or be sold for the same price per share or unit.
But few corporate, LLC or limited partnership structures are so simple. In many companies, there
will be multiple classes or series of equity, each with different rights. Company founders and
employees will generally hold ordinary common stock, having those rights that apply by default
to holders of stock under state corporate law (or equity with roughly equivalent or lesser rights as
translated into the language of an LLC or limited partnership). Outside investors such as venture
capital funds will likely hold preferred stock or its equivalent. Preferred stock usually enjoys a
liquidation preference on a so-called “liquidation event,” meaning that it will receive its money
back first, and often some additional return on its investment, before any proceeds are paid to the
common. There may be many different series of preferred stock, each with its own place in the
“liquidation waterfall.” A series that receives distributions in preference to another is said to be
“senior” to the other, “junior” series; if two series are treated equally on a liquidation, they are
said to be “pari passu” to one another. Preferred equity may be convertible into common stock on
certain events; if it is “participating” preferred, it not only receives its preferred return in a
liquidation but then also receives a share of remaining proceeds as if it had converted into
common stock at an agreed ratio.
But wait – why is a “liquidation preference” relevant when we are talking about M&A
transactions? Usually (although not always!), a “liquidation event” will be defined in the
company’s organizational documents to include a sale of the issuer, merger, or other change of
control transaction. In putting together the documents for a merger of a private target with
multiple series of equity, you therefore need to understand how the transaction consideration is
allocated among the equity by following it through the liquidation waterfall. For a company that
has struggled, it may be that the senior preferred walk away from the sale with all their investment
returned as well as a tidy profit, junior preferred only have, say, half their investment returned,
and nothing at all is left with which to compensate holders of common. This is, obviously, an
outcome that will leave the holders of common rather unhappy and inclined to litigate if you have
not been scrupulous in the process of negotiating the transaction.
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5.4.2 In re Trados Inc. Shareholder Litig., 73 A.3d 17 (Del. Ch. 2013)
LASTER, Vice Chancellor.
TRADOS Inc. (“Trados” or the “Company”) obtained venture capital in 2000 to support a
growth strategy that could lead to an initial public offering. The VC firms received preferred stock
and placed representatives on the Trados board of directors (the “Board”). Afterwards, Trados
increased revenue year-over-year but failed to satisfy its VC backers. In 2004, the VC directors
began looking to exit. As part of that process, the Board adopted a management incentive plan
(the “MIP”) that compensated management for achieving a sale even if the transaction yielded
nothing for the common stock.
In July 2005, SDL plc acquired Trados for $60 million in cash and stock (the “Merger”).
Under Trados’s certificate of incorporation, the Merger constituted a liquidation that entitled the
preferred stockholders to a liquidation preference of $57.9 million. Without the MIP, the common
stockholders would have received $2.1 million. The MIP took the first $7.8 million of the Merger
consideration. The preferred stockholders received $52.2 million. The common stockholders
received nothing.
Directors of a Delaware corporation owe fiduciary duties to the corporation and its
stockholders which require that they strive prudently and in good faith to maximize the value of
the corporation for the benefit of its residual claimants. A court determines whether directors have
fulfilled their fiduciary duties by evaluating the challenged decision through the lens of the
applicable standard of review. Because a board majority comprised of disinterested and
independent directors did not approve the Merger, the defendants had to prove that the transaction
was entirely fair.
The plaintiff contended that instead of selling to SDL, the Board had a fiduciary duty to
continue operating Trados independently in an effort to generate value for the common stock.
Despite the directors’ failure to follow a fair process and their creation of a trial record replete
with contradictions and less-than-credible testimony, the defendants carried their burden of proof
on this issue. Under Trados’s business plan, the common stock had no economic value before the
Merger, making it fair for its holders to receive in the Merger the substantial equivalent of what
they had before. The appraised value of the common stock is likewise zero. […]
A Delaware corporation, by default, has a perpetual existence. 8 Del. C. §§ 102(b)(5),
122(1). Equity capital, by default, is permanent capital. In terms of the standard of conduct, the
duty of loyalty therefore mandates that directors maximize the value of the corporation over the
long-term for the benefit of the providers of equity capital, as warranted for an entity with
perpetual life in which the residual claimants have locked in their investment. When deciding
whether to pursue a strategic alternative that would end or fundamentally alter the stockholders’
ongoing investment in the corporation, the loyalty-based standard of conduct requires that the
alternative yield value exceeding what the corporation otherwise would generate for stockholders
over the long-term. Value, of course, does not just mean cash. It could mean an ownership interest
in an entity, a package of other securities, or some combination, with or without cash, that will
deliver greater value over the anticipated investment horizon.
The duty to act for the ultimate benefit of stockholders does not require that directors
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fulfill the wishes of a particular subset of the stockholder base. Stockholders may have
idiosyncratic reasons for preferring decisions that misallocate capital. Directors must exercise
their independent fiduciary judgment; they need not cater to stockholder whim.
More pertinent to the current case, a particular class or series of stock may hold
contractual rights against the corporation and desire outcomes that maximize the value of those
rights. By default, “all stock is created equal.” Unless a corporation’s certificate of incorporation
provides otherwise, each share of stock is common stock. If the certificate of incorporation grants
a particular class or series of stock special “voting powers, ... designations, preferences and
relative, participating, optional or other special rights” superior to the common stock, then the
class or series holding the rights is known as preferred stock. If the certificate of incorporation is
silent on a particular issue, then as to that issue the preferred stock and the common stock have
the same rights. Consequently, as a general matter, “the rights and preferences of preferred stock
are contractual in nature.”
A board does not owe fiduciary duties to preferred stockholders when considering
whether or not to take corporate action that might trigger or circumvent the preferred
stockholders’ contractual rights. Preferred stockholders are owed fiduciary duties only when they
do not invoke their special contractual rights and rely on a right shared equally with the common
stock. Under those circumstances, “the existence of such right and the correlative duty may be
measured by equitable as well as legal standards.” Thus, for example, just as common
stockholders can challenge a disproportionate allocation of merger consideration, so too can
preferred stockholders who do not possess and are not limited by a contractual entitlement. Under
those circumstances, the decision to allocate different consideration is a discretionary, fiduciary
determination that must pass muster under the appropriate standard of review, and the degree to
which directors own different classes or series of stock may affect the standard of review.
To reiterate, the standard of conduct for directors requires that they strive in good faith
and on an informed basis to maximize the value of the corporation for the benefit of its residual
claimants, the ultimate beneficiaries of the firm’s value, not for the benefit of its contractual
claimants. In light of this obligation, “it is the duty of directors to pursue the best interests of the
corporation and its common stockholders, if that can be done faithfully with the contractual
promises owed to the preferred.” Put differently, “generally it will be the duty of the board, where
discretionary judgment is to be exercised, to prefer the interests of the common stock—as the
good faith judgment of the board sees them to be—to the interests created by the special rights,
preferences, etc .... of preferred stock.” This principle is not unique to preferred stock; it applies
equally to other holders of contract rights against the corporation. Consequently, as this court
observed at the motion to dismiss stage, “in circumstances where the interests of the common
stockholders diverge from those of the preferred stockholders, it is possible that a director could
breach her duty by improperly favoring the interests of the preferred stockholders over those of
the common stockholders.”
In this case, the directors made the discretionary decision to sell Trados in a transaction
that triggered the preferred stockholders’ contractual liquidation preference, a right that the
preferred stockholders otherwise could not have exercised. The plaintiff contends that the Board
should not have agreed to the Merger and had a duty to continue operating Trados on a standalone basis, because that alternative had the potential to maximize the value of the corporation for
the ultimate benefit of the common stock. The Trados directors, of course, contend that they
complied with their fiduciary duties.
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To determine whether directors have met their fiduciary obligations, Delaware courts
evaluate the challenged decision through the lens of a standard of review. In this case, the Board
lacked a majority of disinterested and independent directors, making entire fairness the applicable
standard. […]
Entire fairness, Delaware’s most onerous standard, applies when the board labors under
actual conflicts of interest. Once entire fairness applies, the defendants must establish “to the
court’s satisfaction that the transaction was the product of both fair dealing and fair price.” “Not
even an honest belief that the transaction was entirely fair will be sufficient to establish entire
fairness. Rather, the transaction itself must be objectively fair, independent of the board’s
beliefs.”
To obtain review under the entire fairness test, the stockholder plaintiff must prove that
there were not enough independent and disinterested individuals among the directors making the
challenged decision to comprise a board majority. To determine whether the directors approving
the transaction comprised a disinterested and independent board majority, the court conducts a
director-by-director analysis.
In this case, the plaintiff proved at trial that six of the seven Trados directors were not
disinterested and independent, making entire fairness the operative standard. This finding does not
mean that the six directors necessarily breached their fiduciary duties, only that entire fairness is
the lens through which the court evaluates their actions.[…]
Three of the directors—Gandhi, Scanlan, and Stone—were fiduciaries for VC funds that
received disparate consideration in the Merger in the form of a liquidation preference. Each faced
the dual fiduciary problem identified in Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., where the Delaware Supreme
Court held that there was “no dilution” of the duty of loyalty when a director “holds dual or
multiple” fiduciary obligations. If the interests of the beneficiaries to whom the dual fiduciary
owes duties are aligned, then there is no conflict. But if the interests of the beneficiaries diverge,
the fiduciary faces an inherent conflict of interest. “There is no ‘safe harbor’ for such divided
loyalties in Delaware.” The plaintiff proved at trial that Gandhi, Scanlan, and Stone faced a
conflict of interest as dual fiduciaries.
In Trados I, Chancellor Chandler recognized that the VC firms’ ability to receive their
liquidation preference could give the VC directors a divergent interest in the Merger that
conflicted with the interests of the common stock. In moving to dismiss, the defendants argued
that because the preferred stockholders did not receive their full liquidation preference, and
because the Series A and BB were participating preferred, the preferred stockholders would
benefit from a higher price and their interests were aligned with the common. Chancellor
Chandler rejected their argument:
Even accepting this proposition as true, however, it is not the case that the
interests of the preferred and common stockholders were aligned with respect to
the decision of whether to pursue a sale of the [C]ompany or continue to operate
the Company without pursuing a transaction at that time.
The [M]erger triggered the $57.9 million liquidation preference of the preferred
stockholders, and the preferred stockholders received approximately $52 million
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dollars as a result of the [M]erger. In contrast, the common stockholders received
nothing as a result of the [M]erger, and lost the ability to ever receive anything of
value in the future for their ownership interest in Trados. It would not stretch
reason to say that this is the worst possible outcome for the common stockholders.
The Chancellor held that it was “reasonable to infer from the factual allegations in the Complaint
that the interests of the preferred and common stockholders were not aligned with respect to the
decision to pursue a transaction that would trigger the liquidation preference of the preferred and
result in no consideration for the common stockholders.”
[…][In redacted sections of the option, the court discussed a Management Incentive Plan
(MIP) that paid cash bonuses to management to ensure they would continue working for the
company as the transaction proceeded.] As a practical matter, at deal prices below the preferred
stockholders’ liquidation preference, the preferred bore the entire cost of the MIP because the
common would not be entitled to any proceeds. Nothing about that is procedurally or
substantively unfair. Once the deal price exceeded the liquidation preference, however, the MIP
took value away from the common. At the time of the Merger, for example, the total liquidation
preference was $57.9 million. The $60 million in consideration exceeded the preference, so
without the MIP, the preferred stockholders would have received $57.9 million and the common
stockholders $2.1 million. With the MIP, management received $7.8 million, the preferred
stockholders received $52.2 million, and the common stockholders received zero. To fund the
MIP, the common stockholders effectively paid $2.1 million, and the preferred stockholders
effectively paid $5.7 million. As a result, the common stockholders contributed 100% of their exMIP proceeds while the preferred stockholders only contributed 10% ($5.7 million / $57.9
million).
There is no evidence in the record that the Board ever considered how to allocate fairly
any incremental dollars above the liquidation preference. Until the Merger proceeds cleared the
preference, each dollar was allocated between management and the preferred stockholders, with
management receiving its assigned percentage and the preferred taking the rest. But once the
consideration topped the preference, thereby implicating the rights of the common, the additional
dollars were not fairly allocated. All of the additional dollars went to management and the
preferred. The common would not receive anything until the deal price exceeded the preference
by more than the MIP payout.
The break-even deal value was $66.5 million. At that point, the MIP payout would be $8.6
million, and the residual proceeds would be sufficient to pay the $57.9 million preference. Above
$66.5 million, the common would receive consideration, but would still fund the MIP
disproportionately. […]
For purposes of fair dealing, the MIP skewed the negotiation and structure of the Merger
in a manner adverse to the common stockholders. […]
The MIP converted the management team from holders of equity interests aligned with
the common stock to claimants whose return profile and incentives closely resembled those of the
preferred. Campbell and Hummel in fact acted and voted in a manner that served the preferred
stockholders’ desire for a near-term sale. Given its design and effect, the MIP is evidence that the
Board dealt unfairly with the common when negotiating and structuring the Merger. […]
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In contrast to the evidence on fair dealing, which decidedly favored the plaintiff, the
evidence on fair price was mixed. Consistent with the amount of consideration that the common
stockholders received in the Merger, the defendants strived at trial to demonstrate that the
common stock had no value. As with their trial testimony on issues relevant to fair dealing, the
defendants adopted aggressive positions that were contrary to the contemporaneous documents
and their earlier testimony. But as will be seen in the unitary fairness determination, their
evidence on price fairness was ultimately persuasive. […]
To prove that the common stock had no value, the defendants tried to depict Trados as a
failing entity without cash, a business plan, or an addressable market. Each contention had a
kernel of truth, but the directors exaggerated to the point of caricature. […]
Although the defendant directors did not adopt any protective provisions, failed to
consider the common stockholders, and sought to exit without recognizing the conflicts of interest
presented by the Merger, they nevertheless proved that the transaction was fair. The Delaware
Supreme Court has characterized the proper “test of fairness” as whether “the minority
stockholder shall receive the substantial equivalent in value of what he had before.” If Trados’s
common stock had no economic value before the Merger, then the common stockholders received
the substantial equivalent in value of what they had before, and the Merger satisfies the test of
fairness.
Despite the directors’ often problematic testimony, they proved that Trados did not have a
reasonable prospect of generating value for the common stock. Trados’s ability to do so depended
on financing its business plan with internally generated cash and the remaining venture debt. To
the extent Trados needed outside funds, the Company could not raise them. None of the VC firms
would put more money into Trados, and they had no obligation to. As a practical matter no
outside VC firm would invest without participation from the Company’s existing backers.
Trados also could not return to the venture debt market. Venture debt providers are not
like commercial lenders who rely primarily on the strength of a business and its cash flows.
Venture debt providers see themselves as bridging a company to the next round of VC financing
or a sale. Trados had played the venture debt card for its stage.
If Trados could not self-fund its business plan, then the Company could not execute it.
Even if it could self-fund, Trados had to build value at a rate exceeding the 8% cumulative
dividend earned by the preferred to generate a return for the common. Having considered the
directors’ trial testimony, the documentary record, and Jarrell’s DCF analysis, I believe that
Trados would not be able to grow at a rate that would yield value for the common. Trados likely
could self-fund, avoid bankruptcy, and continue operating, but it did not have a realistic chance of
generating a sufficient return to escape the gravitational pull of the large liquidation preference
and cumulative dividend. […]
In light of this reality, the directors breached no duty to the common stock by agreeing to a
Merger in which the common stock received nothing. The common stock had no economic value
before the Merger, and the common stockholders received in the Merger the substantial
equivalent in value of what they had before.
Under the circumstances of this case, the fact that the directors did not follow a fair
process does not constitute a separate breach of duty. As the Delaware Supreme Court has
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recognized, an unfair process can infect the price, result in a finding of breach, and warrant a
potential remedy. On these facts, such a finding is not warranted. The defendants’ failure to
deploy a procedural device such as a special committee resulted in their being forced to prove at
trial that the Merger was entirely fair. Having done so, they have demonstrated that they did not
commit a fiduciary breach. […]
5.4.3 Notes on Trados and Understanding the Economics
1. The analysis set forth in Trados was recently further developed, again by Vice Chancellor
Laster, in the Chancery Court’s post-trial decision in The Frederick Hsu Living Trust v. Oak Hill
Capital Partners III, L.P., et al., C.A. No. 12108-VCL (Del. Ch. May 4, 2020). There, a
controlling shareholder dominated the target board’s decisionmaking on a series of disposition of
assets with the goal of paying for the redemption of its preferred stock, pushing funds out to the
preferred holders without consideration of whether and how to generate returns for the common.
Evaluating the board’s actions under the entire fairness standard, the court found that
notwithstanding troubling questions about the fairness of the process, the transactions were
nonetheless fair because of the overwhelming evidence that there was no reasonable alternative
set of actions that would have resulting in a return to the common stockholders.
2. It is all too common to hear lawyers say that they went into the profession (rather than, say,
investment banking) because they “can’t do math.” If you plan to be an M&A attorney, or any
kind of corporate or business attorney, please never make this joke. More importantly, please
learn to do the math, at least at a level where you can understand how the businessperson has
valued the deal and be certain that the words that you draft precisely reflect that intent. Learn to
use Excel.
What follows is not a case about mergers and acquisitions as such, but it is a potent demonstration
of the potential for malpractice where the young corporate attorney fails to understand the capital
structure and waterfall terms of a client or target, and instead trusts that the businesspeople will
check and correct the business terms and formulae that he or she places in a transaction
agreement.
5.4.4 ASB Allegiance Real Estate Fund v. Scion Breckenridge Managing Member LLC
(Del. Ch. 2012)
LASTER, Vice Chancellor.
Entities affiliated with ASB Capital Management, LLC sued to reform the capital-event
waterfall provisions in a series of agreements governing real estate joint ventures managed by
affiliates of The Scion Group, LLC. The erroneously drafted provisions called for Scion to receive
incentive compensation known as a “promote” even if the joint ventures lost money. Scion seeks
to enforce the agreements as written, and its affiliates advance counterclaims for breach of
fiduciary duty, breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and breach of
contract. In this post-trial opinion, I find that the plaintiffs have proved their entitlement to
reformation by clear and convincing evidence and enter judgment in their favor on the
defendants’ counterclaims.
I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND
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The case was tried on March 12-15, 2012. My factual findings rest on a record that
included more than 300 documentary exhibits and twenty-five deposition transcripts. Nine fact
witnesses and two experts testified live at trial.
Each of the ASB witnesses testified candidly and credibly. Despite obvious personal and
professional embarrassment, each witness detailed his or her role in contributing to the scrivener’s
error in the capital-event waterfall provision. Each described how the standard transactional
technique of duplicating the prior deal precedent then focusing only on terms that needed
changing caused the perpetuation of the error in subsequent joint venture agreements. The ASB
witnesses and their expert explained cogently how the resulting provision departed from settled
real estate practice and produced an economically irrational result.
The Scion witnesses’ testimony was at best self-serving. Robert and Eric Bronstein, who
co-founded and remain the principals of Scion, were not credible witnesses. Rob, the majority
owner of Scion, was the Bronstein brother who took responsibility for negotiating Scion’s
business deals. In contemporaneous, pre-litigation emails, Rob demonstrated a willingness to say
whatever he thought would close the deal on the terms he wanted, irrespective of any correlation
with historical fact. Although more restrained at trial, his testimony had a similar feel.
Eric, an attorney who owns a minority stake in Scion, serves as the firm’s Executive Vice
President and General Counsel. He and ASB’s lawyers at DLA Piper LLP worked to memorialize
the deal terms that Rob and ASB negotiated. Eric advanced two contradictory accounts at trial. In
one version, he negotiated changes to the capital-event waterfall provision as the authorized
representative of Scion and obtained the disproportionately pro-Scion change, fully aware of its
implications. In the other version, he lacked sophistication in real estate matters, innocently asked
about the capital-event waterfall provision, and naively believed that DLA Piper accurately
scrivened the deal. It is one thing to plead claims in the alternative; it is quite another to testify in
the alternative about your own role, knowledge, and intentions.
Scion’s expert witness fared worse. He could not offer any plausible justification for the
mistakenly drafted capital-event waterfall provision. He later admitted that he was “simply
looking back in hindsight and speculating and trying to come up with some argument that
supports some consideration that would justify” the provision as written.
A. Scion And ASB Form A Business Relationship.
Rob and Eric co-founded Scion in 1999. Rob previously worked as a vice-president for a
Chicago-based real estate services and consulting firm, where he consulted for a number of major
corporate and institutional real estate investors. Eric was a partner at Jaffe Raitt Heuer & Weiss, a
Detroit law firm with over 100 lawyers. Eric focused on commercial real estate transactions,
including the formation of a $100 million real estate joint venture and multiple real estate
financings. Eric later served as senior group counsel for Johnson Controls, the world’s largest
automotive interior supplier, where he supervised $5 billion a year in business transactions.
Scion specializes in the student housing industry. Converting a building that leases
unfurnished apartments without utilities to furnished, utilities-included student housing is
potentially lucrative. This is because unlike traditional rental properties, student housing is leased
by the bed. “[I]f three people live together, they’re on their own separate contract, even though
they share a living room and kitchen.” Student housing also provides relatively reliable cash
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flows. Between 2002 and 2006, Scion served as the sponsor or developer on fifteen student
housing real estate joint ventures in which Scion made equity investments totaling $12.2 million.
In 2006, former ASB managing director Keyvan Arjomand cold-called Rob Bronstein.
ASB is a registered investment adviser that serves as an investment manager for approximately
150 pension funds. As part of its diversification strategy, ASB maintains a real estate investment
portfolio. At the time of trial, ASB managed seventy-five real estate investments, sixty-seven of
which were joint ventures. It was Arjomand’s role to find attractive real estate investment
opportunities. Arjomand was particularly interested in student housing, which he believed offered
attractive risk-adjusted returns, and he contacted Rob after learning that Scion was soliciting
investors for a student housing project.
Between January 2007 and January 2008, ASB-advised pension funds entered into five
joint ventures for the ownership, operation, and development of student housing with special
purpose entities wholly owned by Scion. Each ASB/Scion venture is a Delaware limited liability
company: University Crossing Apartments, LLC; Millennium Bloomington Apartments, LLC;
Breckenridge Apartments, LLC; 2040 Lofts, LLC; and Dwight Lofts, LLC.
For each deal, Rob negotiated the economic terms for Scion. Arjomand served as Scion’s
primary contact at ASB and negotiated with Rob. ASB President Robert Bellinger actively
oversaw the negotiations and personally approved each venture. The joint ventures were subject
to further approval by ASB’s Real Estate Investment Advisory Committee (the “Investment
Committee”). When evaluating a given investment, the Investment Committee did not review
actual transaction documents, but instead considered the investments based on an internally
drafted Investment Committee memorandum summarizing the deal terms.
Rob left the “wordsmithing” of the agreements to Eric. ASB relied
on DLA Piper, a large, international law firm. Barbara Trachtenberg, a partner experienced in real
estate joint ventures, headed the DLA Piper team. Trachtenberg was heavily involved in the initial
joint venture agreement for the University Crossing deal. After that, she ceded much of the
drafting responsibility on later deals to Cara Nelson, an associate who “had been working on [real
estate joint venture] deals for a couple of months and was just starting to get introduced” to their
terms.
B. The Core Joint Venture Terms
Real estate joint ventures follow a recurring pattern with the same basic players: a
promoter, who provides the bulk of the capital, and a sponsor, who typically finds the deal and
manages the property. In each of the five ASB/Scion joint ventures, ASB served as the promoter,
provided at least 99% of the capital, and retained at least 99% of the equity. Scion served as the
sponsor and invested no more than 1% of the capital. As sponsor, Scion earned a management fee
for overseeing the day-to-day operations of the properties, as well as a leasing fee and an
acquisition fee. Scion primarily earned fees through incentive compensation that took the form of
a promoted interest, or “promote.”
A promote pays a sponsor an agreed-upon portion of the cash flows generated by
operations or by a capital event such as a sale or refinancing of the joint venture property. The
promote is triggered once the project clears a specified hurdle known as the “preferred return.”
Once the preferred return has been reached, the promote grants the sponsor a share of profits
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disproportionately greater than that sponsor’s ownership stake. The promote thus incentivizes the
sponsor to achieve higher levels of profitability.
Real estate professionals commonly discuss promotes using industry shorthand, in which
the economics are described as “an X over a Y.” In this formulation, the X refers to the
disproportionate share of profits that the sponsor will receive. The Y refers to the preferred return
on capital that the investment must achieve to trigger the promote. For example, the phrase “20%
over an 8%” means the sponsor would receive 20% of incremental profits after the project
generated an 8% preferred return.
C. The Initial ASB/Scion Joint Ventures
During the discussions leading up to the first joint venture, Arjomand and Rob Bronstein
negotiated Scion’s compensation using the industry shorthand for promotes. By email dated
October 2, 2006, Arjomand proposed a “20% above an 8% preferred return.” Rob replied the
following day that he was “probably okay with the promote structure.” Neither side questioned
the meaning of the industry shorthand or sought to clarify whether Scion would get its greater
share of profits if ASB did not receive back its capital. Bellinger explained at trial that the 8%
preferred return was designed to motivate Scion to achieve above-average profitability: “In most
of these investments, the target return on cost at stabilization was around 6-1/2 to 7 percent. . . .
So the notion was that if [Scion] hit that 8 percent, everyone is doing well. We’re exceeding the
expectations.” The notion was not for Scion to do well following a capital event even if ASB
suffered a significant loss.
The University Crossing LLC Agreement incorporated the promote and preferred return as
proposed by Arjomand and agreed to by Rob. The relevant portion of the capital-event waterfall
provision, which the parties labeled the Sale Proceeds Waterfall, called for distributions to be
made in the following order:
(ii) Second, among the Members in proportion to the Unrecovered 8% Preferred
Return Amounts of the Members at such time, until such time as each Member’s
Unrecovered 8% Preferred Return Amount has been reduced to zero;
(iii) Third, among the Members in proportion to the Invested Capital of the
Members at such time, until such time as each Member’s Invested Capital has been
reduced to zero;
(iv) Fourth, (x) the Remaining Percentage to the Members in proportion to each
Member’s respective Percentage Interests at such time, and (y) the Promote
Percentage to Venture Partner.
I have omitted the first tier because the parties agree it is not relevant to their dispute. The
University Crossing LLC Agreement defined the Promote Percentage and the Remaining
Percentage as 20% and 80%, respectively.
In simplified terms, the Sale Proceeds Waterfall calls for distributions in proportion to the
members’ respective percentage equity investments, approximately 99% for ASB and 1% for
Scion, until each member receives an 8% preferred return on that investment. Distributions then
continue at a ratio of 99:1 until each member receives back the capital it invested in the venture.
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Only after invested capital is returned does Scion receive a promote payment equal to 20% of
excess profits, with the members continuing to receive the remaining 80% pursuant to their 99:1
equity-ownership ratio.
The parties’ second venture, Millennium Bloomington Apartments, LLC, followed closely
on the heels of the University Crossing deal. In the University Crossing deal, ASB paid Scion an
acquisition fee of $150,000 and a property management fee equal to 5% of gross revenue. Rob
asked for higher acquisition and management fees on the Millennium deal, but ASB refused. The
compensation for the Millennium deal mirrored the University Crossing terms.
D. The Parties Agree On A Two-Tier Promote For Scion.
Although ASB rejected his request for greater fees on the Millennium deal, Rob continued
to seek greater compensation for Scion. Increasing the promote percentage provided an alternative
means to that end. One way for a sponsor like Scion to make increasing the promote percentage
attractive to an equity investor is to create a second tier of promote that will be triggered after the
project achieves a higher preferred return. In this structure, the project only pays out the larger
promote if the equity investor also makes more money.
In March 2007, Rob suggested a two-tier promote on a joint venture opportunity called
Case Western Triangle Apartments. In his Case Western proposal, Rob suggested that Scion
receive “20% of returns above an 8% preferred return—and 30% of returns above 12%.” Neither
Rob nor Arjomand asked about the industry shorthand or whether Scion could earn its promote if
ASB did not receive back its capital. Quite obviously, the second level of promote contemplated
an additional level of incentive compensation on a profitable deal. It meant that “if the project
generated returns so great as to give ASB a return of 12 percent on its capital, [Scion would]
receive an even greater disproportionate share of the returns above a 12 percent second hurdle . . .
.”
During the same period, Arjomand encouraged Rob to focus on the promote as a way to
achieve potentially greater compensation. By email dated March 20, 2007, Arjomand told Rob
that Arjomand’s boss, Bellinger, “wants to try to structure deals with lower fees but appropriate
incentive comp so that partners are less incented by fees to do deals, and more by the upside they
can earn in their promote and through ongoing good management at the properties . . . .” Rob
responded that “[w]e respect [Bellinger’s] point that he doesn’t want deals too front-loaded, and
of course, if we didn’t believe in the deals and our ability to make money on the promotes, we
wouldn’t be even considering them in the first place. Therefore, we don’t mind trading one for the
other.” In a March 30, 2007 memorandum, Rob proposed a two-tier promote for future deals
similar to the aborted Case Western proposal: “Once [an] 8% return has been achieved, Scion will
receive 25% of the proceeds (75% to [ASB]) until [ASB] realizes a 12.0% cumulative annual
return, above which Scion will receive 50% of proceeds (50% to [ASB]).”
Arjomand and Rob continued to negotiate the two-tier promote before finally agreeing on
terms. By email dated May 9, 2007, under the subject heading “ASB/Scion General Deal
Parameters Going Forward,” Arjomand set forth “a summary of what I believe both sides have
agreed to.” The email stated: “Promote - On an unlevered deal, 20% over an 8%, and 35% over a
12%. On a levered deal, 20% over a 9%, and 35% over a 15%.” Rob replied by email the
following day: “Yes, I agree with all this. Thanks.” Arjomand forwarded the email agreement to
the entire deal team on May 22, adding “[b]elow are the basic economics of our deal format with
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Scion on a go forward basis . . . .” (the “May 2007 Terms”).
E. The Breckenridge Joint Venture
After agreeing on the May 2007 Terms, Scion and ASB worked on the Breckenridge joint
venture. DLA Piper prepared the initial draft of the Breckenridge LLC Agreement by starting
with the Millennium LLC Agreement as a template, then making deal-specific adjustments.
Nelson circulated the first draft on June 14, 2007. The draft did not reflect the May 2007
Terms. Although DLA Piper revised both the operational cash flow waterfall and Sale Proceeds
Waterfall to add the second tier of preferred return, each waterfall continued to provide for only
one level of promote. Eric emailed back the same day:
I may not have read it correctly, but I think the distribution paragraphs (both
operational proceeds and liquidation proceeds) seem to be missing language
applying the “Promote Percentage” split after the first-tier preferred return has
been achieved but before the second-tier has been reached. As I read it now, it
looks like it measures the first-tier preferred return . . . and then goes straight to
the second-tier preferred return before invoking the “promote” split.
Contrary to one version of Eric’s testimony, in which he claimed to have negotiated the change in
the promote, Eric did not offer this comment to alter the economic terms for the Sale Proceeds
Waterfall. He rather sought to memorialize accurately the two-tier promote agreed upon by Rob
and Arjomand.
In response to Eric’s comment, Nelson revised the waterfall provisions. When she
circulated the next draft of the Breckenridge LLC Agreement on June 15, 2007, the missing firsttier promote appeared after the first preferred return but before the return of capital in the Sale
Proceeds Waterfall. Placing the promote in this position meant that Scion would begin to earn its
promote immediately after the preferred return, before ASB and Scion received back their capital.
Therefore on a money-losing deal, after the initial 8% preferred return, Scion effectively would
receive 20% of every dollar that ASB originally invested.
Despite the dramatic economic consequences of placing the promote in this position, no
one commented on the change. Eric reviewed the Sale Proceeds Waterfall in detail following
Nelson’s June 15 email. He noted that the first-tier promote now appeared before the return of
capital, and he understood the favorable implications of the error for Scion. Eric admitted that
Scion did not provide any consideration for the placement of the first-tier promote before the
return of capital, but he claimed implausibly as part of his negotiation story that it was normal for
opposing counsel to give away a significant deal point for nothing. Given the allocation of
responsibility at Scion between Rob and Eric, it is not credible that Eric was negotiating a change
in the Sale Proceeds Waterfall. Eric did not play that role, and Rob testified that he did not
instruct Eric to seek to elevate the promote before the return of capital. Rob claimed not to recall
being aware of the placement of the first-tier promote before 2010.
Trachtenberg, the lead DLA Piper attorney, cannot recall whether or not she read the June
14 and June 15 drafts of the Breckenridge LLC Agreement before they were circulated. She
admitted that if she read the June 14 draft, she “didn’t focus on what the language was there,
because it’s just wrong. It’s a terrible translation of the [May 2007 Terms].” Nelson conceded that
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at the time of the Breckenridge deal, she lacked the experience necessary to understand the terms
of the promote. She only learned of the mistake in the Sale Proceeds Waterfall when Trachtenberg
explained it to her in fall 2010.
As outside legal counsel, DLA Piper did not have authority to make substantive changes
to the economic agreement between the business principals. As Nelson explained, “lawyers don’t
negotiate the basic economics of a deal. That’s just not something that lawyers do. . . . [The basic
economic deal terms] are discussed between business people at the business level in every deal.”
And placing the first-tier promote before the return of capital was not just a change in the basic
economics; it was a radical departure that promised Scion promote compensation even if ASB lost
80-85% of its invested capital.
Eric responded by email on June 19. He attached a draft that changed wording in the Sale
Proceeds Waterfall from “each Member,” which referred to Scion and ASB, to “the Fund,” which
refers to ASB alone. Eric explained in the June 19 email that he made the change because “Scion
would achieve its own ‘Second Preferred Return’ (12-15%) before the time that the Fund does.
But Scion achieving the Second threshold doesn’t matter; rather the test for the next split level
(65/35) is whether the Fund achieves the higher preferred return.” Eric’s change addressed his
concern that Scion, by virtue of the 20% promote payment being disproportionate to its invested
capital, would achieve its second preferred return before ASB and that payment of the first-tier
promote to Scion might stop until ASB caught up and received its second preferred return. Eric’s
June 19 email did not address or reference that the draft placed the promote before the return of
capital. Nelson signed off on Eric’s change later that evening. Except for the June 19 alteration,
ASB and Scion executed the Breckenridge LLC Agreement with the Sale Proceeds Waterfall as
circulated by Nelson on June 15.
The executed version of the Breckenridge Sale Proceeds Waterfall reads as follows:
(ii) Second, among the Members in proportion to the Unrecovered First Preferred
Return Amounts of the Members at such time, until such time as each Member’s
Unrecovered First Preferred Return Amount has been reduced to zero;
(iii) Third, (x) the Remaining Percentage [80%] to the Members in proportion to
each Member’s respective Percentage Interest at such time, and (y) the Promote
Percentage [20%] to Venture Partner [Scion] until such time as the Fund’s
Unrecovered Second Preferred Return Amount has been reduced to zero; and
(iv) Fourth, among the Members in proportion to the Invested Capital of the
Members at such time, until such time as each Member’s Invested Capital has been
reduced to zero;
(v) Fifth, (x) the Remaining Percentage [65%] to the Members in proportion to
their respective Percentage Interest at such time, and (y) the Promote Percentage
[35%] to Venture Partner.
Because the parties erroneously placed Paragraph Third before Paragraph Fourth, the first-tier
promote falls before the return of the members’ invested capital. This mistake also puts the “and”
in a linguistically odd place. If Paragraph Third and Paragraph Fourth were reversed and
renumbered, the waterfall would reflect the May 2007 Terms and, conveniently, the “and” would
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fall into place.
The ASB Investment Committee approved the Breckenridge deal based on an internal
memorandum summarizing the deal terms. The memorandum summarized the Sale Proceeds
Waterfall as it should have been drafted, with the return of invested capital coming before the
first-tier promote.
Bellinger testified that he reviewed parts of the Breckenridge LLC Agreement before
approving it, but admitted that he did not read the agreement carefully. Bellinger also admitted
that he overlooked the placement of the first-tier promote in the Sale Proceeds Waterfall. He
noted that “once someone points out the mistake, it’s very obvious that it’s wrong.”
In the fall of 2007, the parties amended and restated the Breckenridge LLC Agreement to
incorporate provisions related to the assumption of certain mortgage financings. The amendment
did not relate to the waterfalls or the promote, and the parties did not discuss them.
F. The 2040 Lofts Joint Venture
The next joint venture was 2040 Lofts, LLC. Trachtenberg was on vacation, and Nelson
took the lead on drafting the agreement. She electronically copied the Breckenridge LLC
Agreement, then made deal-specific changes. The only changes to the Sale Proceeds Waterfall
were to replace the word “First” with “8%” in two places and the word “Second” with “12%” in
one place. Nelson made these changes because 2040 Lofts was an unlevered deal, and the May
2007 Terms called for lower hurdles on an unlevered deal. Neither ASB nor Scion reviewed the
Sale Proceeds Waterfall in any meaningful respect. Everyone assumed that the Breckenridge LLC
Agreement reflected the deal terms and that everything should stay the same unless the principals
negotiated a change.
As with the Breckenridge deal, the ASB Investment Committee approved the 2040 Lofts
LLC Agreement based on a memorandum that described return of capital as preceding the firsttier promote in the Sale Proceeds Waterfall. In the actual 2040 Lofts LLC Agreement, the return
of capital came after the first-tier promote, as in the Breckenridge LLC Agreement.
Neither Bellinger nor Trachtenberg read the 2040 Lofts LLC Agreement carefully before
approving the deal. Bellinger relied on Trachtenberg. Trachtenberg relied on Nelson. Nelson
thought the Breckinridge LLC Agreement accurately reflected the agreed-upon ASB/Scion deal
structure and believed she had duplicated it for 2040 Lofts, subject to minor, deal-specific
alterations like the unlevered hurdle rates.
In May 2009, the Allegiance Fund, the entity that was the ASB member in the 2040 Lofts
deal, transferred its membership interest down to EBREF Holding Company, LLC, a wholly
owned subsidiary. The transfer allowed ASB to use its interest in 2040 Lofts as collateral for a
line of credit. In documenting the transfer and the admission of EBREF as the new member of
2040 Lofts, ASB and Scion did not focus on or discuss the placement of the first-tier promote
ahead of the return of invested capital. At the time, ASB did not know there was anything there to
discuss.
G. The Dwight Lofts Joint Venture
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The fifth and final joint venture was Dwight Lofts, LLC. Nelson again electronically
copied the Breckenridge LLC Agreement, then made deal-specific changes. The only edits to the
Sale Proceeds Waterfall consisted of replacing “Fund” with “Fund Member.” The first-tier
promote remained incorrectly placed before the return of invested capital.
Neither ASB nor Scion reviewed the Sale Proceeds Waterfall in any meaningful respect.
Neither Bellinger nor Trachtenberg read the Dwight Lofts LLC Agreement carefully before
approving the deal. Once again, everyone assumed that the Breckenridge LLC Agreement
reflected the agreed-upon deal structure, that the Dwight Lofts LLC Agreement duplicated the
Breckenridge LLC Agreement, and that everything stayed the same except for minor deal-specific
modifications.
Effective March 3, 2008, ASB and Scion amended the Dwight Lofts LLC Agreement (the
“Dwight Amendment”) to modify a put provision. Paragraph 4 of the Dwight Amendment states:
“Except as set forth herein, the terms and provisions of the [Dwight Lofts LLC Agreement] are
hereby ratified and confirmed and shall remain in full force and effect.” Nothing in the Dwight
Amendment changed the Sale Proceeds Waterfall. Before executing the amendment, Scion and
ASB did not have any discussions about the Sale Proceeds Waterfall, the placement of the firsttier promote, or the economic implications of its location. At the time, ASB and DLA Piper did
not know about the error. Only Scion did.
H. The Automatic Lofts Deal
After the 2040 Lofts joint venture but before the Dwight Lofts joint venture, Scion and
ASB entered into a sixth deal for a project known as Automatic Lofts. For tax reasons, Scion
could not participate as either an equity holder or a lender, so Automatic Lofts was not structured
as a traditional joint venture. Instead, Scion participated as property manager and loan servicer,
and the parties agreed to structure Scion’s compensation in these roles to “mimic” Scion’s joint
venture compensation under the May 2007 Terms, including the two-tier promote. See JX 69
(email from Eric to deal team asking whether “Scion’s ‘upside’ compensation (mimicking our
usual economics) [is] being written in a side agreement . . . ?”).
Because of the need for a new set of documentation, Trachtenberg was heavily involved
for DLA Piper. She recommended re-casting Scion’s two-tier promote as an “Incentive Fee” paid
pursuant to an Incentive Management Agreement. By email dated August 28, 2007, Arjomand
explained to Rob that the “[i]ncentive management fee . . . is meant to mimic the Scion/ASB
promote structure. In this case, ... 20% over a 9% preferred return and 35% over a 15% preferred
return . . . .” Rob responded that the approach was “probably fine,” but argued that the deal should
use the lower, unlevered preferred return hurdles of 8% and 12%.
To mimic the preferred return concept, the Incentive Management Agreement employed
an internal rate of return (“IRR”) formulation. The Incentive Management Agreement provides
that cash flows “from the operation and/or disposition” of Automatic Lofts would be first
distributed “in an amount sufficient to yield ST-Park [an ASB affiliate] a eight percent (8%)
Internal Rate of Return.” After ST-Park achieved an 8% IRR, proceeds would be distributed “(i)
twenty percent (20%) to [Scion] and eighty percent (80%) to ST-Park, until ST-Park has achieved
an aggregate twelve percent (12%) Internal Rate of Return; (ii) then, thirty-five percent (35%) to
[Scion] and sixty-five percent (65%) to ST-Park.” Under an IRR formulation, Scion necessarily
earns a promote only after the return of invested capital.
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When reviewing the Automatic Lofts agreement, Eric silently accepted the placement of
the return of capital before the first-tier promote. If Eric truly believed that Scion and ASB had a
deal in which Scion received the promote pari passu with ASB’s return of capital, he would have
objected to the change. When asked about the subject at trial, the Bronstein brothers feigned
naivety. Eric claimed that he “had not encountered the [term ‘internal rate of return’] prior to that
evening.” Rob testified that he thought IRR was a “Microsoft Excel formula.” Neither assertion is
credible. I find that the Bronstein brothers accepted the IRR formulation in the Automatic Lofts
deal because they knew it was right and that the different Sale Proceeds Waterfalls in the
Breckenridge and 2040 Lofts LLC Agreements were wrong.
I. ASB Learns About The Mistake.
On June 12, 2010, Scion exercised a put right in the 2040 Lofts LLC Agreement. At that
point, ASB had contributed $47.3 million in capital to the venture and Scion had contributed
$479,000. The parties agreed that the venture was underwater and had a fair market value of
$35.5 million. On August 30, 2010, Eric informed ASB that the purchase price for the put was
$1.83 million. This figure included a promote of $1,556,356.92. If correct, then Scion would
receive a gain of 282%; ASB would be left with an investment valued at $32.96 million,
representing a loss of $14.41 million or roughly 30%. Without the promote, Scion’s buyout price
would have been only $347,792.46, in which case Scion would suffer a proportionate loss.
By the time Scion exercised the put, Arjomand had left ASB. James Darcey, who was in
charge of the Scion relationship, responded to Eric’s purchase-price calculation less than half-anhour after receiving it: “I’m confused. Does your calculation suggest that Venture Partner (Scion)
is due $1.8 million? It seems odd to me that an investment into which we together invested over
$47 million and which is now valued at $35.5 million would generate a promote.” Eric invoked
the Sale Proceeds Waterfall: “[W]e prepared our calculation to follow the LLC Agreement
precisely, so I believe it is correct.”
After receiving Eric’s response, Darcey emailed Rob to ask if the business deal for 2040
Lofts was different than for University Crossing. Rob responded:
[T]his was the business deal we negotiated through Keyvan Arjomand in 2007. It
was different than the [University Crossing] and Millennium structure, for several
reasons—we brought to ASB an off-market deal, our acquisition fee was reduced,
we left our proceeds in but still had to pay capital gains tax, our management fee
was lowered, etc. Therefore our deal was structured with more back-end
compensation.
As Rob was forced to admit at trial, virtually every statement in this email was false. Scion’s
acquisition fee was not reduced relative to the University Crossing or Millennium deals. Scion did
not leave any proceeds in the Breckenridge deal and did not pay any capital gains taxes. And
Scion’s management fee was not lower than the University Crossing and Millennium deals.
After the email exchanges with Rob and Eric, Darcey and Bellinger examined the Sale
Proceeds Waterfall and identified the scrivener’s error. Bellinger called DLA Piper and “had a
very, very tough conversation.” Bellinger was “incredibly upset that this had happened because it
was clear what the document said, and that it was just wrong.” ASB subsequently put DLA Piper
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on notice of a malpractice claim.
On July 22, 2010, Scion exercised its put right under the Dwight Lofts LLC Agreement.
ASB contributed approximately $78.5 million in capital to Dwight Lofts; Scion contributed
approximately $790,000. Scion calculated the price for the put rate as $3.38 million. This figure
included a promote of approximately $2.6 million. If correct, then Scion would receive a gain of
328%. ASB believes that Scion is due only $1.26 million.
J. The Dwight Lofts Summer Leasing Dispute
By late 2009, ASB had grown dissatisfied with Scion’s property management capabilities.
Effective March 15, 2010, ASB removed Scion as Dwight Lofts’ property manager. […]
II. LEGAL ANALYSIS
ASB seeks an order reforming the Sale Proceeds Waterfalls. Scion seeks to enforce the
agreements as written and has counterclaimed for damages. Both sides invoke contractual feeshifting provisions to recover their legal fees and costs.
A. Equitable Reformation
The Court of Chancery has the power “to reform a contract in order to express the ‘real
agreement’ of the parties involved.”
There are two doctrines that allow reformation. The first is the doctrine of mutual
mistake. In such a case, the plaintiff must show that both parties were mistaken as
to a material portion of the written agreement. The second is the doctrine of
unilateral mistake. The party asserting this doctrine must show that it was
mistaken and that the other party knew of the mistake but remained silent.
“Regardless of which doctrine is used, the plaintiff must show by clear and convincing evidence
that the parties came to a specific prior understanding that differed materially from the written
agreement.” “The clear and convincing evidentiary standard is ‘an intermediate evidentiary
standard, higher than mere preponderance, but lower than proof beyond a reasonable doubt.’”
ASB has met its burden of proof.
1. The Specific Prior Contractual Understanding
Reformation requires the existence of a specific prior contractual understanding that
conflicts with the terms of the written agreement. The prior understanding “provides a
comparative standard that tells the Court of Chancery ‘exactly what terms to insert in the contract
rather than being put in the position of creating a contract for the parties.’” The prior
understanding “need not constitute a complete contract in and of itself.” Reformation is available
even when “‘the antecedent expressions . . . [were] no more than a part of the contract that is in
the preliminary process of [being made].’”
The May 2007 Terms constitute a specific prior contractual understanding that provides
the necessary foundation for reformation. Using industry terms of art, Arjomand proposed terms
to Rob: “On an unlevered deal, 20% over an 8%, and 35% over a 12%. On a levered deal, 20%
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over a 9%, and 35% over a 15%.” Rob responded: “Yes, I agree with all this.” Arjomand
forwarded the terms to the deal team in an email entitled “ASB / Scion General Deal Parameters
Going Forward,” noting that it contained “the basic economics of our deal format with Scion on a
go forward basis . . . .”
The evidence at trial established that a “promoted interest” or “promote” is a term of art
that inherently contemplates the return of invested capital when used in the context of a capital
event. ASB’s expert explained that a promote refers to a share of the profits or upside from a
project. In the capital event context, profit or upside is necessarily calculated by subtracting the
cost of the investment from the proceeds of the capital event. Invested capital is one such cost.
Accordingly, the return of invested capital precedes the promote in a capital-event waterfall
provision. Scion’s expert admitted that in twenty-five years of real estate experience, he had never
heard of a deal in the real estate industry in which a promote was paid before the return of capital
in a capital-event waterfall provision.
In agreeing to terms, the parties operated based on the established industry meaning of a
“promote.” They reflected this understanding in the two most heavily negotiated agreements: the
University Crossing LLC Agreement and the Automatic Lofts Agreement. University Crossing
was the first ASB/Scion joint venture. Trachtenberg personally drafted the agreement and placed
the return of capital before the promote in the Sale Proceeds Waterfall. The Automatic Lofts deal
was the only investment not structured as a joint venture. ASB and Scion employed teams of
people to ensure that the economic structure “mimick[ed]” Scion’s usual “upside compensation.”
Trachtenberg played a major role in the drafting process. Here too, the promote appears after the
return of capital in the capital-event waterfall provision.
I credit the ASB witnesses’ testimony about the meaning of a promote and the terms of
their agreement with Scion. Their testimony and the economic structure they contemplated make
sense as a coherent whole. By contrast, I reject the Scion witnesses’ testimony as self-serving and
internally contradictory. The economic structure the Scion witnesses described does not make
sense in the context of the parties’ negotiations or the transactions as a whole.
Based on the trial record, I am convinced that the May 2007 Terms constitute a specific
prior understanding that the return of capital was to come before the payment of promote
compensation in the Sale Proceeds Waterfall. ASB proved the existence of this specific prior
understanding by clear and convincing evidence.
2. Mistaken Belief
ASB proved at trial that it entered into the Breckenridge, 2040 Lofts, and Dwight Lofts
LLC Agreements (together, the “Disputed Agreements”) in the mistaken belief that the Sale
Proceeds Waterfalls reflected the May 2007 Terms. The contemporaneous documentary evidence
includes the internal ASB Investment Committee memoranda, which explain the Sale Proceeds
Waterfalls in terms consistent with the May 2007 Terms. Consistent with its mistaken
understanding, ASB reacted with confusion and disbelief to Scion’s put calculation. Darcey
described it as “inconceivable that [Arjomand] would agree to pay a promote on a deal that lost
principal.” Bellinger promptly had “a very, very tough conversation” with DLA Piper and put the
firm on notice of a malpractice claim. Bellinger and Trachtenberg testified credibly to their belief
about how the Sale Proceeds Waterfalls should have read, and Bellinger testified credibly that he
was “incredibly upset that this had happened because it was clear what the document said, and
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that it was just wrong.”
3. Knowing Silence
ASB proved at trial that Scion knew that terms of the Sale Proceeds Waterfalls as written
did not reflect the May 2007 Terms but intentionally remained silent. At trial, Eric tried to walk a
fine line. He admitted that he identified the placement of the first-tier promote before the return of
capital in the June 15 draft of the Breckenridge LLC Agreement and recognized the favorable
implications of the placement for Scion. He further admitted that he remained silent. He therefore
tried to construct accounts in which he did not intentionally remain silent. In one account, he
negotiated the change and thought DLA Piper gave it away. In a conflicting account, he naively
believed that DLA Piper properly drafted the provision.
Eric is a sophisticated real estate attorney with significant real estate joint venture
experience. I am convinced that he intentionally remained silent in an effort to capture an
undeserved benefit for Scion. I reject Eric’s contrary accounts as not credible. Having evaluated
Eric’s demeanor, I am convinced that Eric recognized the scrivener’s error and tried to take
advantage of the mistake.
“Delaware law states the knowledge of an agent acquired while acting within the scope of
his or her authority is imputed to the principal.” “[I]t is the general rule that knowledge of an
officer or director of a corporation will be imputed to the corporation.” This basic principle of
agency law applies with equal force to LLCs. Eric acted on behalf of the Scion LLC members in
his capacity as Scion’s Executive Vice President and General Counsel. Eric’s knowing silence
and intent are imputed to them.
B. Scion’s Affirmative Defenses
Scion raises three affirmative defenses in an effort to avoid reformation: (i) Bellinger
failed to read the agreements; (ii) ASB ratified the agreements; and (iii) ASB has unclean hands. I
reject each defense.
1. Failure To Read
Bellinger testified that he read portions of each Disputed Agreement, but that he does not
recall how much he read. Scion attacked Bellinger’s testimony by pointing to (i) the absence of
any email or other communication conveying the document and (ii) differences between the
signature pages and the agreements, such as different document stamps, that suggested the use of
a form signature page. To rehabilitate Bellinger, ASB introduced a copy of a June 19, 2007, email
from Nelson to ASB employees Ashley Earnest and Larry Braithwaite attaching a draft of the
Breckenridge LLC Agreement and instructing them to provide it to Bellinger. ASB had withheld
the June 19 email as privileged and did not log it. I therefore will exclude the email from the
record and decline to consider it. I will not go further and grant Scion an adverse inference
contrary to Bellinger’s testimony.
Having considered Bellinger’s testimony and the overall context of the negotiations, I
believe that Bellinger read the University Crossing agreement in its entirety and was familiar with
its terms. After that, I believe Bellinger relied on Trachtenberg and Arjomand to advise him about
any changes, brief him on new terms, and provide him with any portions that he needed to read.
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Delaware law does not require that a senior decision-maker like Bellinger read every agreement in
haec verba. I find that Bellinger adequately and properly oversaw the negotiation process and was
informed about the terms of the joint venture agreements as negotiated by the parties.
Even assuming Bellinger did not read the agreements before approving them, that would
not bar equitable reformation. “Reformation is not precluded by the mere fact that the party who
seeks it failed to exercise reasonable care in reading the writing . . . .” Although declining to rule
on the issue specifically, the Delaware Supreme Court in Cerberus indicated support for the
Restatement (Second) approach and noted that “[a]ny mistake claim by definition involves a party
who has not read, or thought about, the provisions in a contract carefully enough.”
Finding little support in reformation jurisprudence, Scion cites avoidance cases for the
proposition that “‘failure to read a contract in the absence of fraud is an unavailing excuse or
defense and cannot justify an avoidance, modification or nullification of the contract or any
provision thereof.’” In citing these authorities, Scion overlooks a fundamental difference between
the remedies of avoidance and reformation. Unlike avoidance, “[a]n agreement subject to
reformation is not voidable, and cannot be disaffirmed.” The remedy of equitable reformation
does not void an agreement but rather corrects an error by conforming the as-written document to
the agreed-upon understanding.
Section 157 of the Restatement (Second) further explains the rationale for the different
rules:
Generally, one who assents to a writing is presumed to know its contents and
cannot escape being bound by its terms merely by contending that he did not read
them; his assent is deemed to cover unknown as well as known terms. The
exceptional rule stated in the present Section with regard to reformation has no
application to the common case in which the term in question was not the subject
of prior negotiations. It only affects cases that come within the scope of § 155
[When Mistake Of Both Parties As To Written Expression Justifies Reformation],
under which there must have been an agreement that preceded the writing. In such
a case, a party’s negligence in failing to read the writing does not preclude
reformation if the writing does not correctly express the prior agreement.
Although the Restatement (Second) discusses these principles under the heading of mutual
mistake, they apply equally to a unilateral mistake coupled with knowing silence.
Consequently, assuming Bellinger failed to read the Disputed Agreements, it would not
foreclose ASB’s claim for equitable reformation. ASB still could prove by clear and convincing
evidence, as it has, that the contracts failed to match the parties’ specific prior understanding.
2. Ratification
Ratification requires “[k]nowledge, actual or imputed, of all material facts” and “may be
implied from conduct, as well as expressed by words.” In discussing ratification’s sister doctrine
of acquiescence, this Court explained that
[w]hen a man with full knowledge, or at least with sufficient notice or means of
knowledge of his rights, and of all the material circumstances of the case, freely
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and advisedly does anything which amounts to the recognition of a transaction, or
acts in a manner inconsistent with its repudiation, . . . there is acquiescence, and
the transaction, although originally impeachable, becomes unimpeachable in
equity.
For purposes of reformation, however, stricter rules apply. Rather than imputed or
constructive knowledge, ratification of a contract subject to reformation requires actual
knowledge of the error. The higher standard recognizes that a party otherwise entitled to equitable
reformation based on mistake nearly always could have discovered the erroneous provision. The
mistaken party unwittingly believes, however, that the provision is accurate. That is the point of
the mistake. Accordingly, ratification does not preclude reformation unless the ratifying party
actually knew of the error.
Scion identifies nine separate occasions in its post-trial brief when the plaintiffs ostensibly
affirmed their intent to be bound by the Disputed Agreements despite having constructive or
imputed knowledge of the scrivener’s error in the Sale Proceeds Waterfalls. These occasions
include the execution of the 2040 Lofts and Dwight Lofts LLC Agreements and the drafting and
execution of the Dwight Amendment, which “ratified and confirmed” the Dwight Lofts LLC
Agreement. In each case, ASB’s ostensibly ratifying act occurred before August 30, 2010, when
ASB first acquired actual knowledge of the scrivener’s error. Accordingly, Scion has not carried
its burden to demonstrate that ASB ratified the error in the Sale Proceeds Waterfalls of the
Disputed Agreements. […]
III. CONCLUSION
ASB has demonstrated by clear and convincing evidence that (i) the May 2007 Terms
constituted a specific prior understanding that promote compensation would be paid only after the
return of capital in a capital event, (ii) the ASB Members executed the Disputed Agreements
under the mistaken belief that the Sale Proceeds Waterfalls reflected the May 2007 Terms, and
(iii) the Scion Members knew that the waterfalls did not reflect the May 2007 Terms but
intentionally remained silent. ASB is therefore entitled to reformation of the Sale Proceeds
Waterfalls in the Disputed Agreements.
The relevant portion of the Sale Proceeds Waterfall in the Breckenridge LLC Agreement
is hereby reformed to read:
(ii) Second, among the Members in proportion to the Unrecovered First Preferred
Return Amounts of the Members at such time, until such time as each Member’s
Unrecovered First Preferred Return Amount has been reduced to zero;
(iii) Third, among the Members in proportion to the Invested Capital of the
Members at such time, until such time as each Member’s Invested Capital has been
reduced to zero;
(iv) Fourth, (x) the Remaining Percentage to the Members in proportion to each
Member’s respective Percentage Interest at such time, and (y) the Promote
Percentage to Venture Partner until such time as the Fund’s Unrecovered Second
Preferred Return Amount has been reduced to zero; and
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(v) Fifth, (x) the Remaining Percentage to the Members in proportion to their
respective Percentage Interest at such time, and (y) the Promote Percentage to
Venture Partner.
The Sale Proceeds Waterfalls in the 2040 Lofts and Dwight Lofts LLC Agreements are reformed
in parallel fashion to reflect the return of capital before payment of the promote. […]
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5.5 Earn-Outs and Contingent Purchase Price
5.5.1 Introduction
“It’s tough to make predictions, especially about the future.” Yogi Berra
One of the more common tools in the dealmaker’s workshop is the “earn-out” or contingent
payment. Rather than paying a fixed price at closing, perhaps subject to a post-closing adjustment
of the types discussed earlier, the parties will agree that part of the value of the business will be
paid over time after closing based on the results of the acquired business. For example, the buyer
and seller may agree that buyer will pay $70 million at closing, and then make additional
payments over the next three years based on a formula that will be tied to the earnings of the
acquired business lines.
Why introduce this structure rather than having a simple one-time payment at closing? Outside of
a forced liquidation, the purchase price for a business usually embodies predictions about the
future cash streams that a business will generate rather than the value of the assets on the current
balance sheet. Buyers are concerned about the degree to which customers may leave after
closing, and whether sellers’ projections of business growth are inflated; sellers generally feel
buyers are unduly conservative in their projections. In assessing the enterprise value that would
be paid in a single payment at closing, there is often a “valuation gap” between seller and buyer
that the earn-out is intended to bridge. This structure allows for the relative assumptions of buyer
and seller about the prospects of the business to be tested against reality after closing, with seller
potentially receiving more on the basis of actual results that could have been obtained from buyer
if the full price of the business was paid up-front.
While earn-outs will let the dealmakers get a transaction done, they are, as you will see below,
often a frequent source of post-closing litigation. As you read the following cases, consider
whether these disputes result solely from errors in, or unforeseen consequences of, drafting, or
instead originate in some more fundamental “original sin” of the earn-out.
5.5.2 Merrit Quarum v. Mitchell International (Del. Super. 2020)
LeGrow, J.
In October 2016, buyer purchased sellers’ shares of QMedtrix Systems, Inc., and the
parties executed a stock purchase agreement governing the sale. To complete the transaction, the
parties also entered into an earnout agreement and an employment agreement calling for one of
the sellers’ continued employment with the company. Two years later, sellers’ representative
initiated this action against buyer alleging non-compliance with the earnout agreement along with
various employment-related claims. Buyer answered and asserted several counterclaims against
sellers for breach of contract, breach of trade secret acts, and conversion.
Buyer also moved to dismiss Count I of sellers’ complaint for failure to state a claim. That
count alleges various breaches of the earnout agreement, specifically the section requiring buyer
to undertake certain efforts intended to improve sales of QMedtrix’s products. The primary
questions before the Court are (1) whether sellers adequately pleaded that buyer’s failure actively
to promote the product breached a clause in the earnout agreement that prohibited buyer from
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taking actions that materially would reduce the earnout; and (2) whether sellers elected a remedy
by sending notice that buyer’s failure to use commercially reasonable efforts extended the term of
the contract. For the following reasons, I dismiss the majority of sellers’ claim relating to the
material reduction clause. As to the remaining allegations in Count I, I conclude sellers have not
elected a remedy that precludes their damages claim here, and the balance of Count I therefore
survives under the minimal pleading standard applicable to a motion to dismiss.
The following facts are drawn from the complaint. On October 31, 2016 (the
“Closing Date”), Dr. Merrit Quarum, along with Ann Bunnenberg, Steve Stratos, Ira
M. Weintraud, and Linda C. Hall (collectively, the “Sellers”), entered into a Stock Purchase
Agreement (“SPA”) with Mitchell International, Inc. (“Mitchell”). Pursuant to the SPA, Mitchell
acquired all Sellers’ shares of QMedtrix Systems, Inc. (“QMedtrix”). QMedtrix developed
streamlined review and approval processes for physicians’ reimbursement claims with insurance
companies related to workers compensation and automobile insurance claims (the “Solutions”).
As part of the transaction, Sellers and Mitchell also entered into an Earnout Agreement.
The Earnout Agreement allowed Sellers to earn additional compensation based on sales of the
Solutions to Mitchell’ s customers during the first two years after the Closing Date. Sellers
believed the earnout amount would be significant based on the Solutions’ past success and
Mitchell’ s obligations to promote the Solutions and utilize Dr. Quarum’ s knowledge base.
Under the Earnout Agreement, Mitchell was obligated to provide Sellers a net margin certificate
setting the net margin amount due each month, which was to be calculated based on the
Solutions’ revenue. Additionally, Mitchell was obligated to pay, within 90 days following the last
day of “Year 2,” the final earnout amount due based upon the Solutions and FairPay revenue.
In order to make sure Mitchell marketed the Solutions to its customers, Section 6 of the
Earnout Agreement contained specific covenants and obligations to which Mitchell agreed.
Section 6 states relevantly:
(a)
The Sellers acknowledge and agree that [Mitchell], as the ultimate owner
of [QMedtrix] from Closing, has the power to direct the management, strategy and
decisions of [QMedtrix]. Notwithstanding the foregoing, [Mitchell] agrees it will,
and it will cause [QMedtrix] to and its affiliates to, act in good faith and in a
commercially reasonable manner to avoid taking actions that would reasonably be
expected to materially reduce the Contingent Payment Amounts or otherwise
materially impede or delay the calculation of Revenue and Net Margin in
accordance with Appendix B.
(b)
[Mitchell] will act in good faith and use commercially reasonable efforts to
present and promote the Solutions to customers that could reasonably be expected
to utilize the Solutions.
(c)
[Mitchell] will[,] . . . (ii) within six (6) months after the Closing Date, (A)
upgrade the existing bridge between [Mitchell’s] SmartAdvisor system and build a
new bridge to the DecisionPoint system, that will allow [QMedtrix] to provide the
Solutions to [Mitchell’s] customers that have agreed to use the Solutions and to
calculate the Revenue and Net Margin generated from such customers in
accordance with Appendix B.
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Dr. Quarum alleges Mitchell failed to act in good faith and use commercially reasonable
efforts after the Closing Date “to present and promote the Solutions to its customers, and Mitchell
[] wholly failed to perform the specific covenants required under the SPA.” Dr. Quarum contends
Mitchell took steps to sideline him by not allowing him to participate in marketing the Solutions,
and Mitchell “depressed the amount of the earnout by sidelining Dr. Quarum and diverting
resources, including customers, from the Solutions.” Additionally, Dr. Quarum contends Mitchell
“failed to upgrade its SmartAdvisor System,” did not build a new bridge to the DecisionPoint
System as required by the Earnout Agreement, and instead decided to build a bridge to a different
system because the bridge to SmartAdvisor purportedly would take too long. […]
In its motion to dismiss, Mitchell argues Count I of the Second Amended Complaint fails
to state a claim because Dr. Quarum did not plead one or more of the required elements of a
breach of contract claim. Mitchell first argues Dr. Quarum has not pleaded that Mitchell took any
affirmative action that would constitute a breach of Section 6(a) of the Earnout Agreement, and
Dr. Quarum’s employment or continued employment never was a requirement of the Earnout
Agreement. […]
In response, Dr. Quarum contends Count I contains well-pleaded allegations that support a
reasonable inference that Mitchell breached obligations (1) under Section 6(a), because the
“Second Clause” of Section 6(a) is an affirmative covenant and Mitchell failed to act in good faith
and use commercially reasonable efforts to promote the Solutions […].
[…] Dr. Quarum alleges a reasonably conceivable claim under Section 6(a) of
the Earnout Agreement, but only as to actions Mitchell affirmatively took that allegedly reduced
the earnout amount or impeded its calculation.
The parties’ dispute regarding the adequacy of Dr. Quarum’s claims under Section 6(a)
essentially is a dispute as to whether that Section creates an affirmative or negative covenant. As
the Court of Chancery explained in Alliance Data Systems Corp. v. Blackstone Capital Partners V
L.P., there generally is an acknowledged distinction between affirmative covenants and negative
covenants. The former requires the bound party to take action, while the latter forbids action.
Because liability from a negative covenant only arises from action, allegations that the bound
party failed to do certain things cannot state a breach of a negative covenant.
Section 6(a), in relevant part, states:
The Sellers acknowledge and agree that [Mitchell], as the ultimate owner of
[QMedtrix] from Closing, has the power to direct the management, strategy and
decisions of [QMedtrix]. Notwithstanding the foregoing, [Mitchell] agrees it will,
and it will cause [QMedtrix] and its affiliates to, act in good faith and in a
commercially reasonable manner to avoid taking actions that would reasonably be
expected to materially reduce the Contingent Payment Amounts or otherwise
materially impede or delay the calculation of Revenue and Net Margin in
accordance with Appendix B.
Dr. Quarum argues this language creates an affirmative covenant that requires Mitchell actively to
avoid taking any action or failing to take any action that materially reduces the earnout amount or
delays its calculation. That is, Dr. Quarum contends that Section 6(a) applies both to actions and
inactions, and before making any decision regarding how to run the business, Mitchell was
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required to consider the probable effect of that decision on the earnout amount and avoid pursuing
that course if it negatively would affect the earnout amount. According to Dr. Quarum, the use of
the word “avoid” distinguishes Section 6(a) from cases holding that an agreement not to take an
action is a negative covenant. Thus, according to Dr. Quarum, if Mitchell decided not to utilize
Dr. Quarum for certain responsibilities, but that decision likely materially would reduce the
earnout amount, Section 6(a) required Mitchell to “avoid” that inaction and instead utilize Dr.
Quarum. This, Dr. Quarum alleges, Mitchell did not do.
Mitchell disagrees with the premise underlying that interpretation, arguing instead that
Section 6(a) is a negative covenant because by its “plain language, [the] allegations regarding the
absence of action, even if accepted as true for purposes of this motion, cannot constitute breach of
that provision.” Mitchell contends reading Section 6(a) in the manner Dr. Quarum urges would
require Mitchell to run the company entirely based on how Mitchell’ s business decisions might
affect Sellers’ earnout. Mitchell argues Section 6(a) is a negative covenant that merely prohibits
Mitchell from taking affirmative actions reasonably expected to reduce the earnout.
When a contract is clear and unambiguous, the Court accords its terms and provisions
their plain meaning. Section 6(a), by its plain meaning, is a negative covenant. Dr. Quarum’s
proffered interpretation, which he struggled to articulate at oral argument, is convoluted and
contrary to the plain language. There is no material distinction between avoiding taking an action
and not taking an action, and Dr. Quarum’s effort to convert the negative covenant into an
affirmative covenant on the basis of the word “avoid” falls flat.
The plain language of Section 6(a), read in its entirety, confirms that Mitchell retained the
sole authority to direct QMedtrix’s strategy and business decisions. The caveat, however, was that
Mitchell agreed to act in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner to avoid taking
actions that materially would reduce the earnout amount. “Avoid,” like similar negative verbs,
requires a person to refrain from taking action. Avoiding actions, however, is distinct from
avoiding inaction, even deliberate inaction. Avoiding actions, by definition, is a negative covenant
that Mitchell only could breach by taking positive action. Other sections in the Earnout
Agreement contain affirmative covenants, including Sections 6(b) and 6(c), and the parties could
have included an affirmative covenant in Section 6(a) had they wanted to do so. Dr. Quarum’s
reading of the contract would swallow Section 6(a)’s first sentence and effectively place the
power to manage the company in his own hands.
With that contractual interpretation in mind, most of Dr. Quarum’s allegations in the
Second Amended Complaint do not state a claim for breach of Section 6(a). The majority of Dr.
Quarum’s allegations focus on the lack of any action taken by Mitchell, or decisions and
strategies Mitchell could have pursued but did not. For example, Dr. Quarum alleges Mitchell
“never consulted with Dr. Quarum on how it could market and promote the Solutions to
customers[;]” “never once asked Dr. Quarum to help in developing any materials that would be
provided to Mitchell’s customers detailing the potential benefits of the Solutions to their
business[;]” “never invited or allowed [Dr. Quarum] to participate in any presentation to Mitchell’
s customers regarding the potential benefits of the Solutions to their business,” and “refused to
provide Dr. Quarum access to financial information and contracts so that he could promote the
Solutions to Mitchell’ s customer base in furtherance of the purposes of the SPA and Earnout
Agreement.”
Those allegations do not allege a breach of Section 6(a). Dr. Quarum’s claims under
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Section 6(a) survive only to the extent he alleges Mitchell took affirmative actions that Mitchell
reasonably could have expected would reduce the earnout amount or impede its calculations. The
following allegations state a reasonably conceivable claim:
Ms. Smith routinely cancelled regularly scheduled phone calls in order to prevent
Dr. Quarum from promoting and selling Solutions. Upon information and belief,
Ms. Smith had a motivation to, along with Mitchell, sabotage efforts to market the
Solutions to Mitchell’s customers, as the Solutions had potential to render her
position obsolete.
Mitchell’s failures included, but are not limited to, improperly applying minimum
thresholds to bills . . . , applying baselines or thresholds to accounts not agreed
upon by the parties to reduce revenue that would increase amounts payable to
Sellers, and by directing potential QRates customers to PPOs, thus diverting
revenue that would otherwise be payable to Sellers.
This claim survives based on these allegations, but Count I otherwise is dismissed to the extent it
is based on any failure to act under Section 6(a) of the Earnout Agreement. […]
5.5.3 Collab9 v. En Pointe Technologies (Del Super. 2019)
JOHNSON, J.
This dispute concerns Earn Out payments. The underlying Asset Purchase Agreement
(“APA”) closed on April 1, 2015. Purchaser PCM bought substantially all of the assets of the En
Pointe business from seller Collab9. In addition to the initial purchase price, PCM agreed to pay a
36-month Earn Out. The Earn Out is calculated as 22.5% of En Pointe’ s Adjusted Gross Profit.
Collab9 filed Civil Action No. N16C-01-032 on December 5, 2016. The Third Amended
Complaint was filed on September 10, 2018. Counts II and III are the subject of PCM and En
Pointe’ s Motion to Dismiss. Count II alleges that En Pointe breached the implied covenant of
good faith and fair dealing by: maintaining financial records in a way that made it impracticable
to accurately determine the correct amounts of Earn-Out payments; creating a sham entity to
move revenue off En Pointe’s books; and renewing certain contracts or transferring sales persons
or accounts as a means of minimizing Adjusted Gross Profit. […]
In a Rule 12(b)(6) Motion to Dismiss, the Court must determine whether the claimant
“may recover under any reasonably conceivable set of circumstances susceptible of proof.” The
Court must accept as true all well-pleaded allegations. Every reasonable factual inference will be
drawn in the non-moving party’s favor. If the claimant may recover under that standard of review,
the Court must deny the Motion to Dismiss.
The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing “requires a party in a contractual
relationship to refrain from arbitrary or unreasonable conduct which has the effect of preventing
the other party to the contract from receiving the fruits of the bargain.” The implied covenant
cannot be used to override the express terms of the contract. The covenant is not a free-floating
duty, and can only be invoked conservatively to ensure that the parties’ reasonable expectations
are fulfilled. “General allegations of bad faith conduct are not sufficient. Rather, the plaintiff must
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allege a specific implied contractual obligation and allege how the violation of that obligation
denied the plaintiff the limits of the contract. Consistent with its narrow purpose, the implied
covenant is only rarely invoked successfully.”
If the conduct at issue is authorized by the agreement, the covenant will not be implied.
Contract terms only will be added “when the party asserting the implied covenant proves that the
other party has acted arbitrarily or unreasonably, thereby frustrating the fruits of the bargain....”
The parties’ reasonable expectations at the time of contracting control the analysis. Agreements
cannot be judicially revised to assist parties who later discover that they have made a
disadvantageous deal. “The implied covenant only applies to developments that could not be
anticipated, not developments that the parties simply failed to consider....”
Collab9 alleges that when the parties entered into the transaction, all expected increased
revenues and profits would result in additional Earn-Out payments. Collab9 claims that PCM and
En Pointe thwarted this expectation in numerous ways, including: transferring En Pointe
contracts to a sham entity, transferring sales persons and accounts not for legitimate business
reasons, and providing knowingly false Earn-Out Certifications that concealed the inaccuracy of
the Earn-Out Statements.
Section 2.2(e) of the APA provides:
Subsequent to the Closing, Purchaser shall have sole discretion with regard to all
matters relating to the operation of the Business. Purchaser shall have no express
or implied obligation to the Seller, the Primary Stockholder or Option Holder to
take an action, or omit to take any action, to seek to maximize the Earn Out
payment by seeking to maximize sales, pursuing particular business opportunities,
engaging in advertising or marketing campaigns, or otherwise. Purchaser owes no
duty, as a fiduciary or otherwise, to Seiler, the Primary Stockholder or Option
Holder in connection with its Operation of the Business following the Closing.
Section 2.2(e) is comprehensive and explicit. PCM was provided by contract with the sole
discretion to operate the business post-closing. The parties specifically agreed that PCM had
neither an express nor implied obligation to maximize the Earn Out.
Section 12.8 of the APA states that the APA and Transaction Agreements “contain the
complete agreement among the parties and supersede any prior understandings, agreements or
representations by or among the parties, whether written or oral....Each party acknowledges that
no other party has made any representations, warranties, agreements, undertakings or promises
except for those expressly set forth in their Agreement or in the agreements referred to herein or
therein that survive the execution and delivery of this Agreement.”
The implied covenant involves “inferring contractual terms to handle developments or
contractual gaps that...neither party anticipated.” The express terms of the APA demonstrate that
the parties contemplated that a dispute might arise concerning the Operation of the business postclosing, specifically whether the purchaser was acting in a manner that maximized the Earn Out.
Of course, every party’s actions must be consistent with the terms of the contract. The Delaware
Supreme Court consistently has held that a trial court only can imply terms when it is clear that
the parties would have agreed to the omitted terms. The unambiguous terms of the contract grant
broad rights to the purchaser to operate the business as it sees fit. To grant additional unspecified
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rights “would be to grant the plaintiff, by judicial fiat, contractual protections that they failed to
secure for themselves at the bargaining table.”
The Court finds that Collab9’s implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing claims are
duplicative of the breach of contract claims. Additionally, Section 2.2(e) of the APA
contemplated the dispute concerning post-closing Earn-Out maximization. Therefore, En Pointe
and PCM’s Motion to Dismiss Count II is hereby GRANTED. […]
5.5.4 Lazard Technology Partners v. Qinetiq North America, 114 A.3d 193 (Del. 2015)
STRINE, Chief Justice:
This is an appeal in an earn-out dispute arising from a merger. The appellant represents
former stockholders of Cyveillance, Inc., a cyber technology company (the “company”), whom
we refer to as the “seller” for the sake of clarity. The appellee (the “buyer”) paid $40 million upfront to the company and promised to pay up to another $40 million if the company’s revenues
reached a certain level. Section 5.4 of the merger agreement prohibited the buyer from “tak[ing]
any action to divert or defer [revenue] with the intent of reducing or limiting the Earn–Out
Payment.” When the earn-out period ended, the revenues had not reached the level required to
generate an earn-out.
The seller filed suit in the Court of Chancery, arguing that the buyer breached Section 5.4
of the merger agreement. The seller also argued that the buyer violated the merger agreement’s
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by failing to take certain actions that the seller
contended would have resulted in the achievement of revenue sufficient to generate an earn-out.
After a trial, extensive briefing, and post-trial oral argument, the Court of Chancery issued a
bench decision reviewing the factual circumstances the seller alleged amounted to a breach of
Section 5.4 of the merger agreement and the implied covenant. In that decision, the Court of
Chancery found that the merger agreement meant what it said, which is that in order for the buyer
to breach Section 5.4, it had to have acted with the “intent of reducing or limiting the Earn-out
Payment.” After reviewing each of the seller’s theories as to how the buyer had acted with the
requisite intent, the Court of Chancery found that the seller had not proven that any business
decision of the buyer was motivated by a desire to avoid an earn-out payment.
Likewise, the Court of Chancery rejected the seller’s implied covenant claim. The Court
of Chancery held that the merger agreement was complex and required a number of actions,
including actions that would occur post-closing. It thus found that the merger agreement’s express
terms were supplemented by an implied covenant. But as to whether conduct not prohibited under
the contract was precluded because it might result in a reduced or no earn-out payment, the Court
of Chancery held that, consistent with the language of Section 5.4, the buyer had a duty to refrain
from that conduct only if it was taken with the intent to reduce or avoid an earn-out altogether.
On appeal, the seller argues that the Court of Chancery misinterpreted the merger
agreement in both respects[.] As to the first argument, the seller argues that the Court of Chancery
erred because it should have recognized that Section 5.4 precluded any conduct by the buyer that
it knew would have the effect of compromising the seller’s ability to receive an earn-out. It also
claims that the Court of Chancery erred when it held that the implied covenant must be read
consistently with Section 5.4 because the specific standard in that contractual term reflected the
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parties’ agreement about how the seller would be protected from post-closing conduct that could
jeopardize an earn-out payment.
The seller’s arguments are without merit. The Court of Chancery acted properly in giving
Section 5.4 its plain meaning. By its unambiguous terms, that term only limited the buyer from
taking action intended to reduce or limit an earn-out payment. Intent is a well-understood concept
that the Court of Chancery properly applied. The seller seeks to avoid its own contractual bargain
by claiming that Section 5.4 used a knowledge standard, preventing the buyer from taking actions
simply because it knew those actions would reduce the likelihood that an earn-out would be due.
As Section 5.4 is written, it only barred the buyer from taking action specifically motivated by a
desire to avoid the earn-out. Contrary to the seller’s argument, the Court of Chancery never said
that avoiding the earn-out had to the buyer’s sole intent, but properly held that the buyer’s action
had to be motivated at least in part by that intention.
Likewise, the seller’s argument that it could rely on the implied covenant of good faith and
fair dealing to avoid the burden to prove that the buyer intentionally violated Section 5.4 is
without merit. Section 5.4 specifically addressed the requirements for an earn-out payment and
left the buyer free to conduct its business post-closing in any way it chose so long as it did not act
with the intent to reduce or limit the earn-out payment. And as the Court of Chancery found, “[the
seller] attempted to negotiate for a range of additional affirmative post-closing obligations, but
[the buyer] rejected all of them.... Instead of the various affirmative obligations, the agreement
provided only that [the buyer] could not take action with the intent of reducing or undermining the
earnout payment.” Accordingly, the Court of Chancery was very generous in assuming that the
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing operated at all as to decisions affecting the earnout, given the specificity of the merger agreement on that subject, and the negotiating history that
showed that the seller had sought objective standards for limiting the buyer’s conduct but lost at
the bargaining table. Therefore, the Court of Chancery correctly concluded that the implied
covenant did not inhibit the buyer’s conduct unless the buyer acted with the intent to deprive the
seller of an earn-out payment.* […]
For these reasons, we conclude that the seller’s appeal is without merit and that the
judgment of dismissal entered for the buyer should be AFFIRMED.
* Because the seller cannot prevail even under the generous assumption the Court of Chancery
used in assessing the seller’s claim, we need not reach the buyer’s well-reasoned argument that
Section 5.4 addressed the full range of discretionary conduct relevant to the earn-out calculation,
leaving no room for the implied covenant to operate at all.

5.5.5

Shareholder Representative Services, LLC, v. Albertsons Companies, Inc., C.A. No.
2020-0710-JRS (Del. Ch. June 7, 2021)
SLIGHTS, Vice Chancellor

Aggrieved former shareholders of DineInFresh, Inc. d/b/a Plated (“Plated”) seek recovery
of earnout consideration from Plated’s acquirer, Defendant, Albertsons Companies, Inc.,
following a merger memorialized in an Agreement and Plan of Merger dated as of September 19,
2017 (the “Merger Agreement”). As is typical, the earnout consideration was contingent upon
Plated reaching certain milestones post-closing. As is also typical, Albertsons bargained for the
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right to operate Plated post-closing in its discretion limited only by its express commitment not to
operate Plated in a manner intended to avoid the obligation to pay the earnout. This was the
parties’ bargained-for allocation of risk with respect to Plated’s future performance and the
amount Albertsons would ultimately pay for the business.
Plated has failed to reach any of the earnout milestones set forth in the Merger Agreement
and Albertsons, therefore, has refused to make any earnout payments. The loss in merger
consideration to Plated’s former stockholders amounts to $125 million. Shareholder
Representative Services (“SRS”) brought this action on behalf of those shareholders to recover
the earnout consideration on the ground that Albertsons operated Plated post-closing in a manner
intended to miss the specified earnout milestones.
According to Plaintiff, throughout the course of negotiating the merger, Albertsons made
numerous representations regarding plans for the operation of Plated’s business post-closing,
perhaps most importantly that Albertsons would continue to focus and grow Plated’s proven ecommerce business, rather than pivoting Plated’s operations to suit Albertsons’ traditional grocery
retail business. The parties eventually signed the Merger Agreement, which laid out the
parameters of the earnout but, as noted, provided Albertsons sole and complete discretion over the
operation of Plated post-closing. But, as noted, the Merger Agreement did prohibit Albertsons
from taking any action with the intent of decreasing or avoiding the earnout. Post-closing,
knowing that doing so would stall if not impair Plated’s growth, Albertsons allegedly caused
Plated to reduce its e-commerce operations and focus, instead, on establishing a presence within
Albertsons’ existing brick-and-mortar business, in direct contravention of what both parties
understood would be necessary to meet the earnout milestones. According to Plaintiff, this
misdirection was the cause of Plated’s milestone misses.
Count I alleges that when Albertsons changed Plated’s business model post-closing it
breached the Merger Agreement by acting with an intent to avoid the earnout. Count I also alleges
a breach of contract by Albertsons’ failure to provide the required earnout statement for 2019.
Relatedly, Count VI seeks specific performance of the contractual obligation to provide the
earnout statement. Count II alleges that Albertsons’ pre- and post-closing conduct also breached
the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Count III alleges fraudulent inducement in
that a number of Albertsons’ oral representations pre-closing regarding the operation of Plated
post-closing were false and, but for those representations, Plated would not have agreed to the
earnout as structured.
Albertsons has moved to dismiss all counts under Court of Chancery Rule 12(b)(6). After
carefully considering the Verified Complaint, I find it reasonably conceivable that Albertsons’
decision to focus almost exclusively on Plated’s brick-and-mortar business, despite having
knowledge that such a decision would almost certainly cause the company to miss the earnout
milestones, was the product of an intent to avoid the earnout in violation of Section 2.9(h)(vii) of
the Merger Agreement. Counts II and III, however, must be dismissed. The implied covenant has
no room to operate where a contract grants discretion to one party and then limits that discretion
with an “intent” qualifier. That bargained-for contractual dynamic removes the need for the
implied covenant. Plaintiff’s fraudulent inducement claim fails for lack of justifiable reliance; the
clear and unambiguous language of the Merger Agreement conflicts with each of the purported
oral misrepresentations that Albertsons is alleged to have made pre-closing. Finally, to the extent
Counts I and
VI seek to remedy Albertsons’ failure to provide the earnout statement for 2019, this claim
is dismissed as moot.
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I have drawn the facts from well-pled allegations in the Verified Complaint (the
“Complaint”) and documents incorporated by reference or integral to that pleading. For purposes
of the motion, I accept as true the Complaint’s well-pled factual allegations and draw all
reasonable inferences in Plaintiff’s favor.
Plaintiff, SRS, is a Colorado LLC. Under the Merger Agreement, SRS is designated as the
agent for former Plated stockholders and rightsholders to bring post-merger claims on behalf of
those parties.
Defendant, Albertsons, is a Delaware corporation that operates the second-largest
supermarket enterprise in the United States, owning and operating several chains including
Albertsons, Safeway, Cons and Jewel-Osco. Albertsons acquired Plated by merger in September
2017.
Plated was “an e-commerce subscription meal kit delivery company” founded in 2012 by
Joshua Hix, Elana Karp and Nick Taranto. The business model, relatively novel for its time,
involved consumers subscribing to Plated’s services online in exchange for the receipt of
packages delivered directly to their homes containing ingredients and recipes for home-cooked
meals. Plated enjoyed steady success over the course of its early operations. […] This equated to a
year-over-year first quarter revenue increase from $18.6 million in Q1 2016 to $31.6 million in
Q1 2017.13
Along with impressive revenue numbers, Plated developed a sophisticated supply chain
system with a focus on meal kit needs, data analytics, valuable technology and software. The
technology, coupled with the technical expertise among its employees, made Plated an attractive
target for potential acquirers. While its founders were in the midst of deciding whether the
company’s impressive growth justified taking the company public, Albertsons contacted Plated in
the spring of 2017 regarding a potential acquisition. Albertsons signed a letter of intent on July
21, 2017.
As the parties negotiated a potential acquisition, Albertsons’ executives made several
comments regarding the future of Plated’s e-commerce business and its plans for Plated upon
acquisition. One theme throughout the discussions was Albertsons’ professed belief that “ecommerce is the future.” Albertsons told Plated that its management team recognized “that in
order to compete, Albertsons needed to put data science at the core of its business, and Plated
would enable it to do so.” […] With these synergies at the fore of the business plan, Albertsons’
management team expressed its confidence to Plated that, post-acquisition, “Plated could easily
achieve its projections for the next three years.”
Throughout August and September 2017, Albertsons repeatedly represented to Plated
executives that it was “committed to growing Plated’s business,” looking forward to “gain[ing]
market share in the meal kit market.” These statements served as confirmation that Albertsons
was prepared to commit substantial time, capital and other resources to grow Plated’s existing ecommerce business platform. In this regard, Albertsons assured Plated that its founders would be
permitted to operate the e-commerce business as usual and in a decentralized fashion, while also
pushing, in a phased process, in-store initiatives to grow Plated’s business in the brick-and-mortar
space.
The arrangement was presented by Albertsons as a post-closing partnership between buyer
and seller, with Plated running its business independently post-acquisition. […]
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Notwithstanding its sanguine tone during negotiations, Albertsons concealed from Plated
that several members of Albertsons’ senior management team were actually hostile to Plated’s
online subscription business. Indeed, Albertsons’ plan from the start was swiftly to build an instore product line at the potential expense of the e-commerce business.
Albertsons and Plated executed the Merger Agreement on September 19, 2017, whereby
Plated was merged into a wholly owned subsidiary of Albertsons. The Merger Agreement
contemplated an upfront cash payment of $175 million, to be followed by up to $125 million in
earnout consideration payable over the next three years if certain earnout targets were met (the
“Earnout”). Those targets were formulated based on Plated’s past performance and forecasted
growth. According to Plaintiff, both parties understood that, if Plated continued on its thencurrent trajectory, the Earnout targets would easily be satisfied. While the Earnout amount was to
vary year-to-year, each year’s Earnout thresholds were based on that year’s “Net Revenue.” And,
“Net Revenue” is defined as “the consolidated gross revenue” of Plated “attributable to:”
(i)
the sale of meal kits and all other products developed or prepared, in
whole or in part, by the Company, whether in-store or via e-commerce,
(ii)
the sale of products on a platform developed by the Company,
(iii)
the sale of Products by the Purchaser Group using the “Plated” brand
name or any other trademark of the Company, whether in-store of via ecommerce[…]
Importantly, the Merger Agreement also provides guidance on the role that Albertsons
was to play in operating Plated post-acquisition. Section 2.9(h)(vii) provides:
Except as otherwise set forth in this clause (vii), [Albertsons] will have the exclusive
right to make all business and operational decisions regarding [Albertsons] and its
Subsidiaries (including [Plated]) in its sole and absolute discretion without regard to any
other interest and will have no obligation to operate [Plated] in a manner to maximize
achievement of the Earnout Issuance; provided, however, that [Albertsons] will not, and
will cause its Affiliates not to, take any action (or omit to take any actions) with the intent
of decreasing or avoiding any Earnout Issuance.
[…]
Albertsons admitted, as demonstrated in internal documents from 2018, that Plated’s
success depended on “investment in the customer.” Albertsons further acknowledged that if
Albertsons were to provide support, as it promised to do, Plated would easily achieve its Earnout
targets.
Notwithstanding these pre-closing profundities, shortly after closing, Shane Sampson,
then the Chief Marketing Officer of Albertsons, informed Hix that Albertsons’ management
“never really cared about Plated’s e-commerce business.” Sampson advised Hix that he had been
protecting Plated from the “sharks” at Albertsons who only cared about Plated’s data science and
the ways the acquisition could benefit Albertsons’ already existing brick-and-mortar stores. This
revelation did not stand alone. Albertsons’ GVP of Merchandising Strategy Initiatives, Pat
Brown, admitted to Hix that Albertsons’ management team did not think much of e-commerce
generally, much less Plated’s subscription business specifically. […] The negative take on ecommerce ultimately was expressed from the top when, during a July 2018 meeting, Albertsons’
CEO, Jim Donald, advised Plated employees that Albertsons had low expectations for ecommerce and it had no intention of competing with the top two players in the in-home grocery
market.
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The day after closing, Albertsons immediately began to reallocate Plated’s resources to
get its product in approximately 1,000 of its stores within the span of one week. This was in line
with Albertsons’ hidden agenda to move Plated’s brand away from the subscription service and
“towards [an] omnichannel meal solution.” It is alleged that Albertsons initiated this dramatic
strategic shift in Plated’s business model in full recognition that the endeavor was infeasible
given the complexity of Plated’s supply chain.
Plated altered its public messaging as well. Specifically, Albertsons directed Plated’s
marketing team to focus on retail rather than e-commerce, despite its full understanding that
shifting marketing and advertising from the subscription service would cause an immediate and
significant impairment of revenue and customer growth. The shift immediately diverted
substantial resources away from the e-commerce business, causing sales to suffer greatly.
Albertsons made clear, starting nearly from day one post-acquisition, that in-store retail would
become Plated’s top, and at times only, priority.
[…] According to the Complaint, all of Albertsons’ business decisions and obstructions
post-acquisition ultimately led to a substantial decrease in Plated’s revenue; and but for
Albertsons’ interference, Plated would have succeeded and at least a portion of the Earnout
would have been paid. Instead, Plated was decimated by Albertsons’ deliberate sabotage and not
a single Earnout target was met.
[…]
“Intent” is “a well-understood concept,” defined as “a design, resolve or determination
with which persons act. Intent in the legal sense is purpose to use particular means to effect a
certain result.” A defendant’s intent can be inferred from well-pled allegations in a complaint,
with the understanding that allegations of intent “need only be averred generally.” To plead a
buyer’s intent to avoid an earnout, the goal of avoiding the earnout need not be “the buyer’s sole
intent”; rather, a plaintiff may well-plead that the buyer’s actions were “motivated at least in part
by that intention.” Albertsons argues the allegations in the Complaint are conclusory and fall far
short of well-pleading that Albertsons acted with the intent to avoid the Earnout. I disagree.
The Complaint alleges a scheme whereby, from the outset of negotiations between
Albertsons and Plated until the closing of the merger, Albertsons deliberately hid from Plated’s
negotiators that it had no interest in Plated’s e-commerce business and no intent to support it,
much less grow it. Indeed, according to the Complaint, Albertsons’ management team was
antagonistic toward Plated’s subscription business, with one executive admitting to one of
Plated’s founders post-closing that Albertsons “never really cared about Plated’s e-commerce
business.” Rather than push e-commerce, Albertsons sought to “cherry-pick other assets of
Plated, including its data science expertise, for its own purposes” and change the business model
entirely to focus on Albertsons’ brick-and-mortar operations. All of Albertsons’ plans for
Plated’s business were wholly concealed throughout the negotiations, with Plated’s
representatives only finding out after the fact about Albertsons’ true intentions.
As Plaintiff readily acknowledged at oral argument, allegations that Albertsons intended
to prioritize brick-and-mortar initiatives over e-commerce initiatives would not, alone, support a
reasonable inference that Albertsons intended to avoid the Earnout. Plaintiff was also obliged to
well-plead that Albertsons knew that pivoting from subscriptions to in-store sales would be
unsuccessful in the short-term such that Plated would miss the Earnout milestones. A review of
the Complaint reveals that Plaintiff has done just that.
Plaintiff alleges that the revenue targets triggering the Earnout “were based on Plated’s
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past performance and forecasts, and, if Plated continued on its then-current trajectory, Plated . . .
had a reasonable expectation that the revenue targets would be readily achieved.” Albertsons’
internal documents reveal that it knew Plated’s success depended on investment in the customer;
it acknowledged that if it provided support to Plated’s e-commerce business, the business would
achieve +125% growth in 2018, well above the Earnout levels. Nevertheless, immediately upon
closing, Albertsons “directed that Plated drastically reallocate its resources to get a retail product
into 1,000 stores in the span of one week.” Albertsons knew this endeavor was commercially
unreasonable, creating a reasonable inference that it knew its push for in-store sales at the
expense of subscriptions would cause Plated to fail to reach the Earnout targets.
Albertsons also knew what was required to run a profitable e-commerce business,
including the need to conduct targeted marketing, and yet it directed Plated’s marketing team
immediately to shift their focus from e-commerce to in-store retail, resulting in a decrease in
subscriber count and corresponding decrease in revenue. The reasonable inference allowed by
these allegations is not that Albertsons sabotaged a company it just paid $175 million for, but
rather that Albertsons intended to avoid short-term Earnout targets in favor of long term gains.
Even if Albertsons took these actions only in part with the purpose of causing Plated to miss the
Earnout milestones, this is enough at the pleading stage to support Plaintiff’s breach of contract
claim. That purpose is well-pled here.
The Complaint’s allegations with respect to Albertsons’ intent track those addressed in
Windy City v. Teacher Insurance, where the court found the plaintiff’s allegations allowed a
reasonable inference that the defendant’s actions were taken with an intent to reduce the earnout.
There, the plaintiff alleged the defendant, with the intent to avoid an earnout, improperly
divested certain aspects of the target’s business without adjusting the earnout in accordance with
contractual terms. At or around the time of the divestment, the defendant’s accountant “prepared
a valuation report anticipating a reduction in the Earn-Out targets.” The seller alleged the buyer’s
post-closing actions were taken, “at least in part, with the purpose and intent of reducing the
Earn-Out Amount.” Similarly, Plaintiff alleges that Albertsons knew that changing Plated’s core
business from e-commerce to brick-and-mortar would cause Plated to miss the Earnout
milestones and yet chose to proceed in that direction regardless. As in Windy City, it is
reasonably conceivable that Albertsons’ post-closing business initiatives were formulated “at
least in part, with the purpose and intent of reducing the [Earnout].”
Albertsons argues that Plaintiff’s allegations cannot sustain a breach of contract claim
when the conduct giving rise to the claim is expressly permitted under that same contract. In
doing so, Albertsons seizes upon its contractual allowance to operate Plated within its discretion
while ignoring the contractual prohibition against operational decisions intended to avoid or
reduce the Earnout. Because Plaintiff’s well-pled allegations make it at least reasonably
conceivable that Albertsons acted with the intent to avoid or reduce the Earnout, it cannot be
said, as a matter of law, that Albertsons’ conduct was expressly permitted.
Albertsons finally argues that it is “difficult to define in the abstract” what “bad faith”
looks like when a buyer is granted “sole discretion” to operate the business in any way it sees fit
post-closing. That is true enough. Albertsons negotiated for a wide berth in its operation of
Plated after closing. But it also promised not to operate Plated in a manner intended to cause it to
miss the Earnout milestones. And yet the Complaint well-pleads that Albertsons told Plated it
would follow Plated’s e-commerce business plan when it had no intention of doing so, knew that
business plan was the only way to achieve the Earnout and then deliberately ignored the plan
from the outset knowing that decision would cause Plated to miss the Earnout milestones. A
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reasonable inference from these allegations is that Albertsons altered Plated’s business plan, at
least in part, as a means and with the intent to avoid paying the Earnout.
[In the remainder of the opinion, the court dismisses the plaintiff’s claims both of a
breach of the implied covenant of good faith (since it has found a bargained for provision
governing purchaser’s post-closing conduct in respect of the earn-out) and of fraudulent
inducement (noting that the parties agreed to a provision in the merger agreement disclaiming
reliance on representations outside the agreement).]
5.5.6 Notes and Questions on Earn-Outs
1.
Compare the language of the earn-out covenant in Merrit Quarum and Collab9 –
did the case in Quarum survive the motion to dismiss because the buyer’s counsel did a worse
job in drafting than their counterpart in Collab9? What more would you want to know before
rendering (professional) judgment on their relative drafting skills? Obviously, the full range of
facts pled as to the alleged breach would be helpful, but (again, as a matter of professional rather
than legal judgment) what might you learn from a review of drafts of the acquisition agreements
and the negotiating history? How could you have drafted these provisions to be more favorable
to the sellers?
2.
In Quinetiq, the seller ultimately failed to convince the trial court that the buyer
“intended” its actions to cause the conditions to paying the earn-out to not be satisfied; in
Albertsons, the seller succeeded (at least for purposes of a motion to dismiss). What difficulties
is a seller likely to face in proving intent on the part of a buyer? If, as seller’s M&A counsel in
Quinetiq, I had instead drafted the covenant to require that the buyer not take any action that the
buyer “should reasonably expect to cause the Earn Out not to be paid or its amount to be
reduced,” what objections would you expect buyer’s counsel to raise? As buyer’s transaction
counsel in Albertsons, short of rejecting the “intent” limitation entirely, how might I have drafted
the covenant to make it more difficult for the seller to show the necessary level of intent?
3.
Have you encountered any examples in other areas of contract law where a seller
is able to exercise control over a buyer’s use of purchased property even after title (legal or
equitable) to the property has passed to the buyer? How does this allocation of control and risk
compare to that embodied in the earn-outs we just examined?
4.
Many acquisitions are priced by the buyer on the assumption that the buyer will
be able to generate “synergies” through folding the acquired business in to the buyer’s existing
businesses, whether simply through cost savings (e.g., combining the legal departments and,
shudder, firing half of their well-compensated in-house attorneys) or through strategic crossselling, internal sourcing, etc. To what extent is an earn-out of the types just reviewed
compatible by its nature with a deep integration of the acquired and existing enterprises? Is it
better suited to situations where the buyer intends to run the acquired business as a separate
subsidiary or division with its own books and management?
5.
The earn-out examples just presented were all contingent payment rights triggered
by or calculated on the basis of the post-closing financial results of the acquired business. A
different type of earn-out is that found in many bio-tech or pharmaceutical company acquisitions,
with post-closing payments triggered by the achievement of certain non-financial landmarks.
For example, an additional post-closing payment might be triggered by a successful trial of a
medication, with another payment on FDA approval of the treatment for use. Unlike a financial-
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based earn-out, which generally has a spread of possible outcomes (e.g., no payment below a
certain threshold EBITDA, after which seller is paid a percentage of annual EBITDA, whatever
it may be in the measured year), these tend to be either/or payments – a fixed amount when the
landmark is reached, nothing if it isn’t. How would you expect this to affect the negotiation of
buyer covenants around the earn-out and the nature of post-closing disputes over these landmarkbased earn-outs?
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5.6 Equity as Deal Consideration
5.6.1 Heilbrunn v. Sun Chemical Corp., 150 A.2d 755, 38 Del.Ch. 321 (Del. 1959)
SOUTHERLAND, Chief Justice.
This suit is brought by stockholders of Sun Chemical Corporation, a Delaware
corporation, against Ansbacher-Siegle Corporation, a New York corporation, and Norman E.
Alexander, President of Sun and owner of Ansbacher. Plaintiffs attack the validity of the
purchase by Sun of all the assets of Ansbacher. The complaint states two grounds or causes of
action: (1) that the transaction constituted a de facto merger and is unlawful since the merger
provisions of the Delaware law were not complied with; and (2) that the transaction ‘was tainted
with self-interest’, i.e., is unfair to Sun stockholders.
Defendants moved to dismiss the complaint. The Vice Chancellor held that the
transaction was one of purchase and sale and not a merger. He dismissed the complaint as to the
first cause of action. He denied the motion to dismiss the second cause of action.
Plaintiffs appeal, and contend here, as they did below, that the transaction was by its
nature a de facto merger. […]
An agreement for the purchase was entered into between Sun and Ansbacher on October
2, 1957. It provides, among other things, as follows:
1. Ansbacher will assign and convey to Sun all of Ansbacher’s assets and property of
every kind, tangible and intangible; and will grant to Sun the use of its name or any part thereof.
2. Sun will assume all of Ansbacher’s liabilities, subject to a covenant that Ansbacher’s
working capital shall be at least $600,000.
3. Sun will issue to Ansbacher 225,000 shares of its common stock.
4. As soon as possible after the closing of the transaction Ansbacher will dissolve and
distribute to its shareholders, pro rata, the shares of the common stock of Sun (subject to an
escrow agreement relating to one-fourth of the shares).
5. Ansbacher will use its best efforts to persuade its employees to become employees of
Sun.
6. Sun’s obligation to consummate the transaction is subject to approval by the holders of
a majority of Sun’s voting stock, exclusive of shares owned or controlled by Alexander, at a
special stockholders’ meeting to be thereafter called.
The agreement was approved by the boards of directors of both corporations.
A special meeting of Sun’s stockholders was called for November 29, 1957. The proxy statement
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set forth detailed information with respect to the plan of acquisition. […]
The approval of the necessary majority of Sun’s stockholders was obtained, and the
transaction was consummated.
Plaintiffs contend that although the transaction is in form a sale of assets of Ansbacher it
is in substance and effect a merger, and that it is unlawful because, the merger statute not having
been complied with, plaintiffs have been deprived of their right of appraisal and have also
suffered financial injury.
The argument that the result of this transaction is substantially the same as the result that
would have followed a merger may be readily accepted. […] This result is made possible, of
course, by the overlapping scope of the merger statute and the statute authorizing the sale of all
the corporate assets. This possibility of overlapping was noticed in our opinion in the Mayflower
case.
There is nothing new about such a result. For many years drafters of plans of corporate
reorganization have increasingly resorted to the use of the sale-of-assets method in preference to
the method by merger. […]
No Delaware case has held that this use of the sale-of-assets statute is improper, although
Delaware does not grant appraisal rights to a stockholder dissenting from the sale. […]
Whether, under Delaware law, a stockholder of the selling corporation could, in such a
case as the instant one, obtain relief in equity on the theory of a de facto merger is a question we
do not reach. What is before us is an attempt to apply the theory for the benefit of stockholders of
the purchasing corporation, which may well raise, as it does here, a very different question. The
only Delaware case in which such an attempt was made is that of Fidanque v. American
Maracaibo Co. It involved only an exchange of stock and is not in point here.
The doctrine of de facto merger has been recognized in Delaware. It has been invoked in
cases of sales of assets for the protection of creditors or stockholders who have suffered an injury
by reason of failure to comply with the statute governing such sales. The contention that it
should be applied to cases of the kind here involved depends for its force upon the proposition
that the stockholder has been forced against his will to accept a new investment in an enterprise
foreign to that of which he was a part, and that his right to an appraisal under the merger statute
has been circumvented.
Our Court of Chancery has said that the appraisal right is given to the stockholder in
compensation for his former right at common law to prevent a merger. By the use of the sale-ofassets method of reorganization, it is contended, he has been unjustly deprived of this right.
As before stated, we do not reach this question, because we fail to see how any injury has
been inflicted upon the Sun stockholders. Their corporation has simply acquired property and
paid for it in shares of stock. The business of Sun will go on as before, with additional assets.
The Sun stockholder is not forced to accept stock in another corporation. Nor has the
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reorganization changed the essential nature of the enterprise of the purchasing corporation, as in
Farris v. Glen Alden Corporation.
Nor is it a case in which the seller can be said to have acquired the purchaser. Sun’s net
worth is ten times that of Ansbacher. Sun has simply absorbed another company’s assets which
are needed in its own business.
The diminution in the proportional voting strength of the Sun stockholder is not a ground
of complaint. Such a consequence necessarily follows any issuance of stock to acquire property.
Plaintiffs made the further point that their proportional interest in the assets has also been
diminished. This is, in effect, a charge [that the terms of the acquisition are unfair to the Sun
minority. Thus it is said that Ansbacher’s net worth is about $1,600,000, and the issuance to
Ansbacher of 225,000 shares of Sun stock of the market value of $10.125 a share results in the
payment by Sun of a grossly excessive price and in the unjust enrichment of Alexander. It is also
said that the report of the committee of Sun’s directors admits that the earnings of Ansbacher do
not justify the price paid.
These are arguments appropriate to the second cause of action, which the Vice
Chancellor refused to dismiss. The legal power to authorize the transaction is one thing. The
fairness of its terms and conditions is another. Only the first issue is before us. Plaintiffs are in no
way foreclosed from pressing the above contentions when the second cause of action is tried.
With respect to the right of Sun stockholders to raise the question of de facto merger,
plaintiffs’ contention comes in effect to this: that a merger statute protects the stockholders of all
merging or consolidating corporations; and if a stockholder of a selling corporation is entitled to
invoke the doctrine of de facto merger, it follows that a stockholder of the purchasing
corporation is likewise entitled to do so. This is to say that if the stockholder of the selling
corporation suffers injury, the stockholder of the purchaser must also suffer injury. This does not
follow. Suppose that there were a minority stockholder of Ansbacher who had been compelled
by the plan to accept in exchange for his stock shares in another enterprise. How is the Sun
stockholder injured by that? It is of no concern to him and inflicts no injury upon him.
Plaintiffs appear to concede that if the dissolution of Ansbacher and the distribution of
Sun stock had not been required by the plan--that is, if Ansbacher had continued as a holding
company--the doctrine of de facto merger would not apply. This concession exposes the
weakness of plaintiffs’ case.
How can a Sun stockholder have any concern with what Ansbacher does with the Sun
stock after it receives it? Surely the presence or absence of injury to him cannot depend on
Ansbacher’s decision whether to dissolve and distribute the Sun stock or to continue as a holding
company.
Whatever may be the case for giving the right of appraisal to a dissenting stockholder of a
selling corporation, as many states have done, there seems little reason, at least in cases like the
instant one, to accord it to the stockholders of the purchaser. At all events, no state appears to
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have done so by statute. […] And we find no basis in the facts of this case for the granting of
such relief in equity on the theory of a de facto merger.
Plaintiffs seek to make some point of the 1956 negotiations between Alexander and the
former management of Sun. They say that Alexander’s management has taken over Sun. This
appears to be true as of early 1957; but in the view we take of the case it is a wholly immaterial
matter.
Plaintiffs say that the calling of a stockholders’ meeting of Sun is in effect an admission
that a merger was involved. On the contrary, the natural inference is that approval of the
stockholders was sought because the transaction is one between the corporation and its president.
Some point is sought to be made of the fact that the plan and agreement do not use the
words ‘purchase’ or ‘sale’. Nor do they use the word ‘merger’. We attach no significance to this
omission. One may surmise that the choice of language was influenced by the necessity of
devising a tax-free reorganization. But it does not matter what the reason was. The contract was
in legal effect one of purchase and sale.[…]
5.6.2 New York Stock Exchange Listed Company Manual sections 312.03 and 312.04
312.03 Shareholder Approval
Shareholder approval is a prerequisite to issuing securities in the following situations: […]
(c) Shareholder approval is required prior to the issuance of common stock, or of
securities convertible into or exercisable for common stock, in any transaction or series of
related transactions if:
(1) the common stock has, or will have upon issuance, voting power equal to or in
excess of 20 percent of the voting power outstanding before the issuance of such
stock or of securities convertible into or exercisable for common stock; or
(2) the number of shares of common stock to be issued is, or will be upon
issuance, equal to or in excess of 20 percent of the number of shares of common
stock outstanding before the issuance of the common stock or of securities
convertible into or exercisable for common stock.
However, shareholder approval will not be required for any such issuance involving:
•any public offering for cash;
•any bona fide private financing, if such financing involves a sale of:
•common stock, for cash, at a price at least as great as the Minimum Price;
or
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•securities convertible into or exercisable for common stock, for cash, if
the conversion or exercise price is at least as great as the Minimum Price.
(d) Shareholder approval is required prior to an issuance that will result in a change of
control of the issuer. […]
312.04 For the purpose of Section 312.03: […]
(b) Pursuant to Sections 312.03 (b) and (c), shareholder approval is required for the issuance of
securities convertible into or exercisable for common stock if the stock that can be issued upon
conversion or exercise exceeds the applicable percentages. This is the case even if such
convertible or exchangeable securities are not to be listed on the Exchange. […]
(g) “Bona fide private financing” refers to a sale in which either:
• a registered broker-dealer purchases the securities from the issuer with a view to the
private sale of such securities to one or more purchasers; or
• the issuer sells the securities to multiple purchasers, and no one such purchaser, or
group of related purchasers, acquires, or has the right to acquire upon exercise or
conversion of the securities, more than five percent of the shares of the issuer’s common
stock or more than five percent of the issuer’s voting power before the sale. […]
(i) “Minimum Price” means a price that is the lower of: (i) the Official Closing Price
immediately preceding the signing of the binding agreement; or (ii) the average Official Closing
Price for the five trading days immediately preceding the signing of the binding agreement.
(j) “Official Closing Price” of the issuer’s common stock means the official closing price on the
Exchange as reported to the Consolidated Tape immediately preceding the signing of a binding
agreement to issue the securities. For example, if the transaction is signed after the close of the
regular session at 4:00 pm Eastern Standard Time on a Tuesday, then Tuesday’s official closing
price is used. If the transaction is signed at any time between the close of the regular session on
Monday and the close if the regular session on Tuesday, then Monday’s official closing price is
used. […]
5.6.3 M&A and the Securities Laws
Any acquisition structured as a stock or equity purchase or as a merger by definition involves the
sale or exchange of a security, and thus requires consideration of any applicable Federal or state
securities laws. This may be obvious where one or both parties are public companies, with proxy
statements or Schedule TOs to be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Yet it is
also true in a fully private transaction. If the acquiring company is issuing stock as part of the
deal consideration, are there exemptions from registration available both at the Federal level as
well as in each applicable state? If the acquirer is purchasing shares from a target’s shareholders,
are there any restrictions on resale of shares to be considered? If the acquirer has conducted due
diligence that has provided it with material information that may not be held by a small target
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shareholder, what disclosure obligations may it have?
A full survey of the securities law implications of M&A transactions is unfortunately outside the
scope of the present course, and any prospective corporate attorney is strongly urged to take a
full course in securities regulation. A good grasp of the basics of securities law can be
invaluable to the M&A attorney, even if you never do a public company transaction. As with
other areas of law such as tax, the M&A attorney does not necessarily need to know all the ins
and outs of securities law, but certainly needs to be aware of where the problems may occur and
when a securities law specialist should be brought in. As the dealmaker’s toolbox continues to
evolve, it can be important (as the next pair of materials illustrate) to know that even the
definition of what constitutes a security is not always clear-cut.
5.6.4 Aventa Learning, Inc. v. K12, Inc. (W.D. Wash. 2011)
[…] Plaintiff Aventa Learning, Inc. (“Aventa”) is a Washington corporation founded in
2002 by Mr. Axtman and Mr. Benitez. Aventa assists schools in bringing their educational
curricula online. The individual plaintiffs, Mr. Axtman, Mr. Benitez, Dr. Ronald P. Benitez,
Elizabeth A. Benitez, Robert E. Harbison, and Susanne M. Harbison are the sole shareholders in
Aventa.
[…] KCDL is a provider of distance learning programs. Pursuant to an Asset Purchase
Agreement (“APA”), dated January 10, 2007, KCDL acquired substantially all of the assets of
Aventa. […] The APA provides consideration to Aventa for the sale of its assets to KCDL, as
follows: (1) $2.34 million at closing; (2) the “Aventa Earnout,” worth up to $3.3 million, based
primarily on the 2007 performance of Aventa’s assets; and (3) the “Additional Earnout,” a future
payment equal to “six percent (6%) of the Assumed Equity Value” of KCDL at a certain future
point. The Assumed Equity Value for calculating the Additional Earnout was to be derived by
taking KCDL’s trailing 12-month period EBITDA and applying a multiplier that increased based
on the number of years that Mr. Axtman and Mr. Benitez served as senior executives of KCDL
after the transaction.
Aventa received $2.34 million at closing and $3.3 million pursuant to the Aventa Earnout
in 2008. KCDL has placed an additional $1.7 million in escrow, representing its calculation of
the Additional Earnout, pending resolution of this lawsuit. Further, in connection with the APA,
on or about January 12, 2007, Mr. Axtman and Mr. Benitez each executed an employment
agreement with KCDL.
On February 15, 2007, Mr. Axtman and Mr. Benitez received an updated 5-year model
dated February 9, 2007 (“the February 2007 Model”). In this model, KCDL’s total projected
EBITDA for the five-year period from 2007 through 2011 was $45 million, which was
significantly less than the $86 million projected EBITDA total for the same period reflected in
the October 2006 Buy Model.[…]
Plaintiffs initiated this lawsuit on June 2, 2010. Plaintiffs allege violation of the
Washington State Securities Act (“WSSA”), RCW 21.20 et seq., the tort of misrepresentation,
breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, a claim for declaratory relief, and
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entitlement to equitable relief such as a constructive trust over Aventa’s assets, an injunction, or
an accounting. Defendants have moved for summary judgment with regard to all of Plaintiffs’
claims. […]
Defendants contend that neither the sale of Aventa’s assets to KCDL nor the Additional
Earnout under the APA constitute a security under Washington law, and therefore, Plaintiffs’
WSSA claim must fail. Although the court previously rejected Defendants’ argument in this
regard in the context of their motion to dismiss, Defendants have raised the issue again here on
summary judgment.
There are two essential elements to a WSSA claim: “(1) a fraudulent or deceitful act
committed (2) in ‘connection with the offer, sale or purchase of any security.’” Kinney v. Cook,
154 P.3d 206, 209-10 (Wash. 2007) (quoting RCW 21.20.010). It is the second prong of this test
that is once again at the heart of the present dispute.
WSSA broadly defines a “security,” in pertinent part, as follows:
“Security” means any . . . stock; . . . investment contract; investment of money or
other consideration in the risk capital of a venture with the expectation of some
valuable benefit to the investor where the investor does not receive the right to
exercise practical and actual control over the managerial decisions of the
venture; . . . or, in general, any interest or instrument commonly known as a
“security”. . . .
RCW 21.20.005(12)(a). “[T]he definition of security ‘embodies a flexible rather than a static
principle, one that is capable of adaptation to meet the countless and variable schemes devised by
those who seek the use of the money of others on the promise of profits.’” However, “[t]he
essential attribute of a security is an investment ‘premised on a reasonable expectation of profits
to be derived from the entrepreneurial or managerial efforts of others.’”
Whether or not an investment scheme or contract constitutes a security is a question of
law. In determining whether a transaction constitutes the sale of a security, the court should
consider substance over form, consistent with the purpose of the act to protect the investing
public.
Defendants assert that the issue of whether the APA or the Additional Earnout is a
security should be analyzed under the test for an “investment contract” as stated in Howey, 328
U.S. at 301. Washington courts apply a modified Howey test which defines an “investment
contract” security as “(1) an investment of money (2) in a common enterprise and (3) the efforts
of the promoter or a third party must have been fundamentally significant ones that affected the
investment’s success or failure.” The third prong of the modified Howey test looks to whether the
profits on an enterprise “come ‘primarily’ or ‘substantially’ from the efforts of others.”
Defendants assert that Plaintiffs fail to satisfy the third element of this test.
Although Plaintiffs defend their position that the Additional Earnout is a security under
the “investment contract” analysis, they also argue that the Additional Earnout constitutes a
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security under the “risk capital” formulation that is also contained within the statutory definition.
“A risk capital investment may arise ‘where the investor does not receive the right to exercise
practical and actual control over the managerial decisions of the venture.’” Courts in
Washington, while recognizing that “the risk capital definition is distinct from the definition of
an investment contract,” nevertheless “appear to combine their analyses of both concepts under
the Howey definition.” One court has declared: “Adoption of the ‘risk capital’ approach . . . does
not obviate the Howey test that has heretofore been applied by the Washington courts.”
A recent decision in the Western District of Washington, interpreting Washington law on
this issue, is instructive. In Ultimate Timing, plaintiff made an investment in an enterprise
devoted to the commercialization and marketing of a race timing system in exchange for a 20%
ownership and profit interest in the enterprise. The plaintiff, however, conceded that he “spent
substantial time and effort marketing the timing system to race directors and race timers during
the time he was working with [the company].” He also negotiated on behalf of the company. The
Ultimate Timing court found that under either the “risk capital” or the “investment contract”
analysis of “security,” the plaintiff’s own description of the investment required dismissal of the
claim. The court found that the plaintiff’s “capital contribution was not an investment contract
because [the company’s] profitability turned on [the plaintiff’s] own ability to market the system
to timers and races.” The court also found that the plaintiff’s capital contribution “[l]ikewise . . .
was not a ‘risk capital investment’ because [the plaintiff] exercised practical or actual control
over the entity.”
Like the result in Ultimate Timing, the result here is also the same under either the
“investment contract” or “risk capital” formulation. There is no dispute that immediately
following the execution of the APA, both Mr. Axtman and Mr. Benitez joined KCDL as Vice
Presidents in charge of KCDL’s Aventa Learning business line. Indeed, Mr. Axtman’s and Mr.
Bentiez’s employment agreements are attached as exhibits to the APA and require that they
become “Vice President[s], Sales” immediately after the transaction. In addition, there is no
dispute that Mr. Axtman and Mr. Benitez became members of KCDL’s six-person executive
team, which was responsible for strategic and operational decisions with respect to all of
KCDL’s business, immediately after the transaction closed in January 2007.
Mr. Axtman and Mr. Benitez try to minimize these significant contributions by asserting
that they did not have the authority to hire and fire employees, although Mr. Benitez admitted
that immediately after the transaction, he and Mr. Axtman “could hire a sales team.” They also
try to minimize their involvement by asserting that they traveled for work extensively promoting
sales or worked from home. However, both testified that they did in fact typically participate in
weekly executive meetings -albeit via telephone. In any event, in this day and age of almost
ubiquitous connectivity via cellular telephones and laptop computers, the court finds Mr.
Axtman’s and Mr. Benitez’s travel schedules or the location of their remote offices to be
immaterial with regard to the significance of their contributions to company management.
Indeed, the court finds that the involvement of Mr. Benitez and Mr. Axtman to be at least as
significant, if not more so, than the plaintiff in Ultimate Timing. Accordingly, the court finds that
neither the APA nor the Additional Earnout meets the definition of either an investment contract
or a risk capital investment, and accordingly is not a security under the WSSA. Defendants are
entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs’ WSSA claim, and the court dismisses the claim. […]
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5.6.5 New Star Financial No-Action Request
[LETTERHEAD OF SIMPSON THACHER & BARTLETT LLP]
November 21, 2017
Securities and Exchange Commission
Division of Corporation Finance
100 F Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549
Attention:
Erin E. Martin
Re:
NewStar Financial, Inc.
Preliminary Proxy Statement on Schedule 14A
Filed November 9, 2017
File No. 001-33211
Dear Ms. Martin:
This letter sets forth NewStar Financial, Inc.’s (the “Company”) responses to the comments
contained in your letter dated November 20, 2017 (the “Comment Letter”) relating to the
Company’s Preliminary Proxy Statement on Schedule 14A, initially filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on November 9, 2017 (File No. 001-33211) (the “Preliminary Proxy
Statement”).
Set forth below in bold are the comments of the staff of the Division of Corporation Finance of
the Commission (the “Staff”) contained in the Comment Letter and immediately below each
comment is the response of the Company with respect thereto. Terms used but not defined herein
have the meanings ascribed to such terms in the Preliminary Proxy Statement. […]
2.
Please provide us with your detailed legal analysis as to whether the
contingent value rights are securities, the offer and sale of which should be registered
under the Securities Act of 1933. In preparing your response, please consider prior staff
no-action letters on this topic, such as Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co., SEC NoAction Letter (Oct. 13, 1998).
Response: We respectfully advise the Staff that the contingent value rights are not “securities”
within the meaning of Section 2 (a)(1) of the Securities Act because the terms of the rights were
drafted based on the criteria set forth in longstanding Staff no-action letters on this point.
Staff No-Action Letter Precedents
The Staff has consistently taken the position it would not recommend enforcement action if, in
connection with a proposed merger or tender offer, contingent payment rights, having the same
essential characteristics as the contingent value rights included in the Company’s proposed
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merger, were not registered under the Securities Act. In the Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Co. SEC No-Action Letter (Oct. 13, 1998) and other no-action letters the Staff
has noted the following factors when granting such no-action relief:
(1)
tender offer;

the rights are an integral part of the consideration to be received in the merger or

(2)
the rights do not represent any ownership or equity interest and do not carry
voting or dividend rights;
(3)

the rights do not bear a stated rate of interest;

(4)

the rights are nontransferable, except by operation of law; and

(5)

the rights will not be evidenced by any form of certificate or instrument.

In addition to the foregoing factors, in other no-action letters the Staff has noted as a factor when
granting such no-action relief that the contingent value rights will be granted pro-rata and
transfers by will or intestacy are permitted. Furthermore, the Staff has sometimes sought
confirmation that any amount ultimately paid to the selling stockholders pursuant to a contingent
value right will not depend on the operating results of a surviving company or any constituent
company to an applicable merger. When the Staff has considered whether any contingent
payments will depend on a company’s operating results, it has applied this requirement narrowly
to find, for example, that milestones related to revenues generated by particular products do not
depend on the overall operating results of the applicable company and has granted no-action
relief.
Recent Transactions
The criteria established in the no-action letters noted above are well-established and have been
relied on in numerous transactions involving contractual contingent payment rights that were not
registered under the Securities Act, including but not limited to the following recent transactions:
•

Allergan plc and Sapphire Acquisition Corp’s 2016 tender offer for all of the
outstanding shares of Tobira Therapeutics, Inc., in which the purchasing parties
agreed to pay $28.35 for each share of Tobira, plus a nontransferable contingent value
right payable upon certain milestones related to the trial, approval and launch of a
new, experimental drug.

•

AB Acquisition LLC’s 2015 acquisition of Safeway Inc., in which AB Acquisition
LLC agreed to pay, for each share of Safeway Inc. outstanding, $32.50 plus two
nontransferable contingent value rights, the value of which was dependent on the
consideration received, if any, for the sale of Safeway Inc.’s real-estate development
subsidiary and the monetization of its 49% equity interest in Mexico-based food and
general merchandise retailer Casa Ley, S.A. de C.V.
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•

BioMarin Falcons B.V. and BioMarin Giants B.V.’s 2015 acquisition of Prosensa
Holding N.V., in which BioMarin Falcons B.V. and BioMarin Giants B.V. agreed to
pay, for each issued and outstanding ordinary share of Prosensa Holding N.V.,
$17.75, plus a nontransferable contingent value right, which represented the
contractual right to receive cash payments upon the achievement of certain product
approval milestones.

•

Daiichi Sankyo Company, Ltd’s 2014 tender offer for all of the outstanding shares of
Ambit Biosciences Corporation, in which Daiichi Sankyo agreed to pay, for each
share of Ambit Biosciences, $15 plus a nontransferable contingent value right to
receive cash payments upon the achievement of certain commercialization milestones
related to the launch in the United States of products approved to treat certain
conditions.

•

Forest Laboratories, Inc.’s 2014 acquisition of Furiex Pharmaceuticals, Inc., in which
Forest Laboratories agreed to pay, for each share of Furiex Pharmaceuticals, $95 plus
a nontransferable contingent value right to receive cash payments upon the
achievement of certain regulatory milestones related to U.S. Food and Drug
Administration approval of new drug applications.

•

Cubist Pharmaceuticals, Inc.’s 2013 acquisition of Trius Therapeutics, in which
Cubist agreed to pay, for each share of Trius Therapeutics, $13.50 plus a
nontransferable contingent value right to receive up to $2 per share upon the
achievement of certain milestones based on net sales of certain products.

The Contingent Value Rights in the Merger
As described below, the contingent value rights to be issued in the merger have each of the
required characteristics the Staff has identified in the cited no-action letters. Similarly, these
same characteristics were present in the recent transactions listed above.
The contingent value rights are an integral part of the consideration to be received by the holders
of the Company’s common stock. At the closing of the merger, each share of the Company’s
common stock will be converted into the right to receive (i) $11.44 per share in cash and (ii) one
contingent value right. A significant portion of the premium to the three-month volume weighted
average price of $11.16 per share of the Company’s common stock as of October 16, 2017, the
last trading day before the transaction announcement, is expected to be as a result of payments
with respect to the contingent value rights, which at that time were estimated to provide an
additional $0.88 to $1.00 per share. The board of the Company took this into account in
determining whether to approve the merger agreement and to recommend the merger proposal
and asset sale proposal to the stockholders of the Company as further described in
“Recommendation of the NewStar Board and Its Reasons for the Transactions” in the
Preliminary Proxy Statement.
The contingent value rights will not represent any equity or ownership interest in the Company,
First Eagle or any affiliate thereof, in any constituent company to the merger, or in any other
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person and will not be represented by any certificates or other instruments. In addition, the
contingent value rights will not have any voting or dividend rights. See Section 2.6(a) of the
merger agreement (attached as Annex A to the Preliminary Proxy Statement).
The contingent value rights will not bear any stated interest. Under the merger agreement the
holders of the contingent value rights will receive their pro rata portion of 30% of each tax
refund (net of certain adjustments) promptly after First Eagle receives such refund. The
remainder of such net tax refund will be held in an interest bearing account (referred to as the
“tax holdback account”) that will be invested as directed by the CVR Committee (acting on
behalf of the holders) in specified short-term, high quality investments, with 60% of such funds
disbursed pro rata to holders of the contingent value rights upon approval of the refunds by U.S.
taxing authorities, and the remaining amount of such funds promptly disbursed pro rata to
holders of the contingent value rights upon the earlier of the expiration of the applicable statute
of limitations and the completion by the IRS of any audit it decides to undertake. Any interest
earned on the funds in the tax holdback account will be for the benefit of, and any losses will be
for the account of, the holders of the contingent value rights, but the amount of any such interest
is not fixed and will depend solely on interest earned by the investments in the tax holdback
account, which interest would be passed through to the holders of the contingent value rights.
See Sections 2.6(a) and (d) of the merger agreement.
The contingent value rights may not be sold, assigned, transferred, pledged or encumbered in any
manner, other than transfers by will or intestacy, pursuant to a court order, by operation of law,
or in connection with the dissolution, liquidation or termination of a corporation, limited liability
company, partnership or other entity which is the holder thereof. See Section 2.6(l) of the merger
agreement.
In addition, any amount ultimately paid to stockholders pursuant to the contingent value rights
will not depend in any way upon the general operating results of the Company, First Eagle or any
of its affiliates. Rather, such amounts will depend only on the tax losses generated in connection
with the closing of the asset sale and the ability of the Company following the closing to obtain
related U.S. federal and state income tax refunds for taxes previously paid by the Company for
taxable periods prior to the closing date.
Accordingly, we respectfully submit that the contingent value rights fit within the long line of
no-action letters issued by the Staff on this topic and thus are not “securities” within the meaning
of Section 2(a)(1) of the Securities Act. […]

5.7 Limitations on Conditioning Payment in Mergers
5.7.1 Introduction
When a privately held target has an unwieldy number of equityholders, or one or more
particularly recalcitrant smaller holders, if an asset purchase structure is not acceptable one will
often prefer a merger to a stock purchase, since the transaction can be completed without the
need for all equityholders to sign the transaction agreement. There is, of course, the risk of a
holder asserting appraisal rights if available (about which more below), but that is often an
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acceptable trade-off for greater certainty of being able to complete the deal – or, indeed, for the
mechanical simplicity of being able to chase down a handful of votes rather than 20 or 50
individual signatures.
Yet there are often things that the acquirer still wants to get from equityholders in a private target
merger, in particular the ability to recover its losses should it turn out that the target
misrepresented its business or liabilities. There was a trend in the heated “sellers’ market” that
preceded COVID-19 for some buyers to treat equityholders in private transactions as if they were
public shareholders, allowing them to walk away from the closing table without any obligation to
stand behind the seller’s representations. Nonetheless, most buyers of private targets expect the
recipients of the purchase price to be liable, to some extent, for losses that the buyer incurs
because the business it purchased was less that the seller advertised it to be.
How to do this, however, when not all equityholders have assented to the transaction, indeed
when a key consideration in choosing a merger over a stock purchase was precisely to avoid the
necessity of having all shareholders sign the purchase agreement? For some years, buyers and
sellers sought to bind equityholders to the terms of a merger agreement by compelling them to
sign a separate agreement as a condition of receiving their share of the purchase price.
Acceptance of such continuing liability, indemnification, and other terms were often folded into
what on its surface may have appeared to be a rather ministerial document called a letter of
transmittal. Alas for dealmakers, this was not a solution that would ultimately survive scrutiny
in the courts.
5.7.2 Cigna Health & Life Ins. Co. v. Audax Health Solutions, Inc., 107 A.3d 1082 (Del.
Ch. 2014)
PARSONS, Vice Chancellor.
In this declaratory judgment action, the plaintiff has moved for judgment on the
pleadings, arguing that certain provisions of a merger agreement are contrary to the Delaware
General Corporation Law (“DGCL”). Those provisions relate to a release of claims against the
acquirer, an indemnification requirement, and the appointment of a stockholder representative.
The questions presented are purely legal.
For the reasons that follow, I conclude that the release lacks any force because the buyer
attempted to impose that obligation in a contract lacking consideration. I also conclude that the
indemnification obligation, which is structured in a manner with few, if any, parallels in the
precedent of this Court, violates 8 Del. C. § 251. […]
All the parties in this case are involved in the healthcare industry. Plaintiff, Cigna Health
and Life Insurance Co. (“Cigna”), a Connecticut corporation, offers group health benefits to
corporations and their employees. Cigna is part of the Cigna family of companies.
Defendant Optum Services, Inc. (“Optum”), a Delaware corporation, offers group health benefits
to corporations and their employees. Optum is part of the UnitedHealth Group family of
companies, which directly compete with the Cigna companies.
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Defendant Audax Health Solutions, Inc. (“Audax” or the “Company”), a Delaware
corporation, develops digital health improvement products. Defendant Audax Holdings, Inc.
(“Holdings” and, together with Optum, “United”) is a Delaware corporation that was formed as
an acquisition vehicle. The dispute in this case involves Optum’s acquisition by merger—via
Holdings—of Audax. Before the merger, Cigna owned 23,105,430 shares of Audax’s Series B
Preferred Stock.
Defendant Shareholder Representative Services, LLC (“SRS”), a Colorado limited
liability company, specializes in distributing merger proceeds and administering escrow
accounts. Under the terms of the merger, SRS was designated as the stockholders’ representative.
Together, Optum, Audax, Holdings, and SRS comprise the “Defendants” in this case.
A majority of the Audax board of directors approved the merger with Optum on February
10, 2014 (the “Merger”). On or around February 14, 2014, the Merger was approved by written
consent of 66.9% of Audax stockholders entitled to vote. Cigna did not vote in favor of the
Merger. Defendants consummated the Merger on February 14 pursuant to 8 Del. C. § 251.
The written consents were given in the form of Support Agreements. Cigna did not execute a
Support Agreement. The Support Agreements included: (1) a release of any claims against
United (the “Release Obligation”); (2) an agreement to be bound by the terms of the Merger
Agreement, specifically including the provisions indemnifying United for any breaches of the
representations and warranties (the “Indemnification Obligation”); and (3) an appointment of
SRS as the Stockholder Representative (the “Stockholder Representative Obligation”). The
Release Obligation, the Indemnification Obligation, and the Stockholder Representative
Obligation (together, the “Obligations”) form the crux of this dispute and are described in greater
detail infra.
Despite the consummation of the Merger, Defendants have refused to pay Cigna its
merger consideration. Cigna claims that it is owed slightly more than $46 million. The terms of
the Merger Agreement condition receipt of the merger consideration on (1) surrender of shares
and (2) execution of a Letter of Transmittal. The Letter of Transmittal is defined in the relevant
part of the Merger Agreement as “a letter of transmittal in form and substance reasonably
acceptable to Buyer, pursuant to which, among other things, the Effective Time Holders shall
make standard representations and warranties [and] agree with the provisions hereof (including
the indemnification provisions set forth in Article VII).” The Letter of Transmittal requires that
the Audax stockholder surrendering its shares agree to the Obligations. Cigna’s Complaint
maintains that the Obligations violate the DGCL and, accordingly, Cigna has refused to execute
the Letter of Transmittal. In response, Defendants have refused to pay Cigna its merger
consideration.
The Indemnification Obligation makes the former Audax stockholders liable to United,
up to the pro rata amount of merger consideration they received, for breaches of certain of the
Company’s representations and warranties. The representations and warranties survive the
Closing of the Merger and most of them terminate eighteen months after the Closing Date.
Certain of the representations and warranties, however, survive longer: the Select IP Matters
remain in effect for thirty-six months after the Closing and, more importantly for purposes of
Cigna’s motion, the Seller Fundamental Representations and Warranties, along with the
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Indemnification Obligation, survive indefinitely.
The Stockholder Representative Obligation requires the appointment of SRS to act as the
stockholders’ representative after the consummation of the Merger. In that capacity, SRS’s
actions are binding upon the former stockholders. SRS is empowered to take all actions specified
or contemplated by the Merger Agreement including, as pertinent here, defending and settling
any indemnity claims brought by United. According to Cigna, this condition improperly deprives
it of the ability to defend against any indemnity claims.
Unlike the foregoing obligations, the Release Obligation does not appear in the Merger
Agreement. In the case of Cigna, the Release Obligation appears only in the Letter of Transmittal
and broadly requires Cigna to release any claims against United, as well as its affiliates,
employees, and agents. Subject to a few exceptions, such as liabilities specifically contemplated
by the Merger Agreement or unrelated contracts the releasing party may have with United, any
stockholder signing the Letter of Transmittal “irrevocably and unconditionally releases, acquits
and forever discharges” the Releasees from:
any and all Losses, debts or rights, whether fixed or contingent, known or
unknown, matured or unmatured, arising out of, relating to, or in any manner
connected with any facts, events or circumstances, or any actions taken, at or
prior to the consummation of the transactions contemplated by the Merger
Agreement that any Releasor ever had or now has against the Releasees,
including any right, title and interest in and to the Shares.
[…]
Section 251 of the DGCL governs mergers of Delaware corporations. Sections 251(b)
and (c) establish a number of mandatory requirements that a merger agreement must satisfy.
Cigna contends, among other things, that the Obligations violate Section 251 because the Letter
of Transmittal is a contract without consideration and, relatedly, because the Obligations place
stockholders in the inequitable position of being forced to choose between uncertain merger
consideration and appraisal. Defendants dispute both of these positions.
“It is the blackest of black-letter law that an enforceable contract requires an offer,
acceptance, and consideration.... Consideration is ‘a benefit to a promisor or a detriment to a
promisee pursuant to the promisor’s request.’” Cigna argues that, under Section 251, United
legally is obligated to pay Cigna its merger consideration, and that the Letter of Transmittal,
therefore, is not an enforceable contract because it lacks separate, independent consideration.
According to Cigna, payment of the merger consideration was a pre-existing duty and cannot be
the basis for a binding contract between the parties. United counters that the Merger Agreement
is a bundle of rights, that the merger consideration includes more than just cash, and that the
Obligations constitute part of the overall consideration.
In relevant part, Section 251 requires that:
The [merger] agreement shall state ... The manner, if any, of converting the
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shares of each of the constituent corporations into shares or other securities of
the corporation surviving or resulting from the merger or consolidation, or of
cancelling some or all of such shares, and, if any shares of any of the constituent
corporations are not to remain outstanding, to be converted solely into shares or
other securities of the surviving or resulting corporation or to be cancelled, the
cash, property, rights or securities of any other corporation or entity which the
holders of such shares are to receive in exchange for, or upon conversion of such
shares and the surrender of any certificates evidencing them, which cash,
property, rights or securities of any other corporation or entity may be in addition
to or in lieu of shares or other securities of the surviving or resulting corporation.
Focusing on the italicized language, Cigna argues that the stockholders’ shares are cancelled
immediately upon the consummation of a merger and that the stockholders must only surrender
their cancelled certificates to receive the merger consideration. For support, Cigna draws on
Roam–Tel Partners v. AT & T Mobility Wireless Operations Holdings Inc. In that case, thenVice Chancellor (now Chief Justice) Strine analyzed the issue of the availability of appraisal
rights following a short-form merger under 8 Del.C. § 253. A minority stockholder executed a
letter of transmittal that expressly stated the stockholder was waiving its appraisal rights. The
stockholder, within the appropriate statutory time period to seek appraisal, rescinded the letter of
transmittal and demanded appraisal. AT & T argued that the minority stockholder waived its
appraisal rights by executing the letter of transmittal. In short order, the Court rejected this
argument, finding that the letter of transmittal was not a binding contract because it lacked
consideration—i.e., the obligation to pay the merger consideration was a pre-existing duty.
According to Cigna, its right to the merger consideration vested as a matter of law when
United consummated the Merger and extinguished Cigna’s shares. Thus, there is no
consideration that supports the Obligations in the Letter of Transmittal. Further, Cigna contends
it is irrelevant that two of the Obligations appear in the Merger Agreement itself because the
Obligations contravene Section 251. A detailed textual analysis of Section 251, in Cigna’s view,
reveals that it requires a two-way exchange in which stockholders lose their shares and receive
benefits in response. Section 251(b)(5) allows merger consideration to consist of “cash, property,
rights or securities of any other corporation or entity.” In its Reply Brief, Cigna relies on the
Black’s Law Dictionary definitions for each of these terms in arguing that the Obligations run
contrary to Section 251 precisely because they are obligations, not benefits.
In response, Defendants emphasize the “wide latitude afforded by Section 251,” but that
argument is less than compelling. The flexibility given corporate planners under Section 251 is
not unlimited. United could have proceeded with the acquisition through a stock purchase
agreement in which it contractually imposed the Obligations on the selling stockholders. Instead,
United chose to proceed with a statutory merger under Section 251. That decision has legal
significance. Section 251, while allowing for a broad range of merger variations, still requires
compliance with its provisions.
Under the Merger Agreement, the stockholders’ shares were converted into the “right to
receive the Applicable Per Share Merger Agreement Consideration in accordance with this
agreement.” Defendants advance a “bundle of rights” theory of consideration and seize upon the
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use of the term “rights” in DGCL § 251 as the apparent textual hook for this theory. Under this
view, the “right” to receive cash for any cancelled shares is subject to the other provisions of the
Merger Agreement. Not implausibly, Defendants contend that the Obligations affected the price
United was willing to pay for Audax. Without the Obligations, the price likely would have been
lower. Consistent with their bundle of rights theory, Defendants distinguish Roam–Tel on the
grounds that the Obligations here were included in the Merger Agreement, which also referenced
the Letter of Transmittal. According to Defendants, therefore, the Letter of Transmittal is not a
new undertaking by the stockholders, but instead is part of the overall scheme of the Merger.
Textually, Defendants are on shaky ground. The term ‘rights’ simply could refer to
consideration that takes the form of rights authorized by Section 157 of the DGCL. This reading
applies the principle of “in pari materia” and recognizes that ‘rights’ appears in a list with terms
like cash, property, and securities. Assuming rights has a broader meaning, Black’s Law
Dictionary provides seven definitions of the term “right,” of which six plausibly may be relevant
here. All of those six definitions, however, imply a positive benefit, not the undertaking of an
obligation or a burden. None of the definitions provide obvious or implicit support for the idea
that merger consideration can be made contingent on further undertakings by the stockholders.
Pragmatically, Defendants’ bundle of rights argument raises serious concerns. Wholesale
adoption of this position seemingly would allow buyers to impose any range of provisions on
stockholders as conditions precedent to payment of the merger consideration. One need not look
far for a hypothetical, however, because the facts of this case demonstrate the problems with
Defendants’ argument. The Release Obligation is not mentioned in the Merger Agreement.
Rather, the Merger Agreement requires the Letter of Transmittal to be “in form and substance
reasonably acceptable to Buyer” and requires agreement to the indemnification provisions
“among other things.” Defendants assert that the Release Obligation is “part and parcel of the
overall consideration.” The Merger Agreement, however, provided no indication to stockholders
that they might have to agree to a release, let alone the sweeping release called for in the Letter
of Transmittal. If the quoted language above is sufficient to allow inclusion of the Release
Obligation, then buyers could impose almost any post-closing condition or obligation on the
target company’s stockholders after the fact by including it as a requirement in the letter of
transmittal. This possibility is particularly troubling in light of the provisions in Audax’s
Certificate of Incorporation that mandate payment to the preferred stockholders, such as Cigna,
in the event of a merger.
Because the Release Obligation is a new obligation Defendants seek to impose on Cigna
post-closing, and because nothing new is being provided to Cigna beyond the merger
consideration to which it became entitled when the Merger was consummated and its shares were
canceled, I find that there is no consideration for the Release Obligation in the Letter of
Transmittal. In accordance with Roam–Tel, therefore, I hold that the Release Obligation is
unenforceable. The Indemnification Obligation and the Stockholder Representative Obligation,
however, were included in the Merger Agreement. Roam–Tel’s application to these two
obligations is less clear. Because the parties’ briefing focused primarily on the Indemnification
Obligation, I turn next to that issue.
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Defendants portray the Indemnification Obligation as a variant on a common element of
private company mergers whereby the buyer can seek relief for breaches of representations and
warranties. It is true that escrow provisions appear quite often in private-company mergers. The
DGCL, however, does not provide alternative rules for private-company mergers and publiccompany mergers. There is only one DGCL and all mergers must comply with its terms.
Defendants repeatedly highlight the purported similarities between the Indemnification
Obligation and an escrow arrangement, implying that a decision striking down the former would
endanger the latter. Economically, there are many similarities between an escrow provision and
an indemnification provision. An escrow mechanism grants the selling stockholders some
amount of money (x) and potentially more money depending on whether the buyer succeeds in
making any claims (z) against the escrow fund (y), such that the total merger consideration (C)
paid to the stockholder is equal to (x) + ((y) - (z)). An indemnification obligation works by
paying all of the money to the stockholders up front and then making claims against the amount
paid such that: (C) = (x) - (z). The total amount paid to the selling stockholders under each
scenario theoretically should be the same. Because the stockholders get their money sooner
under the indemnification structure, they plausibly may prefer that alternative in that any loss
from the time value of money is borne by the buyer.
The case law of this Court contains no indication that an escrow of a portion of the
merger consideration, as a general matter, is invalid. Interpreting Section 251 in a manner that
would imperil escrow agreements, which are widely understood to be permissible, would be
unreasonable. Neither party, however, has supplied the Court with a case construing a merger
agreement that included an indemnification structure which, as in this case, places potentially all
of the merger consideration at risk for an unlimited period of time. Pushing Defendants’
economic equivalence argument to its logical conclusion, the analogous escrow structure would
be a 100% indefinite escrow pursuant to which the merger consideration would be released only
after the buyer determined it would never make a claim under the Merger Agreement. Such a
provision is hard to fathom. In any event, I find unpersuasive Defendants’ effort to analogize the
Indemnification Obligation to an escrow agreement—along with their implication that a ruling
finding the Indemnification Obligation impermissible would imperil commonly used escrow
agreements.
Rather than a bundle of rights, the merger consideration here more aptly can be described
as cash, subject to an open-ended post-closing price adjustment. Two conceivable methods of
adjusting the purchase price post-closing are escrow agreements and indemnification
agreements. Indemnification provisions that seek to collect or claw back money already paid to
the stockholders are unusual, perhaps because collecting that money is substantially more
difficult than drawing from an escrow fund. Indeed, very few Court of Chancery cases even
arguably have dealt with non-escrow price-adjustment procedures. Post–closing price
adjustments are permissible if they satisfy the requirements of DGCL § 251. As relevant here,
Section 251(b) provides that:
Any of the terms of the agreement of merger or consolidation may be made
dependent upon facts ascertainable outside of such agreement, provided that the
manner in which such facts shall operate upon the terms of the agreement is
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clearly and expressly set forth in the agreement of merger or consolidation. The
term “facts,” as used in the preceding sentence, includes, but is not limited to, the
occurrence of any event, including a determination or action by any person or
body, including the corporation.
This Court, in Aveta, interpreted the language of Section 251(b) at length and provided a
detailed, historical analysis of meaning of that provision, as amended over time, and an
analogous provision in 8 Del. C. § 151(a). That case involved multiple post-closing price
adjustments based on the target company’s financial records and included a dispute-resolution
mechanism for disagreements between the parties, with a final calculation to be made by an
accounting firm. Ultimately, the Court held that the post-closing price-adjustment procedures
complied with Section 251(b).
The Indemnification Obligation differs in significant ways from the procedures approved
in Aveta, even assuming, arguendo, that that case provides support for a clawback provision in a
merger agreement. First, the adjustments in Aveta were tied to the corporation’s financial
statements, while the adjustments here depend on any damages that United might suffer. Second,
the Indemnification Obligation places potentially all of the merger consideration at risk. Third,
the Indemnification Obligation continues indefinitely. Aveta did not involve terms comparable to
either of these last two characteristics. In this regard, I note that Cigna’s primary challenge to the
Indemnification Obligation relates to the fact that certain aspects of it are not limited in terms of
(1) the amount of money that might be subject to a clawback and (2) time. This Opinion focuses
only on those aspects of the Indemnification Obligation.
Defendants argue that the Indemnification Obligation complies with Section 251(b),
emphasizing that it defines “facts” as including “a determination or action by any person or
body.” A judicial opinion in a case about a breach of representations or warranties would seem to
fall within that definition. Furthermore, the manner in which such a “fact” would operate on the
rest of the agreement seems to be “clearly and expressly” set forth in the Merger Agreement:
Section VII describes the operation of the Indemnification Obligation at length. In that regard,
Cigna’s contrary argument that the “facts ascertainable” must turn on objective figures and
formulas misstates this Court’s precedent and clashes with the clear language of the statute.
Cigna’s arguments, however, highlight that the previous cases involving “facts
ascertainable,” whether in the context of DGCL § 251(b) or § 151(a), generally involved
reference to some numerical component. The real issue here is not that the Indemnification
Obligation is “impermissibly vague” or “constitute[s] an improper abdication” of the board’s
duties to determine the merger consideration. Instead, this case raises the novel problem that,
despite literally complying with the “facts ascertainable” provision of Section 251(b), the value
of the merger consideration itself is not, in fact, ascertainable, either precisely or within a
reasonable range of values. For that reason, the Indemnification Obligation violates Section
251(b)(5), requiring the Merger Agreement to state “the cash, property, rights or securities of any
other corporation or entity which the holders of such shares are to receive.”
In the context of addressing the Release Obligation, I expressed unease with Defendants’
“bundle of rights” theory of merger consideration and questioned its textual basis in Section
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251(b)(5). Here, the Indemnification Obligation complies textually with Section 251(b)’s “facts
ascertainable” provision, but leaves the stockholders unable to determine what they are receiving
as merger consideration. Nominally, the stockholders received their pro rata share of the merger
consideration. But, the value of that merger consideration must be discounted based on the
possibility that some, or even all, of it may need to be returned to United. As such, the ultimate
value of that consideration could range from zero to the full amount of what the individual
stockholder received.
Crucially, the stockholders may never know the exact value of the merger consideration:
there is no point at which the value of the merger consideration definitively can be determined
because the Indemnification Obligation continues indefinitely. Presumably, as time goes on,
United will be less likely to assert a claim. Even then, however, the safety of the stockholders’
money would remain uncertain. Two, five, or ten years after the closing, even accounting for
laches or statute of limitations defenses, the stockholders largely remain in the same position as
on the day of the Closing: potentially liable to United for up to the entire amount of the merger
consideration they received. These issues render the true value of the merger consideration
unknowable.
This Court previously has expressed its concern over instances where stockholders are
placed in the unenviable position of being forced to choose between uncertain merger
consideration and pursuing the lengthy and potentially costly route of seeking appraisal rights. In
Nagy v. Bistricer, a case involving appraisal and breach of fiduciary duty claims asserted by a
minority stockholder against the controlling stockholders, then-Vice Chancellor Strine
condemned a merger effected by the controllers without the minority stockholder’s knowledge.
[…] I read Nagy to suggest that Section 251 requires a merger agreement to set forth
determinable merger consideration. There is no point in time at which the merger consideration
in this case ever becomes firm or determinable. The stockholders instead are left making
expected value determinations—calculations that presumably change over time—as to (a)
whether a breach of the representations and warranties exists or is likely to arise; (b) whether
United will assert those claims; and (c) the potential damages, including consequential damages,
a court might award in the case of any such breach. It is impossible for a stockholder to make
these computations with any reasonable degree of precision.
For the foregoing reasons, I conclude that the Indemnification Obligation violates Section
251(b)(5), because it prevents the stockholders from determining the value of the merger
consideration. While individual stockholders may contract—such as in the form of a Support
Agreement—to accept the risk of having to reimburse the buyer over an indefinite period of time
for breaches of the Merger Agreement’s representations and warranties, such a post-closing price
adjustment cannot be foisted on non-consenting stockholders. As such, United cannot condition
the release of Cigna’s merger consideration on a requirement that Cigna agree to the
Indemnification Obligation. […]
Post-closing price adjustments that could require individual stockholders to repay part of
their merger consideration occupy an uncertain status under Delaware law. Section 2.10 of the
Merger Agreement provides a limited, unchallenged example of such a provision. The
Indemnification Obligation, however, places at risk potentially all of the merger consideration a
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stockholder receives and does so indefinitely. As such, a stockholder cannot know the real value
of what she receives at the closing and a Merger Agreement that establishes such a scheme does
not satisfy the requirement of DGCL § 251(b)(5) that a merger agreement set forth “the cash,
property, rights or securities of any other corporation or entity which the holders of such shares
are to receive.” Read as a whole, Section 251 requires that stockholders be able to ascertain the
value, at or about the time of the merger, of what they will receive as merger consideration. That
requirement is not met in this case.
This is a limited holding. This Opinion does not concern escrow agreements, nor does it
rule on the general validity of post-closing price adjustments requiring direct repayment from the
stockholders. This Opinion does not address whether such a price adjustment that covers all of
the merger consideration may be permissible if time-limited, or whether an indefinite adjustment
period as to some portion of the merger consideration would be valid. I hold only that the
combination of these factors present in this case—indefinite length and the contingent nature of
the entirety of the consideration—renders the value of the merger consideration unknowable and,
therefore, violates Section 251. […]
5.7.3 Notes and Questions on Audax and Conditioning Payments
1.
Explain how the Audax court reconciles both its rejection of the imposition of obligations
on target shareholders as part of the merger consideration and its acceptance – within limits – of
post-closing “price adjustments” in the merger agreement that have effects similar to those of
indemnification.
2.
We will look at indemnification in more detail later in the course. For the moment, note
that in the recent era of seller-friendly deals, it is not uncommon for indemnification to be
limited to a relatively small escrow equal to only a few percent of the transaction value. Suppose
the Audax court had been presented with a merger agreement that, like the one in Audax,
provided for shareholders to repay the buyer for the buyer’s damages from a breach of the
target’s representations, but (unlike the deal in Audax) limited that obligation to a maximum of
5% of the purchase price paid to each shareholder. What outcome would you expect?
3.
In Audax, the buyer used the coercive power of conditioning payment to seek both legal
and economic benefits by binding all equityholders to the allocation of liability that it had
negotiated with the seller. Buyers may also seek to condition an employee-equityholder’s right
to transaction consideration, or a part thereof, on their remaining an employee after closing. A
buyer, for example, may want, all else being equal, to only pay future earn-out payments to those
equityholders who are still working for the business when the contingent payment has been
earned. The employee-equityholders themselves may feel this makes sense – their fellow selling
shareholder-executives should only benefit from the earn-out if they have worked to make the
business a success post-closing. One hopes, however, that both they and the buyer will have met
with their respective tax accountants before agreeing to such a condition, since it may have
unpleasant tax and accounting consequences…
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5.7.4 Lane Processing Trust v. U.S., 25 F.3d 662 (8th Cir. 1994)
In November 1982, the Lane Companies (Lane Processing, Inc., Dexter Farms, Inc.,
Dexter Processing, Inc., and Lane Poultry of Carolina, Inc., and their subsidiaries) and their
owners, Dorothy and Clift Lane, filed for bankruptcy. A reorganization plan later was approved
by the bankruptcy court, under which the Lane Companies operated until the summer of 1985,
when the Lane Companies’ defaults raised the prospect of liquidation.
To avoid liquidation, in July 1985 the Lanes relinquished all control of the Lane
Companies to the newly formed Lane Processing Trust. The Lanes also turned over to the Trust
the Lane Companies’ stock, which at the time had a negative book value of $8,197,237. The
Companies’ employees were designated beneficiaries of the Trust. […] The employees were told
by the trustees that their assistance would be needed to keep the Companies operational and that
they would benefit financially if the Lane Companies became profitable. At least some
supervisors passed this information along to various production workers.
Despite depressed wages and benefits, particularly for the employees of the Arkansas
Division, many employees remained with the Lane Companies during this period. In fact, the
turnover rate actually decreased in many divisions. Some employees believed that, as the
financial prospects of the Lane Companies improved, so would theirs. Employees who joined the
Companies after the Trust was established were not notified formally of the ownership
arrangement, but the information was widely known and was readily available, and they may
have learned of it.
The trustees and new management’s guidance and the employees’ efforts helped to
reverse the Lane Companies’ fortunes in a remarkably short time. The stock of the Lane
Companies was sold in May 1986 to Tyson Foods for $35,000,000. After Tyson Foods had
signed a letter of intent to purchase the Lane Companies, but prior to the sale, the Lane
Companies distributed a letter to the employees, informing them of recent events and telling
them that their efforts had played an integral role in the Companies’ turnaround and that the cash
from the sale belonged to them.
[…] [I]n December 1990 the sale proceeds were distributed to the former Lane
Companies employees pursuant to a court-approved distribution plan. Under this plan, one half
of the sale proceeds was distributed to the trustees and other members of top management, the
other half to workers and lower-level members of management who were employed by the Lane
Companies (and had been for three and one-half months) when the sale was completed.
The amount of each employee’s distribution was determined by where the employee
worked and the employee’s length of employment and job classification. Each of the employees
who had worked for the Companies for less than one year in the lowest job classification
received either $995 or $1094.50, depending on the plant location (employees of the lower-paid
Arkansas Division received ten percent more than did those of the Alabama Division), while the
employees who had been in the lowest classification for between one and five years received
either $1990 or $2189, again depending on location. At the other end of the range, eighty-six
employees each received at least $21,890. The trustees distributed to themselves thirty-two
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percent of the total amount distributed.
The Trust withheld and paid employment taxes as if the distributions were wages. In
1991, the Trust filed a claim for a refund, which the Internal Revenue Service denied. The Trust
then brought this action for a refund in the District Court, seeking a refund of employer and
employee Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) taxes and Federal Unemployment Tax
Act (FUTA) taxes (together known as employment taxes) in the amount of $1,567,378.67, plus
interest. The parties agree the distributions were income, and thus subject to income tax, but they
dispute whether the distributions were “wages” within the meaning of, and thus subject to tax
under, FICA and FUTA. On cross-motions for summary judgment, the District Court concluded
that the distributions were not wages and ordered the refund. The government appeals, and we
reverse. […]
The question we must answer in this case is whether the distributions by the Lane
Processing Trust to the former Lane Companies employees constituted “wages” within the
meaning of FICA and FUTA. These Acts broadly define “wages” as “all remuneration for
employment.” Id. Sec. 3121(a) (1988) (FICA); id. Sec. 3306(b) (1988) (FUTA). FICA and
FUTA provide a list of exceptions to this broad definition of “wages,” but the parties agree that
none of the listed exceptions is relevant here. […]
Were the distributions to the Lane Companies employees “remuneration for
employment”? We believe they were. The payments made to each employee were based on
factors traditionally used to determine employee compensation, specifically, the value of the
services performed by the employee, the length of the employee’s employment, and the
employee’s prior wages.
The Trust’s contention that the distributions were the fruits of ownership is not
persuasive. Employees who had been with the Lane Companies when the stock was put into the
Trust for the benefit of the employees were ineligible for distributions if they no longer were
with the Companies when the stock was sold to Tyson Foods, regardless of the reason for
departure. The lack of ownership interests on the part of the employees is underscored by the fact
that even employees of plants that were closed or sold before the sale lost their eligibility for
distributions. In contrast, employees who joined the Companies a mere three and one-half
months before the sale received distributions by virtue of their employment when the Lane
Companies were sold. Although we do not disagree with the general proposition advanced by the
Trust--that an individual can be both an employee of a company (receiving wages) and an owner
of a company (receiving dividends)--the facts of this case clearly demonstrate that such was not
the case here. […]
The Trust relies on R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. United States (1957), in which the court
held that the corporation could not adjust its taxable income by deducting as compensation under
the Internal Revenue Code distributions made to employee-stockholders because the
distributions were in proportion to the employees’ stockholdings and there was no link between
the value of the services rendered and the amounts distributed. The Trust’s reliance is misplaced.
As we already have pointed out, the facts of the present case plainly show that the distributions
in this case were linked to location, prior wages, length of service, and other factors traditionally
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used to determine employee compensation, and were not just “determined by general
considerations of fairness,” as the Trust contends. […]
5.7.5 Notes and Questions on Lane Processing Trust
1.
What were the economic consequences to the Lane employees of this decision? Note that
the stakes were not just whether the distribution to employees would be taxed at ordinary income
or capital gains rates, but also whether Social Security and similar employment taxes were due.
2.
Why do you think the Lane Trust withheld taxes as if the payments were ordinary
income? What would you have insisted be done if you had been representing Tyson Foods, the
buyer? Note that the actual employers here were the Lane companies, now held as subsidiaries
of Tyson.

5.8 Statutory Alternatives to the Negotiated Price: Appraisal and Dissenters’
Rights
5.8.1 Appraisal Rights in Delaware: DGCL section 262
§ 262 Appraisal rights
(a) Any stockholder of a corporation of this State who holds shares of stock on the date of the
making of a demand pursuant to subsection (d) of this section with respect to such shares, who
continuously holds such shares through the effective date of the merger or consolidation, who
has otherwise complied with subsection (d) of this section and who has neither voted in favor of
the merger or consolidation nor consented thereto in writing pursuant to § 228 of this title shall
be entitled to an appraisal by the Court of Chancery of the fair value of the stockholder’s shares
of stock under the circumstances described in subsections (b) and (c) of this section. As used in
this section, the word “stockholder” means a holder of record of stock in a corporation; the
words “stock” and “share” mean and include what is ordinarily meant by those words; and the
words “depository receipt” mean a receipt or other instrument issued by a depository
representing an interest in 1 or more shares, or fractions thereof, solely of stock of a corporation,
which stock is deposited with the depository.
(b) Appraisal rights shall be available for the shares of any class or series of stock of a
constituent corporation in a merger or consolidation to be effected pursuant to § 251 (other than a
merger effected pursuant to § 251(g) of this title), § 252, § 254, § 255, § 256, § 257, § 258, § 263
or § 264 of this title:
(1) Provided, however, that, except as expressly provided in § 363(b) of this title, no
appraisal rights under this section shall be available for the shares of any class or series of
stock, which stock, or depository receipts in respect thereof, at the record date fixed to
determine the stockholders entitled to receive notice of the meeting of stockholders to act
upon the agreement of merger or consolidation (or, in the case of a merger pursuant to §
251(h), as of immediately prior to the execution of the agreement of merger), were either:
(i) listed on a national securities exchange or (ii) held of record by more than 2,000
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holders; and further provided that no appraisal rights shall be available for any shares of
stock of the constituent corporation surviving a merger if the merger did not require for
its approval the vote of the stockholders of the surviving corporation as provided in §
251(f) of this title.
(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (b)(1) of this section, appraisal rights under this section
shall be available for the shares of any class or series of stock of a constituent corporation
if the holders thereof are required by the terms of an agreement of merger or
consolidation pursuant to §§ 251, 252, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 263 and 264 of this title
to accept for such stock anything except:
a. Shares of stock of the corporation surviving or resulting from such merger or
consolidation, or depository receipts in respect thereof;
b. Shares of stock of any other corporation, or depository receipts in respect
thereof, which shares of stock (or depository receipts in respect thereof) or
depository receipts at the effective date of the merger or consolidation will be
either listed on a national securities exchange or held of record by more than
2,000 holders;
c. Cash in lieu of fractional shares or fractional depository receipts described in
the foregoing paragraphs (b)(2)a. and b. of this section; or
d. Any combination of the shares of stock, depository receipts and cash in lieu of
fractional shares or fractional depository receipts described in the foregoing
paragraphs (b)(2)a., b. and c. of this section.
(3) In the event all of the stock of a subsidiary Delaware corporation party to a merger
effected under § 253 or § 267 of this title is not owned by the parent immediately prior to
the merger, appraisal rights shall be available for the shares of the subsidiary Delaware
corporation.
(4) In the event of an amendment to a corporation’s certificate of incorporation
contemplated by § 363(a) of this title, appraisal rights shall be available as contemplated
by § 363(b) of this title, and the procedures of this section, including those set forth in
subsections (d) and (e) of this section, shall apply as nearly as practicable, with the word
“amendment” substituted for the words “merger or consolidation,” and the word
“corporation” substituted for the words “constituent corporation” and/or “surviving or
resulting corporation.”
(c) Any corporation may provide in its certificate of incorporation that appraisal rights under this
section shall be available for the shares of any class or series of its stock as a result of an
amendment to its certificate of incorporation, any merger or consolidation in which the
corporation is a constituent corporation or the sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the
corporation. If the certificate of incorporation contains such a provision, the provisions of this
section, including those set forth in subsections (d),(e), and (g) of this section, shall apply as
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nearly as is practicable.
(d) Appraisal rights shall be perfected as follows:
(1) If a proposed merger or consolidation for which appraisal rights are provided under
this section is to be submitted for approval at a meeting of stockholders, the corporation,
not less than 20 days prior to the meeting, shall notify each of its stockholders who was
such on the record date for notice of such meeting (or such members who received notice
in accordance with § 255(c) of this title) with respect to shares for which appraisal rights
are available pursuant to subsection (b) or (c) of this section that appraisal rights are
available for any or all of the shares of the constituent corporations, and shall include in
such notice a copy of this section and, if 1 of the constituent corporations is a nonstock
corporation, a copy of § 114 of this title. Each stockholder electing to demand the
appraisal of such stockholder’s shares shall deliver to the corporation, before the taking
of the vote on the merger or consolidation, a written demand for appraisal of such
stockholder’s shares; provided that a demand may be delivered to the corporation by
electronic transmission if directed to an information processing system (if any) expressly
designated for that purpose in such notice. Such demand will be sufficient if it reasonably
informs the corporation of the identity of the stockholder and that the stockholder intends
thereby to demand the appraisal of such stockholder’s shares. A proxy or vote against the
merger or consolidation shall not constitute such a demand. A stockholder electing to
take such action must do so by a separate written demand as herein provided. Within 10
days after the effective date of such merger or consolidation, the surviving or resulting
corporation shall notify each stockholder of each constituent corporation who has
complied with this subsection and has not voted in favor of or consented to the merger or
consolidation of the date that the merger or consolidation has become effective; or
(2) If the merger or consolidation was approved pursuant to § 228, § 251(h), § 253, or §
267 of this title, then either a constituent corporation before the effective date of the
merger or consolidation or the surviving or resulting corporation within 10 days
thereafter shall notify each of the holders of any class or series of stock of such
constituent corporation who are entitled to appraisal rights of the approval of the merger
or consolidation and that appraisal rights are available for any or all shares of such class
or series of stock of such constituent corporation, and shall include in such notice a copy
of this section and, if 1 of the constituent corporations is a nonstock corporation, a copy
of § 114 of this title. Such notice may, and, if given on or after the effective date of the
merger or consolidation, shall, also notify such stockholders of the effective date of the
merger or consolidation. Any stockholder entitled to appraisal rights may, within 20 days
after the date of giving such notice or, in the case of a merger approved pursuant to §
251(h) of this title, within the later of the consummation of the offer contemplated by §
251(h) of this title and 20 days after the date of giving such notice, demand in writing
from the surviving or resulting corporation the appraisal of such holder’s shares; provided
that a demand may be delivered to the corporation by electronic transmission if directed
to an information processing system (if any) expressly designated for that purpose in such
notice. Such demand will be sufficient if it reasonably informs the corporation of the
identity of the stockholder and that the stockholder intends thereby to demand the
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appraisal of such holder’s shares. If such notice did not notify stockholders of the
effective date of the merger or consolidation, either (i) each such constituent corporation
shall send a second notice before the effective date of the merger or consolidation
notifying each of the holders of any class or series of stock of such constituent
corporation that are entitled to appraisal rights of the effective date of the merger or
consolidation or (ii) the surviving or resulting corporation shall send such a second notice
to all such holders on or within 10 days after such effective date; provided, however, that
if such second notice is sent more than 20 days following the sending of the first notice
or, in the case of a merger approved pursuant to § 251(h) of this title, later than the later
of the consummation of the offer contemplated by § 251(h) of this title and 20 days
following the sending of the first notice, such second notice need only be sent to each
stockholder who is entitled to appraisal rights and who has demanded appraisal of such
holder’s shares in accordance with this subsection. An affidavit of the secretary or
assistant secretary or of the transfer agent of the corporation that is required to give either
notice that such notice has been given shall, in the absence of fraud, be prima facie
evidence of the facts stated therein. For purposes of determining the stockholders entitled
to receive either notice, each constituent corporation may fix, in advance, a record date
that shall be not more than 10 days prior to the date the notice is given, provided, that if
the notice is given on or after the effective date of the merger or consolidation, the record
date shall be such effective date. If no record date is fixed and the notice is given prior to
the effective date, the record date shall be the close of business on the day next preceding
the day on which the notice is given.
(e) Within 120 days after the effective date of the merger or consolidation, the surviving or
resulting corporation or any stockholder who has complied with subsections (a) and (d) of this
section hereof and who is otherwise entitled to appraisal rights, may commence an appraisal
proceeding by filing a petition in the Court of Chancery demanding a determination of the value
of the stock of all such stockholders. Notwithstanding the foregoing, at any time within 60 days
after the effective date of the merger or consolidation, any stockholder who has not commenced
an appraisal proceeding or joined that proceeding as a named party shall have the right to
withdraw such stockholder’s demand for appraisal and to accept the terms offered upon the
merger or consolidation. Within 120 days after the effective date of the merger or consolidation,
any stockholder who has complied with the requirements of subsections (a) and (d) of this
section hereof, upon request given in writing (or by electronic transmission directed to an
information processing system (if any) expressly designated for that purpose in the notice of
appraisal), shall be entitled to receive from the corporation surviving the merger or resulting
from the consolidation a statement setting forth the aggregate number of shares not voted in
favor of the merger or consolidation (or, in the case of a merger approved pursuant to § 251(h) of
this title, the aggregate number of shares (other than any excluded stock (as defined in §
251(h)(6)d. of this title)) that were the subject of, and were not tendered into, and accepted for
purchase or exchange in, the offer referred to in § 251(h)(2)), and, in either case, with respect to
which demands for appraisal have been received and the aggregate number of holders of such
shares. Such statement shall be given to the stockholder within 10 days after such stockholder’s
request for such a statement is received by the surviving or resulting corporation or within 10
days after expiration of the period for delivery of demands for appraisal under subsection (d) of
this section hereof, whichever is later. Notwithstanding subsection (a) of this section, a person
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who is the beneficial owner of shares of such stock held either in a voting trust or by a nominee
on behalf of such person may, in such person’s own name, file a petition or request from the
corporation the statement described in this subsection.
(f) Upon the filing of any such petition by a stockholder, service of a copy thereof shall be made
upon the surviving or resulting corporation, which shall within 20 days after such service file in
the office of the Register in Chancery in which the petition was filed a duly verified list
containing the names and addresses of all stockholders who have demanded payment for their
shares and with whom agreements as to the value of their shares have not been reached by the
surviving or resulting corporation. If the petition shall be filed by the surviving or resulting
corporation, the petition shall be accompanied by such a duly verified list. The Register in
Chancery, if so ordered by the Court, shall give notice of the time and place fixed for the hearing
of such petition by registered or certified mail to the surviving or resulting corporation and to the
stockholders shown on the list at the addresses therein stated. Such notice shall also be given by
1 or more publications at least 1 week before the day of the hearing, in a newspaper of general
circulation published in the City of Wilmington, Delaware or such publication as the Court
deems advisable. The forms of the notices by mail and by publication shall be approved by the
Court, and the costs thereof shall be borne by the surviving or resulting corporation.
(g) At the hearing on such petition, the Court shall determine the stockholders who have
complied with this section and who have become entitled to appraisal rights. The Court may
require the stockholders who have demanded an appraisal for their shares and who hold stock
represented by certificates to submit their certificates of stock to the Register in Chancery for
notation thereon of the pendency of the appraisal proceedings; and if any stockholder fails to
comply with such direction, the Court may dismiss the proceedings as to such stockholder. If
immediately before the merger or consolidation the shares of the class or series of stock of the
constituent corporation as to which appraisal rights are available were listed on a national
securities exchange, the Court shall dismiss the proceedings as to all holders of such shares who
are otherwise entitled to appraisal rights unless (1) the total number of shares entitled to appraisal
exceeds 1% of the outstanding shares of the class or series eligible for appraisal, (2) the value of
the consideration provided in the merger or consolidation for such total number of shares
exceeds $1 million, or (3) the merger was approved pursuant to § 253 or § 267 of this title.
(h) After the Court determines the stockholders entitled to an appraisal, the appraisal proceeding
shall be conducted in accordance with the rules of the Court of Chancery, including any rules
specifically governing appraisal proceedings. Through such proceeding the Court shall determine
the fair value of the shares exclusive of any element of value arising from the accomplishment or
expectation of the merger or consolidation, together with interest, if any, to be paid upon the
amount determined to be the fair value. In determining such fair value, the Court shall take into
account all relevant factors. Unless the Court in its discretion determines otherwise for good
cause shown, and except as provided in this subsection, interest from the effective date of the
merger through the date of payment of the judgment shall be compounded quarterly and shall
accrue at 5% over the Federal Reserve discount rate (including any surcharge) as established
from time to time during the period between the effective date of the merger and the date of
payment of the judgment. At any time before the entry of judgment in the proceedings, the
surviving corporation may pay to each stockholder entitled to appraisal an amount in cash, in
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which case interest shall accrue thereafter as provided herein only upon the sum of (1) the
difference, if any, between the amount so paid and the fair value of the shares as determined by
the Court, and (2) interest theretofore accrued, unless paid at that time. Upon application by the
surviving or resulting corporation or by any stockholder entitled to participate in the appraisal
proceeding, the Court may, in its discretion, proceed to trial upon the appraisal prior to the final
determination of the stockholders entitled to an appraisal. Any stockholder whose name appears
on the list filed by the surviving or resulting corporation pursuant to subsection (f) of this section
and who has submitted such stockholder’s certificates of stock to the Register in Chancery, if
such is required, may participate fully in all proceedings until it is finally determined that such
stockholder is not entitled to appraisal rights under this section.
(i) The Court shall direct the payment of the fair value of the shares, together with interest, if
any, by the surviving or resulting corporation to the stockholders entitled thereto. Payment shall
be so made to each such stockholder, in the case of holders of uncertificated stock forthwith, and
the case of holders of shares represented by certificates upon the surrender to the corporation of
the certificates representing such stock. The Court’s decree may be enforced as other decrees in
the Court of Chancery may be enforced, whether such surviving or resulting corporation be a
corporation of this State or of any state.
(j) The costs of the proceeding may be determined by the Court and taxed upon the parties as the
Court deems equitable in the circumstances. Upon application of a stockholder, the Court may
order all or a portion of the expenses incurred by any stockholder in connection with the
appraisal proceeding, including, without limitation, reasonable attorney’s fees and the fees and
expenses of experts, to be charged pro rata against the value of all the shares entitled to an
appraisal.
(k) From and after the effective date of the merger or consolidation, no stockholder who has
demanded appraisal rights as provided in subsection (d) of this section shall be entitled to vote
such stock for any purpose or to receive payment of dividends or other distributions on the stock
(except dividends or other distributions payable to stockholders of record at a date which is prior
to the effective date of the merger or consolidation); provided, however, that if no petition for an
appraisal shall be filed within the time provided in subsection (e) of this section, or if such
stockholder shall deliver to the surviving or resulting corporation a written withdrawal of such
stockholder’s demand for an appraisal and an acceptance of the merger or consolidation, either
within 60 days after the effective date of the merger or consolidation as provided in subsection
(e) of this section or thereafter with the written approval of the corporation, then the right of such
stockholder to an appraisal shall cease. Notwithstanding the foregoing, no appraisal proceeding
in the Court of Chancery shall be dismissed as to any stockholder without the approval of the
Court, and such approval may be conditioned upon such terms as the Court deems just; provided,
however that this provision shall not affect the right of any stockholder who has not commenced
an appraisal proceeding or joined that proceeding as a named party to withdraw such
stockholder’s demand for appraisal and to accept the terms offered upon the merger or
consolidation within 60 days after the effective date of the merger or consolidation, as set forth
in subsection (e) of this section.
(l) The shares of the surviving or resulting corporation to which the shares of such objecting
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stockholders would have been converted had they assented to the merger or consolidation shall
have the status of authorized and unissued shares of the surviving or resulting corporation.
5.8.2 PBCL section 1932(c)
(c) Dissenters rights in asset transfers.
(1) If a shareholder of a transferring corporation that adopts a plan of asset transfer objects to the
plan and complies with Subchapter D of Chapter 15, the shareholder shall be entitled to the
rights and remedies of dissenting shareholders therein provided, if any.
(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply to a sale pursuant to an order of court having jurisdiction in the
premises or a sale pursuant to a plan of asset transfer that requires that all or substantially all of
the net proceeds of sale be distributed to the shareholders in accordance with their respective
interests within one year after the date of sale or to a liquidating trust.
(3) See sections 1906(c) (relating to dissenters rights upon special treatment) and 2537 (relating
to dissenters rights in asset transfers).
Comment on Appraisal Rights / Dissenter's Rights Statutes
As you already saw in passing in the Heilbrunn case earlier, Delaware provides appraisal rights
to shareholders who dissent from a merger, but not from an asset sale (unless the corporation is
one of the very rare Delaware entities that has opted to give appraisal rights for asset sales as
permitted by DGCL section 262(c)). However, Pennsylvania and a number of other states
provide appraisal rights to a shareholder in an asset sale as well as a merger (and, in some states,
in respect of certain other fundamental transactions or corporate changes). If a state generally
holds to the same doctrine of independent legal significance as Delaware, why would they differ
on whether a shareholder should be allowed appraisal in an asset sale?
5.8.3 Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., 457 A.2d 701 (Del. 1982)
[…] Turning to the matter of price, plaintiff also challenges its fairness. His evidence was
that on the date the merger was approved the stock was worth at least $26 per share. In support,
he offered the testimony of a chartered investment analyst who used two basic approaches to
valuation: a comparative analysis of the premium paid over market in ten other tender offermerger combinations, and a discounted cash flow analysis.
In this breach of fiduciary duty case, the Chancellor perceived that the approach to
valuation was the same as that in an appraisal proceeding. Consistent with precedent, he rejected
plaintiff’s method of proof and accepted defendants’ evidence of value as being in accord with
practice under prior case law. This means that the so-called “Delaware block” or weighted
average method was employed wherein the elements of value, i.e., assets, market price, earnings,
etc., were assigned a particular weight and the resulting amounts added to determine the value
per share. This procedure has been in use for decades. However, to the extent it excludes other
generally accepted techniques used in the financial community and the courts, it is now clearly
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outmoded. It is time we recognize this in appraisal and other stock valuation proceedings and
bring our law current on the subject.
While the Chancellor rejected plaintiff’s discounted cash flow method of valuing UOP’s
stock, as not corresponding with “either logic or the existing law”, it is significant that this was
essentially the focus, i.e., earnings potential of UOP, of Messrs. Arledge and Chitiea in their
evaluation of the merger. Accordingly, the standard “Delaware block” or weighted average
method of valuation, formerly employed in appraisal and other stock valuation cases, shall no
longer exclusively control such proceedings. We believe that a more liberal approach must
include proof of value by any techniques or methods which are generally considered acceptable
in the financial community and otherwise admissible in court, subject only to our interpretation
of 8 Del.C. § 262(h), infra. This will obviate the very structured and mechanistic procedure that
has heretofore governed such matters.
Fair price obviously requires consideration of all relevant factors involving the value of a
company. This has long been the law of Delaware as stated in Tri-Continental Corp., 74 A.2d at
72:
The basic concept of value under the appraisal statute is that the stockholder is
entitled to be paid for that which has been taken from him, viz., his proportionate
interest in a going concern. By value of the stockholder’s proportionate interest in
the corporate enterprise is meant the true or intrinsic value of his stock which has
been taken by the merger. In determining what figure represents this true or
intrinsic value, the appraiser and the courts must take into consideration all
factors and elements which reasonably might enter into the fixing of value. Thus,
market value, asset value, dividends, earning prospects, the nature of the
enterprise and any other facts which were known or which could be ascertained
as of the date of merger and which throw any light on future prospects of the
merged corporation are not only pertinent to an inquiry as to the value of the
dissenting stockholders’ interest, but must be considered by the agency fixing the
value. (Emphasis added.)
This is not only in accord with the realities of present day affairs, but it is thoroughly consonant
with the purpose and intent of our statutory law. Under 8 Del.C. § 262(h), the Court of Chancery:
shall appraise the shares, determining their fair value exclusive of any element of
value arising from the accomplishment or expectation of the merger, together
with a fair rate of interest, if any, to be paid upon the amount determined to be the
fair value. In determining such fair value, the Court shall take into account all
relevant factors ... (Emphasis added)
It is significant that section 262 now mandates the determination of “fair” value based
upon “all relevant factors”. Only the speculative elements of value that may arise from the
“accomplishment or expectation” of the merger are excluded. We take this to be a very narrow
exception to the appraisal process, designed to eliminate use of pro forma data and projections of
a speculative variety relating to the completion of a merger. But elements of future value,
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including the nature of the enterprise, which are known or susceptible of proof as of the date of
the merger and not the product of speculation, may be considered. When the trial court deems it
appropriate, fair value also includes any damages, resulting from the taking, which the
stockholders sustain as a class. If that was not the case, then the obligation to consider “all
relevant factors” in the valuation process would be eroded. […] Clearly, there is a legislative
intent to fully compensate shareholders for whatever their loss may be, subject only to the
narrow limitation that one cannot take speculative effects of the merger into account.
Although the Chancellor received the plaintiff’s evidence, his opinion indicates that the
use of it was precluded because of past Delaware practice. While we do not suggest a monetary
result one way or the other, we do think the plaintiff’s evidence should be part of the factual mix
and weighed as such. Until the $21 price is measured on remand by the valuation standards
mandated by Delaware law, there can be no finding at the present stage of these proceedings that
the price is fair. Given the lack of any candid disclosure of the material facts surrounding
establishment of the $21 price, the majority of the minority vote, approving the merger, is
meaningless. […]
5.8.4 Verition Partners Master Fund Ltd. v. Aruba Networks, Inc., 210 A.3d 128 (Del.
2019)
PER CURIAM:
In this statutory appraisal case, the Court of Chancery found that the fair value of Aruba
Networks, Inc., as defined by 8 Del. C. § 262, was $17.13 per share, which was the thirty-day
average market price at which its shares traded before the media reported news of the transaction
that gave rise to the appellants’ appraisal rights. In its post-trial opinion, the Court of Chancery
engaged in a wide-ranging discussion of its view on the evolution of our State’s appraisal law
and how certain recent decisions have affected the relevance of market-based evidence to
determining fair value. For purposes of this appeal, we need not respond in full to the dicta and
instead focus on the key issue before us: whether the Court of Chancery abused its discretion,
based on this record, in arriving at Aruba’s thirty-day average unaffected market price as the fair
value of the appellants’ shares. Because the Court of Chancery’s decision to use Aruba’s stock
price instead of the deal price minus synergies was rooted in an erroneous factual finding that
lacked record support, we answer that in the positive and reverse the Court of Chancery’s
judgment. On remand, the Court of Chancery shall enter a final judgment for the petitioners
awarding them $19.10 per share, which reflects the deal price minus the portion of synergies left
with the seller as estimated by the respondent in this case, Aruba.
In August 2014, Hewlett-Packard Company (“HP”), a publicly traded company,
approached Aruba, another publicly traded company, about a potential combination. Aruba hired
professionals and, in addition to negotiating with HP, began to shop the deal. Five other logical
strategic bidders were approached, but none of them showed any interest.3 The petitioners did
not argue below that private equity bidders could compete given the synergies a combination
with HP or another strategic buyer could garner.
After several months of negotiations between the two companies, the Aruba board
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decided to accept HP’s offer of $24.67 per share. News of the deal leaked to the press about two
weeks later, causing Aruba’s stock price to jump from $18.37 to $22.24. The next day, after the
market closed, Aruba released its quarterly results, which beat analyst expectations. Aruba’s
stock price rose by 9.7% the following day on the strength of its earnings to close at $24.81 per
share, just above the deal price.
Not long after the deal leaked, both companies’ boards approved the transaction, and
Aruba and HP formally announced the merger at a price of $24.67 per share. The final merger
agreement allowed for another passive market check. However, no superior bid emerged, and the
deal closed on May 18, 2015.
On August 28, 2015, the appellants and petitioners below, Verition Partners Master Fund
Ltd. and Verition Multi-Strategy Master Fund Ltd. (collectively, “Verition”), filed this appraisal
proceeding in the Court of Chancery, asking the court to appraise the “fair value” of their shares
under § 262. The respondent was Aruba, albeit an Aruba now 100% controlled by HP. In its
pretrial and initial post-trial briefing, Verition maintained that Aruba’s fair value was $32.57 per
share, and Aruba contended that its fair value was either $19.45 per share (before trial) or $19.75
per share (after trial). In its post-trial answering brief, Aruba contended that its “deal price less
synergies” value was $19.10 per share. Neither party claimed that Aruba’s preannouncement
stock price was the best measure of fair value at the time of the merger.
Post-trial argument was scheduled for May 17, 2017, but the Court of Chancery
postponed the hearing “once it became clear that the Delaware Supreme Court’s forthcoming
decision in DFC [Global Corp. v. Muirfield Value Partners, L.P.] likely would have a
significant effect on the legal landscape.” After this Court issued its opinion in DFC , the Court
of Chancery allowed the parties to submit supplemental briefing on the opinion’s implications,
and the parties submitted simultaneous briefs on September 15, 2017. Both parties continued to
argue for their preferred fair value calculation, and neither party advocated for the adoption of
the stock price, though Aruba did contend that the stock price was now “informative” of fair
value and lent support to its argument that fair value as of the time of the merger was in the $19
to $20 per share range. And the parties hewed to these positions during post-trial oral argument.
On December 14, 2017, this Court issued its opinion in Dell, Inc. v. Magnetar Global
Event Driven Master Fund Ltd., reversing the Court of Chancery’s appraisal decision in that
case. Six days later, the Vice Chancellor in this case—who was also the trial judge in Dell – sent
the parties a letter on his own motion. In the letter, the Vice Chancellor requested supplemental
briefing on “the market attributes of Aruba’s stock” in part because he “learned how many errors
[he] made in the Dell matter.”
The parties submitted simultaneous briefs in response to the Vice Chancellor’s sua sponte
request on January 26, 2018. In its brief, Aruba abandoned deal price minus synergies as its main
benchmark and argued for the first time that its preannouncement stock price was “the single
most important mark of its fair value.” Accordingly, Aruba asked the Court of Chancery to
award the thirty-day unaffected market price of $17.13 per share. Aruba’s brief focused mainly
on how the market for its stock was efficient.
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On February 15, 2018, the Court of Chancery issued its post-trial opinion finding that the
fair value under § 262 was $17.13 per share. In its opinion, the Court of Chancery considered
three different valuation measures: first, the “unaffected market price” of Aruba’s stock before
news of the merger leaked; second, the deal price minus the portion of synergies left with the
seller; and third, the two expert witnesses’ valuations, which were based primarily on discounted
cash flow (“DCF”) models.
In weighing the valuation methodologies, the Court of Chancery gave no weight to the
parties’ DCF models. The Court of Chancery also determined, based on its own analysis, that the
appropriate deal price minus synergies value was $18.20. In reaching that conclusion, the Court
of Chancery started with an estimate of the total amount of synergies HP expected to realize. To
determine how much of those synergies Aruba’s stockholders received in the deal price, the
Court of Chancery took the midpoint of a study suggesting that “on average, sellers collect 31%
of the capitalized value of synergies, with the seller’s share varying widely from 6% to 51%.”21
This resulted in a deal price minus synergies value of $18.20 per share, $0.90 lower than Aruba’s
own estimate of deal price minus synergies. And although the Vice Chancellor was “inclined to
think that Aruba’s representatives bargained less effectively than they might have,” “indicat[ing]
that [Aruba] obtained fewer synergies than the midpoint range and imply[ing] value north of
$18.20 per share,” he failed to explain why his estimate of $18.20 per share was more reliable
than Aruba’s own estimate of $19.10 per share.
However, the Vice Chancellor did not adopt his deal price minus synergies value, in part
because he believed that his “deal-price-less-synergies figure continues to incorporate an element
of value resulting from the merger” in the form of “reduced agency costs that result from unitary
(or controlling) ownership.” To remedy this, the Vice Chancellor elected to rely exclusively on
the stock price because he thought he would need to estimate and back out these theoretical
“reduced agency costs” from the deal price to arrive at a figure that reflected Aruba’s value as a
going concern. According to the Court of Chancery, using the “unaffected market price” of
Aruba’s publicly traded shares “provide[d] a direct estimate” of that endpoint, which led him to
find the sole indicator of fair value to be that “unaffected market price” of $17.13 per share.
Although § 262 requires the Court of Chancery to assess Aruba’s fair value as of “the effective
date of the merger,” the Court of Chancery arrived at the unaffected market price by averaging
the trading price of Aruba’s stock during the thirty days before news of the merger leaked, which
was three to four months prior to closing.
We reverse the trial court’s fair value determination. Under Cavalier Oil Corp. v.
Hartnett, the Court of Chancery’s task in an appraisal case is “to value what has been taken from
the shareholder: ‘viz. his proportionate interest in a going concern.’” That is, the court must
value the company “as an operating entity ... but without regard to post-merger events or other
possible business combinations.” Cavalier Oil draws this requirement from § 262’s command
that the court determine fair value “exclusive of any element of value arising from the
accomplishment or expectation of the merger or consolidation,” which this Court has interpreted
as ruling out consideration of not just the gains that the particular merger will produce, but also
the gains that might be obtained from any other merger. As a result, fair value “is more properly
described as the value of the company to the stockholder as a going concern, rather than its value
to a third party as an acquisition.” Under this reading of § 262, the Court of Chancery must
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“exclude from any appraisal award the amount of any value that the selling company’s
shareholders would receive because a buyer intends to operate the subject company, not as a
stand-alone going concern, but as a part of a larger enterprise, from which synergistic gains can
be extracted.” For this reason, in cases where the Court of Chancery has used the price at which a
company is sold in a third-party transaction, it has excised a reasonable estimate of whatever
share of synergy or other value the buyer expects from changes it plans to make to the
company’s “going concern” business plan that has been included in the purchase price as an
inducement to the sale. No party in this proceeding argued to us that the long-standing use of
going-concern value, or its concomitant requirement to excise synergy gains, should be revisited.
Applying the going-concern standard, we hold that the Court of Chancery abused its
discretion in using Aruba’s “unaffected market price” because it did so on the inapt theory that it
needed to make an additional deduction from the deal price for unspecified “reduced agency
costs.” It appears to us that the Court of Chancery would have given weight to the deal price
minus synergies absent its view that it also had to deduct unspecified agency costs to adhere to
Cavalier Oil’s going-concern standard. As Verition points out, this aspect of the decision is not
grounded in the record. Judging by the law review articles cited by the Court of Chancery, the
theory underlying the court’s decision appears to be that the acquisition would reduce agency
costs essentially because the resulting consolidation of ownership and control would align the
interests of Aruba’s managers and its public stockholders. In other words, the theory goes,
replacing a dispersed group of owners with a concentrated group of owners can be expected to
add value because the new owners are more capable of making sure management isn’t shirking
or diverting the company’s profits, and that added value must be excluded under § 262 as
“arising from the accomplishment or expectation of the merger or consolidation.” However,
unlike a private equity deal, the merger at issue in this case would not replace Aruba’s public
stockholders with a concentrated group of owners; rather, it would swap out one set of public
stockholders for another: HP’s.
Indeed, neither party presented any evidence to suggest that any part of the deal price
paid by HP, a strategic buyer, involved the potential for agency cost reductions that were not
already captured by its synergies estimate. Synergies do not just involve the benefits when, for
example, two symbiotic product lines can be sold together. They also classically involve cost
reductions that arise because, for example, a strategic buyer believes it can produce the same or
greater profits with fewer employees—in English terms, rendering some of the existing
employees “redundant.” Private equity firms often expect to improve performance and squeeze
costs too, including by reducing “agency costs.” Here, the Court of Chancery’s belief that it had
to deduct for agency costs ignores the reality that HP’s synergies case likely already priced any
agency cost reductions it may have expected. In short, the Court of Chancery acknowledged that
there were estimates of the synergies expected by HP, and the record provides no reason to
believe that those estimates omitted any other added value HP thought it could achieve because
of the combination. For this reason, Aruba itself presented a deal price minus synergies value of
$19.10 per share as one of its suggested outcomes.
As to this issue, Aruba never argued that its deal price minus synergies case did not fully
account for all the “agency cost” reductions it expected, and the Court of Chancery’s view that
some measure of agency costs had to be accounted for finds no basis in the record. Nor does it
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find any basis in the corporate finance literature; given that all the cost reductions HP expected
as a widely held, strategic buyer were likely to be fully accounted for by its expected synergies.
Theory here tracks the facts, and there was no reasonable basis to infer that Aruba was cheating
itself out of extra agency cost reductions by using only the cost reductions that were anticipated
in commercial reality. However, instead of at least awarding Verition the deal price minus HP’s
estimate of its expected synergies left with the seller, which generated a value that was
corroborated by the standalone DCF models used by Aruba’s and HP’s boards in agreeing to the
transaction, the Court of Chancery gave exclusive weight to the thirty-day average unaffected
market price of $17.13 per share.
In addition to believing that it had to account for unspecified agency costs, the Court of
Chancery also seemed to suggest that rote reliance on market prices was compelled based on its
reading of DFC and Dell. Like any human perspective, the trial judge’s broader reading of Dell
and DFC is arguable, but the trial judge’s sense that those decisions somehow compelled him to
make the decision he did was not supported by any reasonable reading of those decisions or
grounded in any direct citation to them. Among other things, the trial judge seemed to find it
novel that DFC and Dell recognized that when a public company with a deep trading market is
sold at a substantial premium to the preannouncement price, after a process in which interested
buyers all had a fair and viable opportunity to bid, the deal price is a strong indicator of fair
value, as a matter of economic reality and theory. The apparent novelty the trial judge perceived
is surprising, given the long history of giving important weight to market-tested deal prices in the
Court of Chancery and this Court, a history that long predated the trial judge’s contrary
determination in Dell.
For example, the Court of Chancery equated the view that the deal price can serve as
reliable evidence of fair value when a buyer pays the highest price, after other logical buyers
have been given access to confidential information and a fair chance to present a superior offer,
with being one that “discount[s] the importance of competition.” Of course, when there is an
open opportunity for many buyers to buy and only a few bid (or even just one bids), that does not
necessarily mean that there is a failure of competition; it may just mean that the target’s value is
not sufficiently enticing to buyers to engender a bidding war above the winning price. In this
case, for instance, Aruba approached other logical strategic buyers prior to signing the deal with
HP, and none of those potential buyers were interested. Then, after signing and the
announcement of the deal, still no other buyer emerged even though the merger agreement
allowed for superior bids. It cannot be that an open chance for buyers to bid signals a market
failure simply because buyers do not believe the asset on sale is sufficiently valuable for them to
engage in a bidding contest against each other. If that were the jurisprudential conclusion, then
the judiciary would itself infuse assets with extra value by virtue of the fact that no actual market
participants saw enough value to pay a higher price. That sort of alchemy has no rational basis in
economics.
In fact, encouraged by Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., our courts have for years applied
corporate finance principles such as the capital asset pricing model to value companies in
appraisal proceedings in ways that depend on market efficiency. The reliable application of
valuation methods used in appraisal proceedings, such as DCF and comparable companies
analysis, often depends on market data and the efficiency of the markets from which that data is
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derived. For example, it is difficult to come up with a reliable beta if the subject company’s
shares do not trade in an efficient market, and the reliability of a comparable companies or
transactions analysis depends on the underlying efficiency of the markets from which the
multiples used in the analysis are derived.
Even before this Court’s seminal opinion in Weinberger , the old Delaware “block”
method used market prices in one of its three prongs. In forsaking the Delaware block method as
a rigid basis to determine fair value, Weinberger did not hold that market value was no longer
relevant; in fact, Weinberger explicitly condoned its use. Extending this basic point, DFC and
Dell merely recognized that a buyer in possession of material nonpublic information about the
seller is in a strong position (and is uniquely incentivized) to properly value the seller when
agreeing to buy the company at a particular deal price, and that view of value should be given
considerable weight by the Court of Chancery absent deficiencies in the deal process.
Likewise, assuming an efficient market, the unaffected market price and that price as
adjusted upward by a competitive bidding process leading to a sale of the entire company was
likely to be strong evidence of fair value. By asserting that Dell and DFC “indicate[ ] that
Aruba’s unaffected market price is entitled to substantial weight,” the Vice Chancellor seemed to
suggest that this Court signaled in both cases that trading prices should be treated as exclusive
indicators of fair value. However, Dell and DFC did not imply that the market price of a stock
was necessarily the best estimate of the stock’s so-called fundamental value at any particular
time. Rather, they did recognize that when a market was informationally efficient in the sense
that “the market’s digestion and assessment of all publicly available information concerning [the
Company] [is] quickly impounded into the Company’s stock price,” the market price is likely to
be more informative of fundamental value. In fact, Dell’s references to market efficiency focused
on informational efficiency—the idea that markets quickly reflect publicly available information
and can be a proxy for fair value—not the idea that an informationally efficient market price
invariably reflects the company’s fair value in an appraisal or fundamental value in economic
terms. Nonetheless, to the extent the Court of Chancery read DFC and Dell as reaffirming the
traditional Delaware view, which is accepted in corporate finance, that the price a stock trades at
in an efficient market is an important indicator of its economic value that should be given
weight, it was correct. And to the extent that the Court of Chancery also read DFC and Dell as
reaffirming the view that when that market price is further informed by the efforts of arm’s
length buyers of the entire company to learn more through due diligence, involving confidential
non-public information, and with the keener incentives of someone considering taking the nondiversifiable risk of buying the entire entity, the price that results from that process is even more
likely to be indicative of so-called fundamental value, it was correct.
Here, the price that HP paid could be seen as reflecting a better assessment of Aruba’s
going-concern value for reasons consistent with corporate finance theory. For starters, the
unaffected market price was a measurement from three to four months prior to the valuation date,
a time period during which it is possible for new, material information relevant to a company’s
future earnings to emerge. Even more important, HP had more incentive to study Aruba closely
than ordinary traders in small blocks of Aruba shares, and also had material, nonpublic
information that, by definition, could not have been baked into the public trading price. For
example, HP knew about Aruba’s strong quarterly earnings before the market did, and likely
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took that information into account when pricing the deal. Based on the record evidence, the
Court of Chancery could easily have found that HP and Aruba’s back and forth over price, HP’s
access to nonpublic information to supplement its consideration of the public information
available to stock market buyers, and the currency of the information that they had at the time of
striking a bargain had improved the parties’ ability to estimate Aruba’s going-concern value over
that of the market as a whole. In particular, HP had better insight into Aruba’s future prospects
than the market because it was aware that Aruba expected its quarterly results to exceed analysts’
expectations. When those strong quarterly results were finally reported—after the close of the
period that the Court of Chancery used to measure the “unaffected market price”—Aruba’s stock
price jumped 9.7%. Indeed, after the market learned about the strong quarter and the likelihood
of a strategic deal with HP, Aruba’s stock traded at $24.81, $0.14 away from the actual price HP
paid. Of course, despite expressing concern about the fact that no other bidder emerged to
compete with HP at the $24-plus price range, the Court of Chancery then awarded Verition $7.54
per share less than the $24.67 deal price.
By relying exclusively on the thirty-day average market price, the Court of Chancery not
only abused its discretion by double counting agency costs but also injected due process and
fairness problems into the proceedings. As Verition argued, the Vice Chancellor’s desire not to
award deal price minus synergies could be seen—in light of his letter to the parties and the
overall tone of his opinion and reargument decision—as a results-oriented move to generate an
odd result compelled by his personal frustration at being reversed in Dell. Indeed, the idea of
awarding the stock price came into the proceedings from the Vice Chancellor himself after
requesting supplemental post-trial briefing on the matter. Prior to that point, neither party argued
for that figure as the fair value under § 262. Because the Vice Chancellor introduced this issue
late in the proceedings, the extent to which the market price approximated fair value was never
subjected to the crucible of pretrial discovery, expert depositions, cross-expert rebuttal, expert
testimony at trial, and cross examination at trial. Instead, the Vice Chancellor surfaced Aruba’s
stock price as an appropriate measure of fair value in a way that is antithetical to the traditional
hallmarks of a Court of Chancery appraisal proceeding. The lack of a developed record on
whether the stock price was an adequate proxy for fair value buttresses our holding that the Court
of Chancery abused its discretion by awarding the thirty-day average unaffected market price of
$17.13 per share.
These procedural issues relate to substance in an important way. The reason for pretrial
discovery and trial is for parties to have a chance to test each other’s evidence and to give the
fact-finder a reliable basis to make an ultimate determination after each side has a fair chance to
develop a record and to comment upon it. The lack of that process here as to the Vice
Chancellor’s ultimate remedy is troubling. The Vice Chancellor slighted several important
factors in choosing to give exclusive weight to the unaffected market price. Under the semistrong form of the efficient capital markets hypothesis, the unaffected market price is not
assumed to factor in nonpublic information. In this case, however, HP had signed a
confidentiality agreement, done exclusive due diligence, gotten access to material nonpublic
information, and had a much sharper incentive to engage in price discovery than an ordinary
trader because it was seeking to acquire all shares. Moreover, its information base was more
current as of the time of the deal than the trading price used by the Vice Chancellor.
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Compounding these issues was the reality that Aruba was set to release strong earnings
that HP knew about in the final negotiations, but that the market did not. As previously noted,
Aruba’s stock price jumped 9.7% once those earnings were finally reported to the public. None
of these issues were illuminated in the traditional way, and none of them were discussed by the
Court of Chancery in a reasoned way in giving exclusive weight to a prior trading price that was
$7.54 below what HP agreed to pay, and well below what Aruba had previously argued was fair
value.
This multitude of concerns gives us pause, as does the evident plausibility of Verition’s
concern that the trial judge was bent on using the thirty-day average market price as a personal
reaction to being reversed in a different case. In a reargument decision addressing the petitioner’s
argument to this effect, the Vice Chancellor denied that this was the case. We take him at his
word. However, so too do we take him at his word that he viewed an estimate of deal price
minus synergies as compelling evidence of fair value on this record but that he could not come
up with a reliable estimate of his own because he wanted to double count agency costs, and also
lacked confidence in his underlying synergy deduction. Nevertheless, fixing the double counting
problem and hewing to the record developed by the parties themselves leaves a reliable estimate
of deal price minus synergies, which is the one that Aruba advanced until the Vice Chancellor
himself injected the thirty-day average market price as his own speculative idea. Of course,
estimating synergies and allocating a reasonable portion to the seller certainly involves
imprecision, but no more than other valuation methods, like a DCF analysis that involves
estimating (i) future free cash flows; (ii) the weighted average cost of capital (including the
stock’s beta); and (iii) the perpetuity growth rate. But here there is no basis to think Aruba was
being generous in its evaluation of deal price minus synergies. And, as any measure of value
should be, Aruba’s $19.10 deal price minus synergies value is corroborated by abundant record
evidence.
The Vice Chancellor himself concluded that because the HP–Aruba transaction involved
enormous synergies, “the deal price ... operates as a ceiling for fair value.” That conclusion was
abundantly supported by the record. Aruba’s estimate of $19.10 resulting from that method was
corroborated by HP’s and Aruba’s real-time considerations and Aruba’s DCF, comparable
companies, and comparable transactions analyses.
Rather than burden the parties with further proceedings, we order that a final judgment be
entered for the petitioners in the amount of $19.10 per share plus any interest to which the
petitioners are entitled.
5.8.5 Comments on Aruba
1.
As referenced in the Supreme Court’s opinion, this decision arose in the context of a line
of recent decisions in which the Supreme Court reversed Court of Chancery decisions in DCF
and Dell regarding appraisal valuations. Vice Chancellor Laster was reversed in both the current
case and in Dell. A subtext of the decisions have to do not so much with the law as with the
potential that the Vice Chancellor’s option in Aruba was shaped by his surprise / offense at the
Supreme Court’s opinion in Dell. You may read Laster’s 130 page opinion in Aruba at the
following link, and decide yourself:
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https://courts.delaware.gov/Opinions/Download.aspx?id=269110
Let us set aside for the moment the potential revelation that judges have human emotions that
infect their opinions, and consider whether a different set of external factors (beyond a simple
interest in getting “fair value” right) might have affected the Delaware court’s recent decisions in
this area. What players in the M&A market might be adversely affected by introducing a bias
towards deal value in appraisal proceedings?
2.
Following Aruba, some commentators and plaintiffs’ counsel were of the view that not
only did Aruba require consideration of deal value in an appraisal proceeding, but that
henceforth it would be the primary consideration in appraisal cases. Nonetheless, Vice
Chancellor Slights found in In re Appraisal of Jarden Corp., 2019 WL 3244085 (Del. Ch. July
19, 2019) that Jarden’s shares should be appraised at an unaffected market value (pre-dating
news of the merger) of $48.31 rather than the deal price of $59.21 – giving the hold-out
shareholders some 18% less for their shares than they would have received by agreeing to take
the negotiated merger price! The hedge funds who were the plaintiffs in the case, as you might
expect, appealed the Court of Chancery’s decision to the Delaware Supreme Court, no doubt
hoping for a rebuke to Vice Chancellor Slights like those given to Vice Chancellor Laster. They
were to be disappointed, as the Delaware Supreme Court unanimously upheld Chancery’s
decision in a July 2020 decision (https://cases.justia.com/delaware/supreme-court/2020-4542019.pdf?ts=1594328474):
In DFC, Dell, and Aruba we did not, as a matter of law, rule out any recognized
financial measurement of fair value. Instead, we remained true to the appraisal
statute’s command that the court consider “all relevant factors” in its fair value
determination. […] The Vice Chancellor got the “takeaway” exactly right from
our recent appraisal decisions: “[w]hat is necessary in any particular
[appraisal] case [] is for the Court of Chancery to explain its [fair value
calculus] in a manner that is grounded in the record before it.”
One interesting aspect of the case is both courts’ attention to what was characterized as a CEO
dominated, imperfect sales process. In particular, the Delaware Supreme Court stated that
“Jarden’s sale price does not act as a valuation floor when the petitioners successfully convinced
the court that the deal price resulted from a flawed sale process, and the court found Jarden
probably captured substantial synergies in the sale price.” Does it make sense to punish
shareholders in appraisal for the procedural sins of the company during the sales process? For
particularly effective negotiation by the company that results in more of the synergies of the deal
going to seller rather than being retained by buyer?

